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such figures as Bill Gates, Ross Perot, and
George Lucas, and such companies as
Canon, IBM, Xerox, Businessland, and the
William Morris Agency. But most of all, it
is a story of how one man has continued
to captivate the public, the press, and supposedly savvy businesspeople, claiming
leadership of an industry and technology
that now affects us all-it is a cautionary
tale for our time.
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Steve Jobs and the NeXT Big Thing

Introduction

E

ach day brings a g entle rain of white petals, thousands and
thousands of new pages of press releases , floating down
upon newspaper and magazine editors. E ach sheet is a
compact package of g lad tidings that companies hope will be noticed,
even though all releases are filled with the same untrustworthy
cheeriness. H ere is the headline of one that wafted down on J anuary
25 , 1993 :
NeXT PROFITABLE IN Q4 '92
1
N ORT H A M ERICAN S ALES UP 36% IN 1992

The news release was issued by NeXT Computer, Inc., a small
com puter company headed by a well-known entrepreneur , Steve
J obs, the cofounder of Apple Computer.
NeXT's existence owed much to the inspirational example of
Apple. When J obs left Apple in 19 85 to start another computer
company from scratch, the next in its name referred to Steve J obs's
next bid to shape history, to present to a g rateful world the next
big thing. Inter mittently, the world had heard from him and his
I
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company, in press releases such as this, or in staged events for the
media. But though eight years had passed, and the fire of ambition
burned as brightly in Jobs as ever, another business miracle had yet
to materialize. Reporters who wrote about NeXT would often forget
when exactly NeXT had been founded, and as late as 1992 would
still refer to NeXT as a company that was two or three years old,
inadvertently lopping off years, an error that J obs of course was
happy to let stand uncorrected. The less attention paid to hi s fai lures
to repeat at NeXT hi s earlier success at Apple, the more attention he
could direct toward NeXT's future, clean and untarnished, always
brig ht with possibi li ty.
Better to look anywhere but to the past record, where J obs's
attempts to build a profitable rival to Apple had led him from one
strategy to another, from blunder to blunder, disaster to disaster.
What makes hi s NeXT story especially intriguing , however , is the
gullibility of many others who lent money, careers, and prestige to
Steve J obs's quest. The greater portion of investment capital came
not from J obs's own pocket but from that of others. T he amount of
money that was sunk into the NeXT venture makes it a story for
the history books, but not in the way that Jobs intended: well over
$250 million of capital and royalties di sappeared in NeXT, without
a penny of net profit to show for the investment. 2 N eXT's dismal
skein of business misjudgments threatened to go do down in the
books as the most expensive flop in the history of entrepreneurship.
And yet J obs remained buoyant about the prospects for his NeXT.
At the moment of the press release , in late J anuary 1993, he asked
that the news media pay attention to the happy news about recent
sales, which had reached an all-time record $ 140 million for calendar year 1992 . He also boasted that the fourth quarter of 1992
marked the first profitable quarter ever for NeXT. Ordinary entrepreneurs would not be permitted the luxury of seven-plus years
of struggles without a single profitable quarter, but Jobs enjoyed
resources that h ad given him a more lei surely timetable to find his
footing. On the face of su ch figures, the company appeared to have
2
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turned a corner indeed. Upon second glance, however, the press
release concealed some important facts. It did not mention the
amount of profit earned, an omission that was a curious way to
trumpet a company's financial health. In fact, the profits that NeXT
wanted the world to noti ce were an accounting phantom and excluded interest payments for loans-NeXT had a net loss for the
quarter . 3 NeXT did not reveal that for the year, the company had
fallen about $40 milli on short of break-even. 4 Nor did it disclose
the number of computers sold, a statistic that similar computer
companies routinely disclose when releasing quarterly and annual
results. One can understand the company's decision not to call
attention to the fact that the total number of computers that the
company had sold, not just in 1992, but cumulatively since its
founding in 1985, came to only 50,000. Thi s seven-year-total was
the number of computers that Apple in early 1993 sold in any g iven

six days. 5
If all was well at NeXT, as press releases always must say, then
one was left to wonder why it was that in the past year no less than
seven of Steve J obs's nine vice-presidents had been fired or had left
on their own, leavi ng unfilled vacancies in many cases (B1.tSiness
Week joked, "Will the last executive to leave NeXT Computer
Inc. please turn out the lights?"). 6 D espite an exodus of NeXT
managers, i and other contrary evidence, J obs was able, as he always
was, to assert that his company was doing fine. H e declared that
"things are goi ng better than they have in a long time. " 8 The tacit
assumption in his remarks was that the public need only pay attention to the selective facts (and factoids) of the press release.
Rumors were ci rculati ng at the time that NeXT might close its
factory and devote all of its resources to selling the software that it
had provided along with its computers. T he recent departure of
Rich Page, the vice president in charge of hardware, and the absence
of a named successor, had served to increase speculation that the
N eXT factory might be closed. When queried by reporters, J obs
denied any change was in the offing. At the end of the press release,

J

however, a seemingly innocuous passage attracted some unwanted
attention. As a way of introducing the company to those not already
familiar with it, the release explained that NeXT Computer, Inc.
was a company that designed and marketed something called NeXTSTEP software. This self-description was not the standard boilerplate that it had used in the past; until this moment, t he company
had defined itself in the same place in its press releases as the
company that «desig ns, manufactures, and markets professional
workstations," a class of computer that is more powerful-and more
expensive-than ordinary personal computers. Earlier, it had even
changed its name from NeXT, Inc. to NeXT Computer, Inc., to
emphasize its principal product. All of the $ 140 million in revenue
of which it had boasted for the past year was earned by the sale and
servici ng of those computers, made exclusively by NeXT itselfthe NeXTSTEP software came free with the machines. T hus, hidden at the end of this seemingly unremarkable document, was the
apparent disappearance of the computer that had been the company's
raison d'etre and its primary revenue-generating product.
When the press inquired about the meaning of the last parag raph
of the press release, NeXT issued a torrent of emphatic denials:
NeXT was not abandoning its hardware production, no sir, absolutely not, the company had no such plans. 9 (The spokeswoman at
NeXT who issued the denials was also the same person who had on
one day , denied that Rich Page was resig ning, then the very next
day, confirmed it.) 10 NeXT management was so persuasive in its
denials of recent or imminent change and in its serene pronou ncements about profits that it fooled not only the public but also the
company's own e mployees. Hence, the news that leaked on Tuesday,
February 9th, caught almost everyone by surp rise: The company
was immediately abandoning computer manufacturing and laying
off 330 of its 500 employees, cutting not only in manufacturing
and desig n but also in sales , marketing, and administration. 11 Many
of the affected employees learned of the layoffs in a fas hion that
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made awful news a ll the worse: from the radio. The day would be
remembered by v ictims and survivors alike as "Black Tuesday."
One has to adm ire the audacity of NeXT's public relations efforts:
here is a company that could claim that its business was healthy and
profitable one moment, then announce the abandonment of its sole
existing source of revenue and the deci mation of more than 60
percent of its workforce, and then reassert with innocent equan imity
that it was simply "ca pitaliz ing" on its assets. Steve J obs offered no
explanation of the disc repancy between the earlier sanguine an nouncements and the apparent need to change d irection radically.
H e directed attention forwa rd , to the future, to the beckoning
opportu nity of lead ing NeXT into the ranks of "first-tier" software
companies. 12 The current line was always correct (until further
notice) .
According to Jobs, NeXT once again was poised on the eve of
great success, now a " leaner" company, with an unspecified "pipeline of orders" in hand for its software. 13 Unfortunately for NeXT,
the software was not ready for sale, and would not be for months
yet. The N eXTSTEP software that the company had b undled with
its own compute rs could not run on any other brand of com puter.
Its incompatibility of course was one of the principal problems that
had contributed to NeXT's record of di sappointing sales, but it had
taken J obs years before he was willing to recognize it as a problem
instead of as a "strategic advantage." He had belated ly given his
assent to the massive task of rewriti ng NeXTSTEP software so that
it would run on IBM-compatible personal computers that were
based on m icroprocessors made by I ntel. But the task was far from
comp lete, and the NeXTSTEP for I ntel software was not going to
be ready unti l late summer of 1993. W hen Jobs decided to drop
computer production, he of necessity expedited the announced
schedule for compl eting the new software, whi ch he now said wou ld
be ready M ay 25, at the opening of NeXT's own trade show,
NeXTWORLD Expo.

s
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Even with an accelerated schedule, N eXT stiJJ found itself in an
unenviable predi cament. The company pulled out of the computer
business before it had its r eplacement product , the Intel software,
ready for sale. All it had to offer in the interim was the older version
of the software that ran only on NeXT computers; the only potential
customers- that is, those who owned a computer that could actually
run it-already had been given the software when they had purchased their machines. NeXT was an eight-year-old company that
was attempting the most awkward of aJJ possible transitions: going
months without a single revenue-producing product.
Daunting as all these d ifficulties might have been, J obs remained
enig matically ebullient. Puzzled, a reporter for Forttme confessed
that " it's hard to tell whether Steve J obs is a snake-oil salesman or
a bona fide v isionary ." 14 J obs predicted that the newly transformed
NeXT was going to rescue the world from what he called the
"Mi crosoft monopoly," and his decision to concentrate exclusively
on software was not merely the transformation of a single company,
"it is, in all likelihood, the transformati on of an entire industry. " 15
When J obs appeared at a meeting of the Bay Area NeXT Group a
week after Black Tuesday, he brushed aside sugg estions that N eXT
should consider licensing its software to Microsoft. It made no
sense, he said , to aid the enemy. And if some thought it was
preposterous for tiny N eXT to compete against Microsoft, J obs's
second-in-command , P eter van Cuylenburg , derided the doubters
as cowards. Van Cuylenburg pointed to his own successful experience taking on an entrenched monopoly in the British telecommunications business. H e said he relished the opportunity to exploit the
advantages of the underdog: "sympathy, focus, and nimbleness. "
J obs echoed the same sentiment and confided that unnamed others
had told him that he was erring on the side of underestimating
N eXT's potential to steal market share away from Microsoft.
Listening to him, it was easy to fo rget that his was a company
that had managed to gobble the $25 0 million in investment capital
while securing only about a two percent share of the workstation
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market; it still had not seen a single quarter where it earned a net
profit; it sti ll had not found a viable path for itself; and a few weeks
after these cataclysmic announcements, Jobs pushed van Cuylenburg, his hand-chosen president and heir apparent, out of the company. 16 For the battle against Microsoft, Jobs insisted on fighting
singlehandedly, as the sole senior executive.
Such bravado invites morbid attention. Steve J obs seems powerless to resist the temptation of exploits that wi ll accomplish nothing
if not sustaining attention to himself, even if observers remain
skeptical 9f the face value of his pronouncements, and even if
interest in Jobs originates in nothing more than the generic fascination of the most wealthy. T he fasc ination is mixed with a beguiling
mystery that we are reminded of whenever we peer at the faces of
our fellows who have become rich. We will always experience a
shock of recognition of the mortally ordinary, and such is the case
when we look at the face of Steve Jobs, youthful though his remains.
F. Scott Fitzgerald was wrong; the rich are not different, or at least
appear no different, from you and me. Inspect all we wish, but we
cannot actually see the power to amass an unimaginable fortune,
and in Jobs's case, at a tender age no less.
How does the arrival of a monstrously large fortune during one's
young adulthood influence the pristine person within ? A Steve Jobs
makes one wonder. So, too, Bill Gates, his archri val and the power
behind the "Microsoft monopoly," who like J obs has played an
important role in bring ing a personal computer industry into being
in a very short period of historical time. Their personal fortunes
chart changes in the landscape of the American economy, as money
shifts from the solid , the bulky, the tangible, toward the transitory
and rapidly obsolescent, the miniature, the cerebral. Partially offsetting this shift represented by two computer multimillionaires is
the anachronistic coincidence that each dropped out of college early,
and pursued business fortunes in a highly technical industry, free
of formal engineering or computer science training, or the credentialism of the modern age, a quaint throwback to the rough and
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tumble education of the unlettered captains of industry a century
ago. Other comparisons to the nineteenth century are not so quaint:
Gates's ruthlessness in seeking complete domination in his industry
would be compared to the robber barons of yore, and Jobs,s utter
lack of charitable impulse would shame even the robber barons.
Jobs's unlined face tells us little about his entry into the ranks of
the extremely rich. The fo rtune appeared too quickly for it to have
registered. The garage-to-riches story unfolded in a trice: In 1977,
Steve Jobs and the other Steve, Steve Wozniak, moved their fledgling Apple Computer from the Jobs's family garage into an office;
by 1980 , the company's annual sales of their Apple II , the first
popular personal computer, reached almost $120 million, and the
company went public, making Steve Jobs, the largest shareholder,
a millionaire many times over. When Forbes magazine in 1982
began an annual survey of the four hundred richest Americans,
there was Steve Jobs with Apple stock valued at $100 milli on. He
was twenty-seven years old , one of only three among the 400 who
were unde1- thirty. 17
Very few of the 400 wealthiest in 1982 were under the age of
forty , let alone thirty , and these were overwhelmingly inheritors of
fortunes from the old industrial economy-oil, real estate, shipping, and the like. The two individuals who were under thirty aside
from J obs both were heiresses of oi l fortunes. T he only fortunes in
the under-forty set that indicated anything of the new were those of
filmmaker George Lucas and Federal Express founder Frederick
Smith, both of whom then were thirty-eight and worth an esti mated
$ I 00 million. Jobs was the precocious wonder of the entire elite
group. Rising from modest suburban working-class origins, one is
almost tempted to say he did it on his own. But of course only
relatively so. First, the myth of the se lf-made fo rtune conveniently
ignores the partners and all of the less visible Little People, whose
contributions are at least collectively as indispensable. In the case
of Apple, one particular individual, cofounder Steve vVozni ak, was
the techni cal wizard who created the hugely successful Apple II that
8
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made Apple a large company, but W ozni ak was too generous and
too passive to look out for his own best financial interests. It was
Steve J obs alone who emerged with a net worth that extended to
nine figures.
,
Second , real life does not resemble the mythic drama in which
the hardscrabble entrepreneur claims the mountaintop by dint of
his own sweat and assertion of pure will, without financial assistance .
Self-made fo rtunes are virtually never created without someone else
providing risk capital at an early stage, and this too applies to the
case of Apple. The two young Steves were able to move out of the
garage only because Armas Clifford ("Mike") M arkkula, Jr., who
had already made a small fortune from Intel, invested in Apple
with his own money , helped arrange for $600, 000 in venture capital
financing, and not least of all, recruited outside talents for board
and executive leadership . Without the less visible backing of fig ures
such as M ar kkula, the public would not have heard much about a
Steve J obs. It is telling that Wozniak was not on the 1982 Forbes
list, but Markkula wa~, with a net worth esti mated at $60 million.
Third, and this is most vexing of all to the rich hero who makes
rather than inherits a fortune: one has difficulty quelling doubt that
one's sudden business success owes much to chance, the happenstance
of stumbling upon the right place at the right time, a sweet spot in
the business cosmos. This suspi cion troubles entrepreneurs of all
ages, and many have embarked upon a succession of new ventures,
self- imposed tests that could confirm that it was their own internal
resources, not luck, that accounted fo r their first success. Almost
all fa il in their quest to repeat earlier history . It is hardly surprising
that a preternaturally young business phenomenon like Steve J obs
would suffer from the afflicti on of self-doubt most of all.
For J obs, the very different, slower , g radual , and untroubled
course of Bill Gates's ri se feeds consternation. I n thei r longstanding
co mpetition, Gates originally had a sli ght head start, having cofounded Microsoft in 197 5 with friend Paul Allen just as he was
about to begin his freshman year at Harvard. He w rote programs
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for the first home computer, the Altair, then for other personal
computers as they appeared, and secured the contract to write the
basic software for IBM's new personal computer , introduced in
198 1. But it would take awhile for the g rowth of the com pany to
reach the point that would place Gates within the upper echelons of
the most wealthy in the country. His debut on the Forbes list would
come in 1986, at the age of thirty, after Microsoft had completed
a public offering of its shares that made Gates's holdings worth
$3 15 million. 18 This was four years after J obs was on the list, and
ironically the rise of Gates's Microsoft was owed partially to the
success of Apple's Macintosh, which Gates had provided with prog rams before other software companies realized the potential of a
market outside that defined by the standards of the IBM personal
computer. \Vith ecumenical shrewdness, Gates made Microsoft the
beneficiary of g rowth of the entire personal computer industry,
whether the compute rs were IBMs, clones, or Apple Macintoshes.
This was to prove the most successful strategy in the industry.
It was Gates, then, not Jobs, who by 1988 was the thirty-twoyear-old billionaire, who by 1991 had become, by Forbes reckoning,
the second-richest American, with M icrosoft stock valued at $4. 8
bi llion. T he 199 1 listings showed that the financial arrangement
between the old business partners at Microsoft was more generous
to the lesser-known partner than what Apple co-founder Steve 'J.lozniak had worked out with Steve J obs. Microsoft cofounder Paul
Allen, who had left Microsoft many years before but had retained
stock, was a bi lli onaire himself, the eleventh-richest person in the
country, though at the comparatively senescent age of thirty-eig ht. 19
In late 199 1 and earl y 1992, the value of M icrosoft stock turned
skyward at an even steeper climb, pulling Gates's paper value up
beyond $6 billion, and briefly even above $7 billion, far beyond
any other ind ividual. Gates's ascension in 1992 to the top of Forbes's
list of the richest Americans-a nd at the age of thirty-six, the
youngest person ever to occupy the position- has com pleted what
J obs's appearance on the 1982 Forbes list had begun: demonstrating
IO
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the new business possibilities opened up by computer technology,
defying the old rules that placed a premium on inheritance, age and
experience, patience measured in decades, the possession of real
estate and the other massive, v isible assets of an industrial age.
By anyone's measure, Steve Jobs is a financially secure multimillionaire himself, and has no material reason to be envious of Zillionaire Bill. But the Fates have not been as kind to J obs, and
though the utility value of the money may lose meaning in the
hundreds-of-millions-and-up range, it stands as a measurable proxy
for the difference in power that is wielded by the two. If we hear
an edge of bitterness that sometimes creeps into Jobs's remarks, it
can be traced to this difference and to the tribulations Jobs has gone
through that Gates has not. Initially, J obs went from rich to very
rich on the Forbes list. In 1983, the value of his Apple stock soared
from $I 00 to $225 million. But Apple encountered setbacks and by
1985 was in managerial disarray. Jobs, who had been increasingly at
odds with John Sculley, the man he had recruited from Pepsi to be
his successor, lost a final showdown. In September 1985 , Jobs
resigned from Apple, relinquishing a place in the company that had
been the source of his adult identity. To mark his exit, he liquidated
most of his Apple stock holdings, a decision that in retrospect was
dearly costly ; after his departure (and not a little becawe of his
departure) the value of Apple stock soared. Forbes dropped him
from the list of the richest 400.
He immediately set out to build a new co mpany , which he
ambiguously named NeXT {with the intentional mix of lower- and
upper-case spelling), but his own intenti ons were hardly ambig uous.
H e had been all but literally cast out of the company that he had
poured his soul into for eig ht years. Humiliated, he could think of
little else but proving his ungrateful tormentors at Apple wrong .
H e would do so by building another computer company. For eight
years he pursued at NeXT a Quixotic quest to conjure back the
elusive magic that had borne Apple, about the same amount of time
as Jobs was at Apple but with nothing like the same result. When
II
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J obs closed the NeXT factory in February 1993, he finally abandoned the Apple model and began to follow the Gates model for
the first time in his li fe, an attempt to make a success of a company
that made nothi ng but software.
U ntil that moment, J obs's career differed sig nificantly from
Gates's. Snugly secure as always as head of M icrosoft, Gates has
been cossetted and has never had to face anything remotely similar
to the coup d'etat that deposed J obs at Apple. Gates still spends his
days and good portions of nights devoted to business and programming and hamburgers and little else, round the calendar, just as he
has do ne ever since adolescence. His famous attachment to his work
brings to mind another Robber Baro n image: James Buchanan
Duke, whose American T obacco Company controlled tobacco markets at the beginning of the twentieth century as completely as
M icrosoft dom inates personal computer softwa re at the end. Duke
described his attitude to work during his prime: "I was sorry to
have to leave off at ni g ht and glad when morning came so I could
get at it again. " 211 Gates keeps Duke's spirit alive today .
Gates has never had reason to experiment with change. Jobs, on
the other hand, set up the self-imposed test of himself at NeXT in
such a way as to make it all but impossible for anyone to have
succeeded. In the shadow of Apple (its annual revenue at the time
was almost $2 bi llion), J obs chose to bui ld another personal-computer company. Pursuing the same customers. Using old friends
recrui ted from Apple. But building a machine that could not use
the software that was written for Apple, IBM, or any other personal
computers.
J obs had difficulty fig uring out how his company could explain
in nontechn ical terms why his NeXT computer was special. Without
a machi ne on hand to demonstrate, a NeXT spokesperson , trying
to descri be the machine to an ordi nary prospective customer, had
to refer to tec hnical jargon , intelligible only to the cognoscenti-a
megapixei display with a 94-dpi screen, Macli Unix ke1-nel, Display
PostS cript, a digital signal processor, an object-oriented operating sys12
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tem, preemptive m1tltitasking, and so on. These features needed explication; and the most v isible feature, the striking all-black styling
that distinguished the computer from the lig ht colors of the competiti on, was hardly a compelling reason in itself to coax a wary buyer.
The N eXT computer simply did not lend itself to a snappy, onesentence summary. Look wherever you wished, you could not find
any clear , convincing label that said in plain English: H ere's Why
You Should Buy Me.

Jobs had not been concerned, however , because he believed that
history could be commanded to repeat itself; the NeXT computer
would become successful in the same unpredictable way that the
M aci ntosh had . Hi story teachers are wont to chant George Santayana's famous dictum that "those who cannot remember the past are
condemned to repeat it,'' and we could amend what might be called
Steve J obs's Corollary: "those who do remember the past are permitted to repeat it." Alas, the triumphs of the past are not so easily
commanded to return .
Repetition of the Macintosh success would have been difficult
enough to achieve even if Jobs had made the correct call on eve ry
decision that came before him. He failed this time, however , to
appreciate fully the importance of enlisting the outside support of
Gates's Microsoft or a si milar software company to ensure that
there would be plentiful software available when a new computer
standard, incompatible with existing ones, was introduced to the
public. Gates's willing ness to begin work on software development
for the Macintosh prior to its introduction in 1984 had been instrumental to its eventual success, but this time Jobs did not succeed in
obtaining the assistance of Gates and Microsoft. H e did not try
very hard , either. When Gates visited NeXT's offices in the summer
of 1987, while the NeXT computer was under development, Jobs
let him sit in the lobby for a half hour whi le J obs moved conspicuously about the building , letting his visitor stew. Jobs's subordinates
were amused to see J obs deliberately keep Gates waiting, which was
a way of N eXT telling Microsoft that NeXT did not really need
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the software company's help, but the ploy was more than an act of
discourtesy. It was the prelude of what would later become an
acrimonious competition between the two men for the power to
direct the personal-computer ind ustry, which had grown manyfold
since their earlier collaboration when Jobs was still at Apple.
When Jobs finally unveiled the NeXT machine to the general
public in late 19 8 8, Gates said with derision about his rival, "He
put a microprocessor in a box . So what?" 21 Asked about the NeXT
computer's disk drive, which was new for personal computers and
used optical technology supplied by the Japanese, Gates sneered,
"Anybody can write Sony a check" (for the record, the check went
to Canon, not Sony). 22 The all-black design did not impress him,
either. Gates: "If you want black, I'll get you a can of paint. " 23
Would he develop software for Jobs's new machine? "Develop for it?
I'll piss on it. " 24 The industry consumed these remarks as delectable
morsels; it also saw them as perfectly understandable, given the
many threats that Microsoft already faced on a number of fronts,
from a strained relationship with IBM and legal conflicts with
Apple, to uncertain prospects for new software called Windows,
and now Jobs's new machine, which invited the world to abandon
the software that Microsoft provided and use a new standard. NeXT
had ominously secured the imprimatur of Microsoft's most important partner, IBM, no less. In October 1988 , one industry
analyst went so far as to say that the new IBM-NeXT relationship
"was the biggest risk that Microsoft has, and Gates is doing all he
can to undermine it. " 25
The public feud between Gates and J obs continued on through
the fo llowing year . Gates dismissed the new technical features that
the NeXT computer boasted of as "truly trivial, " 26 and later, when
Gates and Jobs found themselves sitting on a dais at a personalcomputer industry meeting, the two traded shots over the head of
the hapless representative from IBM, J ames Cannavino, who sat
between them. Cannavino said he felt like he was in Beirut. 27 It
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was Jobs, however, more than Gates who was most damaged by
their estrangement. When Gates shunned the NeXT computer,
NeXT was deprived of Microsoft's considerable resources for new
software development, which it desperately needed. And Gates's
cold response also sent a message to other potentially interested
parties that NeXT's place in the personal-computer galaxy would
be marginal. Everyone knew that Gates had been willing to take a
considerable risk in backing the Macintosh when it was first introduced. Thus his refusal to back Jobs this time was read as evidence
that NeXT would begin hobbled by a crippling handicap with
wh.ich Apple had never had to contend.
With or without Gates's endorsement, Jobs was unconcerned: his
motto then was Build It and They Will Come. But hardly anyone
came when the machine was introduced in 1988. Nor did they come
in 1989 . Jobs was so slow to perceive just how grave was the failure
that it was not until 1990 that he threw out the old plan and cobbled
together a new one, and another, and another, right up to the
present. For a person who seems constitutionally resistant to change,
Jobs has done a remarkable job of adapting himself eventually to
circumstances. Apple Computer's Bad Boy of I 9 8 5, the sworn
enemy of IBM , began NeXT as the bete noire of corporate g igantism. He was determined to produce a wholly new computer standard for the following decade, and on his own terms, with his
own company and own hand-picked employees. Moreover, NeXT
eschewed corporate America as its customers and served only colleges and universities. Instead of pursuing profit for its own sake ,
NeXT was dedicated to furthering the mission of higher education
by providing computers designed for the special needs of students
and scholars . By 1993, Fortune 500 companies had become his
favored customer prospects, and colleges and universities were relegated to the side. The push for a NeXT computer standard for the
world had had to be mod ified to take into account the fact that I 00
million personal computers were already in existence and unlikely
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to be dropped in the wastebasket because J obs had a new, improved
machine. Eventually, the crusade for NeXT-built computers had
had to be abandoned altogether.
T o get from there to here, J obs has had to scramble, reinventing
himself along the way, keeping his company alive th rough dark
days of nonexistent sales. When asked about N eXT, many in the
industry shook their heads, saying that if it had been anybody's but
Jobs's, it would have had no possible chance of surviving. One
could add that Bill Gates also has similar capacities for endu rance,
but he does not come to mind because he has never faced similar
challenges. While Jobs's post-Apple venture was floundering,
Gates's Microsoft was growing rapidly into the behemoth whose
commanding power over the software industry gave the two largest
personal computer companies, IBM and Apple, a deep fright that
drove the fo rmer enemies into detente. Gates has never had to sc rap
like J obs for his company's survival. So though it may be hard to
di scern from their unlined faces, one of them has been roughed up
a bit by life , if such can be said about a multimillionaire, and the
other, the multibillionaire, has not been.
Against his w ill though it may have been, the changes that an
unappreciative world have forced upon Jobs have made him a much
more interesting person. The NeXT story could well have turned
out to be a short one-act play, a pallid variation of Godot, starring
only J obs, as the solipsist in black turtleneck, waiti ng for customers
that never would appear. It has not turned out that way . From the
beginning of his new venture, and despite his original intentions,
J obs had been forced to rely on outside talent, outside suppliers,
outside investors, outside allies, and outside journalist supporters .
J obs , his recruits, and hi s varied partners comprise a colorful cast.
Picture the group as a film director would. At the center , of course,
is J obs himself, with several personae, but the one that Hollywood
would be most interested in is the g litzy showman who stages
product introductions unlike any others (though critics have always
made unflattering comparisons to P. T. Barnum). Around him
16
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stands the original NeXT crew whom he recruited, dra\ving from
Apple and elsewhere in Si licon Valley; for the most part it was a
young g roup, negotiating the transition from twenty-something
to thirty-something. Behind them stand the outside investors, an
unlikely assemblage: H . Ross Perot, first hooked by a tdevi sion
show about NeXT and whose legitimiz ing support made J obs's
youthful NeXT crew seem less young and more credible; the heads
of two elite universities, Stanford and Carnegie-M ellon, who .l ent
the prestige as well as the money of their institutions to thi s pri vate
venture; and an important Japanese investor, Canon, whose investment in 1989 overni g ht gave NeXT, when it lacked a fini shed
product, a book value of $600 million and by so doing, temporari ly
restored J obs, who then owned fifty percent of NeXT's stock , to
the good g races of the Forbes richest 400 list. Unlike Gates, who
possessed an entrenched position at the top, J obs's mere inclusion
was tenuous. When the 1992 list of the Forbes 400 appeared in
October, the cover featured a gallery of six figures, three of whom
are found in the N eXT story: Jobs, who was dropped once again
from the list (the caption under his photo: " Didn't Cut It This
Year"); his rival Gates; and Ross Perot, whose poli tical ambitions
and willing ness to spend hi s own money liberally on his presidential
campaign made his net worth especially newsworthy ("How Much
Is Ross Really Worth''). 28
The cast has included at times a number of business allies, such
as IBM, the company that Jobs had denounced so vociferously
during his years at Apple, and Businessland , then the largest computer retai ler in the country. And the cast extras include the fanatic
"heat-seeking" early buyers, who bought the first NeXT computers
and kept the company alive, until Jobs shifted his attention to their
replacements, the corporate information-management professionals,
displacing the T-shi rted pioneer customers with their cultural enemies, the "suits. " The entrances and exits of cast members are
often bewildering. J obs's engagements with all parties, within and
withqut NeXT, have been marked by the tempestuousness one
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would expect when a precociously rich businessperson launches a
new company, driven by existential urgency more tha n financ ial
amb ition. T he plot line is simple: our central protago ni st introduces
a new product and , carrying it proudly, runs straig ht into the wall
of customer ind ifference; he picks hi mself up, and tries again and
again, each time with a new approach and a new set of supporti ng
characters, and each staging is a b it d ifferent. An infamous temper ,
a mulish will, and a capacity, when needed , to apply a mesmeri st's
charm g ive J obs numerous opportunities to dominate all scenes in
w hich he makes an appearance.
The NeXT story, however, has more to show us than simply
J obs and com pany. If we use a wide-angle lens and fit a large frame
around the chang ing personal-computer industry as a whole, we can
watc h how the NeXTs, the IBMs, the Apples, and the lesser-known
compani es vie to claim or hold on to a share of the vast market for
desktop computers in the office. All have had to contend wi th
extremely bloody competi tion and a precipitous decline in the price
of the computer hardware that they sell-good for our pocketbooks,
bad fo r their profits, and perhaps a portent of the future for other
A merican industries. If we look at the competition between companies t hat sell computers that they make, as NeXT t ried to do, and
those that sell only the software, li ke Microsoft, we glimpse the
advantage enj oyed by the softwa re companies. T he most value that
a company can add to a product and charge customers for is in the
arrangement of the O's and l 's of the d ig ital world , where a package
of software that costs $ I 0 to manufacture and package com mands
$500 on the store shelf. Gates's fo rtune from Microsoft comes from
this phenomenon; it turns out that he has been more fortunate than
J obs because his company was more modest in its ambitions and has
never produced the computers themselves, while J obs , both at Apple
and following the same for mula at NeXT, produced both computer
hardware and software. J obs's decision in 1993 to abandon hardware
was belated recogni tion of the advantage that Gates has long enjoyed .
And if we look at the competition between NeXT and its most
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powerful rivals, such as Sun Microsystems, a company not well
known to the general pub lic that is located near NeXT's home office
in the San Francisco Bay Area, we have an opportunity to see others
in Silicon Valley who , lacking the celebrity of a Steve Jobs, exert
important influence, even if in less visible fashion.
J obs is one of a very small group of businesspeople who mig ht
be compared to a H ollywood star. His fame and personality are
well-known enoug h to have generated fans and antifans. Like a true
Hollywood celebrity, he cannot step out on the street without being
recognized, and like a shrewd businessperson, he has used this same
celebrity to open doors to conservative corporations that would
otherwise have remained closed to other twenty- or thirty-something-year-olds. T o hi s cred it, he does not car ry the usual baggage
that H ollywood celebrities favor, a retinue of personal factotums.
H e is publicly visible in commonplace ways, which for a resident
of Palo Alto, California, means conveyance by expensive sports cars
or roller blades.
Jobs does relish the company of fellow stars, and the one industry
outside of computers in wh ich he has demonstrated an interest is
the film industry. He early made friends with George Lucas, and
while building NeXT, J obs bought Lucas's computer animation
company, Pixar, well-known for excelling in tech nology and losing
money. Initially , he did little with it , but in 199 1 he began work
with Disney on full- length computer-animated films. Other wealthy
businesspeople had but one way to gai n entrance to Hollywood: as
nuisances tolerated only as sources of movie production funds. Or
the very well-heeled could do as oi l baron Marvin Davis had done,
buying an entire studio outright. But with P ixar as hi s calling card,
J obs has ingeniously come up with a way that allows him to enter
Hollywood not as the rich amateur who knows nothing other than
how to wri te checks, but as a player contributing to the technical
production side of filmmaking.
It would be fitting if Hollywood rather than Sili con Valley is the
place where J obs succeeds in solving what one mig ht call his Citizen
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Kane problem. Just as Orson W elles had had the misfortune of
creating , directing, and starring in a masterwork at the age of
twenty-five and spent the rest of hi s life trying vainly to find another
outlet for his talents that would allow him to repeat what he had
accom plished when so young, so too J obs has been casting abo ut fo r
a way to make another Apple appear . W elles died at the age of
seventy, leaving many years of bad films, failed ventures, embarrassing appearances on television commercials, and sundry disappointments behind. If J obs remains consumed by the same quest,
the spectacle of post-Kane Well es, a person of talents that were often
described as those of a "genius," should serve as a somber reminder
of the long odds in summoning the lig htning strike of youthful
success a second time.
Bill Gates, of course, has no need to worry about a second career
when his first one continues to set records of one sort or another
with every passing year. But J obs has an advantage over Gates in
being able to call upon powers of charm that have made him fri ends
with college presidents, artists, designers, photographers, and others in positions of power who have no particular stake in the computer industry. The art world is one that J obs feels especially close
to; he often has likened his own ambitions to those of the late Edwin
L and , inventor of instant photography, who spoke of P olaroid's
m ission as embodying the intersection of technology and art. In
contrast, G ates blundered badly in his initial venture into the art
world, attempting to acquire rights from art museums to reproduce
fine-art and photography images in electroni c form, for personal
computers or for new, large digital screens that will hang on walls
like flat televisions. The company that G ates had set up to acquire
electronic rig hts to art works, Inte ractive H ome Systems, encountered tremendous resistance from the art world, not just because the
idea of yield ing electronic rights was new, but also because of
the pai nfully clear absence of an artistic bone in Gates. Museums
preferred to discuss licensing with the small companies that had
fewer demands and had an appreciation fo r art as something other
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than commercial garnish. W hen it came to ventu ring into the art
world, J obs was the respectful patron , Gates, the oafish P hilistine. 29
J obs has another strength that has helped red ress the im balance
of power and money that had come to separate the two boy wonders,
and this was the one that was most important: Jobs was the revolutionary, the person who had staked out for himself the mission of
coaxing the world along with him to take g reat leaps forward in
com pute r tec hnology. Gates, in contrast, stood by what he called an
evolutionary approach , imp roving existing software incrementa lly,
and permitti ng compute r users to keep their olde r personal computers longer .. When lVlicrosoft introd uced a new kind of software
prog ram, more often than not , it wo uld be d_eeply flawed. But
successive versions wou ld eliminate the problem s, and by d int of
steady investment and persistence, the program would mature into
a well -received product that computer owners coul d use on the
personal computers that they already owned . J obs's style was anti thetical: first, when he broug ht out the M acintosh at Apple , the n
the NeXT computer , J obs's customers had to buy new computers
and new software and invest conside rable time learning how to use
both . Eventually, Gates copied in app roximate fashion m any of the
easy-to- use featu res that the Macintosh had introduced , and this
new wave of programs, whi ch work on com puters that are not
M acintoshes, has been phenomenally successful com mercially. It is
fitting that J obs and Gates be treated as a roya l pair: the pattern that
the two have set is this- J obs blazes the trail , and Gates comes
behind , incorporating J obs's revolutionary leap in a more modest
fashi on, but one which appeals to the m illions of computer users
who a re reluctant to jetti son past investments.
When Gates and J obs got together in 199 1 at J obs's home for a
F ortune magazine story on the occasion of the tenth anni versar y of
the IBM P ersonal Computer, the shi ft in power toward those who
controlled the software instead of those who made the compute rs
themselves was already evide nt. 30 IBM 's absence from the birthday
cover story for its own Personal Computer , and the substitution of
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Jobs and Gates, was an indication of how the computer industry
had changed. So too was the softening of the contention between
Jobs and Gates themselves. Jobs still hoped to enlist Gates in hi s
cause, and Gates, for his part, no longer had as much reason to be
concerned about losing IBM's monogamous commitment to Microsoft; the two companies' formerly close relationship had ruptured,
and it looked as if Microsoft was in a much better position after the
split than IBM . The Microsoft program that copied the look of
Maci ntosh, Windows, whose future seemed questionable when it
was released in an earlier version a few years before, was well
on the way to selling in a revised version its ten-millionth copy.
Meanwhile, IBM was still struggling to complete work on its
competing software, which had not been released and was rumored
to be bloated and even further behind schedule than was already
evident. In 1988, when it had appeared that IBM might make
NeXT software a new standard for its own computers, Gates had
derisively dismissed NeXT. Three years l;tter, which is a long,
long time in the computer industry, alignments had changed to
such a degree, and Microsoft's power had grown to such an extent,
that Gates could afford to talk with Jobs about NeXT without the
rancor and perception of personal challenge that he had felt before.
Each declared to the other that the press had invented animosities
and had erroneously assumed they were no longer friends. These
were declarations that required historical amnesia, but were fair
indications that, at least at that moment in I 99 1, both preferred
amity to enmity. Though this private meeting was the first in a long
while, the two had maintained a wary friendliness with periodic
conversations by phone, which were more often than not entreaties
from J obs for Gates to reconsider his declaration that Microsoft
would consider writing software only for a computer that had sold
one million machines, a milestone that fo r NeXT was impossibly
far off. At the end of their chat in 1991, however , Jobs had failed
once again to enlist Gates's help, and by the next year was speaking
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publicly about the di re threat posed to the world by the "M icrosoft
monopoly."
In one sense, J ob s and Gates, and all the other members of the
computer industry, are a un ited band of revolutionaries, all with a
vested interest in seeing the rest of the soc iety embrace com puters
in their lives. By watchi ng J obs's attempts to carry out h is vision
of the needed revolution, at the same time that the others have
pursued theirs, we have the chance to detach ourselves from these
events and reflect a bit about the compute rs that have appeared on
some desks and not on others, that have been welcomed by some,
g reeted tepidly by many, and shun ned by many more.
J obs has spent a lot of time over the past ten years thinking about
history and his own futu re place in accounts of his era, again making
him a bit more com plex than Gates, w hose am bition seems free of
existential worries. J obs wants to reassure hi mself that he is m aking
a difference in the course of history itself. H e respects figures like
Edwin L and and T homas E d ison , yet he knows he does not have
their technical talents. Land, for example, held 533 U .S. patents,
whi ch was second only to E d ison's 1,093. 3 1 J obs has none. So he
has defined hi s historical role as the matchmaker , shuttling between
those who create new technology and those w ho will use it. While
at Apple, in early 1984, he said, "Com puters and society are out
on a first date in th is decade, and for some crazy reason , we're in
the rig ht place at the r ight time to make that romance blossom . " 32
He likened his own introd uction of the easy-to-use M acintosh computer to what Alexander Bell had done when he filed patents for the
telephone in the 187 Os: replacing existing technology with a new
way of accomplishing the same task much more easily. W ithout
b lushing, Jobs compared Bell's breakth rough , replacing the hardto-learn code of the telegraph with the telephone that anyone could
use immed iately without training, to his own replacement of the
hard-to-learn commands of the IBM personal computer with his
M acintosh , which anyone could also use immediately. And just as
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the telephone permitted greater range of expression than the dots
and dashes of Morse code, even permitting one to sing, Jobs's
Macintosh permitted greater expressiveness, too, incorporating picture-drawing tools that the IBM machines did not have. 33
The historical comparisons that fill J obs's mind are all of a grand
scale. Another recurring favorite is to compare his own work with
com puters to that of Henry Ford when the automobile industry was
in its infancy. In 1986, after he had left Apple and started NeXT,
J obs looked back to Ford and said, "It must have been the most
incredible feeli ng to know that thi s was going to change America."
Referring to NeXT, he said, «If we can create the kind of company
I think we can, it will g ive me an extreme amount of pleasure. " 3+
This is what makes Jobs unusual among the business gentry, the
naked chasing of not Money, per se, but a place in History, writ
with a grand iose capital "H."
Jobs is correct: the computer industry is still at a young, formative
stage, and if its future development is imagi ned as a long arc, then
a single individual-like himself- can exert significant, lasting
influence by nudgi ng the industry's path at an early point. Jobs put
it into the vocabulary of space shots: «You just have to move the
vector a little bit in the first inch, and the swing will be enormous
by the time it gets to be three miles long. " 35 H e had done it twice
with the Apple II and Macintosh computers, and he has tried his
damndest to do it again at NeXT, though the industry is much
further along, the velocity much g reater, the opportunity for a
si ngle person or sing le company to redirect its direction much
diminished. His race at NeXT is not only with terrestrial competitors, it is also a race with time, before the rocketship of History
pulls out of sight.

With all of his talk about contributing to History, Jobs should have
known that sooner or later he might receive a knock on hi s door
from a hi storian. I do not know if I am the first such , and I am
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certain of course I will not be the last. I thought that now would
be a good time to prepare a book about NeXT because one could
say that whatever the future may hold, the years of NeXT as a
computer company are now complete, and a book written at this
point would preserve many of the details of these years and the
reflections of participants, before memories fade and the historical
actors move on to new interests and disperse. My own interest in
NeXT originates in J obs's revolutionary ambitions to take the world
by storm, ambitions that seemed to me to be audacious enough when
one is young and has never tried before, but especia lly audacious
when attempted when one is more experienced , worldly, and
scarred . I was curious about the interplay between the apostles of
compute r revoluti on and the rest of us who are supposed to be
converted . I wanted to know what mig ht be learned by looking
closely at Steve J obs and NeXT's self-conscious attempt to pull the
world along their own revolutionary path.
In I 99 I, when I knocked on J obs's door, that is, followi ng the
protocol expected, sent hi m via a special NeXT format for electronic
mail a prospectus for the book I planned to write and a request for
permission to conduct interviews, I did not expect him to welcome
the knock. With NeXT struggling, he would not want a historian
preserving for posterity the difficulties the com pany had experienced
or a fatal crash that potentially lay ahead. But he did not dismiss
out of hand the credentials that I presented, and instead asked the
head of his public relations firm to adv ise him what to do. Her
reply was that the book should not be written at that time and I
would not be perm itted to interview friends and acquaintances at
NeXT who were enthusiastic about the book project. She said ,
"They are not the right people." W hen I later met with Mike
Slade, then NeXT's director of marketing, and mentioned again that
NeXT employees had volunteered to use their own free time to
speak with me about the history of the company, Slade mocked ,
"Free time? [ question the concept. Everybody here needs to spend
one-hundred-percent of their time pushing boxes [computers]. If
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anybody under me took time to speak with you, I'd know they
weren't doing their job."
The company's official lack of support posed little hindrance in
preparing the book. To a far greater degree than I ever would have
guessed, people who had worked for NeXT or had had extensive
contacts with it were happy to speak with me. Occasionally, I would
stumble directly over the obstructing hand of J obs and his minions,
when a prospective interviewee would tell me of having been warned
not to cooperate. The loss of these sources had no important deleterious effect. But hearing of the attempts to suppress the contributions
of sources gave me a creepy feeling, similar to the one I had had
when I had done research in the People's Republic of China ten
years earlier and had encountered Party hacks who served the role
of NeXT's public relati ons guardians, deciding when history could
be written, what sources could be used, w ho were the right people
that could be interviewed, and ultimately what the historian should
say. The authorities in China, just like the authorities at NeXT,
were fond of thinking that theirs would be the sole version of what
the world knew about their history.
In the end, the story was built from the many indiv iduals who
were not warned off and from the publicly visible efforts of J obs
and his company to sell their vision these many years. This is not
a royal history of the King and his court. My vantage point is that
of an independent observer, and I have some opinions to share with
readers, whom I assume are not necessarily as passionately attached
to computers as the people who make them. I especially wish to
engage readers who do not care for computers at all ; this book is
an attempt to make the emotional investments of the computer
revolutionaries understandable to those who look askance. My opinions are idiosyncratic, but, I hope, not preachy, and are made
plainly evident, so the reader can easily accept or reject them on
their merits.
I also would like my book to call attention to our society's persistent tendency to create larger-than-life figures. Watching Steve J obs
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try to live up to an outsized reputation is to be reminded of the
public's vo racious need for contemporary heroes. J ust as we look to
the technicolor of H ollywood for respite fro m the mo nochrome of
ordinary life, so too we gaze upon those handfu l of p laces, such as
Silicon Vall ey, ho me to NeXT and many other computer companies,
or north to Redmond, Vvashington, home of the Microsoft empire,
where we sense business life is not ord inary and g ray. W e project
our own colorful hopes upon these bubbles, imagining that in these
privi leged places meritoc racies recruit the talented, and the rewards
that come to the winners are of a scale far beyond what one could
dare dream of a nywhere else. Whether seen as a possible El Dorado
for the modern age, or as the last best ho pe for the U .S. economy,
strugg ling to keep up with global competition, the computer industry has come to assume a special place in the natio nal imag ination.
If actual work life in computer co mpanies 'falls well short of the
fabu lous images that circulate on the outside , it seems to make little
difference in di ssuad ing waves of many of the brig htest you ng
people in the country from seeking admission . The myth creates
concentrations of unnatu rally dense pools of tale nt, and in the end
serves to make these places special, no matter how ideali zed the
images were that lured the hig h-tech adventurers in the first place.
H oll ywood has long used a similar concentration of hopeful acto rs
and actresses, who arrive an nually by the thousands, to rep lenish the
d isillusioned who leave and to perpetuate the image of Hollywood's
g lamour that the rest of the world expects. So too the computer
industry constantly repleni shes its stocks, continually reinventing
itself, providing everyone w ith a nonstop dream machine.
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n the beginning, there was Xerox. What would become the
most famous concentration of computer talent assembled in one
place was established in 1970 because during a talk delivered
to stock analysts one day P eter McColough, the chai rman of Xe rox
Corporation, found himself earnestly talking about the information
age, without being sure exactly of what he was saying. He announced Xerox's determination to confront the new "knowledge
explosion" by developing "the architecture of information." As the
story goes, he then turned to one of his senior vice-presidents and
said, "All right, go start a lab that will find out what I just meant. " 1
The Xerox P alo Alto Research Center was created to figure out
what "information architecture" meant and what the office of the
future would look like . The center became known by its acronym,
PARC, which was apt, given its location in a verdant office park
that was developed by the nearby landlord, Stanford Un iversity.
PARC looked like the science complex of a college campus. The
main building had a striking modern design; a volleyball court was
in the back. People came and went on their own schedules around
the clock, and wore T -shirts and "Question Authority" badges. 2
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Bicycles were the primary means of commuting (one staff member,
Richard Shoup , would r ide on his bike up to the door-and on
through , pedaling down the hall to his office. )3 But PARC was like
a campus that was perpetually on summer break, empty and quiet,
without undergraduate students milling about. Compared to the
colossus in industrial research, Bell Laboratories, which before
the AT&T breakup employed 25 ,000, Xerox PARC was tiny. It
employed only a couple of hundred people in the 1970s. Yet like
Old Testament genealogy, every important development in personal
computers traces back to this same single source.
When PARC began its research, computers were anything but
personal. The prevai ling v iew was that machines are fast and people
are slow, which led to one machine being shared by many people
simultaneously. 4 In the 1960s, this had been an important breakthrough. Far better to be able to have many people use a single,
expensive, centralized computer simultaneously than to have just
one person use it. But "time-sharing" one computer among many
people was far from ideal. The more people who were connected to
the computer at the same time, the slower the machine would
respond to any one person's commands . It had to split its attention
among all the users, devoting a few milliseconds to Person A, then
switching to Person B, then to P erson C, on throug h the queue of
waiting users until it revisited Person A again. If the central processor in the heart of the computer had to serve too many individuals
at once , each would get the impression that the system had slowed
to a crawl.
The software was also a source of frustration. The commands
that the machine accepted demanded mastery of an arcane foreign
language, and the commands had to be communicated by typing on
a keyboard. The software that was responsible for what one saw on
the screen assumed that all that one would ever need to see were the
letters and numbers found on a typewriter. The screen was divided
into an invisible grid of squares, and within each square, only a
letter or number could be placed . For typing instructions to the
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computer , it was a satisfactory system . But it was ill-suited for
displaying drawings or graphs. Even when displaying text, it was
limited. One could not display letters in different sizes or typefaces.
The grid imposed a limit on the size of the letters, and the machine
had a canned routine that it invoked every time it received a command to display a particular letter or number. If one typed the letter
"G," for example, the software could display it in one size and in
one typeface only .
PARC researchers started fresh. They sought to provide " the
maximum computer power in the hands of every individual who
wants it. " 5 Instead of forcing many indi viduals to share a sing le,
centralized machine, they conceived of, and built, a machine for
each individual. No more time-sharing; no more delays when too
many people were using the machine simultaneously. As one of its
inventors boasted, it " does not run faster at night. " 6 And instead of
forcing everything that the computer would display into a rigid
g rid of letters and numbers, the PARC Computer Science L aboratory wrote software that allowed one to "paint" the screen with an
infinite variety of marks, freed from a grid of predefined boxes. By
pioneering what was called a "bit-mapped display," every indi vidual
point [every pixel] on the screen could be changed, regardless of
whether it was part of a character or not. This put much heavier
demands on the computer, however. As Butler Lampson, one of
the early PARC designers, explained, when the computer was asked
to "play the game on the human's terms," that is, present a page of
attractively formatted text or paint a screen of pictures in less than
the fraction of a second that is visible to the eye, it turned the old
convention upside down: people are fast, and it is computers that are
slow . One machine could not really keep up with more than one
person, so each individual should have a dedicated machine. By
1973, just three years after PARC's founding, the PARC staff had
built the first truly personal computer, the Alto.
For computer scientists who had cut their teeth on large computers, it took a while to adjust to the fact that each person had his or
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her own machine. Jim Horning, one of the PARC veterans, spoke
of how ill at ease he was when he turned his back on the machine
momentarily and let it idle; it seemed an unconscionable waste
(how oblivious to such sensations are we, the spoiled ones in the
subsequent generations). 7 The Alto was more than a stand-alone
personal computer, however. The Altos at PARC were linked together in a network, another PARC innovation, which permitted
the development of electronic mail, still another. (Among the many
firsts that Bert Sutherland observed when at PARC was the first
electronic raffle that was held nationwide, the first electronic junk
mailing, and the first electronic obituary.) 8 More followed: The
first laser printer. Development of a wholly new kind of software,
called ((object-oriented programming," which used self-contained
modules that could easily be reused in other programs. Refinement
of a widget called a "mouse," which one took hold of in one's hand
and rolled on a desktop to give commands to the computer instead
of typing on a keyboard. This and other features would later come
to be viewed as a set, what the industry would call the "WIMP"
interface: Windows, Icons, Mouse, and Pull-down menus. The list
of accomplishments at PARC is numbingly long. Well after having
left PARC , former employees could still claim in the 1990s that
they do not have to invent the future, they merely have to remember it.
The inventors at PARC were good , and they knew it. This has,
however, warped our ability to see their shortcomings clearly. They
and eve ryone else in the computer industry have collectively written
what I would call the Creati on Myth that obscures the history of
PARC . With the imprimatur of Scriptural authority , t he myth tells
us that once upon a time, in a prelapsarian Eden , a g roup of angels
presented the world with the gift of the personal computer, only to
be rejected by the benig hted parent of the Xerox Corporation.
Bureaucratic and obtuse, Xerox did not have an inkling of the value
of what the prolific inventors at PARC produced. T he company
decided not to bring the Alto to market , and its own derivati ve , the
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Star, belatedly introduced in 19 8 I, was an expensive di saster. 9
Xerox, the dumb g iant, had had the future placed in its hands, then
allowed it to slip through its fingers. So goes the myth.
The PARC researchers wear seraphic white; the Xerox "corpocracy,, wears diabolical red. This might serve well as inspi rational
myth for everyone who detests the confining strictures of the large
corporation, but as history, this is too Manichean to be satisfying,
too selective in its assignment of blame. PARC itself should share
in the responsibility for the dismal failure of Xerox in the personalcomputer marketplace. Even if the computer industry chooses to
ignore the facts, PARC remains the best illustration one could
imag ine of how collective arrogance leads to failure.
The arrogance originated in the nature of the selection process.
To be hired at PARC's Computer Science Laboratory, for example,
job seekers were pushed through a stressful battery of presentations
and interviews that, in the words of Robert Taylor, the laboratory's
associate director, were deliberately intended to test the "quality of
their nervous systems." The ones who survived the ordeal and were
chosen as the best were those select few who were accustomed to
"dealing with lightning in both hands.,, Taylor was unabashed about
his rejecting candidates who were regarded as merely good but not
great: "You can't pile together enough good people to make a great
one." 10
One could say that all organizations strive to recruit the best from
any given pool of candidates, and if PARC preferred to hire the
great instead of the merely good, so too would other companies.
But what is troubling is the way that the PARC staff used the
stringent selection process as a means of drawing a line between two
enti rely distinct worlds: the inner world of PARC, the domain of
the brilliant, and the outer world that lay beyond, popu lated by
everyone else, who by definition were less intelligent. The binary
simplicity of the digital world was mirrored in the binary point of
view that the PARC staff used to organize the social world. You
either could keep up with whatever they said and thus were qualified
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to be one of them, or you were "stupid" and might be told so to
your face. 11
Like an idiot savant, an exceptionally sharp computer scientist
can excel in one intellectual domain, but be surprisingly weak in
another. The PARC staff, for all of its collective brilliance in
designing new computer systems, was not well-chosen to translate
the work of a research laboratory into products for store shelves.
T he staff designed new computers not for hypothetical customers
but for themselves. PARC's "Use What We Build" maxim was
laudable because it meant that the technology that the center produced was put to immediate and constant testing. But it was testing
in the hands of knowledgeable cognoscenti, not ordinary mortals.
The only outside customers to whom PARC supplied the Alto were
on the outside in a relative sense-other departments within Xerox,
who ordered their own Altos and paid from $ 12,000 to $20,000,
depending on the desired features. If the machines had been sold
to the general public, with customary gross margins, they would
have sold for $40, 000 each. 12 This was not the path to ready
products that would appeal to real customers who would be a bit
more sensitive to price than were family members in a fabulously
wealthy, successful Fortune 500 company, "buying" from itself.
P reparation for greeting the world beyond would require the collaboration of product development and marketing people, who were
not at PARC but based elsewhere within Xerox. But PARC researchers compi led an abysmal record of unsuccessful attempts to
enlist the support of Xerox in moving PARC innovations through
the process of product development. The Creation Myth ignores
how much PARC arrogance got in the way. The rest of Xerox,
which may not have been as "smart" as the elect who worked at
PARC, was certainly smart enough to sense when it was being
condescended to and w hen its technical innocence was the object of
behind-the-back ridicule at PARC. Is it surprising , then, that when
PARC needed the assistance of other Xerox people to help make a
potential product into a real product, it received a cold reception?
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Suppose we were to imag ine that Xerox, the evi l parent company
that we hear so much about in the Creation Myth , had been more
enlightened. Suppose it had told PARC, "Don't let us keep you
back. Here's even more money than we have already lavished upon
you; take it and spin off. You'll now be on your own, free to market
your own products and stand or fall on you r own merits. We'll
keep an equity stake in this new company and wish you a ll the best."
What would have happened then? Emancipated from the dim-witted
parent, would PARC have gone on to fabulous business success as
the preeminent personal-computer company?
It is hard to imagine how events wou ld not have played out much
the same as they did. PARC's Alto was far from ready for the
masses and would not have succeeded in the marketplace. PARC
culture was a research culture, too far removed from customers.
Just as in a university, the research staff members were free to
choose their own projects, w hich they did because problems were
" interesting," the laco nic all-purpose adjective. By "Tom Sawyering," as it was called at PARC , one indi vidual would start work
on a problem and attract the attention of others, who might choose
to join the fun and help whitewash the fence. 13 The self-d irected
tec hnical expertise that was collected at PARC and which g rew
luxuriantly in an ideal research env ironment needed to be wedded
to expertise in other areas as well , such as marketing, finance,
marketing, man ufacturing, and marketing (one can neve r overemphasize the importance of marketing). It needed to consider cost
constraints that customers faced, even though they as researchers
had been compl etely free of such restraints and had been g iven a
charter to use hard ware that was five to ten years ahead of everyone
else, that is, the most expensive there was. (An historica l aside: even
at PARC, where there were essentially no budgetary limits, the
researchers were limited by a lack of imag ination and failed to
app reciate the need to desig n the software to take advantage of lots
of memory capacity in their personal computer-the legendary Alto
had only 12 8, 000 bytes of main memory, a paltry amount compared
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to the many millions, or megabytes, that come standard in personal
computers today, and design limitations restricted its ability to
utilize add itional me mo ry . )1'~
Several PARC alumni who left in the late 1970s and early 1980s
began computer-related businesses on their own and did well, building up sizable enterprises, but in technical products, not mass
consumer items. Two of the most successful companies-3 Com
and Adobe Systems-have yet to become household names, unless
one's household has a computer expert who is fami li ar with computer networks or laser-printer font software, respectively. The
PARC alumni have not had to explain themselves to the technically
unsophi sticated. Even within the com puter industry, one could say
that their success has been proportionate to the degree t hat they
teamed up with or employed others who had skills that did not fit
the PARC template and who helped drive home the lesson that good
technology does not necessarily speak fo r itself unaided.
The attention that has been lavished upon PARC , by the Creation
Myth and by other tributes, perpetuates the unspoken assumption
that the computer game is a competiti on with one simple rule: the
company with the highest average IQ wins. But is intell igence best
thought of in general terms , as if it can be likened to horsepower
ratings, as if it is fungible and readi ly applied to any sort of task
that one chooses with equal efficacy? We always assume that this is
so. Moreover, we in the United States have long preferred to
attribute the most intelligence to the original inventor and to ignore
those who come after, modifying and improving, sometimes in
great measure. It is a tendency that has proven to be a costly one
for us-in the post-World War II era, we dismissed Japanese
modifications that improved upon American-born elt:ctronic:; technology as mere copying, until our consumer electr oni cs industry was
beaten bloodily. The deification of PARC invention continues this
tradition.
Charles Simonyi was one of the young PARC inventors, as
brilliant as they came. H e was born in Hungary in 1948, defected
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to the West in 1966, and eventually came to the U nited States and
picked up hi s bachelor 's degree at Berkeley and Ph.D. at Stanford.
In 1974, he joined PARC, where he developed a word-processi ng
program for the Alto that for the first time d isplayed the wo ~ds on
the screen just as they would eventually appear w hen printed. It is
a feature that now is taken for granted in many advanced wordprocessing programs-thi s is WYSIWYG (not as daunting to pronounce as it m ay appear: whizzy-wig will do), What Yott See l s What
You Get-but at the time Simonyi wrote his program, Bravo, it
was a pioneering feat. In 198 1, Simonyi left Palo Alto and took the
"PARC virus,'' as he called it, with hi m; he implanted it in Bill
Gates's Microsoft, w here he has worked ever since. He did not
change in some fundamental ways. The sense of being one of the
very best programmers in the world certa inly remained. When he
was interviewed for a book in the mid- I 980s, and was asked if he
associated w ith other eminent programmers, Simonyi said that when
they got together , they had little to talk about:
We feel good vibes and exchange three or four words. I know that
if one of these g uys opens his mouth, he knows what he is talking
about. So when he does open his mouth and he does know what he
is talking about, it's not a g reat shock. And si nce I tend to know
what I am talking about, too, I would probably say the same thing,
so why bother talking, really? It's like the joke tellers' convention
where people sit arou nd and they don't even have to tell a joke. They
just say the joke number and everybody laughs. 15
This reflects the old P ARC roots in Simonyi's past, the feeling of
being a Master of the Programming Universe. But there was
something new, too, in Simonyi' s talk of how naive he had been
for thinking that the Alto computer was a computer that everyone
in the world would use. H e also insisted that he now programmed
for reasons of business more than of pleasure. He was hap py to see
people use his program, but it was also ni ce that some of them paid
for the program and some of that money fo und its way into his
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pockets, which he could then use to visit Egypt or rent a helicopter.
(Simonyi had a theory that flying a helicopter was not unlike programmi ng , as "the ride can get very tiring , and the whole thing
can come apart at any time. 11 ) 16 Confessing such crass materialist
motives for programming was very un-PARC-like.
Here we come upon one facet of the busi ness acumen of Bill
Gates. He knew the value of recruiting a PARC alumnus like
Simonyi, ap plying the expertise of the technology-centered research
park to his market-conquering agenda at Microsoft. Microsoft was
still a tiny company when Simonyi joined-he was employee number 43 . But his joi ning did not make Microsoft more like PARC ;
rather, the Microsoft culture remained intact, and instead it was
the PARC genes that were neatly absorbed into the large organism.
Simonyi 's word-processing program, Bravo, was rewritten and appeared in new form as Microsoft Word. It would eventually become
one of the dominant word-processing programs on personal computers, but not until it had passed through several major revisions.
And not until the marketing genius of Microsoft had been skillfully
deployed. In the end, though its lineage could easily be traced back
to early PARC days, Microsoft Word seemed appropriately named.
It was much more a creature of Microsoft than it was of PARC ,
and it serves to remind us that PARC technology was held back by
more than a few missing signatures from the senior powers at
Xerox. It needed a marketing machine like Microsoft.
Gates has hired ma ny others like Simonyi, programmers who are
legends in their field . He buys them with salaries and stock option
packages that no one else can match. His motive, however, is not
to re-create PARC. He puts these hired g uns to work on app lied
problems, on his problems. The products that emerge from Microsoft are known for being derivative and unorigi nal; the programmers, thoug h they may never say so publicly, must come to terms
with the realization that Microsoft is not an environment in which
the best technical work will be done. But it is an environment that
knows how to squeeze out the most commercial val ue of whatever
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does emerge from its programmers. That is the Faustian bargain
that they have accepted, pursuing wide commercial acceptance of
their work instead of technical accolades from a knowledgeable but
small group of peers in the guild.
Perhaps because PARC was a world unto itsel f, it became susceptible to self-delusion . PARC's management made the mistake of
believing that it had rounded up the only sharp computer scientists
in the world. In 1979, Larry Tesler, one of the PARC staff members, argued with his boss, Robert T aylor, who insisted that PARC
had "all the smart people" and that only it had the requisite talent
to build the leading personal computers. Tesler said, no , there were
smart people that could be found elsewhere.
"Hire them,'' Taylor said.
Tesler tried to explain the facts of life beyond the PARC campus:
"We can't get them all-there are hundreds of them out there, they
are all over the place!" 17 Exasperated, he decided to leave PARC
and join some other "smart people" he had recently met: Steve Jobs
and some engineers at Apple.
In the long view of history, Steve J obs would seem to have
profited more from the work at PARC than anyone else, inside or
outside Xerox. The legend goes like this: One day in 1979, in a
lapse of strategic vigilance, PARC ad ministrators permitted Jobs
and a contingent from Apple to make a brief visit to the PARC
laboratories. At the very time that Xerox did not know what to do
with its Alto computer and the other technology that its researchers
had developed, here was J obs, who with just a glimpse recognized
the importance of the easy-to-use design of the Alto. "Why aren't
you doing anything with this?" he asked hi s PARC hosts. "Thi s is
the greatest thing! This is revolutionary!" 18 He returned to Apple
with the conviction to make a machine like the Alto, and shortly after
the visit he hired Larry Tesler away from PARC. The Macintosh
appeared a few years later, and Jobs thus ac hieved the comme rcial
success that Xerox could have had.
Like the Creation Myth at PARC, the legendary story of J obs
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pilfering the intellectual jewels at PARC and spiriting them off to
Apple does not stand as good history. It is missing important details,
and it simultaneously makes Jobs undeservedly sinister-as well as
undeservedly prescient.
Consider the question of intellectual theft and the cloud that hangs
over the infamous 1979 visit. A few simple observations will put
the matter in a different light. W e should remember that PARC
adm inistrators at times were themselves ambivalent about the wisdom of keeping the laboratories closed to outside visits. In the early
1970s, PARC had been an open research center . It had been built
within bicycling distance of Stanford on purpose, so that staff members at PARC could easily exchange visits with colleagues at the
Stanford Artificial Intelligence Laboratory and other departments.
Originally, there had been no security restrictions at PARC; it was
as open as a university campus, so much so that at a supposedly
internal staff meeting in 1971 , someone from Stanford's Al lab,
who had tagged along with a PARC friend, offered suggestions that
Xerox's chief scientist J ack Goldman complimented, ob liv ious that
he was thanking an outside v isitor. The staff members who watched
played innocent and did their best to suppress their laug hter. 19
Those carefree days cam e to an abrupt end when a 1972 article
about the long-haired programmers at PARC appeared in Rolling
Stone. Alvy Ray Smith, one of the staff members, later recalled
how the article had upset the corporate headquarters of Xerox. "All
these wild, hairy people out there in a research lab got written uphow embarrassing!" J ack Goldman flew to California and held an
emergency staff meeting, where he warned that if anything like the
R olling Stone article appeared again, Xerox would permanently close
the laboratory. Articles about P ARC henceforth were restricted, and
even technical articles by the PARC staff were severely curtailed. 20
Denied an outlet in print, but yearning to show off their work
to their professional colleagues, the staff communicated with the
outside world by providing demonstrations for visitors. Alan Kay,
one of the leading lig hts at PARC who would later become a
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minister-without-portfolio for Apple Computer, spoke of "demos"
as a way of life at PARC; in 197 5, four years before Jobs's famous
visit, an estimated 2,000 people, in groups of various sizes, were
provided with the standard show. H osting so many visitors proved
draining, and the number of demonstrations diminished somewhat.
But some of the early v isitors were inspired to try to build commercial products from what they had seen, and Jobs was far from the
first. What disting uished Jobs's visit from the others' was that, in
Kay's words, "we had very few visitors who were multiple-hundreddollar millionaires, in their twenties, and heads of companies, so
most of the people who visited were not able to simply go back and,
by fiat, say this is what we want. " 2 1
Xerox permitted Jobs to visit PARC, even though Apple was an
apparent competitor, because Xerox- the parent company, not little
PARC- had quietly just made a major equity investment in
Apple, 22 which would turn out to be the last major private fin ancing
before Apple would go public. When arranging the financing from
Xerox, Jobs had asked if he could visit the PARC labs, and Xerox,
viewing Jobs as a new partner, not a predator, acceded naturally
enough. Apple's gain would be Xerox's gain, too. What the Apple
contingent got at PARC was the standard one-hour demonstration
of the Xerox Alto on two separate occasions, not one (the second
visit by an Apple contingent is missing from the L egend of Steve
because he was not present). Being g iven a peek, however, is quite
a different thing than being given a set of blueprints. Bill Atkinson,
one of the Apple engineers who accompanied Jobs, would claim
that what he saw came as no g reat revelation; he had heard about
what PARC was working on from the trade press. \Vhat was useful
to him was seeing that the system did indeed work, that the direction
that he and his colleagues had chosen on their own was the right
one. " 23 PARC's own director, George Pake, ag reed. Pake, a physicist by training, would later denounce the decision of his superiors
at Xerox to permit J obs to visit as a "dumb thing to do." But
Pake described the main damage as simply hav ing g iven J obs the
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opportunity to know that a radically different kind of personal
computer was "doable." Pake said , "Just like the Russians and the
A-bomb. T hey developed it very quickly once they knew it was
doable. " 24
One hears in Pake and the others at PARC a tone of agg rievement, as if Apple's success after 1979 is rightfully PARC's.
They neglect the fact that what PARC had been working on could
not be kept secret indefi nitely, that Xerox had already shown the
Alto to many others, and that PARC was at that time getting
permission from the parent company to di sseminate to the nonXerox world the software Smalltalk, which gave the Alto its distinguishing features such as multiple, overlapping windows and popdown menus of commands. 25 They neglect what a long road still
lay ahead of the Apple engineers when they returned to their own
laboratories after visiting Xerox's. They neglect too what a long
road lay ahead for Apple's marketing people. Subsequent events
showed that success was anything but assured . And credit for eventual success should go to Apple, not Xerox. J obs and the other
Apple vi sitors at PARC had been permitted to see only surfacesof the machine and of the software that ran on it. If the software
that Apple later produced , with wholly orig inal prog ram code,
resembled in its operation that of the Xerox Alto, the most that
could be claimed was that Apple had copied its " look-and-feel ,'' a
dubiously vague concept that stretched the definiti on of what could
be regarded as copyrig htable . It would be as if one automobile
manufacture claimed that because it was the first to position a steering wheel on the left- hand side of the car and below it a br ake pedal
on the left and a gas pedal on the right, it and only it had the rights
to this unique " look-and-feel" of an automob ile interior.
In fact, what Apple took away from P ARC was nothing specific
enoug h to be regarded as proprietary. When M icrosoft copied the
look-and-feel of Apple's Macintosh software and the shoe was on
the other foot, w hat splendid irony it was for Apple then to take on
the same aggrieved tone as Xerox had. Comm itting what should
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stand as one of the more astounding acts of hypocrisy in the modern
age of litigation , Apple sued Microsoft in 1988, claiming copyright
infringement for Microsoft's software called Windows, which gave
an IBM personal computer a look simi lar to the Macintosh. Microsoft, no angel, certainly had played rough with many competitors
in its ri se to dominance, but stealing the primeval secret of fire
from poor little Apple was not one of its transgressions. Apple's
claims of theft of look-and-feel were triply absurd- first, because
of the nebulousness and impracticality of the legal concept itself;
second, in thi s case because of the complications of specific software
rights that Apple had g ranted Microsoft in a cross-licensing
agreement; and third because of Apple's own connection to Xerox
PARC. For Apple to have dared to sue Microsoft required an
impressive feat of willed historical amnesia.
The spectacle of silly litigiousness did not end there, however.
T he next year, Xerox decided it would help remind Apple of its
indebtedness to PARC by filing its own $ 150 million copyright
infringement suit against Apple. 26 Now it was hard to keep all of
these suits straight. Microsoft was sued by Apple, Apple was sued by
Xerox, and we mig ht add that the daisy chai n could have continued
indefini tely. Xerox, in turn, could have been sued by the Stanford
Research Institute for "stealing" the idea of a computer mouseon and on the legal circus could have gone, tracing the fam ily tree
of personal-computer technology backward to the Stone Age in an
unending concatenation of lawsuits.
The Xerox suit against Apple was inexplicably tardy, fi led six
years after Apple supposedly infri nged upon Xerox's copyrig hts. It
did not fa re well in court. Judge Vaug han Walker qui ckly disposed
of five of the six counts, and the last one was soon dism issed , too. 27
In W alker's view, Apple had created its software independently; it
showed "scant similarity" to Xerox's. 28 Xerox had simply tried to
use improper copyrig ht claims to try to sa lvage something from its
then-defunct computer, the Star, which had done so poorl y when
introduced in 198 1, well before blame could be pinned on Apple,
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whi ch then had yet to introduce any computers similar in " lookand-feel." Walker decided that all Xerox could complain of was
that it had been less successful in the marketplace with its Star
copyrig ht than Apple had been with its own copyrights. H e dryly
noted that federa l copyright laws "offer no relief for commercial
disappointment. " 29
Apple may have been relieved by the judge's sympathetic reasoning, but the same words of course deserved to be applied to it, too:
copyrig ht laws were not the proper remed y for its commercial
disappointment that Microsoft Windows was doing so well. The
same judge who had presided in the Apple-Xerox case also presided
in the Apple-Microsoft case, and he was consistent in protecting
Microsoft from Apple's claims in the same way that he protected
Apple's from Xerox's. Though it is no fun to cheer M icrosoft, the
eight-hundred-pound gorilla that always gets its way, still , when in
1992 the four-year-long legal battle v irtually came to an end in a
court ruling that upheld Microsoft's position on all substantive
points, 30 one had to be glad that the forces of reason had won .
J obs had left Apple well before the suit was filed against Microsoft
and so was not connected directly to Apple's brazen hypocrisy, but
he was not g uiltless. W hile at Apple, he had become angry when
he first saw Microsoft's Windows (Gates responded with a devili sh
ri poste: "Hey, Steve, just because you broke into Xerox's house
before I did and took the TV doesn't mean I can't go in later and
take the stereo. ") 31 At N eXT, J obs was no less hypocritical when
one looks back at his v isit to PARC in 1979 and what came afterward. When he founded NeXT and finally had the total control
over his own company that he had n.ot had at Apple, he sealed the
company up completely, keeping its interior inv isible not only to
prospective competitors, but even to employees it was about to hire.
In Silicon Valley, companies routinely invest in elaborate security
measures, but even by the local standards, J obs made N eXT the
paragon of the paranoid organization , a closed black box, like t he
computer that it wou ld eventually produce. By his actions, J obs
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implicitly validated all of the wrongheaded assumptions that one
finds implicit in the bitter reminiscences of PARC management:
that a research organization can thrive in an airless chamber ; that
invention is easily copied by the mere g limpse of surface appearances; that technical strength is synonymous with future marketing
prowess; that competitive advantage is so frag ile that permitting the
wrong party even a g lance will destroy the company. It is as if Jobs
was saying that he wou ld never allow someone else to make away
with the jewels at NeXT as he thought he had done at Xerox PARC.
One could use this material to write a psychological thriller: Jobs
as an unknowing innocent who had became convinced of his g uilt
for a crime that never actually occurred.
If a peek at a computer demonstration was tantamount to grand
larceny, then the diamonds that the Apple visitors to PARC took
with them were awfully rough. L ook at the dismal fate of the Star,
the first com puter that Xerox introduced to the market based on the
work done at PARC. T he Star was priced at almost $20,000, far
above what customers were willing to pay. It died a wretched death
in the marketplace. L ook at the almost as dismal fate of Apple's
Li sa, the company's first computer to resemble the ones that had
been glimpsed at PARC in 1979. Work on the Lisa project had
actually begun before J obs's November 1979 visit to P ARC , and
yet the machine was not introduced until J anuary 1983. The long
lead time should help exonerate Apple from the charge of pilferage;
clearly, a considerable amount of work at Apple had been required
to produce it. Apple claimed at the time that it had spent $50 million
on its development, including $20 million on the software alone.
J obs was unapologetic about the long gestation required to bring
the Lisa to market: "We could have introduced Lisa a year ago, but
we wanted to make it perfect. " 32 In fact, despite the many years of
work, it was sti ll fa r from perfect. The software that had been
developed for it succeeded in making it much easier to use than the
software that ran on IBM personal computers or even Apple's own
Apple II and Apple III computers. By moving a mouse, one could
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direct the arrow on screen to the little pictures that served to represent commands. By moving the arrow to an "icon,, resembling a
trash can, for example, the computer user could discard an unwanted
file. The machine came bundled with six programs, which were
designed to be used by anyone, without recourse to arcane computer
commands or bulky manuals. But this suite of software programs,
designed specifically to work well with each other, required bulky
program code that slowed the performance of each, and the programs did not perform as well as advertised. Furthermore, because
the underlying system software was proprietary and incompatible
with other personal computers on the market, the owner of a Lisa
could not use any of the thousands of software packages that were
available for other computers. Perhaps prospective buyers would
have tolerated this as a short-lived inconvenience, unti l new software
presumably would come onto the market, if the Li sa had not been
so expensive. At $9, 99 5, the Lisa leapt far beyond prevailing prices
for computers marketed as "personal." Apple itself had no previous
successful experience pitching big-ticket machines; its enormously
successful Apple II sold for about $ 1, 5 00 at the time.
Jobs was not concerned about the prici ng or software incompatibi lity issues. H e cared most about setting a new standard. At the
time of Lisa's introduction, he said, "The industry's not had a real
technical innovation in five years. " 33 The Lisa prov ided innovation
in spades, and J obs's only regret was that he had not been more
directly involved with the day-to-day details while the Lisa was in
development. He had wanted to be head of the Lisa division, but
he was a mere v ice-p resident, not the president of Ap ple, and the
decision was not his. Despite popu lar impression to the contrary,
Apple was controlled even in these , its early years, not by the
cofounders J obs and Wozniak , but by the grown-ups, the less
visible board chairman Mike Markkula and his appoi ntees. For
J obs, though Lisa was not his own personal project, it remained his
kind of computer, a machine that would stand technically far above
t he pack.

Playing in the PAR C
Just as Xerox PARC would have grandiose delusions about the
commercial potential of its pioneering Alto, so too would J obs and
the other senior A pple executives about their own pioneering Li sa.
Apple envisaged an enormous pool of customers for the machine ,
"knowledge workers," the 3 0 million office professionals and managers who all needed their own powerful, but easy to use , personal
computers. It was a pipe dream, built without consulting the intended customers about the m aximum amount of money they would
consider reasonable fo r a sing le personal computer, and for a blackand-white one to boot (Lisa had no color display). Nor, apparently,
did J obs give any thought to the fact that Lisas would be expected
to coexist amicably with other computers and networks in offices,
and that Lisa's incompatibility with the others presented a serious
obstacle to its acceptance. The PARC researchers could be excused;
they belonged to a research organization , isolated from real customers in the flesh. But the marketeers at Apple had no such excuse.
They had copied PARC all rig ht: they had succeeded in creating
an organization so sealed off from the commercial world as to lose
touch with marketplace realities.
J obs predicted that w ith Lisa "we're going to blow IBM away;
the re's nothing they can do when this computer comes out. " 34 His
confidence in the machine extended to a prediction, made at L isa's
birth , that "we' re prepared to live with Lisa fo r the next ten years." 35
But Lisa died haplessly at the tender age of two. Its death was
hastened by the interi m appearance in 1984 of the much less expensive distant relative, the Macintosh, which had been in development
separately also si nce 1979 and was slower to come to market than
even the Lisa had been. In its last days, the Lisa was repackaged
and renamed as a high-end Macintosh, and its price was slashed to
a more reasonable $4,000 . T he marketplace responded positively,
and sales jumped threefold. 36 But even then, sales were still only
about 1 ,000 machines a month. It was too little, too late. Lisa: Born
1983, Died 1985. Requiescat in pace.
What saved Apple from financial catastrophe at the time was the
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pr imitive little Apple II. Thoug h it belonged to the Pleistocene era
of personal computers, Apple continued to sell hundreds of m illi ons
of dollars worth of the machine every quarter , long after demand
had been expected to drop. H ow ironic that the Apple II , with a
microprocessor that only gobbled data in what eng ineers called " 8bit" chunks, proved stalwart when the L isa, based on a far more
ad vanced 32-bit mi croprocessor, fa ltered and collapsed. The lessons
that one could draw from the L isa debacle include these: Keep in
touch with intended customers and avoid the pitfalls of anaerobic
isolation; do not assume that customers wi ll pay any price to secure
the latest compute r technology; ease the way for customers to adopt
a new computer standard by providi ng software and hardware
bridges that help connect older machines to the new ones; rely upon
less expensive products that have fewer featu res or less advanced
technology to pay the bi lls while the top-of-the-line flagshi p comp uter establishes a secure place in the market . These are hardly
p rofound . Yet Steve J obs would ig nore every one of these when he
launched N eXT .
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think of two men, one Briti sh , the other American, as exemplars of what we mig ht call the unknow n almost-famous. The
two would never have had any reason to have met each other
but I still regard them as a pair: P eter Best was the drummer in
the Beatles who preceded Ringo Starr and who was forced out on
the eve of the group's fame; 37 Jef Raskin was the father of the
Macintosh computer who preceded Steve Jobs and was forced out
on the eve of the Macintosh's fame. By tricks of fate, Best and
Raskin have had to spend their lives in the shadow of what-mayhave-been, their m ark on their times to be remembered, if ever ,
only as answers to questions of trivia.
For Raskin, the acclaim that Jobs has received for fathering the
Macintosh has deeply rankled all these years. In interv iews with
any journalist who will listen, and in letters sent to newspaper
editors to reclaim due cred it, Raskin has persevered in a quest for
respect that is as hopeless as if he were an unkempt crank wandering
in a public park, shouting at passersby who avert their eyes. N o
matter how many times Raskin tries to get the world to pay attention,
it will not be him but Steve Jobs who in the public mind will always

I
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be remembered as the genius to have successfully conceived the first
affordable personal computer that was as easy to use as it was
sophisticated. In retrospect, clarifying the genesis of the Macintosh
is important not just to restore Raskin's contribution to the record,
but also to better understand Jobs and what would fo llow at NeXT.
T he Macintosh is the link that connects the early ambitious visions
of PARC, and the commercial fai lures of the Xerox Star and the
Apple Lisa, to the more recent utopiani sm of NeXT Computer.
Steve J obs and his NeXT employees have been most influenced by
this, their own history, or I should say, have been imprisoned by
what they have chosen to remember as their own history, from
which they generali zed to produce a recipe that presumably would
resu lt in the same success.
T he parentage of the Macintosh always is traced back to J obs's
famous visit to Xerox PARC in 1979, which, as we have seen
al ready, was a v isit where there was less, not more, than meets the
eye. Moreover, the halo of prescience that J obs has worn ever si nce
that v isit to PARC should not be his alone. It was J ef Raskin who
first knew about the work at PARC and suggested that J obs pay a
v isit. 38 Raskin was twelve years older than J obs, and had been
hired as the thirty-first employee at Apple. His eclectic interestsspanning philosophy, music, v isual art, and computer sciencehad taken him in , then out, of an academic career at the University
of California at San D iego. (He resigned from the university by
flying over the university chancellor's house in a hot ai r balloon, in
what he called a symbolically fitting gesture.) Before joining Apple
he worked for a while at the Stanford Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, where he learned about research at nearby PARC. 39 Later,
when he was at Apple, it took more than a year of cajoling before
Raskin succeeded in persuading J obs to visit PARC and see what
its researchers were up to for himself. 40
Raskin had begun work on the Macintosh project even before
J obs visited PARC. The idea that he proposed to Apple chairman
M ike Markkula was to build a new model of personal computer
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that would combine pictures with regular text tn an inexpensive
package. Markkula asked if the machine could be designed to sell
for $500. After deliberating a week , Raskin replied that realistically
the future price of the machine would have to be $1,000, still an
ambitious target considering that the computers that could comfortably handle picture images were specialized g raphics workstations
that at the time cost tens of thousands of dollars. 4 1 With M arkkula's
encouragement, Raskin set to work, inscribing design ideas in a
notebook that he called the M acintosh Document. The project had
no connection to Jobs, who was excited about the more adva nced ,
and m uch more expensive co mputer, the L isa, and who tried to
scuttle the Macintosh. H e was prevented from doing so by Markkula and Apple president Mike Scott, but Raskin took care to stay
well away from J obs and ha rm. 42
One of the first people that Raskin recruited to work w ith him
on the Macintosh team was an old friend, Guy ("Bud") Tribble,
with whom he had worked in a theater group in San Diego . Tribble
was a polymath like Raskin who could have followed any of several
wildly different careers, and his joining Apple was serendipitous.
At the time, in 19 80, hewas pursuingajointM.D ./Ph.D. program
at the University of Washington in Seattle, with a specialty in
neurophysiology. He had heard, however, that Raskin had been
given permission to start up his own research group at Apple and
was at work on a machine that would be inexpensi ve yet still redefine
the state-of-the-art of the personal computer. When he visited Apple
and saw the ideas in the Macintosh D ocument, which had grown
to about 400 pages by then , he got so excited that he decided to take
a leave from his medical studies and j oin the Macintosh g roup. At
Apple, tht:n later as one of the cofounders at NeXT, Tribblethe-neurophysiolog ist would exhibit nothing less than brilliance in
designing software. 43 (One would never g uess at such talents in
someone whose doctoral dissertation, finished in 1983, would concern a study of seiz ures in cats.)
Tribble joined the M aci ntosh team specifically to work with J ef
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Raskin, but his loyalty was put to the test when Raskin found
himself at odds with his nemesis, Steve Jobs, who had decided to
move into the Macintosh group after Mike Scott, Apple's president,
spurned Jobs's request to be appointed as head of the Lisa project
(Scott had no confidence in J obs's management skills). 44 The Lisa
was viewed as too important to be entrusted to Jobs, so he cast about
for another project and latched on to Raskin 's Macintosh. It did not
take long for di sagreements to arise. Raskin and Jobs fought most
bitterly about the design decisions that affected the future cost of
the machine. To keep the machine as inexpensive as possible, so
that it could be sold profitably for $ I , 000, Raskin lobbied for an
older mi croprocessor than the new one that Jobs wanted to use. Jobs
prevailed, but once the new chip was chosen, then other hardware
decisions necessari ly had to follow: Instead of being able to use a
kind of modified tape-recorder to store the computer's data, which
was an inexpensive but slow method, the M ac would need a faster
though more expensive medium, a floppy disk drive. The computer
memory would have to be enlarged from the 64,000 bytes that had
originally been planned. Other improvements, such as an expanded
screen and a detached keyboard, also pushed the price higher.
Raskin fought hard against the flow, trying vainly to keep the cost
of the machine from escalating upward. 45 Eventually, Raskin wrote
a scathing memo about J obs, rec iting a litany of complaints about
him: he did not listen to others; he acted without thinking; he did
not g ive credit where it was due; he played favorites; he missed
appointments, and on and on. Raskin forced a showdown with the
company's cofounder in which Rask in lacked the political capital to
win. 46
In the middle was Bud Tribble, who was pulled by his old friend
Raskin to stand by him and prevent the Macintosh from edging
toward the Lisa in its design and future price, and who was pulled
in the opposite d irection by Steve Jobs to support him in choosing
more expensive hardware, which was necessary for the computer to
be capable of running the software that Tribble was working on.
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Tribble knew himself well enoug h to see his own b ias as a " technological junkie," who preferred "fancier b its" in his computer. L ooking back later on thi s episode , he would say that t here had been
"these bad, political things happening, kind of above my head."
He was in love with the Macintosh, and wanted to see it completed ,
so when J obs prevailed and Raskin left the company, Tribble told
himself that he needed to be Machi avellian and support whoever
could best obtain resources from Apple to support the Macintosh
effort th roug h to the end . He stuck with J obsY
'W hen the M acintosh was eventually released three years after
Raskin's unhappy d eparture, it was sold for $2 ,495, a price far
higher than Raskin had wanted. Jobs and Tribble were fortunate,
however, because the unexpectedly hig h cost of the final M acintosh
was much lower than it would have been if the pr ices of the semiconductor chips used in the machine had not fa llen dramatically in the
three years since the chips had been chosen. When the Macintosh
was introduced, J obs and Tribble and the other s who had leaned
toward a machine of greater , rather than less, capability ironically
were v indicated because even the more powerful desig n did not save
the machine from being criticized as underpowered , too slow , too
small , not up to the task . Tribble had once apologized about the
decision to g ive the M aci ntosh double the 64,000 bytes that had
orig inally been planned, but even 128,000 bytes proved to be too
cramped . .is N ew l\llacintosh software needed much more memory
(for perspective, conside r that in 1993 M acintoshes are purchased
with a mi nimum of four megabytes , that is, four m illion bytes, of
memory). It was fo rtunate for Apple that the Jobs-Tri bble position
had won out.
Not all of the Macintosh design decisions proved wise . J obs was
so enamored of using the computer mouse for moving the ar row
on a com puter screen that he decided that the mouse would be the
only way to move the arrow ; he decreed , over the objections of his
staff, that the M acintosh keyboard wo uld not have the arrow keys
that were then standard on other computers. The same impulse to
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dictate what users could, and could not, do with the machine led
J obs to decide to make the Macintosh a "closed" box, which left the
factory with everythi ng that a user supposedly would want. The
purchaser was not to add any equi p ment to it, o r even peek inside.
If a wayward owner were to succumb to temptation and unscrew
the cover , the warranty was instantly revoked. By such measures,
Apple could write Macintosh system software more easily, knowing
exactly what kind of hardware it would be running on, and without
having the headache of maki ng allowances for a variety of added
equipment from other manufacturers. In contrast, IBM provided
its «open" IBM personal computer with empty slots inside the box,
inviting the user to expand memory, add equipment from other
companies, and customize the machine in any of hundreds of ways.
J obs chose to ig nore the fact that the openness of the IBM PCand the openness of the Macintosh's own predecessor, the Apple
II-went a long way toward explaining why the machines thrived.
If we were to play a parlor game of What If, and ask what if Jef
Raskin had remained in charge of the Macintosh project, we would
have to answer that the machine would have been less .expensive,
but underpowered too . J obs turned out to be rig ht that it was better
to choose power over economy in this case. But J obs was also wrong
to deny his prospective customers choices, about keyboards and addon boards, or about other possible options that could have been
offered but were not, such as a color display or a hard-disk drive
for storing much more data than a floppy d isk could. Upon the
Maci ntosh's introduction , these and other design decisions contributed to buyer resistance that came dangerously close to being fatal,
and without doubt would indeed have killed the Macintosh if Apple
had not subsequently reversed J obs's decisions and rectified, one by
one, these problems of artificially limited choice. By then, J obs had
moved on to NeXT, and though it was others who would fix the
problems his dec isions had caused, and thoug h it was Raskin who
should have been credited with the orig inal conception of the ma-
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chine, it was Jobs who would appropriate the credit for the success
of the Macintosh.
Playing the role of the sole designer-genius suited Jobs's needs,
and it suited the media who were accomplices in fixing this simplified image in the public mind . His unwillingness to share credit
with his irksome predecessor, Raskin , would leave J obs with an
inflated sense of the deftness of his own instincts. It would blind
him, however, from seeing the many decisions that he insisted
upon during the Macintosh's gestation that ultimately crippled the
machine in an extremely competitive market. Later at NeXT, when
the same sorts of design choices presented themselves, whether to
favo r power or economy, whether to preserve isolation from the
contaminating influences of inferior software or provide convenient
links to other computers, whether to wait for a major technological
advance before providing a color option or instead provide a poorerquality color option immediately, and so on, Jobs followed the
choi ces he had made before. It had all worked out well for the
Macintosh; why would it not work agai n?
It may be difficult now to recall that when the Macintosh was
introduced, it was almost delivered stillborn, without any buyers
in sig ht beyond the computer-mad hobbyists. Who else would want
it ? Not business customers, who would balk at the complete absence
of business-oriented software and the lack of compatib ility with
IBM personal com puters. Not schoolteachers, who would balk at
the price. The less sophisticated Apple II was difficult enoug h fo r
schools to afford, and the Macintosh, even with an educational
discount on its $2,495 price, was simply beyond the means of most
school budgets. Whom, then, could Apple look to? The M acintosh's
prospecti ve buyers needed to have both money and com pelling
reasons to own personal computers, but still be new to the market,
not yet lost to the IBM camp . Ideally, they needed to be tinkerers,
less concerned with the availability of older programs familiar on
other machines than with the M acintosh's suitab ility for the creation
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of entirely new ones. T his wish list happened to fit one group
perfectly: college students.
App le dealers would have been glad to sell the new machine to
whatever colJege stude nts were nearby. But as the M acintosh g roup
at Apple made plans for the introduction , they d evised an unorthodox plan that calJed upon enlisting universities to become Apple
dealers them selves, selling to students right on campus. T o entice
universities to ag ree to such a then-novel arrangement, A pple offered to sell each com puter for a flat $ I , 0 0 0, less than half the
regular retail price. The catch was that every uni versity that joi ned
a pro posed Ap ple U niversity Consortium had to make a commitment to b uy $2 m ilJion worth of mach ines for resale to students
over a three-year period.
It was not an easy decision for university administrations. The
proposal would m ean a breach in the wall that universities liked to
think encircled their noncommercial cloister. It also posed a threat
to the neutral position that universities had been careful to maintain
in relationshi ps with the various computer companies , avoiding any
appearance of favoritism. Also, the two-milJion-dollar commitment
that Apple req ui red was itself sufficient to make the proposal unattracti ve. T he university m ission was in higher education, not the
messy business of inventory control and risk management. T he
campus bookstore could always return unsold textbooks to the publisher ; the university took on no risk itself. But now Apple was
demand ing that the university itself assume the risks of selling
large qua ntities of a product that, even with the generous discou nt,
represented a sig nificant purchase fo r each buyer, and w hich had
yet to be released and tested in the marketplace. If the Macintosh
was a flop, uni versities would be stuck with financial liabili ty and,
even more embarrassing , with their image of colJegiate impartiality
besm irched.
T he I vy L eague universities and other major research universities
had the most p restig ious names to protect, and so were the most
desirable for Apple to enli st. Steve J obs wisely fig ured that if Apple
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secured the big names, other colleges and universities would be
much more willing to join in. The others wou ld reason that the
M acintosh must indeed be special if the I vies were willing to shed
their usual decorum and throw in with one computer vendor on
behalf of their students. F or the Apple U niversity Consortium to
have the desired impact on the nonmember colleges and universities,
the M acintosh g roup had to persuade the elite schools to make their
commitments and sign the contracts in advance, so the roster of
member names would be read y on the day of the Macintosh's
introduction in J anuary 1984.
Jobs did not have a clear idea of what universities needed, nor
did he understand the collective nature of university decision-making. Hi s own inclination was to go to lunch with Donald Kennedy,
the president of Stanford , lift a sheet off the Macintosh, and act as
if he were selling wholesale quantities of apples, not Apples: "How
wou ld you like to buy a thousand of these for a million dollars?"
Such a decision was not primarily the prerogative of a single person,
however. Rather , it was a collective decision that involved varyi ng
combinations of computer-center directors, deans and associate
deans, academic v ice-presidents, uni versity counsel, and faculty
committees. J obs did not have the skills or the patience for persuading the lower levels of the academic power structu re, but he did
have Dan'! L ewin , a young, smooth Princeton graduate who was
under thirty, as J obs was, and who had come to Jobs's attention
when he knocked on the door of Apple as a distri ct sales manager
working for Sony in Cali fornia. L ewi n's mission at the time of their
ini tial contact was to persuade J obs to adopt a floppy drive made by
Sony, a drive that used three-and-a-half-inch disks, an unconventional size at the time. J obs was sold on the Sony drive, and was
sold on L ew in h imself, whom he persuaded to leave Sony and j oi n
Apple. L ewin's mi ssion was to sell the Macintosh in advance to
higher education, and he set off, goi ng from campus to campus,
li stening and pitching. Like Tribble, Lewin is of special interest
because he would later join J obs as a cofounder of NeXT.
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Lewin pitched the Macintosh as the future. True, it fell short
of meeting the specifications that Pat Crecine at Carnegie-Mellon
University and other leaders in academic computing had been asking of computer manufacturers, a "JM,, machine, which would
have a million bytes of memory, a million dots on the screen, and
a speed of a million instructions per second. The M acintosh fell
short on all counts. But Lewin would say that the Macintosh offered
the best available path to get to an easy-to-use but powerful JM
machine. The IBM Personal Computer was too difficult to use, and
the Apple II , the other possible personal-computer contender , could
never be sufficiently powerful. Lewin presented t he first Macintosh
as the outline of a machine that would allow the university eventually
to obtain the desired power . Lewin spoke of the Apple University
Consortium as a group of "codevelopers," not customers, who
would collaborate with Apple and with each other in developing
innovative software for the Macintosh that would have a profound
impact on hig her education.
Stanford administrators were interested in the Macintosh, but
leery of the Consortium and the required financial commitment of
two million dollars. But alternatively, providing students with access to centralized computers owned by the university was expensive, too. The campus had an insatiable appetite for time-shared
mainframe computers and minicomputers ("mini" only when compared to the large mainframes but actually quite bulky and expensive
when compared to the personal computers) . The $1,000 price of a
Macintosh was actually less than the cost of providing a student
with a time-shared piece of a central.ized computer. Best of all, in
the case of the Macintosh, the cost would be paid not by Stanford
University but by the students or their parents. By joini ng the
Consortium, the university would instantly benefit within one year
from savings achieved by not having to invest in the equivalent in
large university-ow ned machines. It would be as if the com puting
budget for the university received an overnight supplement of six
or seven million dollars. This proved to be a powerful enticement,
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helping move the university to make a seemingly daring comm itment to support one company's "revolutionary" technology, when
in fact considerations of the university1 s financial self-interest were
important, too.
On the East Coast, Stacey Bressler was the Apple representative
whose territory included five Ivy League schools. Bressler was
young, vivacious, and possessed of seemingly inexhaustible energy.
Apple had flown her to California to have a look at the Macintosh
in development, and though it had few programs at that point 1 she
instantly felt passionately attached to it. She and others who were
permitted early g li mpses spoke of feeling a love for the machine 1
an emotional attachment that inanimate objects do not commonly
excite. From that moment, her work at Apple was transformed
from a sales job into a crusade. She mounted a campaign to win
recruits to the Apple University Consortium by starting at the
ground level.
Persuading Brown University to come aboard was easy. The
Brown computer people had heard positive things about the machine
through the computer-community grapevine, so when she walked
in the door, they were expecting her. T hey grabbed the machine,
and sent her on her way so that they could play with it on their
own. Soon afterward they called her back and said they wanted to
sign a contract.
The other Ivy League schools were a much harder sell. Initially,
everyone said they were not interested. They had not even dec ided
whether they were going to use personal computers, and if they
should decide to use any computer, they explained, it would be the
IBM personal-computer standard. Rebuffed 1 Bressler used guerrilla tactics, taking her prototype Macintosh with her on visits to
dormitories and administrative offices, letting students and secretaries see w hat the machine could do. At Dartmouth, she set up her
computer in the lobby of the computer center and occupied herself
drawing pictures on the sc reen, without saying a proselytizing word
to anybody. Crowds gathered, and as word got around, William
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Arms, the director of the cente r , came out to see what had caused
the hubbub. H e became a convert on the spot, envisioning a campus
in which every student and faculty member had their own individual
Macintosh , all linked to the central campus center and to each other
throug h a network. Dartmouth had pioneered in the 1960s in
provid ing its students with free access to campus computers; now
Arms helped push D artmouth into the Consortium with ambitious
plans for a campuswide network of personal com puters, another
coup for Apple.
Bressler learned that the intense competition among the Ivy
L eague schools would bri ng the others into the era of the personal
computer if for no other reason than to keep up with r ivals. W hen
Brown University expressed its strong interest in joini ng the Consortium, Bressler went to work on H arvard and the other footdraggers. She reassured each of the laggard schools that it could elect to
r emain the only member of the Ivy League not to j oin the Consortium . She would add that just because the school had an image
problem, j ust because the brightest hig h school seniors viewed it as
a research institution that ig nored the needs of undergraduates, and
just because those seniors mig ht be even more attracted to a school
like Brown by the abundant presence of M acintoshes, the school
that already had the highest number of underg raduate applicants,
this was no reason to j oin the Apple U ni versity Consortium . . . .
T hese words had the desired effect. She got all of the I vy L eag ue
schools to join .
If a school like H arvard broug ht prestige to the Consortium , a
school like Drexel University in Philadelphia broug ht in a headli neproducing name for having announced earlier in 19 82 that it would
be the first college that would require all students to own a personal
computer. Drexel's president had made the announcement as part
of the university's recent decision to pursue a national pool of
applicants, and by making the announcement w hen he did , he was
consciously placing Drexel ahead of the pack of schools that were
contemplating adopting a simi lar requirement. After attracting na-
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tional publicity for the announcement , a university committee
quickly had to select the one computer that the university would
adopt as its standard from among 300 differe nt kinds and prepare
for implementing the requirement in fa ll 1983.
During these preparations, Apple called Drexel's Brian
Hawkins, an assistant vice-president for academic affairs, and asked
if he wo uld be interested in seeing a machine that was nondiscLosed,
meaning that Hawkins had to agree not to disclose to anyone else
anything about the machine. (In the computer industry, the term
"nondisclosed" has assumed many syntactical g uises that would g ive
an E ng lish teacher a frig ht: for example, it could be an adjective,
as here when Hawkins was asked if he'd like to see a "nondisclosed
machine," or it could even be a transitive verb, as in " I have to
nondisclose you. '» Hawkins explained that he alone could not accept
Apple's offer to show him the machine, an offer which reflected
J obs's inclination to find a single decision-maker ; H awkins insisted
that t he machine be shown to the full faculty committee. The arrangements required speciaJ dispensation from a reluctant J obs.
When the Macintosh was shown to Hawkins and the Drexel
fac ulty , it was still in primitive fo rm , capable of showing little
other than bou ncing balls and a rudimentary drawing program.
Nevertheless, it captured everyone's imagination. Just like Bressler,
they could see what its pictorial orientation wo1tld be capable of.
The Drexel committee was concerned, however, that whatever machine it chose , the price to the students be affordable. Other computer manufacturer s had offered to make major donations of
equipment to Drexel, but the donations would be to the uni versity,
not to students. Apple stood apart from the rest for its willingness
to provide deep discounts expressly for students.
Hawkins and Drexel decided to adopt the Macintosh as the
standard . With the machine not even fini shed, the decision to require its purchase of all students was a dicey one. If the Macintosh
did not turn out to be what had been promised, Drexel University
would find itself with an outraged student body, livid parents, and
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the wrong kind of national publicity. With so much on the line, it
is understandable that Drexel did not simply hope for the best. It
got to work immediately developing educational software for the
machines. Like a sc holarship student that had been admitted to an
exclusive Ivy L eague school on the basis of wits alone, Drexel was
the hungriest and hardest-working member of the Apple U niversity
Consortium.
For software development, Drexel took delivery of six prototype
machines prior to the Macintosh's unveiling. Jobs insisted on elaborate cloak-and-dagger security measures. When Apple called Drexel
to notify the campus that the machines were about to be shipped,
the computers were cryptically referred to as "six fri ends" who
would be arriving shortly, so that eavesdroppers would be foiled.
While a "secure room" on campus was prepared for the machines,
with sound and motion detection, alarms, and electronic locks,
H awkins hid the Macintoshes temporarily at home. When the
secure room at Drexel was ready, the machines were moved under
cover of d arkness at 3 :30 in the morning, escorted by campus police
cruisers. Jobs had hectored everyone about security, and the Drexel
people absorbed his paranoia.
While Drexel and other campuses went to work preparing software, the M acintosh group at Apple worked feverishly to have the
computers ready as promised for students to take delivery at the
beginning of the fall semester in 19 83. But problems that the
engineers discovered with the disk drive led to delays. Even though
Drexel had begun to collect initial payments from students in the
fall, the Macintosh was not officially unveiled until January 24 ,
1984. On the day of the unveiling, J obs could point proudly to the
commitment that all of the Ivy League schools, as well as Drexel,
Stanford, the University of Chicago, and other institutions had
made to the new machine in joining the Apple University Consortium, twenty-four schools in all. If Drexel worried about having
made such a risky investment in a machine that was untested, and
now was very late, at least it was one among a disting uished crowd
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of fellow travelers. Misgivings were swept away when trucks carryi ng the machines finally arrived on the campuses that spring and
students excitedly took delivery of their machines.
No one at Apple or at the universities anticipated how quickly
students would adopt Macintoshes. At Stanford, administrators who
had been concerned about selling $2 million worth of Macintoshes
over three years were pleasantly surprised to see $2. 5 million worth
sold within the first two weeks. They sold far too many, in fact;
Apple could not keep up. Stanford had to hold a lottery to provide
an equitable way of handling the delay in deliveries, and it took six
months before all the students who had prepaid their $ 1,000 got
their machines. Other schools, which were not members of the
Consortium, found that their students demanded that they joi n. At
California Polytechnical State University in San Luis Obispo, a
group of one hundred students staged a protest at the president's
office, backed by a petition signed by nearly 1, 000 students, demanding that the university renegotiate with Apple and gain admittance to the Consorti um. The university authorities explained to the
students that Cal Poly had had to turn down Apple's invitation
because of state laws that required competitive bidding for all contracts of any significance. ~9 The Maci ntosh received more free
publ icity when newspapers carried stories of a black market in
Macintoshes spring ing up in college towns, when some students
violated the terms of their purchase agreement and resold the machines off-campus for a tidy profit. Brian Hawkins at Drexel warned
these students, however , of dire consequences other than legal ones:
"A student who sells his or her Macintosh is committing academic
suicide. " 50
The idea that owning a Macintosh would now be indispensable
to a college education , combined with the news that the Apple
U niversity Consortium included the most exc lusive uni versities in
the country, gave the Macintosh a cachet unlike any other computer.
By early 1985, J obs would boast that in less than a year the Macintosh had become the standard in college computi ng. In g iddy over-
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statement, he cla imed, "I could ship every M acintosh we make this
year just to those 24 colleges. " 51 But he was justified in hailing the
Apple University Consortium for providing the Macintosh , at the
moment of its debut, with high visibility on key cam puses. There
was no precedent for a g roup of aug ust un iversities lending their
names to the launch of a product that was manufactured by a forprofit company. T he Consortium gave the M ac intosh instant credibility. Other campuses woke up and took notice.
Students and fac ulty m embers seemed to embrace the M acintosh
naturally with littl e prompting, but campus bookstores were initially
unco mfortable in the role of computer dealer that Apple thrust
upon them. The stores were accustomed to selling nothing more
complicated than textbooks and sweatshirts, whose prices were fi xed
and whose customers were a captive market. No mar keting p izzazz
was required. When Apple marketing people arri ved and explained
how the stores could also sell computers, the bookstore management
usually was uneasy , especially when the Apple representati ves went
on to talk about ad vertising campaig ns and p romotional pricing that
the bookstores could use to increase sales. The bookstores demurred:
We're nonprofit ; we don't do mar keting.
Well , you ' II be provid ing a service, Apple representati ves explained . Vlouldn't you be doing you r students a d isserv ice if yo u
sold these computers at a deep discount but did not let the stude nts
know about itr And if in ignorance the students went off-campus
and spent their parents' money at an Apple dealer, and the parents
found out that they had not gotten the educational discount they
were entitled to, and called the school to complain . . . r
This is how bookstores were sig ned up to deliver not just shelf
space, but the fu ll gamut of marketing efforts that a regular computer dealer would offer. T hey were even conv inced of the need to
do fall promotions and C hristmas promotions and spring promotions, not to make profits per se , b ut fo r the impeccable reason of
securing the best available discount by generating the hig hest possible volume, all in the name of better serving the students.
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The campaign to sell to college students at heavily discounted
prices was dependent upon excluding Apple's regular dealers from
these special arrangements with universities. The dealers howled in
protest. They wanted the college student business too; this was
especially true when it became clear to them that the only customers
likely to be interested in the Macintosh were college students. In at
least one instance, angry Apple dealers in Michigan sued Dan'!
L ewin and Apple. In New England, one of Stacey Bressler's larger
Apple dealers, incensed about the Apple University Consortium,
threatened that if it ruined his business, she would be physically
harmed.
This was the low point of the transition. The dealer later called
Bressler to apologize for his intemperate outburst. Apple won the
Michigan suit. Other Apple dealers adjusted to the newly contoured
landscape and reluctantly came to appreciate the presence of a thriving uni versity market, even though they did not benefit immediately. The high volume of machines sold on campuses helped to
legitimize the Macintosh in the wider marketplace and to attract
the interest of software developers, who broug ht out new Macintosh
software that benefited everyone who sold the machine. And when
the students graduated, leaving campus as loyal Macintosh conve rts,
they turned to reg ular dealers for their Apple purchases. Forprofit dealers came to accept this modus 'Vi'Uendi with their nonprofit
competition on campus.
Apple mig ht have reaped few rewards for converting the college
bookstores into personal computer dealers, if its far larger competitors had been successful in their own campaig ns to sell machines to
college students. The bookstores, carefu l not to jeopardize their
nonprofit status by g iving exclusive distribution rights to any one
computer company, added other computer Ii nes to their offerings.
The Macintosh marketing g roup "plowed the street," and IBM and
the others rolled in rig ht behind them, setting up similar discount
programs for students and faculty.
It hardly mattered, however, as the Macintosh outsold the IBM
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personal computer in wildly imbalanced ratios on campus, I 5 to 1
or even 4 0 to I. The Macintosh marketing people themselves
were astonished at how well their machine did against the far
better-financed com petition. Jobs, too, was taken aback and took
undisguised pleasure in the spectacle of IBM forming four-hundredperson task forces to plot a response and lavishing gifts of thousands
of its personal computers on campuses, but to little avail. The
students still preferred Macintoshes . And so too did university
admini strators, who realized that the value of hardware gifts still
paled compared to the far larger , if much less visible, investment
that would be necessary for developing software and providing
training for the new users of IBM-compatible personal computers.
If the easier-to-use M acintosh greatly reduced the necessary investment in training, then universities could view it as more econom ical
in the long run, even if other computer manufacturers literally gave
away their IBM-standard hardware. J obs said he knew of some
cases in which colleges had used IBM g rant money to purchase
Apple Macintoshes . 52
Stanford , for example, was one of the principal targets of IBM's
campaig n to secure a beachhead on college campuses for its personal
computers. The university received $ 18 milli on worth of IBM
personal computers, yet it nevertheless becam e a Macintosh-heavy
campus. Stanford administrators were relieved at this outcome because they fig ured that the training costs for IBM machines, extended to the entire university community, would have been
prohibitive . When the first IBM persona l com puters had arr ived,
the university provided twelve hours of training for each faculty
member in the arcane intricacies of the word-processing program
W ordstar. N o such training was needed for the M ac intosh wordprocessing prog ram , MacWrite. IBM tried its best to buy the
allegiance of campuses like Stanford, but failed , while Apple found
that its machine leapt into the hands of eager students with the
help of only a bare-bones marketing organization at Apple. The
M ac intosh hig her-education marketing g roup consisted of a grand
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total of four people at a time when annual sales on campuses were
running $50 million a year.
Once the M acintosh had taken hold, A pple enjoyed the recurring
benefits of a unique characteristic of the college market: twenty-five
percent of the market was brand new each year , when the freshman
class arrived . It was the only mar ket that had such regular turnover.
Sales to elementary and secondary schools, always a strong mar ket
fo r Apple, were not characteri zed by this kind of turnover because
the sales were to the schools themselves, not to students. So, too, in
the business market, tu rnover d id not redound to the benefit of
Apple because the com puters were owned by the organization , not
the indiv idual. But in hig her educati on , Ap ple enjoyed what it
internally referred to as an "annuity market ," with steady streams
of income from campuses already saturated with M acintoshes, as
the entering freshman class provided an inexhaustible supp ly of new
customers.
T he annuity continued to pay benefits to Apple even after the
students g raduated. T he Macintosh was so markedly superior to the
IBM personal com puter that it elicited a fierce loyalty in its young
owners. Students told corporate recruiters that they owned M ac intoshes and would not swi tch to the IB M personal computer , the
prevailing office standard. O nce hi red, they would demonstrate the
machine to their su periors, which in some cases led to immediate
add itional sales, what Apple called the "bottom- up sale." Apple
acquired more than simply happy customers when its machines
were sold on cam puses, and then in offices . It acq uired evange lical
devotees who soug ht to bri ng en lig htenment to the benig hted masses
of the IBM world. T h is advantage was uniquely Apple's; owners
of IBM personal computers did not have a machine that lent itself
to passionate devotion . IBM owners d isplayed , at best, an ir ritated
defensiveness when challenged by the Mac intosh partisans about
computer standards. T hey d id not feel strong ly enoug h , however ,
to try to win converts the way that M acintosh owners did.
T he extrao rd inary success of M acintoshes on college campuses
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was a compound of these many elements: a new model for personal
computers, in the form of the Macintosh itself; a new system of
distribution, in the form of college bookstores; and a new kind of
customer loyalty, in the form of evangelical M aci ntosh partisans.
F or Apple, the cost of distributing a high volume of product was
extremely low because an intermediary, the Apple dealer, was circumvented entirely. For the universities, the cost of expanding
computing resources across the student body was minimal because
the costs were absorbed by the students and their parents. Most
striking of all, the business-related aspects of the Macintosh's success
were relegated to secondary place. What excited the uni versity
community and the M acintosh marketing people was the idea that
the M acintosh was contributing in important ways to teaching and
learning .
The idealism of Apple's Stacey Bressler illustrates the rush of
adrenaline that the participants in the story experienced. Bressler,
who before the Macintosh was introduced had to camp out in the
lobbies of campus computer centers in order to get a hearing for
the proposed Apple University Consortium, was as surprised as
anyone by the extraordinary sales of M acintoshes on campuses. She
worked one-hundred-hour weeks, happily possessed by the press of
demands caused by the machine's success, as she tried to serve the
needs of many clamoring campuses si multaneously. The work was
so exciting and demanding that it pushed everything else out of her
life . As a salesperson who earned a commission on the campus sales,
Bressler was also becoming wealthy. But the money did not seem
to matter. More im portant was the happy cong ruence of having
soc ially useful work and customers that were clawing to get hold of
the machine. At one point in the midst of the onslaug ht of customers,
a friend noticed at Bressler 's house that several comm ission checks,
totaling more than $ I 00,000, lay on her messy desk. She had not
had time to deposit them.
F or the participants, it was the early years of the M acintosh that
were the most exciting, even though Apple's annual revenue from
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college sales would later cl imb from the tens of milli ons, to the
hundreds of millions, to eventually an esti mated $800 million-plus
by the early 1990s. As time passed , the work became routinized,
and the g iddy sense of being a pioneer faded. T he dominance of
the Macintosh on so many campuses depr ived its partisans of the
pleasures of feeling outgunned and besieged. T houg h certainly not
true off-campus, at least on campus, the M acintosh was the regal
leader in volume of unit sales .
Anyone who was associated with the success of the M ac intosh on
campuses in the early days, before its v iab il ity had been established,
earned a halo that will probably follow them fo r the rest of their
careers. At Ap ple, Dan') L ewin's future was secu red for his leadi ng
role in organizing the Consortium . At D rexel Un iversity, Brian
H awkins, who had gambled on the M acintosh when it was still not
yet completed , a lso secured an aura of preternatural v ision and a
blessed future. Others looked on and wondered how they could
become heroes li ke Lewi n and H awkins when the equivalent of the
next Mac intosh appeared.
Steve J ob s had many reasons to be g rateful for hi g her ed ucation's
early embrace of the Macintosh. It was universities that p rovided
early purchase comm itments even before the machine was introduced to the public. It was un iversities that were will ing to support
an improved computer standard, defying the over weening muscle
of the standard-bearer, IBM . It was u niversities that voted to support the M acintosh , even thoug h it would be years before a wide
variety of software would be available for it. U ni versities were
flexible, app reciative of new technology, and , not incidentally, constituted a renewable market.
T he one-m illionth M acintosh was sold in earl y I 987, a mere
three years after the machine's introduction (keep this in m ind when
we look at NeXT's subsequent hi story). The Apple M ac intosh
di vision-sans Steve J obs-used the occasion to honor Jef Raskin .
At a party to commemorate the sales milestone, Raski n was presented
with a machi ne that was designated as Number One Mi ll ion. I t was
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the first and only recognition that Raskin received for his early
contribution to the Macintosh's birth. 53
Just as Raskin's contribution to the Macintosh has remained out
of sight in the public mind, so too has higher education's. In the
popular history of the Macintosh , the arrival of the laser printer
and the use of Macintoshes for desktop publishing are always given
credit for rescuing the early Macintosh from oblivion. Without
quibbling with the idea that desktop publishing was a necessary
condition, we might add that it was insufficient alone, and sales
to higher education also should be rightfully credited as another
necessary, if insufficient, factor in the equation. Universities kept
the Macintosh alive until it succeeded in broadening its commercial
appeal. J obs drew one lesson above all others from this experience.
If universities backed superior computer technology once, they
could do it again for NeXT.
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hen Steve J obs celebrated his thirtieth birthday in February 1985, he did not appear to have any inkling that
his tenure at Apple would soon end, and that by the
time of his next birthday , he would be engaged in building a new
computer company from scratch. Before this tumult, Jobs had
viewed his comma nding perch in the com pany as threatened only
by the advance of age, and he viewed even this with serenity. When
an interviewer for Playboy noted that the average age of Apple
employees was only twenty-nine and asked Jobs why the computer
field was so dominated by young people, J obs offered the observation
that it was the ineluctab le processes of biochemi stry. «People get
stuck as they get older ," he said, comparing their patterns of thought
to the permanently etched g rooves that were impressed upon a vi nyl
record . H e observed that it was rare that one saw "an artist in his
30s or 40s able to really contribute something amazing." For an
oldster like him, the challenge was to "grow obsolete with g race. »H
T his was easy to say when Jobs felt that his central p lace in the
computer cosmos was secure and never seriously contemplated the
possibility of bei ng v iewed as dispensable. But such calm detach-
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ment proved impossible when his cosmos di sintegrated into chaos:
the Macintosh sold well in the first months, but excepting college
campuses, demand had then dropped precipitously after the first
flush of orders had been filled. Jobs suddenly found himself at odds
with J ohn Sculley, the man from Pepsi whom Jobs had brought to
Apple only two years before with the famous taunt, "Do you want
to spend the rest of you r life selling sugared water, or do you want
a chance to change the world?" The evaporation of demand for the
Macintosh drove Jobs and Sculley apart. Antagonizing all who did
not belong to his inner circle, Jobs held everyone else at Apple
to blame for the Macintosh's problems, and busied himself with
grandiose plans for new projects. In late spring of 1985, the Apple
board stripped him of all operational responsi bilities and banished
him to the empty position of chairm an and a remote office that he
called Siberia.
Suddenly, he had nothing much to do. He came into the office,
busied himself with a look at the mail, but whatever reports were
still routed to him soon stopped. He was hit by the realization that
he was now an unappreciated pariah, "there was nobody really there
to miss me. " 55 He soon decided it was too depressing to go where
he was not wanted , and he stayed away from Apple and began
casting about for ideas about what to do with the rest of his life.
Now, placed in circumstances outside of his own control, his outlook
about his own obsolescence changed radically. Suddenly, his thirty
years seemed young, not old; he was not ready for involuntary
retirement. He wou ld rage before going gently into tliat good night.
The ep iphany that revealed what he should do with himself
supposedly occurred in early September during a lunch that he
arranged with Pau l Berg, a Stanford biochemist. The story, as J obs
later retold it, is suspiciously pat, but one cannot but notice the
remarkable entree that Jobs had into the most elevated circles of the
academ ic world; what other thirty-year-old college dropout could
entice a busy Nobel laureate like Berg to lunch at a coffee shop?
The Jobs version of their luncheon encounter positions the birth of
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NeXT as the blessed offspring of both J obs and Berg. As Berg
talked about the difficulty of doing wet-lab research on gene splicing, his area of specialty, J obs asked him why he did not simulate
the experiments on computer. It would help Berg's own research,
J obs suggested, and it would also make it possible for future
freshmen to play with recombinant-DNA software created by the
leading authority in the field. At the Kid's brilliant suggestion, the
Nobel Laureate's eyes "lit up" (according to the Kid); this was
the "landmark lunch" that the Kid said got his own wheels turning
again. 56
The Nobel Laureate's recollection of the encounter was a bit
different, however. Berg said that Jobs had already been going
around the country, asking what an ideal computer for universities
would be. The ideal, Jobs had been told, would cost about $25 ,000
each; he wanted to market one for $500. 57 One can see why Jobs
preferred in his own version of the luncheon to ignore thi s prior
canvassing of colleges. It was much preferable to tell the world that
the idea to build a computer expressly for the university market was
the joint inspiration of himself and the distinguished professor.
A few days later, Jobs informed the Apple board of directors of
his intention to start a new computer company, which would be
complementary and would address the needs of higher education,
manufacturing a machine tailored expressly for college students and
facu lty. He would take a few " low-level" Apple people with him,
and thought it best that he resign as chairman. The board deliberated
in private and returned to express an interest in buying as much as
ten percent of the new company, since it would not compete with
Apple directly. Thi s would turn out, however , to be only a temporary moment of amity. The next day, Jobs sent a note to Sculley
listing five indiv iduals who would be leaving with him: Dan']
Lewin, the marketing person most closely associated with the Apple
U ni versity Consortium; Bud Tribble, the Macintosh software manager; two hardware engineers, George C row and Rich Page; and a
person in finance, Susan Barnes. The founders were a youthful
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group ; their median age was in the low thirties. But Sculley was
outraged that J obs would take individuals so "sensitive,, to Apple.
H e told J obs, "These are not low-level people. " 58
In the heat of panic, Sculley and the Apple executive staff perceived a deadly threat to Apple in the departure of J obs and the five
associates. The new company, NeXT, would market a computer
too close to what Apple already had in the works, code-named the
Big M ac , which was intended to deli ve r the powerful but inexpensive "J M " machine, with a million bytes of memory and the other
stipulated requirements that research universities had been clamoring fo r and which the Macintosh had been insuffic iently powerful
to fulfill. While at Apple, the founders of NeXT had been privy
to information about costs and mar keting plans that would be valuable to them in their new venture. Sculley called in the legal heavies
and filed a suit, enjoining Jobs from proceeding . After the fact,
Sculley would describe the moment as a sad one, when "we sued
one of the fathers of our company." W ith perspective, we can see
that the suit was not so much a tragic act of patricide as it was a
comical act of litigious silliness, attempting to stop the unstoppable. 59
H ow curious that when Jobs was sti ll at Apple, he was considered
by the board to be an incompetent manager at best, but as soon as
he set off on his own, he was suddenl y perceived as invaluable. In
the suit, Apple charged that Jobs and the others had schemed to
take advantage of Apple's own plan to develop and market the "Next
Generati on P roduct." T he sui t also pointed to Jobs's "sec ret plan"
to sell hi s Apple stock in order to finance the new venture. There
was noth ing illegal about such a sa le, however. The most that Apple
could charge was that as part of his " nefari ous scheme" J obs planned
to sell the maximum number of shares of Apple stock allowed by
securities law without pu blic disclosure. 611 It was as meaningless a
charge as the one that equated everything that Jobs knew about
Apple as «confidential and proprietary.,, Though J ohn Sculley
would attempt to draw a distinction between encouraging Jobs in
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"starting another company and continuing to bring innovation and
creativity to the industry" and forbidding him from using "Apple's
confidential and proprietary information," in fact, the sweeping
nature of the charges lodged against J obs and his coconspirators
revealed that Sculley had no idea of how he would actually encourage
the fo rmer without invoking the latter. Sculley was relatively new
to Silicon Valley, and so can be excused for hi s ignorance of how
mitosis was a natural process in the Valley-one cell div iding into
two, two into four, ad in.finitttm. Jobs suggested that Sculley, the
recent immigrant to the Valley, labored under a "cu ltural misunderstanding. " 61 But Mike Markkula and other Apple board members
knew better (M arkkula's own first fo rtune, made at the semiconductor firm Intel , was dependent upon the same process, as its founders
were two rogue eng ineers, Robert Noyce and Gordon M oore, who
had split off from the parent cell, Fairchild Semi conductor). 62 It
was hypocritical for them to declare unilaterally that no more mitotic
g rowth would be perm itted.
J obs was right when he said that Apple was free to compete
against N eXT if Apple thought the idea of selling a computer made
specially for the hi g her education market was so attractive. H e
mused, " It is hard to think that a $2 billion company with 4 ,300plus people couldn't compete with six people in blue jeans." 63 The
Apple suit created a horrible legal nightmare for tiny NeXT; the
fledgling company could not count on producing its own computer
until the suit was resolved . Yet psychologically it was a wonderful
thing: it was as if Apple indeed was afrai d of com peting with thi s
youngish g roup of six in blue jeans. In his last days at Apple, J obs
had been regarded as a has-been at thirty, kicked upstai rs into an
empty atti c like an unloved octogenarian who d rooled and had to
be kept out of sig ht. But now that J obs had left the house of Apple,
he and his coconspirators were suddenly the most important of
people. Why else would Apple have trained a full battery of artillery
upon their departing backs? The more that Apple fulminated about
their departure, the more their powers to do great things were affirmed
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and the more their new venture was validated as a potent business.
T his was a precious gift that Apple unintentionally gave them.
Though J obs wanted Apple to think of the NeXT founders as an
unassuming group in blue jeans, he was not about to return to the
frugal ci rcumstances of the beginning of his business career. He
had started Apple in his fam ily's garage, and had invoked the image
of the " metaphorical garage" when he later took control of the
Macintosh g roup and managed a company-within-a-company, but
this time, at NeXT, he would start off not in a garage but in a
mansion, hi s home in Woodside, which he had purchased from the
Giannini family, founders of the Bank of America. This served as
the company's temporary office for four months until they cou ld
move into formal offices. The advance of age and personal fortune
promoted his intolerance of anything but the absolute best. Instead
of choosing the least-expensive office space avai lable in the area, he
chose some of the most expensive. NeXT leased as its first office a
modern building in the Stanford University Industrial Park in Palo
Alto, a stone's th row from the Xerox PARC campus, set amidst
undeveloped hills and wi ldli fe .
J obs did not follow the customary scri pt for a scrappy start-up
that would need to husband its ini tial capital. He hired a full -time
interi or designer as one of the first ten employees of NeXT. G+
T he interi ors were gutted and elegantly redone, starting with the
upstairs, w here hardwood floors were installed to define a common
area, includi ng a kitchen area wi th granite counter tops and a lounge
area with a U-shaped sofa that sat twelve. Walls were replaced with
g lass; enormous Ansel Adams pri nts and custom- made furniture
were installed ; and the bathrooms received no less costly investment
than other areas. T he objective was to create a comforting impression that this was a company that had already made its mark on the
world. Long before a computer would be ready for unveiling , Jobs
talked with architects about designing NeXT sales offices in major
cities aro und the country. J obs pursued his own set of priorities,
and the look of the N eXT offices took precedence over most every-
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th ing else . The trademark attention to appearances was most extravagantly d isplayed when Jobs decided , over the objections of the early
employees , to spend $ 100,000 to commission a logo for NeXT.
One d id not necessari ly have to spend such a sum to obtain a logo
d esig n. Jobs had met with four designers, none of whom asked for
anything close to $10 0,00 0 for their services , but all had fai led to
please J obs. H e decided to gi ve the commi ssion to P aul Rand , a
Yale professor w idely regarded as the g rand master of American
desig n. Someone had told Jobs that Rand was the best , so Rand he
would get. Rand had done the corporate logo for IBM , and J obs
could take satisfaction in being able to buy for his own little company
the same expertise that m ighty IBM had hi red (Rand still consulted
for IBM and insisted that J obs first obtain IBM 's permission to use
Rand's serv ices, w hich to J obs's su rprise IBM g ranted). For the
desig ner , J obs was the perfect client. Rand abhorred the businessperson who second-gu essed his own desig n j udgment, and he
ab horred the business bu reaucracy that impeded access to the ultimate decision-maker. 65 In submitting his desig n to J obs, Rand had
d irect access to the person with final say, who was also a respectful
admirer , someone who would accede to Ra nd's dem ands that he be
paid not a penny less than $ I 00, 000 , that the amount be paid in
ad vance, that the fee wo uld cover one desig n only . Rand insisted
t hat for the commission he would not be bound to revise or rework
the desig n ; NeXT would have to take it or leave it, unaltered .
Hi r ing Rand would be an expensive crapshoot.
As it turned out, fo r his $ 100 , 000, J obs received from Rand not
j ust a logo b ut also a lengthy pam phlet in which ever y passing
thoug ht that had gone into the final desig n was explained . It was
Rand who proposed N eX T instead of NEXT . The lower-case e that
stood out from the other letters, Rand suggested, could stand for
"education , excellence, experti se , exceptional, exc itement, e = mc2 ."
P lacing the four letters on the face of a black cube , ti lted at a
precisely stipu lated ang le of 28 degrees, Rand described the logo
as designed to ap peal to a youthful audience. "Ti pped at a jaun ty
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angle,,, he wrote, "it brims with the informality, friendliness, and
spontaneity of a Christmas seal and the authority of a rubber stamp.,,
Each of the four letters was assigned a carefully considered color,
drawn from a palette that included vermilion and cerise. 66 Every
detail was precious. When Jobs finished reading Rand's lengthy
gloss, he jumped up and embraced him. 67
The perfect logo would be the beginning of the perfect company,
perfect because Jobs could start with what he called a "blank sheet
of paper.,, 68 There was no system to be dismantled; they were
starting again from scratch. As one NeXT manager who had come
from Apple put it, NeXT had the chance to "do it right the first
time. ,, 69 This was an expression of the thirtysomething company,
young enough to still aspire to perfection, yet old enough to be
aware of the aspiration. By Jobs's reason ing, NeXT should become
a company superior to Apple precisely because this time around he
would have wisdom gained from his two previous successes, in
developing the Apple II and then the Macintosh computer. He had
had "good instincts,, but had not consciously understood why his
instincts had led him to success. "By the third time,,, he said, full
of confidence, "you should start to get a pretty good feeling in your
gut that you understand the process. " 70 At NeXT, he could use his
awareness of what had worked well in the past to "become a lot
more productive." One of the lessons that he now felt comfortable
owning up to was that he had not listened attentively to his customers. "Well, I'm not going to make the same mistakes twice," he
declared in October 1985. 71
The philosophy of a model company was formally articulated
years later in NeXT's statement of its mi ssion:

to build computers that change the world and that our friends can
afford to buy
to build a great company, so exciting and fulfilling that we can't
wait to come to work in the morning
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to treat ou r customers so we ll that they will love our products and
our company
to lead the industry with v ision and innovation

Admirable goals, every one of them. One can see how J obs could
become intoxicated with the purity of the vision he was conjuring
for himself and his followers . He would claim that pursuit of riches
was no longer what he cared about. Rather, he simply wanted to be
able to say ten years later, when he turned forty, that "I spent my
3 Os well. " 72
One important element of Jobs's self-defined task for his thirties
was crafting an ideal work environment at NeXT, an organization
that would elicit the kind of affection for the company among its
employees that the mission statement called for Qobs, no less than
Bill Gates, echoed J ames Duke's regret about "leaving off at
night"). By design, then, N eXT began as a flat organization with
little hierarchy. Business cards did not carry titles, only an identifying department or area. The goal was to create a "unified company," without the divisive barriers that were associated with job
categories and rank. The company was literally unified by the physical arrangement of the interior-by removi ng the interior walls on
the upper floor when his company moved in , J obs created a large
bullpen in which all desks, his as well as the others, shared the same
space in egalitarian fashion. Like the Puritans who established an
exemplary City on a Hill Qohn Winthrop: ". . . the eies of all
people are uppon us . . . "), 73 J obs gave his company on a hill its
own nomenclature that differentiated the world within which the
chosen worked from the profane world outside. NeXT was not a
com pany but rather a community, comprised not of employees but
of members. T his was an extension of Apple culture, where new
terms had also been used to set the company's culture apart from
that of the humdrum others . In 1981, when Apple had decided to
replace all typewriters with its own personal computers, the com-
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pany marked the occasion by nominally abolishing the position of
secretary and replacing it with the more euphonious area associate. H
One could say that West Coast dialect has its own vast vocabulary
of gentle euphemi sms. An anonymous guide to "D oing Business on
the Opposite Coast>' that circulated among computer companies
prov ided helpful translations for those who were not bilingual:
East Coast

West Coast

Absolutely not
Yes
Do it and do it now
Do it right or you're fired
Get out of my office
Local bar
Meet me in the parking lot
Dictator
Oh Shit

Maybe
Maybe
Can you sign up for this program?
I'm confident you'll get it done
Let's get consensus on this one
Offsite facility
Let's take that discussion offli ne
Facilitator
Thanks for bringing that to my
attention

At NeXT, the egalitarian ideal was encouraged by pegging salary
levels to groups rather than to particular individuals. In 1985 and
1986, NeXT had an extremely simple policy on salaries: members
of NeXT's senior staff earned $7 5,000 annually, and everyone else
earned $50,000. No distinctions were drawn on the basis of previous experience, field of expertise, or indiv idual performance. This
was perhaps a unique policy among Silicon Valley firms. The most
extreme contrast in the Valley was provided by Cypress Semiconductor , where the compensation of its managers was based on how well
management fulfiJled some 6,000 weekly goals, each tracked by
computer. At NeXT, pay raises were distributed as equally as
possible; at Cypress, raises were distributed in a bell-curve pattern,
which dictated that as many managers did not receive raises as
those that did. Cypress based compensation decisions exclusively on
computer systems, believing that human error and favoriti sm were
eliminated, whi le NeXT defended an old-fashi oned belief in the
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"art" of compensation and the impossibility of fairly making distinctions among peers. 75
An ideal company provided more than just salary and stock
options; NeXT employees were also provided health club memberships, counseling serv ices, emergency personal loans up to $5 ,000,
and health insurance benefits extended not only to married families
but also to unmarried cohabitants (initial coverage of same-sex
couples had to be retracted later due to difficulties with the insurance
company) . In the expensive housi ng market of the Bay Area,
N eXT's provision of housing assistance in the form of a low-interest
loan, up to fifty percent of the employee's annual salary, was a g reat
help in meeting a down payment that would otherwise have been
impossible fo r most young employees buying a first home.
J obs prided himself on sharing sensitive company information
among employees. Initially, all employees were gathered together
weekly to hear reports; as the company g rew large r , the meetings
became biweekly, then monthly, but the spirit of open internal
communication was maintained. Jobs would say, "We'll tell you
everything ," on condition that the information was not to be shared
with anyone outside of the company. It was a serious matter to him ,
and he would occasionally threaten that any leaks would mean an
end to the internal disclosure of financial information and impending deals under consideration. But he lig htened the threats with
humor, such as demanding in a jocular tone that his employees raise
their hands and swear together that no one tell even the dogs what
was about to be revealed. H e did not hold himself to the same
strict standards expected of h is employees, and he exercised hi s
prerogatives to say what he wi shed to the press and to bring in
v isitors for "sneaks" without asking that they sig n a nondisclosure
agreement.
The policy of internal openness extended to that most sensiti ve
of all categori es of company information, the salaries of one's fellow
employees. Another boast of NeXT's was that any employee could
look up what anyone else earned . In practice, the right to investigate
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the juicy details had to be exercised in public view. Unlike all other
information circulating within NeXT, which was avai lable through
the company computer network and could be read from the privacy
of one's office, the information about salaries was available only in
the human resources office . There the curious employee could look
at, without copying, a listing on paper of salaries and stock g rants.
Many employees never did so, and were content with the knowledge
that they could exercise the right to snoop politely at any time.
Those that did pay a visit to satisfy their curiosity often regretted
doing so. Some discovered that in their particular area of the company , salaries varied much more than anticipated, rigged according
to starting dates at the company, not to varying skills or responsibilities; others learned that the salaries of close colleagues were close or
identical but were dismayed to see that interdepartmental variations
could be wide. Those who were demoralized by the revelations
drew the conclusion that when it came to the distribution of salaries
and stock packages on the other side of the company, it was better
to remain blissfully ig norant.
The egalitarian spirit that had guided the initially simple twotier salary structure had dissipated by late 1986 and early 1987 ,
when J obs discovered that it was difficult to convince eng ineers
from the Midwest to move to California, where house prices were
so much higher, and yet NeXT offered a salary that was less than
what they were already making. When a$ I 00, 000 "sign-on" bonus
was offered to one engineer to help sweeten the offer, a precedent
was set that permitted flexible offers and an end to the early experiment. Once NeXT began to offer "relocati on bonuses," too, prospective recruits were able to assemble financial packages that were
more generous than those that existing employees had received . One
new employee even received a $20,000 "relocation bonus" just to
move from his home in Santa C ruz to Fremont, a relati vely short
distance, g iven that some NeXT employees commuted between the
two places on a daily basis.
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J obs had adopted the policy of making all information internally
available as a deliberate departure from standard operating procedure in b usiness. H e reasoned that NeXT's individual employees
were like human cells: each was specialized but each one possessed
the genetic code for the whole body. The organic model underlay
his management philosophy: "We think NeXT wi ll be the best
possible company if every single person working here understands
the whole basic master plan and can use that as a yardstick to make
decisions. " 76 The internal openness was virtually forced by the small
size of NeXT. Starting w ith a handful of employees in an industry
dominated by g iants (when NeXT was founded, IBM's annual
revenues were $50 billion), NeXT could not begin to match the
resources deployed by its much larger competition. By necessity,
the new company could grow only by what Jobs called "outthinking"
the others. 77 If NeXT employees were to outsmart the competition,
they required unimpeded access to company information. Wellarmed with electronic ammunition , the NeXT infantry would be
able to vanquish its much larger enemy arm ies. (The righteous
vision of Puritan J ohn Winthrop again comes to mind: " . .. tenn
of us shall be able to resist a thousand of our enemies . . . "). 78
Small was ideal, or so at least it seemed in the heady moment
when NeXT began. J obs lured some of NeXT's first employees
away from Apple with the enticement that NeXT offe red respite
from the impersonally large organization. NeXT would be a private
company, owned solely by its employees, a company built on an
intimately small scale, manufacturing a small number of very good
computers, with all of the company's functions including manufacturing kept cozily in one place. If the company grew it would
simply release new little companies like a ripe pea pod. By 1987 it
became apparent, however , that sm all could never exert the majo r
influence upon the industry that J obs so desperately sought, so big
became the necessary ideal. "Our smallest competitor is $ 1. 7 5
billion these days," he explained. "The world doesn't need another
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$ I 00-mi llion computer company . We have to get up to a certain
scale if we want to play in the sandbox.,, 79 Nothing less than a
billion-dollar company would suffice.
When J obs switched in that first year, however, he d id not
pause for intermediate goals; he immediately set about building an
organization suitable for the billion-dollar company. He b ragged
that NeXT had executi ves who were "overqualified" for a small
start-up company. Phillip Wilson, for example, hired as the vicepresident fo r human resources , had formerly been head of human
resources for Cummins Engine, a $3 billion company with 27 ,000
employees (he also held a Ph .D . in E nglish language and literature
from the U nive rsity of Chicago). Susan Barnes, the cofounder who
was NeXT's chief financial officer, had hired as her subordinate a
cost accountant who had once been the controller of a much larger
company . 80 T he necessary organization was already in place for the
time when N eXT would be a billion-dollar company, Barnes
proudly said , " so that we won' t be breaking down just at the time
we get that big."R1
It was precisely this grandiosity that made NeXT such an exciting
place to be. It was the mid-1 980s, a time when limits were not
nearly as visible in American business culture as they are today.
F or those who adopted the vision, there was no ceiling , only open
sky. If NeXT employees wi lled it to be so with sufficient force,
then there was no reason why the billion-dollar size would not be
attainable. An internal publication that expanded upon the company's original mission statement laid out the credo that NeXT could
achieve whatever it wanted to: "When the goal seems impossible, we
don't lower our sights; we raise them . . . . Remember: There is no
such thing as a problem, there is only work!"
Inadvertently, J obs revealed the all-consuming nature of hi s investment in NeXT, and the existential investment he demanded
from the others. There is only work! The boundaries of the real
world could be simplified and reduced to the four walls of the new
company. Outside was the world of the untidy, the ordinary, the
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profane; within , the world of true believers, who knew that anyth ing
was possible. For the chosen few invited to j oin , working at N eXT
would be unlike working anywhere else; it would be like joining a
millenari an sect , protected from the contaminating influence of the
nondevout. The NeXT members would experience work not as a
burden that g round them dow n but rather as an opportunity to
escape the mundane, the chance fo r redemption through the tra nscendent accomplishments of a larger whole. There is only work ! T o
change the world, however, one's dedication to the cause had to be
total.
The purity of the commitment among the NeXT members was
institutionali zed by a brutal interview gauntlet throug h which prospective new employees had to pass. As at Apple, and as at Xerox
PARC before that, the questions that peppered the candidates were
unpredictable, the number of separate interrogations overwhelming . Jobs participated, reserving for himself the fin al interview of
a candidate, whom he would put on the spot with an intentionally
disarming q uery. It might concern personal appearance ("Why do
you wear cuff links?"); it might concern self-appraisal ("Do you
think you're g reat?") , which posed a difficult cho ice-should one
declare humili ty o r arroga nce?-as deep traps surrounded either
answer; or it mig ht be naked provocation ("Why should I believe
you know what the fuck you're doing?") At Bill Gates's Microsoft,
the PARC tradition of plying candidates with intimi dating q uestions
also lived on and assumed its own di stinctive character , w ith an
emphasis on brai n-teasers that has become legendary. A programmer there mig ht be asked, How many gas statio ns are there in the
United States? If you did not happen to have thi s num ber at yo ur
fingertips, you were permitted to reason out loud and show how an
answer mig ht be arri ved at- if there are 250 milli on people, and
one car for every four people, and 500 cars fo r each gas station ,
the answe r would be 125 ,000. Or one mi g ht be asked why do m any
vending m achines and jukeboxes have both letters and numbers
(Answer: Too many numbers would be required if the buttons had
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only numbers.) 82 At NeXT, the q uestions ranged more widely,
probing the depth of the person's willingness to invest totally in the
quest. J obs soug ht more than j ust very smart people; he requ ired
believers.
As progressive as NeXT 's g uiding philosophy was, the ancillary
benefits and loans to its employees came only in 1987, when the
company secured outside capital , and in its first few years, the
company was relatively parsimonious in the salaries it extended. But
this d id not detract from build ing the ideal company; it merely
served to insure the purity of motives of those who chose to sign
on. Some of the new employees accepted pay cuts as deep as eig hty
percent to have the chance to join. If there was to be a material
payoff, it would have to be dow n the road, and it would come
not through salary but in "ship bonuses" promised for when the
computers were shi pped and in the employee-owned NeXT stock
when the company went public. As in any start-up company, joining
NeXT was not for those who sought a safe, predictable ride. One
of the first people that NeXT recruited was Avie T evanian, a
software engineer who as a graduate student at Carnegie-Mellon
U niversity had been one of the lead desig ners of a new operating
system , the underlyi ng software, which J obs wanted to use for his
new computer. F lattered that J obs said he was willing to "bet the
company" on his work, T evanian accepted Jobs's invitation to
join NeXT upon fi nishing his P h.D . Choosing NeXT meant that
T evanian had to turn down Microsoft , which had extended an offer
that, with stock options, he valued at nearly a million dollars. 83
Such was the willingness of J obs's recruits to strive for heavenly
deliverance in the future, forgoing the rewards of the here-andnow. (By 199 1, after the value of M icrosoft stock had soared manyfold, Tevanian confessed that it was painful fo r him to check in The
Wall Street ]01m1al and calculate the current value of the stock
options that Bill Gates had promised). 84
As a final test of the earnestness of its prospective new hires, from
1985 until late 1988, when its first computer was publicly unvei led,
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NeXT required that new employees accept employment without
seei ng so much as a glimpse of the product to which they were
henceforth to devote all of their waking hours to. The computer
remained wrapped in secrecy not just to keep details secure; it also
served to reinforce the religious nature of the comm itment that was
asked. Denying prospective employees a prior look forced them to
take what J obs called in all seriousm:ss a " leap of faith." 85 (As with
other restrictive company policies, Jobs reserved for himself the
r ight to make frequent exceptions and would provide previews for
prospective recruits that he especially wanted to hire.)
Until the veil was lifted, the machine was not the lure so much
as J obs himself was, and all of the extraordinary histor y that stood
behind him . NeXT employees bridled w hen outside observers suggested that they resembled Hare Krishna followers, and they strenuously disavowed blind allegiance to J obs. But they did not have to
swear undying fealty to him to be affected by the pull of his aura.
How many rainmakers had track records like his? An unemotional
review of Jobs's past successes led to the conclusion that remarkable
success had befallen many people in his immediate vicinity in the
past, and it was a simple step to assume that the odds favored that
similar success would continue to come to those who stood by him
in the future. If, when NeXT managers found that a candidate that
they sought to recruit balked at the salary and benefits package that
was offered, or resisted accepting the job offer for other reasons,
they would resort to the ultimate weapon: "time to call in Steve."
It was uncanny how deftly Jobs knew what each person most would
want to hear, hitting the right buttons, with visions of greatness
combined with measured dollops of flattery ("Hey, I hear you're
the hottest designer on the planet"). 86 To be invited to make history
with Jobs was bewitching.
The educational mission of NeXT made the invitation to join
exalted. One would not be making just another computer box but
a machine that would be the answer to the dreams of the best and
brightest on university campuses, giving the human mind the most
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powerful yet easy-to-use tools ever devised. The academic computer
honchos who had supported the M acintosh were now even more
excited about NeXT, a company that would be devoted to their
needs not incidentally but exclusively. The marketing group at
Apple was happily carrying out a revolution on college campuses,
supplying Macintoshes; the only opportunity that could be more
attractive was if another company was wholly dedicated to what
Apple was already doing in hig her education. That was NeXT.
And the more good people that N eXT hired, the more that other
good people wanted to join, too. When Kathryn Kilcoyne, a marketing person at Apple who had worked with Dan'] Lewin and Stacey
Bressler in making the Apple University Consortium a success,
mulled over an offer to move from Apple to NeXT, she asked the
academi c computer czars at several research universities for their
advice . They all urged her to go to NeXT ; an administrator at
Stanford told her, " It's the cream of the cream who are going. If
Apple is the best, then NeXT is the fucking Green Berets.,,
Stacey Bressler, though happy at Apple , also decided to move to
NeXT. To an outside observer, Bressler would appear to have had
everything that the other early NeXT em ployees soug ht: she already
had made history by being an early member of the Macintosh g roup;
she already had the satisfaction of seeing the personal computers that
she sold used on college campuses in innovative ways; she already
was financially secure, wealthy far beyond what a salaried employee
could ever imagi ne. She was addicted to her work at Apple, working
seven days a week, fifty-two weeks a year (except when Apple
enforced a brief vacation by sending its best salespeople on a cruise).
The principal reason for the otherwise contented Bressler to switch
from Apple to NeXT was because she wanted to be right at groundzero when the next Macintosh took off from the launch pad. Though
others would think of her as belong ing to the original M ac intosh
team, in her own mind she had just missed inclusion. She had been
in the early group, but not the earliest founding group with Raskin
and Tribble, and she had been on the East Coast , conducting her
88
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g uerrilla marketing campaign on campuses, thousands of miles
from the Macintosh group bunker in Cupertino, California. J obs's
invitation to joi n him , Dan'! Lewin, and the other Macintosh
alumni at NeXT offered a second chance at gaining admittance to
the sanctum sanctorum where history would be created. If someone
like Bressler was not immune from the si ren song of J obs and the
invitation to step onto the pages of the history book of the future,
one can imagine how powerfully attractive the invitation was for
those who had been much farther removed from the Macintosh
story.
Many of the people NeXT hired first were people like Bressler
and Kilcoyne, recruited from Apple. But after the initial flurry,
NeXT soug ht to diversify the sources of its recruits and avoid
replicating Apple in miniature. Taking the best practices from
many companies was another way that NeXT could outsmart its far
larger competition. NeXT was a tabula rasa, and J obs and the early
employees were convinced that they could selectively choose what
would be inscribed . Only the best of the best would be permitted
in ; all others and their baggage would be left at the door.
At NeXT's birth one sees a strange paradox: the com pany that
aspired to serve as the model for the twenty-first century resembled
nothing as much as a throwback to the past, the mid-nineteenthcentury American utopian community that was centered on a charismatic leader. C harisma, when used today to refer to a business
leader , usually refers to some form of indefinable magnetism. The
charisma that Jobs had, however, was more than this-it was the
power that a leader , religious or not, possesses that deri ves from a
perceived connection to the overarching questions of human existence. 87 Jobs was not engaged in the business of selling breakfast
cereal or bathroom faucets; he was not even focused on the pursuit
of profits, per se. Others could pursue the mundane. H e was after
the much larger quarry of changing the world, resc uing computer
users from the existing pr ison of mediocrity, making a dent in the
universe, carrying out revolution, claiming an enduring place in
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history; it was the extraordinary scope of his ambition that was the
ultimate source of hi s appeal. Chari smatic power cannot exist in
isolation, however, without followers. Bryan Wilson, a student of
chari sma, puts the matter colorfully: " If a man runs naked down
the street proclaiming that he alone can save others from impending
doom, and if he immediately wins a fo llowing, then he is a charismatic leader: a soc ial relationship has come into being . If he does
not win a following, he is simply a lunatic." 88
Once the charismatic leader secures followers, then retention
must be ensured. T he organi zation that the leader builds employs
a number of mechanisms, some subtle, some not, that are designed
precisely for this end , to rein fo rce the commitment of the followers
to the mission and to preserve the leader's charisma. It should not
surprise us, then, to see that many lines of correspondence can be
drawn between the nineteenth-century utopian communiti es (like
Amana, New Harmony, and Oneida) and the late twentieth-century
NeXT. The same functional purposes underlay many features: demanding that m embers make a financial sacrifice as a condition
for admission; physically isolating the commune to minimize any
potential disrupti on of g roup cohesion; strictly controlling visitors
and all tra ffic across the boundary; using special rituals and vocabularies to reinforce group identity; fan ning a feeling of persecution
from the outside to bind members together. 89 Perhaps most eerie
of all to see in both the communes and NeXT is the frequent use
of public mortification at the hands of the leader , when a member
would be subjected to severe criticism and was expected to confess
to failings. This would be a critical component of NeXT cultureblistering, humiliating criticism by J obs of designated indiv iduals
that could reduce the employee to tears, but served a functional
purpose in reminding all members of the primacy of g roup over
indiv idual interests.
If Jobs had pursued an earlier dream that he had had at Apple,
he would have built a town literally like a nineteenth-century utopian
settlement, a world unto itself. In the early 1980s, Jobs had directed
90
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Apple to purchase hundreds of acres of undeveloped land in south
San J ose (right across from an IBM plant) w here he planned to
develop Appletown , which J obs imagi ned as a "much more enlightened implementation,, of a company town, where no line separated
wor k life and personal life . There Apple would provide housing,
company stores, recreational facilities, complete immersion in
Apple culture. His model was Disney World, a state within a state,
with its own fire and police departments. 90 Appletown was never
built before its sponsor , J obs , left Apple, but at NeXT its sp irit of
benevolent enclosure fou nd psychological expression in the new
company's culture a nd limited physical expression in the hermetic
office surrounded by the open space of the Stanfo rd research park.
One could compare Steve J obs at N eXT to other kinds of charismatic leaders in the past. The turn-of-the-century German sociolog ist Max W eber called attention long ago to the importance of
charisma in economic life, but ·w eber showed that charismatic
leadership was ill-sui ted to the management of the large, bureaucratic organization , in which success depended upon steadiness and
professional expertise. Chari smatic leadership, however , was often
seen elsewhere, in w hat Weber called "booty capitalism": colonial
adventures; slave trading; piracy; private financing of military ventures; risky financial transactions. 9 1 N eXT was innocent of planning
piratical dep redations, and so the comparison may seem unfair. But
booty capitalism was enormously risky by its nature and thus required an extraordinary leader to attract and keep followers if the
venture were to succeed, and the same held true fo r NeXT. T o start
a new computer company in the shadow of an already enormously
successful one, in a market that was fast maturing, aiming for a
billion-dollar size after J obs himself had declared earlier at Apple
that it was too late fo r another billion-dollar computer company to be
hatched 92 -against such odds a charismatic leader was a necessity.
The utopian identity of NeXT, however, was fu ndamentally in
conflict with its thirtysomething identity. When NeXT was founded,
J obs did something he had never done when working on the Macin-
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tosh- he acknowledged that his employees had fami lies. So for a
while he spoke about the importance of getting home to the family
at the end of the day, and the company party was a picnic with the
Pickle Family Circus hired to perform, instead of an evening party
for adu lts. His confederates felt the onset of middle age, and Jobs
confessed that he too was slowing down a bit (" I can't stay up four
nights in a row like I used to'l 93 The official line, then, was that
NeXT did not expect the round-the-clock commitment that one
could exact in a twentysomething group like the team that had built
the M ac intosh. Dan'! Lewin declared that he and the others at
N eXT were not running a sprint but a marathon, which meant that
the work week would be a sedate sixty or seventy hours a week , not
a hundred. 94 But in practice the pressure to resume the old pace
crept back, exhausting even a stalwart soldi er like Stacey Bressler,
who in 1987 decided to leave NeXT and the bid to repeat Macintosh
history and instead chose to work at a relatively sedate company,
Hewlett-P ackard, where one did not have to work seven days a
week. At NeXT, the employees who were held up as exemplars in
company meetings were those who worked straig ht through weekends or had otherwise disting uished themselves by a physically
extraordinary skein of hours devoted to the common cause. NeXT
was tiny , the odds against it Jong, its mission glorious. There was
really only one way to remain a happy member, and that was
to renounce competing claims on one's attention and make one's
dedication total. As the leader had done. As Ken Kesey had said in
the 1960s, one was either on the bus or off. There were no seats
held fo r laggards.
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eXT began its life with a major, if unrecognized, problem: it had too much money , courtesy of a single personSteve Jobs-whose plans for the company were unformed
and innocent of financial analysis. Others may have envied NeXT
and the $7 million that J obs bestowed upon it, but in fact time
would show that relying upon a founding benefactor like Jobs for
its financi ng ultimately hurt NeXT because it meant that the company did not have to face the discipline of assembling financial
numbers that made sense, looking hard at itself as a business proposition , and defining mi lestones by which it could measure whether
it was on track or not. The ordi nary entrepreneur, who starts
without capital and is forced by necessity to assemble a business plan
for banks or other prospective investors, must g ive attention to such
matters as surveying the existing market and justifying projections
of estimated revenues and expenses. Even if the business plan turns
out to be an exercise in wishful thinking, it at least can be credited
with forc ing the suppli cant to give some thought to these matters.
At NeXT, however, J obs and the other founders gave themselves
dispensation to skip the prosaic ritual of planning. They had J obs's
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money and did not need outside financing . Also, their spontaneity
served well in the civ il suit that Apple had filed against them-the
very lack of a business plan would help them establish the absence
of premeditated ''nefar ious" schemes .
M ost important of all , however , the founders proceeded by seatof-the-pants instincts because of the underl ying feeling of invincibility that their earlier success at Apple had instilled in them. At
Apple, and later at NeXT, they mig ht have liked to talk about
serv ing ordinary people, "mere mortals,'' but they themselves were
not mortals; they were the gods who had created a personal-computer
universe out of nothing ness. J obs, for example, displayed little
modesty in N eXT press releases, desc ribing himself as the person
who had overseen the g rowth of Apple into a two-b illion-dollar
company and had led the growth of Apple's M acintosh Div ision
into a billion-dollar d ivision. Rich Page descri bed h imself and the
other cofounders as if they constituted a dream All-Star team:
"When you look at the people at N eXT, you can see that all the
bases are covered. N obody has q uite the track record these people
do ." H e warned that in business the un prepared perish: " You have
to have your act together . And we do ." 95
Jobs and the founders felt as if they could do no wrong, but
the entire ind ustry at the ti me shared a similar false feeling of
invincibility. John Warnock, a PARC alum nus who cofounded his
own software company, Adobe Systems, and who is a friend of
J obs, looks back upon NeXT's founding in 198 5 as a product of
that historical moment when everyone said, "Gee, because we're so
profitable, we must be doing everything ri ght. " NeXT was born at
what we now see was the twilig ht of the early era of the personal
computer . The Apple exiles at N eXT were pumped with adrenaline
and self-confidence and unaware of how the incredible g rowth that
the industry had experienced obscured misjudg ments that would
have been fatal in any other setting . The market in the early 198 0s
had been forg iv ing because personal compute rs were in such demand . Unfortunately for N eXT, by the time it would have its own
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machines ready, the personal-computer industry would have entered
a wholly distinct new era, in which competition was much more
intense and the market much less tolerant of missteps.
Hav ing watched Macintosh sweep rapidly across college campuses, J obs and the others at NeXT imagi ned that they would be
able to repeat the feat by offering a more powerful machine tailored
co the needs of hig her education. All that N eXT had to do was to
visit campuses, listen to what professors and administrators wanted,
and build the computer they requested. A consortium of twenty
large research universities already had invi ted far larger companies -IBM, Hewlett-Packard, and Apple-to build powerful
"3M" computers for universities, but no company had yet accepted
the challenge of transforming a computer that then cost $ 15, 000 to
$25 ,000 into one that could be sold profitably for $3,000. Their
timidity gave NeXT its big opportunity. Jobs believed NeXT could
succeed where the other companies dared not venture because it
had none of their baggage to carry along, like bloated middle
management and vested interests in old technology. 96 It could travel
lig ht. This was all the planning that the new company felt it needed.
Its intended customers confirmed the company's inclination to
believe in its own blessed invincibility. F irst, the NeXT fou nde rs
were encouraged by the reception they received at Stanfo rd, where
they had meetings with a number of key admini strators on the same
day that J obs and the NeXT founders also met with their lawyers
about the Apple suit. By good fortune, the very next week the
annual meeting of Educom, the national organization of computer
administrators in higher education, was held in Austin , Texas,
which gave N eXT the perfect opportunity to make its pitch to its
intended customers. J obs and his associates stood up at one of the
sessions and introduced their new venture, describing what they
wanted to accomplish. NeXT placed itself at the serv ice of the
universiti es: "You've got to te!l us what to do." It was an extremely
persuasive presentation. One member of the aud ience turned to
Michael Carter, an administrator at Stanford, and said, " I saw 200
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IBM engineers [at the Austin facility working on the new generation of IBM's workstation], and I've seen these six people, and I
give them an odds-on chance ." By visiting a number of campuses
and repeating the same invitation , asking administrators what they
wanted, the NeXT contingent secured advice and basked in its
association with Stanford, Carnegie-Mellon, Brown, UC-Berkeley,
the University of Texas, the University of Michigan, the University of Illinois, Rice, Princeton, Duke, and MIT. In its composition, the group overlapped considerably with the Apple University
Consortium, which served to further encourage the NeXT founders
in their belief that they were well on their way to repeating the
success of the M acintosh.
The pivotal importance of Dan'! L ewin at this stage is a reminder
of how technology choices-here, the decision about what model
of personal computers universities should purchase-are affected
by personal relationshi ps and unrelated intang ible assets such as a
gregarious nature and good looks. It was Lewin much more than
Jobs who was instrumental in enlisting the immediate support of
higher education. By virtue of his chiseled features and large,
muscular frame, strengthened by years of competitive swimming
(Stanford's Michael Carter's first thought had been of C lark Kent
and Superman upon meeting him), Lewin could enter a room and
command attenti on. But he deployed thi s physical power disarming ly, surprising those who met him with soli citude, listen ing intently to prospective customers. The academics who were
responsible for computer fiefdoms on college campuses normall y
disliked computer-company salespeople and kept their di stance as
much as possible, but they liked and trusted Lewin and regarded
him as a friend. They had worked together- and made history
together- in the Apple University Consortium ; now NeXT offered
the opportunity to team with L ewin and make history again. They
cheered NeXT onward.
The euphoria of the beginning soon evaporated, however . T he
first company retreat was an occasion to voice concerns about
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NeXT's master plan and timetable and was captured on film by an
Emmy-winning filmmaker , John Nathan. An earlier film made by
Nathan , an adaptation of the bestselling busi ness book I n Search of
Excellence, had featured Apple Computer as one of the examples of
excellence in business practice. Thoug h a television critic had regarded the Apple philosophy as "spooky," disparaging the remarks
of a young Apple sales manager who had said "Here is how we
want the world to be. W e want to convert people," 97 Steve Jobs
had loved the program. When Nathan called him about doing a
segment on Jobs and N eXT for a program in progress on outstanding entrepreneurs, Jobs was immediately receptive. He told Nathan
"you made the best film about us ever ," and invited him and hi s
film crew to come a long on the company retreat. Company attorneys
had told J obs that as long as the Apple suit was pending, under no
ci rcumstances should he allow an outsider in to observe the company. Jobs's decision to disregard their advice and let Nathan film
would, thanks to a stroke of luck, turn out to be fateful fo r the
company.
Nathan intended to make what he unabashedly called a valentine.
He assured each of his subjects that he was looking not for the "dark
corners" of investigative journalism but rather for "exciting cultural
models. " 98 J obs was also receptive because he thought that he would
get to rev iew the film before airing (he was mistaken; Public Broadcasting System rules at the time forbid it). Moreover, J obs knew
he could be the de facto codirector and could tell Nathan where to
set up the cameras and when to turn them off if d iscussion touched
on an overly sensi tive issue. Given N athan's intention to prepare a
confection of inspirational puffery, and J obs's active role in directing the filming, it is something of a miracle that the first company
retreat made it into Nathan's program. The segment shows a company filled with considerable self-doubt and disagreement, which is
to say it showed a real company with real people engaged in real
debate. There was nothing hokey or contrived about what was
captured on film.
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The NeXT employees in the fall of 1985 were clear-eyed about
the problems that they faced. They knew that in order to break the
allegiance of university customers to established computer lines, the
NeXT computer would have to be more than just marginally better,
it would have to be "an order of mag nitude" better . They knew that
time was working against them: they had to del iver the computer to
the market by the spring of I 987 in order to be considered for fall
1987 purchases.· Universities usually make large purchase decisions
only once a year. If NeXT was late, it wou ld not have another
chance until the following academic year's purchase cycle began
again, which would be too late to prevent the company from exhausting its start-up capital and technological lead . "If we don't
deli ver this by spring of 1987, we're out of business," said one
employee. J obs too saw clearly-even though he would lose sight
of thi s later-that the world was not standing sti ll for him. If
NeXT was late, even if the company cou ld sur v ive a little longer
financially, its computer would be obsolete even be fore the first
machine was pushed out the door.
At the retreat , Joanna Hoffman, an earl y member of the Macintosh team who had joined NeXT, challenged Jobs on the practicality
of hold ing to spring 1987 as the target. She acknowledged that
"reality distortion" provided a motivational spur, but she worried
that paying lip-service to an unreali stic schedule would result in
hasty design decisions, creating problems that would have to be
addressed down the road and would result in additional delays. J obs
cut her off in midsentence: "See, I think we have to d rive a stake
in the grou nd som ewhere, and I think if we mi ss this window, then
a whole series of events come into play . We can't sell enoug h units
in '87 to pay for our operating costs." Worse, word would get out
that NeXT was not doing well. "A lot of the credibility starts to
erode." George Crow, the hardware eng ineer who was one of the
cofounders, piped up and sniped at the tardiness of the software
eng ineers. Jobs, visibly irritated, the pitch of his voice climbing
high , snapped, "\:Veil, George, I can't change the world , you know.
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What do you want me to do?" He returned to the idea of the
opportunity of the present moment to deli ver a machine that others
could not; NeXT had an open window that provided the perfect
entree to the university market: "We've been g iven it, and thank
god we've been given it . Nobody else's done it. It's a wonderful
window. We have eighteen months." If they fai led to deliver their
machine on time, he said, the company wou ld fail, due to the hard
realities of the marketplace and regardless of "what I say or anybody
else says."
Jobs conceded that in the past, at Apple, they had not always used
their heads. He said, "We can do better, in many respects, because
we are wiser, and smarter and know more." But besides using their
heads, he also wanted NeXT employees to use thei r hearts, to build
the company out of "passion, " just as they had done in the early
Apple days. "We're doing th is," he said, "because we really care
about the higher educational process; not because we want to make
a buck." D evoting themselves to higher education meant that they
had to stick to what uni versity administrators had told them: the
price of the machine absolutely could not go over $3,000. At the
time of the retreat, J obs fully understood the inv iolability of thi s
criterion, even if NeXT might be tempted to offer its customers
better technology at a hig her price. Jobs showed that he had li stened
to the academics: "They didn't say, if you make it three times faster ,
we'd pay $4,000. They didn't say that. They said , you go over
$3,000, forget it. That's the magic number." Unfortunately, he
suffered amnesia on this point later on.
In J anuary 1986, NeXT and Apple reached an out-of-court
settlement that finally removed the cloud of the lawsuit. NeXT
agreed to a six-month moratorium on hiring away any more empl oyees from Apple and to a noncompete stipulation that required the
NeXT computer to be m ore powerful than any of Apple's offerings,
which Jobs was delighted to agree to, aware of the ammunition
such a " restriction" would provide NeXT against Apple in future
marketing battles. 99 But the suit had cost NeXT va luable time; until
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it was resolved and the permissible legal boundaries defined , Jobs
and his engineers had held off work on desig ning the computer and
had joined D an'I L ewin, the head of marketing, in an extended
cross-country tour of campuses, listening to what their future customers had to say. 100
By January 1986, when the legal clouds lifted and work could
begin in earnest on the new machine, the company found itself
already behind on its timetable. If delivering a fini shed machine by
the spring of 19 87 had seemed difficult to achi eve in the fall of
1985, it seemed even more unlikely by the time the company held
its second retreat in early 1986, which was also captured on film by
Nathan. "The H oneymoon Is Over" was the theme that J obs suggested to the gathering . No longer would they be able to rest on
past laurels or to seek the solace of feeling victimized by the lawsuit
and lost time. "Bottom line is, the world d oesn't really care," he
said. NeXT was now j ust another start-up, and would be judged
henceforth by what its product was and in how timely a fashion it
was delivered to market.
Not only was time slipping by too quickly, but so too was the
money. Jobs complained aloud that "we're not scrounging. " The
company had just boug ht new Macintoshes instead of finding friends
at Apple to buy them for NeXT at deep employee discounts. He
complained, "We stopped nickel and <liming for that stuff and it
all adds up." Susan Barnes chimed in, saying that NeXT had not
been sufficiently tough with vendors, who assumed that NeXT had
$20 or $30 million in financial assets. "We signal deep pockets out
there," she said .
Was it any wonder that outsiders got that impression, however?
For Jobs to lounge on the sofa, berating himself and everyone
else for insufficient "start-up hustle," was like an obese loudmouth
lecturing oth ers about the v irtues of dieting. The pattern that J obs
had set when spending on the luxurious offices in Palo Alto, the
Paul Rand logo , and all the rest, was to binge first and save remorse
for later. H e was absolutely rig ht-at N eXT they had not kept the
I OO
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"war" in perspective: "the war is called not-run-out-of-money-untilwe-get-our-product-on-the-market." He was not able, however , to
take his own advice. At the end of 19 86, NeXT was out of money.
And thei r machine was not even close to being ready. Unbeholden
to outside investors, J obs had exercised the freedom to spend his
own money as he wished. It is certai nly strange, however, that the
man whom Inc. magaz ine would later name as "Entrepreneur of
the Decade" conserved hi s $7 million at NeXT no better than a
child deposited at a candy store with a bulging piggy bank. Born
too rich for its own good, NeXT was a start-up that was privileged,
and crippled, with fiscal complacency; by the time J obs and the
other senior managers awakened to the limits of its founding capital
and tried to practice economies, it was too little too late. The money
was gone.
When NeXT had been founded, J obs intended that the company
would remain solely in the hands of h imself and his employees.
This was part of the pitch to the early recruits-NeXT would
always be employee-owned. When the money ran out in late 1986,
in theory, Jobs could have dipped agai n into his own money to
keep NeXT capitalized. But a prudent businessperson knows that
resorting to such a course would be folly. When the initial capital
is exhausted , the financial risk of fai lure must be shared with other
investors, not merely to husband the founder's personal wealth but
more importantly to verify the company's viability. If no one can
be found to coinvest in a goi ng concern , then the founder knows
that it would be foolish to continue putting more money in . And
future customers would know it would be foolish to buy products
from such a company, too. In the case of NeXT, university computer czars wanted reassurance that the company was more than an
expensive hobby for J obs. It was time for NeXT to look for outside
investors and put itself to the test.
vVhen Jobs sent out a prospectus to venture capital firms on both
coasts, seeking investment for a small share of equity in NeXT, his
invitation met with universal disdain. 10 1 Venture capita lists had
I OI
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been eager to invest in NeXT at the time of its founding in I 98 5,
when the company was bathed in a magical aura from the previous
success at A pple, when thi rty-year-old Steve J obs was beli eved to
have a Midas touch , when the historical moment was so full of
possibili ty. Then, Jobs had spurned offers from outside investors;
now, in late I 986, he had to humble himself and seek their assistance. But J obs being J obs, he did not humble himself very much.
He presented a take-it-or-leave-it proposition that was not open for
negotiation, and the most critical part of any such proposition , the
valuation of the company, was pegged at $30 million (for a meager
ten-percent stake, then, a venture capitalist would have to put in $3
million, which was almost half of the capital that had gone into the
company to date) . G iven that NeXT had no products and no revenue, prospecti ve investors regarded the $30 m illion figure as outrageously hig h. J obs could not tell these outsiders the real reason
he had ar r ived at the $30 million-it had nothing to do with
NeXT's financ ials and everythi ng to do with J obs's wish to best a
local record held by a company called T rilogy , for the highest
valuation to date of a Silicon Valley company before it went public.
The $30 m illion would set a new record and J obs would not budge
fro m it. T he venture capitali sts stayed away.
Just as NeXT was in the most dire straits, rescue came from a
completely unexpected source: H. Ross Perot, who had not even
been approached by NeXT. Perot's interest in the company had
been piqued by John Nathan's program "The Entrepreneurs,"
which aired nationally in November 1986. A sni ppy review in The
New York Times ("Its heroes of American capitalism no longer
build better mouse t raps; they talk and talk and hold meetings") 102
fa iled to acknowledge the rarity of an intimate g li mpse of internal
company debates in the raw. But Perot was impressed by what he
saw and was especially taken with J obs, whom he called "Mr.
E lectricity." Perot said that as he watched the program "I was
fi nishing their sentences for them" 103 (apparently unaware that fi nishing the other's sentences was precisely what Steve Jobs and J ohn
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Sculley had sai d about each other when they were in their courtship
phase). The next day Perot called J obs to compliment him on the
program and added, "If you ever need an investor , call me." 104
The timing could not have been more propitious. It seemed in
fact too good to be true. When J obs hung up, he told his colleagues,
"You'd never guess who just called. This is incredible." So as not
to appear desperate, J obs waited a week before calling Perot back
and asking about his offer. Perot reaffirmed his interest and sent
three of hi s senior lieutenants to California to visit NeXT. A similar
visit had taken place a few years earlier, when J obs's Apple had
invited Perot's E lectronic Data Systems to become an investor.
Nothing had come out of that earlier visit. But this time, after
Perot's team had departed, J obs took his pitch directly to Perot. It
was clear that Perot's associates had considerable experience trolling
for investment prospects in the computer industry, practic ing "due
diligence" and examining possible deals carefully. Jobs was adamant
that NeXT not be treated like others. In this he was shrewd-close
analysis of NcXT, Inc. 's financials would si nk any proposed deal.
So instead of permitting more rounds of scrutiny and meetings with
number-crunching MBAs, Jobs wisely put the p roposition to Perot
as a deal that should stand or fall on the basis of personal chem istry
(and impulsivity). Perot was amenable. He came out to Cali forn ia,
as Jobs had insisted, and spent a day sayi ng hello to each of the
several dozen NeXT employees. After a few hours of exchangi ng
pleasantries, he had made up his mind to invest, on whatever terms
were proposed. He did not care about the numbers; he would let
the NeXT people worry about such things. He told them, " I pick
the jockeys, and the jockeys pick the horses and ride 'em. You guys
are the ones I'm betting on, so you fig ure it out."
When a billionaire says to a tiny company that is out of money,
"Here's my checkbook, you fill out the check," it is a moment to
be savored, even for a multimillionaire like J obs. Though NeXT's
Susan Barnes had complained that the outside world saw nothing
but deep pockets when they looked at Jobs and NeXT, J obs himself
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was susceptible to the same tendency to see a dollar sign and many
zeros instead of the actual person when dealing with one of the few
people in the country who had pockets deeper than his own. He
offered Perot a deal much less generous than the one that had been
shopped around unsuccessfully to venture capitalists. It was based
on a valuation of NeXT put at a cool $ 100 million. T he very
roundness of the number m·ig ht have suggested to the wary that the
$ 100 million valuati on had been plucked out of the air, but Perot
did not care. He cheerfu lly accepted . He chose to remain oblivious
to the better terms that he cou ld have had or to the future designs
that NeXT had on more of his money. W hen Perot was in the
NeXT offices for the brief negotiations, at one point, out of his
presence, NeXT held its own caucus and one of the senior NeXT
executives said to J obs, "Boy, if we've got this much from Ross,
maybe if things go well , we can get more later on." J obs's eyes
g leamed. "Don't let on to Ross that that's what we' re tryi ng to do."
In P erot, they had found the perfect benefactor: ri ch as Croesus
and eager to invest without questions, placing his faith totally in
the "jockeys" themselves. Jobs did not settle for the good news
itself; as is his wont he insisted on g iving his account of the news a
little twi st, just so, to make NeXT appea r even more desirable and
successful . He told the press that NeXT had previously spurned
any outside investment in the company (no hint that the outside
investors had been the ones doing the spurning), but had been
favorably impressed by Perot's approach: "Rather than just looking
at the numbers, he started with the most important things- looking
under the hood and evaluating the quality of the idea and of the
people . " 105 In Jobs's version, then, NeXT had chosen Perot for the
pri vilege of being perm itted to invest .
The notion that investment in NeXT should not rest on the
numbers and should be seen as a privilege was also the message that
NeXT had broadcast to the leading research universities, who were
inv ited to invest in the company that would be producing a product
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expressly for them. It is remarkable that despite the cash crunch,
Jobs steadfastly maintained a take-it-or-leave-it attitude toward the
offer that he extended. He made it clear that he would not put up
with the standard scrutiny of due diligence, in which the university's
junior accountants would v isit NeXT and pore over the books.
J obs's pitch was simple and impatient: "We have built successful
products in the past, and you can roll the dice on us if you want.
But this remains our show and we won't stand for extended investigation." He did no better with universities than with the venture
capitalists; even a cursory g lance showed that the valuation, measured by any conventional ruler, was far too hig h.
Perot's blessing, however, convinced two universities, Stanford
and Carnegie-Mellon, to join in and invest, too. Perot put in $20
million, J obs put in another $5 million, and the two universiti es
each put in $660,000, increasing NeXT's nominal valuation from
$ I 00 million to $I 26 million after the new investment. J obs owned
63 percent of the company; Perot, 16 percent; Stanford and Carnegie-M ellon, 0. 5 percent each; NeXT employees, 20 percent. The
money that the two universities put in was dwarfed by the Perot
investment, but their endorsement of the company was more important than the dollars they brought in . The imprimatur of two
distinguished research universities, combined with the presumption
that a sound business plan had passed Ross Perot's muster, conferred
upon NeXT new clothes for public parade: solid ity, legitimacy,
bankability, a bright future. And J obs had turned his $ 12 million
investment in NeXT into an equity share that, thanks to Perot's
wi lling ness to sign off on the valuation, was now worth on paper
more than $79 million. Not a shoddy gain for a year and a half of
work. vVhat a remarkable turn of events had followed that fateful
showing of "The Entrepreneurs": from the brink of collapse, NeXT
in one stroke had been saved and now could g loat that Ross Perot,
with his unlimited resources, and Stanford and Carnegie-Mellon,
with their prestige, were in their corne r. Jobs bragged that the
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$126 million valuation was the highest for "any company in Si licon
Valley history without a product. " And all this accomplished without
any damaging publicity about the cash crisis.
Why would Ross P erot be so pleased to receive a mere 16 percent
of NeXT when his $20 million investment would have secured a
large majority ownership of a simi lar start- up, or as Newsweek put
it, "would buy everything but the founder's firstborn chi ld"? 106 Let
us beg in with the most obvious reasons. First, Perot did not belong
to the venture capitalist camp , which played by a strict set of
unsentimental business rules. Rather, he was an indi vidual investor,
acting on his own whims, the prototypical "angel," as they have
come to be called, the name coming from the private investors who
finance theatrical productions on Broadway. 107 Off-Broadway, so to
speak, wealthy angels invest in promising start-ups as a p leasurable
avocation , usually going in earlier, taking on greater risk, and
being more patient than venture capital firm s. 108 Some angels assert
control over management. For example, Phillip Romano , who used
the money he earned from his restaurant chain Fuddrucker's to
make investments as an angel, explained his insistence on taking
control this way: "It's my ball; it's my bat; we'll play my way."
Ross Perot, however , purposely chose not to take a majority position
in investments such as that in NeXT, reasoning that "the builders
must have control. " 109 A second reason that Perot was so casual
about his NeXT investment was because $20 mi llion, whether it
vanished without a trace or grew manyfold, does not have much of
an impact on the net worth of a billionaire. Perot said he hoped to
get a tenfold return on hi s NeXT investment, but conceded " that
don' t rock the boat very much." 110
Perot emphatically disavowed that he was a softie who had invested in NeXT for anything but the most sound of business reasons.
He pointed to J obs and the reassembled Macintosh crew and declared that g iven their past success "in terms of a start-up company,
it's one that carries the least risk of any I've seen in 25 years in the
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computer industry" 111 (or calling upon a classic T exan simile on
another occasion, P erot suggested that investing in the Apple veterans at N eXT was like drilling right next to "a producing well"). 112
Industry analysts remained skeptical, however. 11 3 Richard Shaffer,
the dean of technology stock-watchers, could only shake his head in
disbelief at the $ 126 million valuation of N eXT to which P erot had
acquiesced . Shaffer said, "At that kind of valuation, by the usual
rules, it should not only have a finished product, it should be
shipping and it should be selling at a rate of $20 million or $30
million a year." 11 4
Clearly, P erot was not applying the usual rules. Another rather
obvious reason that he in vested in NeXT with such equanimity was
that he was less interested in the money than in the inv igorating
association with a g roup of young, smart people. H e did not use
the phrase thirtysomething but he impli citly saw NeXT in terms
of its providing a youth ful tonic. "It is kind of fun ," he said ,
"when you've been around as long as I have to watch these yo ung
guys in their 30s." 11 5 Like J obs, P erot liked to brag to others with
proprietary pride about the collective smarts of N eXT employees,
exemplified by Bud Tribble's double degrees in medicine and neurophysiology. Moreover , P erot shared with the N eXT g roup an
interest in improving education, and he was taken by the de mocrati z ing potential of a sc holar's workstation such as the one that Jobs
painted for him , a machine that could make available to students
th roug hout the country the best professors at the leading uni versities, w hose courses could be distilled into special software that
could be distributed on NeXT computers to the smallest liberal arts
school , endowment or no . This was the sort of revolution that could
enlist even a prim patriot like P erot , who at that point was at loose
ends himself, having su r re nde red his personal stake in E D S to G M
the year before, and having not yet started a new computer-serv ices
company, P erot System s. J obs was the personal-computer in surgents' chi ef propag andist , and Perot was ready to follow him wher-
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ever the future would be created. 116 Investing in NeXT was like
purchasing a front-row seat for the revolution .
A NeXT crusade appealed to Perot's patriotism, too. Jobs was
determined to manufacture his new com puter on American soil ,
demonstrating to all doubters that U .S. manufacturers could hold
thei r own against Japanese competition. This jibed perfectly with
Perot's own campaign to awaken complacent U.S. industry to the
Japanese threat. He often cited the fact that sc rap steel and wastepaper were the principal U .S. exports shipped to J apan out of the
New York port; they returned as automobiles and as cardboard
boxes containing consumer electronics. We were being reduced ,
Perot lamented , to scrap salesmen. 117 Keeping manufacturing in
the U nited States was essential; if Americans weren't able to make
what they invented , "we might as well start learning J apanese. " 118
Steve J obs could stand as the exemplar of a renascent U.S. industry,
showing that Americans could match the J apanese with equal
strength in manufacturing. The image that Perot painted of Jobs,
however, was a curious amalgam of Perot's favorite arti st, Norman
Rockwell, and socialist realism. One thinks of the anonymous revolutionary posters with the oversized Proletarian Hero standing in
the center, staring at some unseen threat off to the side. Hands
and work clothes blackened by oi l and g rime; face set with steely
determination; a bodybuilder's oversized musculature. What Perot
imagi ned was a distinctively American variation on the motifinstead of a proletarian Iron Man, we would have multimillionai re
Jobs, who was the closest t hing we could have in the age of electronics
to a dirt-under-the-nails paragon, an industrial leader for the P epsi
generation , someone whose example should shame hi s unprincipled
peers, the best and the brightest who were headed to Wall Street to
pursue the quick buck. 119
Just as socialist realism was anything but realistic, so too the image
that Perot had of Jobs was idealized almost beyond recognition. This
was another important, if less known, reason why P erot chose to
invest in NeXT. His image of Jobs was of a boy genius whose
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fami ly had literally stepped from a Norman Rockwell painting.
Here is P erot addressing the National Press Club:
I'm going to close with a brief story about one interesting experience
I've had. A young man, so bright they let him sit in the engineering
classes at Stanford in high school, so poor he couldn't afford to go
to college-working in his garage at night, playi ng with computer
chips, which was his hobby, his dad came in one day , who-his
dad looks like a character out of a Norman Rockwell painting-and
said, "Steve, either make something you can sell or go get a job."
Sixty days later, in a wooden box that his dad made for hi m, the
first Apple computer was created. And this high school graduate
literally changed the world. 120
At the risk of appearing churlish , we might point out a couple of
the more g laring inaccuracies in Perot's thum bnail biography. J obs
held only a hig h school diploma not because he was too poor to go
to college but because he lacked the motivation to complete studies
that he had started; Reed, an expensive private college in O regon
where he began and aborted his college career , was not the only
college available to a Cali forn ia high school g raduate like J obs. And
it was the other Steve, Steve Wozniak, who built that first Apple
computer and who is unaccountably missing from this picture. Or
what are we to make of Perot's description of the impression that
J obs had made upon him in "The Entrepreneurs": "smart, modest,
and not on any kind of an ego trip" ? Steve Jobs, modest? Able to
contain his ego? Not even his closest friends would make such claims
on his behalf. Or what about P erot's summary of J obs's vanquishing
t he evil giant: "This young man went up agai nst IBM in a capitalinrensive b usiness and ate 'em alive. " 12 1 'A'hat happened to the
instant success of the IBM Personal Computer when introduced in
198 1 and the blow it dealt to Apple ? Who ate whom alive? Or how
could we join Perot in paying obeisance to J obs's business sagacity ,
the equ ivalent of what P erot called "50 yea rs of business experience," when we now can look back and see that J obs had committed
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the most dunderheaded blunder in modern finance: he sold off most
of his Apple stock in 1985, at its absolute nadir, instead of holding
on for two more years, in which time it increased in value eightfold.
It is worth li ngering for a moment on just how costly Jobs's
impatience was. J obs had somehow convinced himself that Apple
could not survive without him. He told David Bunnell, the founding publisher of a Macintosh magazine, that Apple would fail and
that he had sold all but one share of hi s Apple stock (the one
remaining share ensured that he could continue to get stockholder
reports and watch Apple's impending self-destruction). 122 Jobs's
disposition of his Apple stock, in fact, was not effected with the
dramatic flourish that Jobs spoke of. Publicly available Securi ties
and Exchange Commission records show that the liquidation of
many of his shares proceeded in steps over a few months during the
middle and latter portions of 1985. However , local legend does not
do justi ce to the enormity of the fo rtune that Jobs lost by this selloff on the eve of the dramatic climb of Apple stock. Among venture
capitalists it was rumored that J obs had left $300 million on the
table. This figure may seen too large to be credible but SEC filings
show that, in fact, $300 million was too low . The arithmetic is a
matter of public record, and the actual figure is nearly $7 00 million
in paper losses that could be attributed to the timing of his sale. *
NeXT would have to be very, very successful, if Jobs were to
simply recoup what one might say he lost by liquidating his Apple
holdings at an inopportune time.
One final contributing reason for Perot's interest in NeXT in
1986 should be mentioned, and it is the most intrigui ng of all the
• Jobs sold 4.028 million shares in 1985, nerting about $70.5 million, allowing for a gentle climb
in share prices during the course of this period. If he had held on through 1987 , after a two-for-one
stock split and the peak price that was reached in the fall of that year, those original four rnillionsome shares, prcsplit, would have fet ched $481,346,000 or something in the vicinity. That means
that just the publicl y visible pile of chips that Jobs left on the table was about $411 million. In
addition, if beyond public view Jobs did indeed sell his remaining shares of Apple stock in early
1986, we should add a stack of chips worth $275 mi llion 10 the pile left on the table as well.
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reasons because at the time it was not widely known: Perot regretted
that he had not bought Microsoft from Bill Gates in 1979 when it
was still a small start-up. Gates, who turned twenty-four that year ,
had been invited to Perot's Dallas offices to chat about the possibili ty
of selling. Years later, the two men would recall different figures
that Gates suggested-Gates remembered asking between $6 million and $15 million, and Perot remembered a much higher range,
betwee n $40 and $60 million. Even at the highest figure, hindsight
showed the purchase still would have been a bargain for Perot. In
1986, when Microsoft went public, the valuation of the company
quickly passed the $1 billion mark. The opportunity that Perot
missed in 1979 owed partly to Gates's lack of interest in selling,
and partly to the prudence of Perot and his advisers like M ort
Meyerson. Gates wanted much more than Perot was willing to pay;
"we did not have the leap of faith," as Meyerson put it. Perot would
later call his fai lure to pursue the deal one of the biggest business
mistakes he had ever made. He insisted that it was not the lost
bi llions he mourned (by 1992, when Perot launched his presidential
campaign, Microsoft's valuation passed $20 bi llion and Gates's
personal net worth was about double that of Perot's), but rather it
was not being able to watch at close hand Gates and Microsoft make
business history. He lost "an opportunity to buy a ringside seat."
The lesson he drew from this was that there are moments in business
when caution should be thrown to the wind: " I should've just said,
'Now Bill, you set the price, and I'll take it.' " 123
The story of the abortive discussion in 1979 between Gates and
Perot became publicly known only many years later, but it puts an
entirely new light on Perot's willingness in late 1986 to place Steve
Jobs and the fledgling NeXT under his protective wing. If anyone
was a candidate to repeat the feat of Bill Gates at Microsoft, it would
seem to have been J obs. No wonder, then, that Perot was happy to
accept whatever terms J obs offered; when J obs demanded a "leap
of faith," Perot, mindful of what had happened in 1979 with Gates,
did not hesitate this time. But the influence of the earlier episode
II I
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involving Gates was not v isible to others, who could only see Perot
embracing J obs and the NeXT crew. A sim ple syllogism led to the
public placing faith in NeXT on the basis of P erot's reassu r ing
presence: Ross P erot is a bi llionaire; one does not become a billionaire without possessing the capacity to make the shrewdest of business judgments; Steve Jobs and NeXT apparently passed the muster
of the eagle eyes of the billionaire and his team of crack accou ntants;
ergo, Steve J obs and his new company indeed must have the rig ht
stuff. Ross Perot said so.
Just as Perot saw what he wished to see in J obs, so too the public
saw what they wished to see in Perot. A good part of his appeal was
his lack of pretension. H e would say, for example, that "really,
really bright people" have diffic ulty delegating their authority because they know they could do the job better themselves. But ((for
people like me, who are average, it's different; Oh, I've got an ego
and all that, but I know I need help. " 12.i. When Perot would say
something like this, one's estimation of his business acumen would
soar because even while he was affecting a lack of extraordinary
intelligence, he was explaining a busi ness precept that the supposedly " really bright people" would never be able to g rasp Qobs, for
example, was notoriously unable to delegate). Yet it would be a
mistake to read too much into P erot as a business philosopher.
Though the world wanted to hear him explain the secrets, and
t houg h he himself would try to make some type of inductive sense
of his success, he was no more able to articulate its essence than
anyone else. W hen reporters would press him for its sources, he
would dutifully recite what he was expected to: g rowing up in the
G reat D epression in Texarkana; the formative start of his business
career delivering newspapers to poor neighborhoods; learning leadershi p at the Naval Academy; the fabled sales career at IBM ; and
so on. Once, after going through the recitation still another time,
he made a revealing confess ion , whi ch makes him less omniscient
(but at the same time his ca ndor makes him much more likable):
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" It's just a blend of all that, I guess. You see, I don't know where
it comes from, but everybody asks me, so I t ry to create a story." 125
Such confessions are not generally welcomed; as a society, we
much prefer to leave intact our preferred image of Perot, the
Businessperson's Businessperson, the G reat Wizard of O z who has
all the answers, not the little man standing behind the curtain. Even
when the man pulls the curtain open and waves hello to us, we do
not want to see hi m . A similar story of a daisy-chain of wi shful
thinking can be told about the role of the other NeXT coinvestors,
Stanford and Carnegie-Mellon universities. Other colleges and universities assumed that Stanford and CMU had d one due diligence
and that NeXT's financ ial fundamentals must have passed muster
as solid. Critics outside of higher education assumed that the numbers were so attractive, in fact, that the two universities were willing
to prostitute themselves, selling thei r good names for the sake of an
investment opportunity. A New York Times editor ial led the attack:
"Oscar Wi lde could resist everything except temptation. University
presidents, it seems, can resist eve rything except money." 126 Everyone was equally wrong, however; the university investments had
v irtually nothing to do with money at all, and everything to do wi th
the magical spell conj ured by the au ras of J obs and Perot.
Un iversity investments in ri sky sta rt-up firms were not without
some precedents; beginning in the early 1970s, many schools had
diversified their endowment investments and had placed a portion
of their assets in venture capital funds, which hold interests in a
portfolio of companies. Direct investment in a sing le company was
much rarer, though a famous and very early example of an exception
that had paid off quite handsomely was that of Gri nnell College's
eagerness to invest in the new company of its alumnus Robert
N oyce , the engineering genius who was a co founder of Intel. The
$300,000 that Grinnell invested had multipli ed in value more than
30 times, almost doubling the college's endowment. 127 But even if
regarded as a risky long shot, an investment in NeXT, based on
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the terms that J obs offered for a piece of the action , still d id not
make sense, at least on the basis of the balance sheet. At Stanford,
after the due di ligence , which had included a review of the NeXT
fi nancials by venture cap italists consulted specially on the matter,
the university investment staff wanted to pass. But Jobs had something on his side that was far more important than good numbers:
he had the support of the university president. Donald Kennedy
enjoyed having Steve J obs as his personal friend and being consulted
like a father figure. Kennedy overrode the staffs objections to the
deal and went ahead. At Carnegie-Mellon, Jobs called upon the
support of its top two admini strators: Richard Cyert, the president,
who saw investment in NeXT as an opportunity to announce loudly
to the world his university's intention to lead in computer-related
fields, and Pat Crecine, the senior vice-president for academ ic affairs, who was also a fatherlike personal friend of J obs. At both
universities, then, Jobs's cultivation of friendshi ps with those in
hig h places was instrumental. So too was the reassuring presence of
Perot; universities were no less resistant to the magical presence of
a billionaire than anyone else.
In early 1987, at a celebratory dinner at the Stanford faculty
club, bringing together all parties to the completed deal-Perot,
Jobs, NeXT employees, and representatives of the two universities -J obs thanked John Nathan ("the only man we would have let
into the bedroom,,) for making the film that J obs cred ited for
bringing Perot to NeXT. (Let public relations directors around the
country take note from this history lesson: open up the company,
and the exposure might lead , in unpredictable ways, to a billionaire
with open checkbook appearing on your doorstep.) The d inner was
a moment of dizzy optimism: NeXT had a great mission, serving
education; it had J obs, who had the magic touch that had given the
world the Apple II and Macintosh computers; it had a link to the
best minds of two of the most computer-intensive universities in
the country; and it had Ross Perot, who brought not only money
but also a supervisory presence, the businessperson who always had
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his feet planted firmly on the g rou nd. H e would make sure that
J obs and his crew did not drift off track . H e had ridden herd on
General M otors until he was paid generously to take his criticism
elsewhere, and he could serve as the loyal opposition at NeXT in a
nonadversarial environment. Perot himself encouraged such assum ptions: he told the press that hi s role would be like the sand in
an oyster that makes a pearl. H e laughed, adding, "This is going
to be hell on the oyster." 128
But in fact he was not hell on the oyster. H e was too much of a
fan to be hard on his young heroes. P erot took one seat on a newly
formed board of directors for N eXT. A second seat was taken by
Pat Crecine, the CMU admini strator, who cou ld not say enough
good about J obs, about Crecine's "real envy of someone with so
much chutz pah and talent. " 129 And the third seat was taken by J obs
himself. This threesome constituted the only independent oversig ht
that the company would have . J obs had purposely arranged matters
this way. The incorporation laws required that he have three directors, and so that is what he had, no more, 130 and he had ciphers for
the two spots that were not occupied by himself. P erot's acquiescence
to Jobs when the two held differing views was at odds with P erot's
public persona as the Terror of the Boardroom. H ow ironic that
he would sit on a board that functioned precisely like the "pet
rock,, he had mocked the GM board for resembling. But g iven
his nonfinancial motivation for investing in NeXT, it is perfectly
comprehensible. He flew in for the quarterly board meetings, or
often could not make the meeting, so had an associate attend as hi s
proxy or conferred with the other two board members by phone.
He could ask good questions of Jobs and the NeXT executive staff.
But he had convinced himself so thoroughly of their gifted touch,
it was not possible for P erot to ever be the unsentimental auditor
that the public outside the company assumed him to be. Later , the
testimonials of NeXT's cofounders, intended to p romote Perot's
desirability as a presidential candidate, inadvertently revealed just
how passive a role he had chosen for hi mself while on the NeXT
I If
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board. Bud Tribble, for example, recalled how Perot would always
ask NeXT employees "What can I do to help you?" and would
always defer to them: "You guys are the experts." H e deferred to
J obs, too. Susan Barnes, intending to show how smoothly Perot got
along with others, said that Perot would preface a dissenting comment with reassurance to Jobs li ke this: "Steve, you have my proxy
and you can vote whatever way you want but have you ever conside red . .. " 131 Such deference made for good relations between Perot
and Jobs, but at the same time it deprived J obs and his company of
the leadership that Perot cou ld have contributed, and wh ich outsiders mistakenly assumed he was providing. Perhaps Jobs indeed had
been right to assume that investing in NeXT was a privilege, and
that he had chosen the investors rather than the other way around .
Jobs enjoyed the prerogatives of an absolute monarchy in all respects
but name.
In the long run, however, Jobs would have been much better off
if he had not been so skilled in packing the small board with
r espectful friends, if he had instead permitted a healthy bit of sand
in the oyster. By bring ing Perot and then the two universities
aboard, J obs had averted a financial crack-up, but the sudden infusion of money, without contingencies, without real oversight, without forcing Jobs to share management responsibilities with those
better suited to day-to-day operations, meant that Jobs felt free to
return to the carefree days of the founding, when the company f elt
much richer than it prudently should have. Having a billionaire
in vestor made it harder than ever for NeXT to manage its affairs
well. It was natural for Jobs and the NeXT employees to assume
that if this round of fi nancing was depleted, surely Per ot would
pony up more. In 1987, NeXT was saddled with the same curse it
had begun with, too rich for its own good. And oblivious, to boot.
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f customers chose computers the sa me way that they went about
choosing sofas or lamps or curtains, Steve Jobs's obsessive
concern with the appearance of the NeXT computer would
have paid off in handsome sales when the machine was eventually
ready for unveiling. From the inception of NeXT, J obs was unstinting in spending time and money on the appearance of the machine .
Every aesthetic detail was to be per fect, even in the interior of the
computer, right down to expensive plating to be used on interior
screws that would be out of sight of the curious shopper. Jobs
reserved to himself the task of judg ing when the state of perfection
was ach ieved, and no detail was too minute to be immune from his
personal verd ict (including the choice of plating on those interior
screws). Hi s vision of the computer was of pure form, worshiped
on its own terms, detached from fun ction; the ego poured into
perfectly shaped metal.
J obs was captivated by the idea of using a cube-shaped box to
house the computer's electronic innards, and like other ideas that
he embraced, no amount of contrary reasoning could force him to
loosen his grip. H e had convinced himself that the Cube would
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make a powerful statement in the market, that it would grab attention by its novelty, that it would convey elegance. Each edge of the
cube, he decreed, would be exactly one foot long, for no other
reason than its sweet defiance of the dictates of engineering. The
motherboard and other components that would go into the box
would have to conform to the outer skin , not the other way around.
One foot, by one foot, by one foot. The:: dimensions were elegant
in simplicity, but the computer cases made by competitors were
becoming ever smaller, and NeXT was heading against the flow of
the mainstream.
J obs was emboldened to press on by enlisting the support of
Hartmut Esslinger, the industrial designer with whom he had
worked at Apple. Jobs hired Esslinger's design firm,frogdesign (like
Rand, Esslinger liked to tinker with upper and lower case), to work
out the details of the Cube. The fee was never disclosed, but it
appears to have been , like the one paid to Rand, generous in the
extreme, and included a provision that Rand too had sought and
even he had not succeeded in securing: in addition to th e initial fee,
NeXT was to pay a royalty on every computer sold. Unfortunately
for NeXT, Esslinger was rather like Jobs, an aesthete who was used
to being indulged; other clients kept his profligate preferences in
check, but Jobs gave Esslinger carte blanche on specifications. Bean
counters in accounting were not to interfere with the Artist At
Work. With a client like Jobs willing to pay whatever it cost,
Esslinger proceeded to design a machine that was aesthetically striking but would prove to be a nightmare to manufacture. (NeXT
employees heard that Esslinger was kept on a retainer of tens of
thousands of dollars a month for years; if true, this meant that the
costs to NeXT of the E sslinger consultancy were ongoing in another
form besides the problems with the Cube itself. ) Jobs and E sslinger
were oblivious to the possibility that NeXT's prospective customers
would be more interested in what the computer could do than in
how its sleek shape gave it claim to a place in the Smithsonian.
Most important of all, the Cube needed to be offered at a competi-
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ti ve p rice, yet the very details that comprised its perfect appearance
were chosen without heed to costs.
Ba llooning costs began with J obs's insistence on using cast mag nesium for the Cube. Magnesium is a relati ve ly plentiful mater ial used
in such things as flashbulbs, precision instruments , and fireworks. It
had two attributes that conv inced J obs that it would be the perfect
material for the outer case. It is strong , and would give a sense of
solidity when a cu stomer pushed on it , unlike the pliable g ive that
a plastic case yielded . And it provides electromagnetic shielding
that would contain radio frequency interference, a requirement fo r
Federal Communications Commission licensing for computers to
be used in homes. At the time, computers more powerful than
personal computers had yet to be eng ineered in such a way as to
secure FCC approval for the home; Jobs wanted hi s new m achine,
which he was describing as a " personal mainframe," to be the fi rst ,
and magnesium would be a g reat help. These positive attributes of
magnesium were matched by some d rawbacks, however. O ther
com puter manufactu rers had avuided using it for the most part
because it was a difficult material to work with , extremely flammable
and hard to cast. When injected into a mold, m agnesium solidifies
qui ckly , much faster than plastic, leadi ng to a high incidence of air
bubbles, voids, and other defects.
Esslinger made the d ifficult into the near-impossible by specifying that the NeX T Cube was to be a cube in an absolute, literal
sense, a cube perfect enoug h to please Plato. No fudg ing, no cheating; the mold in which it would be cast, Esslinger said, must not
have the slig htest draft , that is, ang le. This stipulation created
problems that were costly to solve. Regardless of the material used
when casting , a slight angle in the side walls of the mold helps when
it is being removed . T hink of baking a cake in a ring-shaped mold
pan and how an ang le to the sides helps when fli p ping the pan off.
In industrial casting, a similar taper in the sides of a mold, even as
slight as a quarter of a degree, is used to facilitate removal. But
E sslinger called for zero-draft casting of the C ube . Special molds
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had to be created that consisted of separate panels for each face of
the Cube, each panel built in such a way as to explode outwardsimultaneously-when the casting was completed. The cost of the
molds alone was $650,000, and a nationwide search was required
before a specialty metals shop in Chicago was located that had the
expertise to do such tricky casting.
J obs specified that the magnesium cubes were to be painted a
particular shade of black with a low-gloss finish (identical to the
black on the tone arm of a stereo turntable that he thought was
perfect). T he casting process, by its nature, however, would leave
a thin protruding line wherever the edges of the various mold faces
met; these parting lines had to be sanded off before the paint could
be applied. At first, they were sanded by a human worker , who had
to be skilled and careful; if the hand-held machine sander dipped
even slig htly, it would leave a circular mark on the side of the cube,
marring perfection and condemning it to the junk heap. D eciding
to automate the sanding process, NeXT purchased for its subcontractor a computerized sanding machine to replace the human
worker. This $ 15 0,00 0 machine did nothing but remove the cosmetic imperfections left by the mold on the sides of the case.
Painting the NeXT Cube black would set it apart from the
omnipresent beige that had come to be a de facto standard for the
cases of personal computers. It wou ld a lso make it difficult, however, to manufacture b lemi sh-free computers. The low-gloss paint
did not adhere evenly to the flat surface of the Cube, and it did not
hide imperfections well either. Ross Perot, upon hearing of NeXT's
difficulties with the paint, suggested that NeXT call upon the paint
experts at General Motors and provided an introduction. Although
GM rebuffed NeXT's plea to take on responsibility for painting
NeXT's C ubes, the more experienced company could explain why
it was that NeXT engineers were having so much trouble with the
paint: black, because of its pig ment content, is the color least able
to hide flaws (whi ch is why D etroit reserves black for the cars that
have the fewest body defects). The b lack paint that NeXT was using
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was so temperamental that it could not even stand up to the gentle
chafing of a plastic bag wrapped around the computer when it was
shi pped in a box padded with styrofoam. All of these tri bulations
during development work on the Cube could have been an education
for J obs, an opportunity to learn and make adjustments as work
proceeded. But he refused to pay heed. When underlings protested
that specifications for the Cube contradicted the laws of physics,
J obs would wave the objections away. Anything less than implementation to the last pe rfect jot was not good enoug h. Costs were not
of primary concern , and so the cost of manufacturing and finishing
a single Cube case turned out to be higher than NeXT's original
estimates by a factor of ten.
Costs escalated well beyond initial projections on all other fronts,
too, yet Jobs could not be swayed from adjusting his course in the
slig htest. On the inside, his most senior managers always acceded
to J obs on technology choices, j ust as they did on other matters.
T hey, as well as the other NeXT employees, calmed themselves
with bromides. W orking fo r a start-up was a risky proposition by
definition, they reminded themselves. If they did not have the
stomach for risk, they would not be there in the first place. J obs
told them that they were the smartest g roup of employees J obs had
ever had (of course, considering the fact that he had only been at
Apple before NeXT, thi s meant the smartest out of a g rand total of
two groups), or alternatively the smartest group on the planet (a bit
larger set of candidates). If manufacturing problems arose, they
would simply have to work harder and think their way to solutions.
NeXT pai d its outside advisers well to adopt a similar attitude
of insouciance. J obs favored engineering consultants who were delighted to be paid for designing the near-impossible. David Kelley
Design, a fi r m which had done earlier work for Apple and was
hired to do the mechanical engineering for the NeXT Cube, was
set to work to solve problems like building inv isible torsion bars
into the stand upon which the monitor would rest. The equivalent
of six human years of labor was invested in just the designs for the
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mechanical engineering of the Cube and its monitor . It was work
that after the Cube's unveiling would win D avid Kelley Design
professional accolades from peers, just as frogdesign's wor k would.
T hey had no reason to complain . So when the consultants worked
out the stratospher ic costs for manufacturing the Cube to specification and passed the estimates on to Jobs, the outsiders assumed, just
like the insiders, that Steve Jobs, Mr. Walking H istor y, must
know what he was doing when he sa id he could find a way later to
whittle the costs down.
T he single most expensive, and easily the most unwise, commitment that J obs made and would not budge from was the decision
to manufacture the NeXT computer in-house, with its own stateof-the-art automated factory. At the very beginni ng, J obs had a
more pragmatic plan: NeXT would subcontract all of the work out
and reserve for itself only the fi nal assembly and the testing of the
machines, wh ich would be done on the first floor of its small P alo
Alto office. (He even imagined that NeXT could become a billiondollar com pany with only a hundred employees in this modest
space.) But in 1986, J obs changed his mind, and decided that he
wanted NeXT to d o its own manufactur ing, and nothing less than
the most advanced automation would suffice. He wanted to set new
standards of quality and keep control in-house. He wanted to make
a patriotic statement that cost-effective manufactu ring could be done
on Amer ican soil (which turned out to be a pitch perfectly suited
for Ross Perot). He would later crow, "The neatest thing that I
love about NeXT is that it's not made in Osaka." 132 He was also
obsessed with secrecy, and by keeping manufactu r ing within the
company he could better guard against breaches, as if a company's
most potent com petitive weapon is the clement of su rprise. And he
wanted to use his factory as a marketi ng tool. He compared the
appeal of the NeXT computer to the appeal of purchasing a BMW.
H e explained to employees: "If you're going to buy a great sports
car, what's the best way to do itr You fly to E urope, go to the
factory, and buy it there. " Jobs imagi ned that fu ture customers
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would do the same, and Ay to Califo rnia so that they could watch
the particular computer that they had ordered go throug h the assembly line.
The decision to build an automated manufacturing plant, in
addition to simultaneously designing new hardware and new software, led to an enormous drain of attention and money. The investment in its own factory would also prove costly over the long term
in another sense , by creating a vested interest in computer hardware
that would make it much more difficult for NeXT to evaluate
objectively the wisdom of continuing to market its own hardware
instead of focusing on what would become its real strength, software. At the time of the decision, however, J obs was most fascinated
by the minutia of electronics design. T he heart of computer manufacturing is the semiconductor chips and fiberglass circuit board
upon which they are mounted. Jobs latched on to the motto " Integ rate on silicon, not on fiberglass" and directed his eng ineers to
design custom chips that combined the functi ons of many other
chips, available off-the-shelf, into one large integrated circuit, thus
reducing the number of chips that would have to be mounted. A
laudable idea in theory , but a questionable one when time was
critically short and the com pany lacked other products that it could
market and generate cash with in the meantime. M oreover , J obs's
decision that NeXT should do its own board-stu ffing, that is, soldering the various electronic components onto the circuit board , made
no sense financially. T hi s was the sort of work that dozens of
Sili con Valley firms did fu ll-time, as subcontractors, able to capture
economies of scale that indiv idual small com puter companies like
NeXT, or even medium-sized com panies, cou ld never capture on
their own. Even the huge vertically integrated computer behemoths
like IBM and Digital Equipment would soon enoug h reali ze that
even they should not do all of their own manufacturing. Here again
we find Jobs moving in the opposite direction from everyone else .
Misled by Ross Perot's endorsement-Perot knew a lot about
services but little about manufactu ring, other than the unique prob1 23
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lems of the mega-billion-dollar dinosaur, General Motors-Jobs
plunged ahead on a course that was financial folly.
For a factory, NeXT needed more space. J obs's first impulse
was characteristic: demanding that the rest of the world move to
accommodate him . He tried and fai led to get the tenants of the
adjacent buildings booted (his neighbors, the U.S. Geological Survey, had occupied their offices long before NeXT moved next door
and were not amused). He next attempted to evict the recalcitrant
USGS by personally calling Senator Alan Cranston and enlisting
the muscle of the senator in Washington to effect what Jobs wanted
done in California. Cranston did not understand the importance of
this matter to the welfare of the republic. The USGS was permitted
to stay where it was, and Jobs had to look elsewhere. He finally
settled on space in Fremont, across the San Francisco Bay. J obs and
Susan Barnes liked to joke privately that they were bound to be
successful at NeXT because when they had been at Apple they
already had made all the mistakes to be made. The NeXT factory,
however, replicated the same mistakes that Jobs had made when
building and overseeing a highly automated Macintosh factory a
few years earlier . Machines were purchased, installed, and pulled
out on Jobs's whim; color schemes received more attention than
costs. All the assembly-line machines and robots at NeXT's plant
had to be repainted to match, just as Jobs had insisted at the Macintosh factory. He went further, however, demanding that the mach ines and robots be reengineered, no matter what the cost, so that
the circuit-board assembly line moved boards from the right to the
left, instead of the industry-standard from left to right. (He insisted
on right-to-left so that his future pilgrimatic customers, standi ng
in an overlooking balcony, could better see the procession of boards,
but Jobs never used the factory as a marketing tool as he had
planned; the factory would remain closed and out of sight to all but
the specially invited.) With the bright lig hting and white walls of
an art gallery, special floor tiles, glass blocks in a lobby (built, torn
down, then built again, on J obs's orders), a one-of-a-kind staircase,
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black leather seats in the lobby that cost $20,000 each, and designer
bathroom fixtures, the NeXT factory was ready for a cover spread
in Arcltitectural Digest. (It had everything but a place to hang one's
coat-closets or wall hooks were for bidden by the interior designer
because they would mar the desired look of the place-so coats were
draped wherever a projecting edge could be found.)
One wishes that the splendor of the NeXT factory could serve as
a successful model for others. Why should factory workers in the
late twentieth century conti nue to labor, as most of the remaining
few do, in the crepuscular gloom of the earl y nineteenth century
m ill? The J obs-designed factory obliterated the difference in whitecollar/blue-collar work environments found everywhere else; NeXT
factory employees in Fremont worked amidst luxury equal to what
the employees in the Palo Alto office enj oyed. The Fremont factory,
however, lacked tvvo important things: a financial rationale and
human workers (nonsentient robots were capable of many things
but enjoying the dazzling aesthetics was not one of them). J obs most
ce rtai nly did not learn from mistakes at Apple because he had
never been held accountable for his whimsical management of the
Macintosh factory. No one there really knew how much it cost; and
as long as the cash Aow from the Apple Il's had remained strong,
it did not seem to matter to anyone, either. The Macintosh factory
thus was not nearly as well-proven a model to carry over to NeXT
as J obs assumed.
Fatally attracted to novelty for its own sake, J obs savored his
NeXT factory for the ways it differed from the rest of industrial
America rather than for how it advanced the superordinate goal of
making a scholar's workstation. The typical American electronics
factory was filled with many workers, poorly paid, mostly female
and often minority. T he highly automated N eXT factory, in contrast, had almost no workers; those few it had were m ostly hig hly
paid white males w ith advanced graduate degrees. But J obs's personal fascination with manufacturing and the fun he derived from
having a group of bright hardware engineers on hand distorted his
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business judg ment . Instead of making decisions on the basis of how
best to build cost-effectively a computer in small volume that would
find future customer acceptance , J obs preferred to count the noses
of hi s deg reed trophies like game that had been bagged; NeXT
bragg ed at one point that seventy percent of its manufacturing staff
had Ph.D .'s when factory workers at other companies would have
difficulty mustering seventy percent who had high school diplomas. 133 T o entice the best engineers, J obs said , NeXT had to
provide advanced manufacturing that pushed ou t to "the edge of the
envelope,'' 134 and in-house manufacturing provided these engineers
with, in effect, their very own wind tunnel to have fun with. This
was a strange game to play, confusing status anxiety and business
analysis. J obs acted like a lonely rich kid on a junior high school
playground, inviting the popular in-crowd over to his house with
the best collection of compact discs as the enticement.
N one of the five cofounders who had come with J obs from Apple
were manufacturing managers, so in July 1986 Jobs went back to
Apple and recruited Linda Wilkin as a "late founder" who would
assume th e post of manufacturing manager at NeXT. Qobs could
be playful and still remain somewhat serious when he presented
new employees like W ilkin with the formal letter outlining the
terms of em ployment, at the end of which the recipient was to sig n,
certifying "I accept this insanely g reat offer. ") W ilkin had no
difficulty catching the utopi an drift of the other cofounders. NeXT
was bui lding its manufacturing system from scratch and Wilkin,
quoted in a company brochure, was delig hted that "we have the
chance to do it rig ht the first time.'' 135
By the fall of 1986, however , NeXT employees could see that
they were losing the battle against time. J ohn Nathan's fil ming had
captured a drop in morale between the time of the fall 198 5 and
early 1986 com pany retreats, and if he had been on hand for the
fall 1986 retreat , he would have seen that morale had plunged much
more, as by then it was clear that N eXT was not going to come
even close to meeting its orig inal deadline of delivering a finished
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machine by spring 19 87. J obs dubbed the September 1986 retreat
"In The Middle," telling his assembled employees that they were
at a point where no one could remember clearly what university
customers had said they wanted, and it was still too early to see
exactly what it was NeXT was going to end up producing. H e
likened his employees' position to standing in the middle of a tunnel:
"You can't see the lig ht at the entrance or the end.,, 136 Their uneasiness was understandable, but he warned them that they had to trust
their orig inal instincts and him , their leader; otherwise, "if you get
confused and change directions, you can bump into a lot of walls." 137
The tunnel metaphor was absurdly self-imposed: if NeXT had
lost track of what its university customers wanted, nothing prevented NeXT from going back out and confer r ing with them again ,
as it had done in the cross-country canvassi ng at the time of the
company's founding. It would not have meant bumping into a lot
of walls. It would have meant running a risk, however, of hearing
some distressing news. By 1986, leaders in academi c computing
were saying that $3,000-the target price fo r the N eXT computer-was too high a price for a student computer, that it should
not exceed $1,000 if it was to be universally affordable, and if, to
keep its price low, it had to be less powerful than state-of-the-art
technology permitted, then so be it. 138 Instead of payi ng heed, J obs
tried to make the recalcitrant outer world go away and instructed
his NeXT troops to pay attention to him , think of tunnels, and keep
marching forward .
Everyone that surrounded J obs told him that his tunnel vision
was brilliant. J ohn Nathan, for examp le, provided a panegyric,
admiring Jobs's insulation from self-doubt: "Steve Jobs doesn't sit
around short-ci rcuiting his effectiveness by wondering if he's on
the rig ht course." 139 Ross Perot added more flattery, saying, with
self-deprecating politesse, that Jobs was "a lot smarter than I am ,"
but the two men did share a knack for "tunnel vision," a talent for
locking on to things that Perot credited as a defining attribute of
successful people. 140 Jobs himself could wax philosophical, when
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invited to do so, about the acuity of tunnel vision that explicitly
ignored what customers wanted . In October 19 86, at a roundtable
d iscussion of American entrepreneurs televised by closed-circuit to
Merrill Lynch offices , Jobs advised the would-be entrepreneurs in
his audience that if they too were to start a technology company ,
they should not go out and do market research. At the best companies, "the few people that are starting the company are your market. " 141 In other words, whatever pleases NeXT will please
everyone else, too. With solipsism as one's g uiding philosophy,
why indeed should one bother to consult one's intended customers
about the wisdom of following the original course?
On the technical front, however, the am bition of J obs's plans led
to additional disappointments, as deadlines continued to slip . The
pressure was especially intense on the chip designers, who, under
J obs's orders , were trying to pack the maximum number of microscopic electronic switches possible on a special chip called a gate
array. Every time they neared a final design, J obs would order them
to add additional functions to the chip, which would mean much
rearranging, leading to still more rearranging, as changes in one
portion of the chi p cascaded outward. Whenever J obs asked how
long it would take them to finish their designs, they silently suspected it would take a year of seven-days-a-week effort , but they
also knew that that answer would not be acceptable to J obs, so they
always said, one more month. The ruse could work for only so
long, however. At the next company retreat, in J anuary 1987, Jobs
led the company in making the hapless designers the focus of a
humiliating public lashing, carrying out w hat some horrified observers described as a "gang rape." Screaming at the head of the
chip desig n team , "Do you realize you're killing our company?"
J obs transferred responsibility for delays to hi s underli ngs and then
smeared them with hi s contempt. Not much thanks for working
eighteen-hour days for the previous year. T he other NeXT employees witnessed this bloody spectacle and drew the app rop riate conclusions. From then on, no one dared to be the one who would deliver
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the bad news. But Jobs continued nevertheless to pick off sing le
lambs from the flock for ritualized slaughter . The selected victims
could expect no help from their comrades, either. The others either
watched in tig ht-lipped si lence, or joined in the attack themselves.
Outside of his company, when asked about his business philosophy, Jobs never talked about the cannibalistic aspect of hi s management style at NeXT. But eating his own and spitting them out was
more than a cruel habit that was hidden from public sight , a habit
that he admitted he had when confronted in 1987 by most of his
employees who had assembled to demand that the rites of humiliation end . (He promised he would do better; the employees were
divided into teams that met reg ularly for six weeks to propose
solutions; J obs received the p roposals, the teams were di spersed,
and he resumed as he had done before.) It d evastated his own
company in ways no one fully appreciated at the time. T ake the
two chi p designers, for example, who were the chosen victims of
ritualized slaughter at the company retreat in early 1987. They
were not fired-despite his temper, Jobs infreq uently fired employees-but they were hardly in a state of mind that left the m hig hly
motivated to push on in their thankless task. They left shortly
thereafter of their own volition, as many others would. But their
departure was extremely costly to NeXT in terms of time lost in
the transition; their project was complex, and it took months before
the d esig ners who inherited it were able to reach the level of familiarity that the original two had had when they left. This was time
that the company could not afford to squander, especially considering that so many of the company's subseq uent difficulties stemmed
from the late delive ry of the computer. Trace the tardiness back to
1987 , and one sees that the history of NeXT could have been
markedly different if it had not been for J obs's merciless hounding
of several key designers.
Early 19 87 was also when Linda Wilkin, the "late founder"
hired to manage manufac turing, left NeXT, less than a year after
joining the company. Hers is an unusual case-first , because she
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was actually fired , and second, because she later sued NeXT for
$110 million in damages for wrongful termination. 142 The details
surrounding her departure also set her apart from others who left
NeXT, who were more clearly the victims of Jobs venting his own
frustrations upon others. In Wilkin's case, it is hard to see her
rationale for claiming rights to damages. Court documents showed
that J obs first had demoted her, ostensibly because of her fai lure to
fill one position below her (filled , that is, with a candidate that Jobs
accepted; he rejected all that Wilkin had nominated) . He offered
her the same salary but demanded that she return a portion of her
NeXT stock; it was when she refused to turn over her stock at its
original value as her contract entitled NeXT to demand, and instead
insisted on a far higher valuation (based on what Ross P erot had
been willing to pay) , that he fired her. Whether additional issues,
related to gender or personality (she was the one member of the
senior staff who would poke a finger in Jobs's face and challenge
him), were the primary reasons for the split is difficult to d etermine.
But when she began at NeXT, Wilkin had had to sign , in addition
to "the insanely great offer," the other piece of paper demanded of
new employees, even " late founders," which stated clearly that "my
employment by NeXT is terminable at will at any time by me or
NeXT." The "at will" clause does not leave a fired employee with
much of a basis to cry foul.
The Wilkin case required two trials. The first one ended in a
mistrial when the presiding judge intemperately told her lawyer "to
cut the bullshit" within the hearing of jurors (an interesting vignette
of American jurisprudence at work); 143 the second trial (with a new
judge) ended swiftly when the judge tossed her suit out even before
NeXT had to present its defense. Before going to trial, W ilkin had
turned down a success ion of offers from NeXT to settle the case
out-of-court for as much as $67 5 ,000. Holding out for the
$ 1,500,000 her lawyer had convi nced her would be awarded by a
jury, she went to trial, only to end up losing with an ig nominious
judgment of $ 11, 700 assessed agai nst her for the nuisance suit. IH
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For Jobs, the lesson that he learned from this annoyance was to
redouble his own inclination to destroy documents and guard against
the possibility of invasive subpoenas from similar suits, an inclination instilled by Apple's suit against NeXT , which had given outsiders the rig ht to collect NeXT's internal documents. It was standing
company policy at NeXT that any file that had not been accessed
within the most recent thirty days was to be purged, thoug h it was
not followed consistently by the rank-and-file.
Before Wilkin had left NeXT, she had boasted of the manufacturing system that they were building, one that would employ a justin-time delivery system from suppliers and would produce zerodefects. But in the same breath she also had added an incongruously
picayune detail , that "we've got it figured out down to how we seal
the shi pping boxes." 1+s There NeXT was, some two years away, it
would turn out, from producing a completed hardware and software
system to put into the boxes, and the head of manufacturing was
proud of knowing how the boxes would be sealed. In this respect,
Wilkin was mirroring the same inability to sort out the important
problems from the less important as her bete noire, J obs himself.
T he difference, in the case of Jobs, was that sycophants praised
him constantly for his ability to zoom instantaneously from grand
strategy to the smallest detai l. They colluded with him in treating
as a unique strength what was in fact a grievous inabi lity to allocate
his attention rationally. In "The Entrepreneurs" television show,
Jobs enumerates in a soliloquy all of the difficulties of starting
NeXT, and what is most striking about it is how oblivious he is to
what he is saying, as if he thinks that we too would agree that
"figuring out how you're going to get [the product] to the marketplace" deserves no more attention than "doi ng a part number system" or "getting a little k itchen setup." It all came r ushing out in
an undifferentiated stream-choosi ng a product to make placed side
by side with choosing a coffeemaker-because that was exactly
how he managed NeXT. W here else would even the sig ns on the
restrooms be deemed worthy of custom work? (The replacements
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were not in conformance with state law, however, so employees had
to play a little cat-and-mouse game, taking the customized signs
down and putting the old signs back up temporarily, whenever a
state inspection seemed imminent.)

If J obs had been willing to delegate to others the decisions about
the restroom sig ns and the coffeemakers and the plating of interior
screws and such , he would have had more time to attend to matters
of larger import, such as what needed to be done in order to deliver
a fini shed computer that would meet the promised $3, 000 target.
Instead , he made numerous seemingly little decisions about the
Cube, favoring the addition, not the deletion , of features, most
of wh ich, singly , were technically defensib le, even if risky, but
cumulatively made the machine an odd duck, placing it well beyond
the bounds of industry standards, and well above its intended price.
The Cube became an example for future textbooks of what is called
in the industry "creep ing elegance." J obs wanted to make a statement
that his machine was a different machine, but he made everything
different, and expected that his customers would be de lighted. Vlhy?
Because he and his engineers were. And because the same form ula
of screw-industry-standa rds-we'll-bu ild-for-ourselves had worked
so well for the Macintosh.
One particular deci sion, however, added dramaticall y to the cost
of the machine and at the same time relegated the machine to
isolation fa r from the mainstream: Jobs decided that h is Cu be would
use a new, then sti ll-unfinished technology, an erasable magnetooptical disk. Using an intense laser to heat minute areas of the disk,
in tandem with use of a standard magnetic field, the opti cal disk,
as it was referred to in shorthand, offered the promise of holding
much more digital information in a g iven space than ordi nary
recording media. In the past the technology had suffered from a
major shortcoming: once the digital O's and l 's had been inscribed,
they could not be changed or erased. But Canon, a J apanese electro nics company, had promised NeXT t hat it could have a more advanced, erasable version of the disk ready in time fo r the machine's
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introduction. J obs was emboldened to order his engineers to plan
that the optical disk would be the only medi um for moving programs
and data in and out of the NeXT computer and the only medium
for storing data within. His staff, however, was uncertain whether
the cost could be broug ht down sufficiently or the optical drive's
poky speed increased sufficiently to make it viable. They thoug ht it
would be prudent to also include a floppy disk dri ve, which would
use proven technology and standard inexpensive disks that were
widely available. The additional cost of adding a floppy drive would
have been a tri v ial sum compared to what was going to be spent on
the optical drive, but J obs refused to accede to his eng ineers' wishes.
It was not a matter of money; it was a matter of making a statement.
T o J obs, the floppy disks that everybody else used were the tec hnology of the past. By shunning them, and putting all of his bets on
the optical disk, he would show everyone the technology of the
future and be ha iled fo r his foresight.
Though Jobs would speak of what he was doing at NeXT in
nationalistic terms, describing his company as an example of how
J apanese techniques could be used by Americans to regain a competitive positi on in manufacturing, he was blind to how much he was
departing, in fact, from the Japanese model that he thoug ht he was
emulating. A J apanese manufacturer would begin, as NeXT began,
by identifying who were the intended customers, and it would
determine, agai n as NeXT had at its beginning, what price point
would be acceptable to the customers. Then the J apanese would
figure out how to manufacture the product for that price, doing
whatever it took, including dropping features, to keep to the price
point. Here NeXT fai led to follow. J obs, when faced with a technical choice at NeXT, always favored what he thought would be the
technology of the future, at an unknown but high price, over the
mundane technology of the present that would help keep the price
of the Cube down within sight at least of the original $3, 000 price
point.
While work on the machine proceeded, J obs approached Fallon
1
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McElligott, an advertising agency in Minneapolis, to work up ideas
for the first ad campaign. It was a good choice for a public figure
who still was dogged by images of the barefooted bohemian, dating
back to the early 197 Os. Fallon McElligott was the agency that had
become well-known for its Rolling Stone campaign begun in 1985,
in which print advertisements contrasted the Perception of the magazine as the refuge ofa long-haired hippie with the Reality, illustrated by a well-groomed yuppie. Over six months, Fallon
McElligott pitched two separate campaigns to NeXT, neither of
which pleased Jobs, and the talks ended (the agency's internal autopsy described its work with NeXT as fun, "a wild bronco ride ,"
and its own proposals to NeXT as "too right-brain"). But before
the two companies parted, the agency tried to get J obs to pay
attention to the importance of the price point and to give some
thought to the student customers who were not already enthusiastic
Steve Jobs supporters. ·w hat would NeXT's message be for the
mildly skeptical mind ? How could you move somebody from skepticism to interest to enthusiasm? J obs was not interested in such
questions. When the agency queried Jobs about his marketing plan,
so that the adverti sing campaign could be appropriately fitted to it,
it was clear that J obs had not given much thought to it; the closest
approximation to a plan was the assum pti on that D an' ! Lewin and
his golden Rolodex would round up the usual suspects in hig hereducation computing, just as had happened for the Macintosh.
Once Jobs had decided on his course, he saw himself as the point
man, leading skittish troops down through the darkness of the
tun nel. H e did not want to hear anyone broach the questi on of
creeping elegance, whether NeXT employee, or advertising agency
on probation, or hi s own future customer , a select group of whom
were invited by D an') Lewin to join what NeXT called its advisory
board, which first met in November 1986 . The plan was to gather
representatives of leading college campuses a couple of times a year
and solicit their thoughts about the gestating computer. D espite
initial enthusiasm, advisory board members discovered that the
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computer design was basically set and there was little room for
change, other than in convincing NeXT to give more thought (and
ultimately not nearly enough) to how the NeXT machines would
be connected to networks of other machines. No one from NeXT
was interested in what the academic advisers thoug ht about the
untested optical disk (the board was extremely skeptical) or the
absence of a floppy drive (it vainly pleaded that NeXT reconsider
and include such a drive). As for advice about pricing, the board
grew increasingly concerned as it watched the estimated pri ce climb.
NeXT attempted to contai n the academics' anxiety by concealing
what the real price was going to be; Lewin, when asked , would
explain to his old fri ends that the number had yet to be determined,
but then J obs would pipe up and pluck a price out of the air that
was well below where it actually was, hoping that some m iracle in
the interim would permit NeXT to meet the figure that he had just
promi sed .
The NeXT advisory board members were sworn to secrecy and
the rest of the academic community remained in the dark about
what was afoot at NeXT. Publicly , J obs continued to maintai n that
he was listening closely to the concerns of universities and that he
was aware that campus demands for a powerful personal computer
had grown since the proposal for a JM machine had been first
floated. He told college computer administrators at the 1986 Educom meeting: "We've been hearing that you want a lot more [speed
and power and] I guess it should come as no surprise, you still want
it for $3,000 . " 1 ~ 6 J obs said that NeXT would not be able to quite
meet the $3,000 goal, but the final price would be close. T hese
were words of reassurance and attentiveness while wor k on the Cube
moved forward. But when by the fall of 1987, two years after its
fou nding , NeXT still did not have a computer prototype that it was
willing to show its intended customers, the academics began unhappy mumbling, feeling that their willingness to g ive a new entrant
a chance was going to end badly. An influential administrator at
Berkeley, Raymond N eff, predicted t hat if J obs priced his new
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computer even above $2, 00 0, NeXT would encounter "plenty of
resistance.,, 147 At the 1987 meeting of E ducom , N eXT kept details
of the Cube hidde n and instead d istributed a beautifully printed
eighteen-page brochure about the NeXT logo. Academics , accustomed to the mean penny-pinching of nonprofit organizations, economiz ing that Jobs no longer could even imagine, were not a good
choice of audience for telling in such length y form the tale of
the $100 ,000 logo. Conference-goers g leeful ly took the NeXT
brochures over to the booths of competitors, where N eXT's insensiti ve f aux pas became the butt of jokes.
Any reasonable future hope for N eXT would have fli ckered out
completely at that meeting of Educom, were it not for Ross Perot
riding to the rescue with a speech that saved the d ay. J obs, in typi cal
fashion, had spared no expense in providing an inv ited g roup of
his future university customers with an evening of hig hbrow d iversion. An art museum provided tony ambience, a string quartet
provided music, and Ross P erot provided rousing optimism, which
Stanford's Michael Carter called "the greatest locker- room speech
I 've ever heard ." Perot told his audience that he, like they , was
often asked why the N eXT computer was not yet shipping. "What's
going on with these boys?" W all Street analysts wanted to know.
Well , Perot allowed , if he were in charge, he'd surely be shi pping
the product, but he was not like t hese boys, perfectionists who were
not going to ship anything until it was perfect. T his was fine; he
admi red them for it. P erot did not look concerned at all. H e
winked , "What are you worried about anyway, that Steve and I are
going to run out of money?" The audience laug hed and let out a
collective sig h of relief. N eXT should have, too, because P erot's
pep talk boug ht the company badly needed time when the university
communi ty had ru n out of patience .
Still , patience has li m its, as :-.IeXT's shock troops in marketing
discovered as they made the rounds of colleges in 1988, when the
announced date for the introduction of the machine was put off
again and again. At fi rst , NeXT representatives had been received
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with warmth; the academic community was so thirsty for news about
N eXT that it was glad just to meet with representatives of the
company in the flesh. But because J obs wanted to build up a heig htened sense of public anticipation prior to the introduction , NeXT
employees could not disclose any detai ls about the machine, a restriction that rendered their presentations vacuous. "We have talked to
you about what you need , and here is what we've heard yo u say ,"
the pitch would go. All generalities, steering clear of any details
about what the N eXT machine would actually be like or what it
would cost. N eXT marketing representatives on tour were the ones
in the trenches who had to confront ang ry audiences that would
stalk out of presentations to protest the smoke and mirrors and the
absence of content.
The NeXT advisory board members were the only academics
who were pri vy to the details before the introduction, and J obs
expected this group, the company's closest allies in the uni versity
community, to make a good showing in placing advance orders that
could be announced on the day of the introd uction, establishing the
same credibility as the announcement of Apple University Consortium orders had g iven the Macintosh on the day of its introduction.
But Jobs's tunnel v ision had prevented him from seeing that NeXT
would not, could not, repeat the M acintosh recipe. In 1988, unlike
1984, universities and students alike owned lots of personal computers, which presented NeXT with a problem of displacement that
Apple had not faced earli er. Jobs's earlier progeny was too successful- the advantage of primogeniture- making it difficult fo r the
later sibling to find a place in the world .
One parallel that could be drawn between the NeXT and the
Macintosh was technical. Advisory board members could see that
the NeXT Cube, like the first version of the Macintosh, was going
to be painfully under powered , in the sense that its microprocessor
was too slow to handle all that was going to be asked of it. In the
case of the Macintosh, universities had been ind ulgent; the software
was so superior that shortcomings in the hardware could be for-
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given. T his time, however, they would be less forbearing because
there were alternatives now: NeXT software could be compared to
the Macintosh's (the Macintosh never had to go up against the
Macintosh at its introduction), and for those who wanted blinding
speed in their computers, the NeXT hardware would not stand up
well to comparison with machines that were just becoming affordable then , based on a relatively new kind of microprocessor
now on the scene: something called RISC, for Reduced Instruction
Set Computing. This area may seem technically arcane, but its
implications have affected the business of computing profoundly;
adoption of RISC has tu rned out to be the least risky cou rse for
increasing computer performance, so a short mini-course in RISC
and related matters is in order.
D eveloped in the mid- I 970s by IBM researchers led by J ohn
Cocke, RISC was initially received skeptically by the fraternity
of computer scienti sts. It was not immediately clear that a RISC
microprocessor could perform calculations any faster than the conventional microprocessor based on Complex Instruction Set Computing, or CISC. T he two kinds of microprocessors accepted
varying numbers of recognizable instructions. \.\Tith RISC, the
computer uses a small number of simple commands, many times, to
perform a g iven calculation, and with C ISC, the computer uses a
large number of complex commands, in dramatically fewer combinations, to get the same job done; common sense would suggest that
t his wou ld be a wash, and the experts thoug ht so too. But by the
mid-19 80s, even the skeptics could see that RISC offered performance gains that CISC could not , and its relatively simpler design
permitted cheaper manufacturing and more rapid development of
successive generations .
NeXT had the misfortune to face the question of what microprocessor it should incorporate in the design of its computer just at that
historical moment when the computer world was about to embrace
RISC but had not quite done so . N either J obs nor his principal
hardvvarc advisor, Ric h Page, were muc h interested in pursuing
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the RISC option, either by developing their own design in-house or
by purchasing a RISC chip from an outside supplier like Fairchild,
which J obs dismissed because of what he regarded as too hig h a
price. In contrast, from Motorola, with whom he had a close
business relationship from his days at Apple, J obs was able to get a
g reat package deal on a three-chip set which included a CISC
microprocessor. When at Apple, Jobs had wangled a better price
from Motorola for its chips than what competitors paid, and he
continued the tradition. Page told NeXT staff members that the
price that J obs had agreed to pay M otorola for each microprocessor
for the NeXT Cube was even less than what Motorola's own internal
divisions paid to the mother company.
The decision to take Motorola's latest CISC chip , a decision that
seemed to J obs to have been a g reat bargain in 1986, was viewed
two years later in a different lig ht by advisory board members, who
were not privy to the details of NeXT's special pricing arrangements
with Motorola. All they saw before them was a CISC-based NeXT
Cube that at birth was going to be well behind the leading edge
defined by RISC, and most distressing of all , the NeXT Cube was
go ing to cost academics far more than the orig inal $3, 000, and far,
far more than the $ 1,000 that had made the Macintosh a campus
hit: the price of a NeXT had ballooned to almost $7 ,000, and even
that would be for a stripped-down config uration. And this at a time
when funding for higher education had begun to contract and less
money fo r com puters would be available.
The NeXT advisory board gulped when they got the bad news
about the price at a meeting on the eve of the Cube's introduction .
This was not the machine they had asked for ; this was not the
machine J obs had promised them, either. One member, referring
to J obs's prom ise at E ducom two years earlier to bring in a price
"close" to $3, 000, warned that the hig her ed community would
regard the promise as broken: "Doubling the price? Maybe that's
your definition of 'close,' but it's not mine." It was too late at this
point, however, to get the price lowered . Now board members had
1
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to demonstrate their fealty to the NeXT cause by annou ncing their
advance orders. For those who had not reali zed it before, it was
clear then that as far as Jobs and NeXT were concerned, the real
function of the board was not as an advisory body so much as a
prestigious marketing arm for NeXT, packed with the leading
names in campus computing. At the somber pre-introduction meeting, NeXT executives had to extract orders from the g roup, and
they came as slowly as stubborn molars that resist the denti st's pliers.
There was no attempt to line up $2 million commitments as Apple
had done; NeXT was open to whatever numbers schools were wi lling to pledge. But even under pressure, the advisory board could
not muster orders for more than a handful of machines-total.
J obs was stunned. ·H is best customer prospects were unwilling to
commit. (Actua!Jy, it was worse than he saw: privately, some of the
campus representati ves were overheard by NeXT employees saying
that they had no intention of honoring the numbers that had been
forced out of them under duress, knowing full well that NeXT
would not be so foo lish as to puni sh its own customers.)
Jobs should have realized then that he had a major problem on
his hands , one that should have received hi s full attention. If any
contingency could have arisen that might have forced him to rethink
his plan of offering what he regarded as the proper revolutionary
leap in computing, damn the cost, this should have been it. That
the chariness of hi s ow n advisory board d id not provoke a crisis at
NeXT is readily explained, however : at that moment it seemed that
NeXT would not need to find its own customers because it knew,
though the rest of fhe world did not, that it had captured the sing le
largest customer of them all, International Business Machines. W ith
IBM, the b iggest bully on the block, as its ally, and flush with a
fresh infusion of cash from its deal, NeXT was full of swagger .
Like other boosts to NeXT's company morale that employees
self-mocking ly called "sugar highs," the IBM deal orig inated in
J obs's w heeling a nd dealing with the exalted. At first g lance, it
m ig ht appear that NeXT, a tiny start-up, was extremely fortunate
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to have for its chief executive officer a celebri ty, someone who could
be invited in 1987 to a birthday party for Washington Post publisher
Katharine Graham , someone with panache, who upon meeting (with
Malcolm Forbes providing the introduction) the chief executi ve
officer of IBM, John Akers, would without invitation give free
advice about how IBM should change course. It happened that
Akers was interested in hearing what J obs had to say about the
shortcom ings of software from Bill Gates's Microsoft and the notyet-pub licly revealed wonders in software that J obs's own NeXT
eng ineers were brewing. A few weeks later , Akers in vited J obs and
Bud Tribble to make a presentation at IBM headquarters and Jobs
made an exception to his blackout policy and divulged details ("Hey,
these are senior executives," he reasoned , "they're not going to run
back to their computers and start programming. ") 1 ~ 8 The meeting
went well, and Akers turned over the task of negotiating rights to
NeXT software to Bill Lowe, the executive who had been the
orig inal father of the project that became the IBM personal computer.
But J obs,s verve was also attached to hi s prickliness, and negotiations, which extended over months, almost failed on a number of
occasions when J obs would threaten to end the talks. For securing
the rights to the software, IBM was willing to pay NeXT about
$60 million-the exact figure has never been disclosed-yet the
more interest that IBM d isplayed, the more ambivalent J obs became
about having IBM as a partner. Fearing that IBM could crush
NeXT at wi ll , J obs wanted to keep IBM at a d istance; at the same
time he wanted to pull IBM in as a partner. NeXT's head of sales,
Todd Rulon-Miller, laughed nervously when he described to his
staff how J obs played "a game of chi cken with the largest data
processing company in the world. " Jobs would storm out of negotiations, throwing up his hands in disgust about proposed colors or
titles or other matters that would seem trivial to the others, but
which were sufficient to incense Jobs. H e would announce, "Ifs
not worth it" ; the whole deal was off. Dan,l Lewin earned the
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gratitude of the IBM negotiators for being the one who would calm
Jobs on these occasions with a whispered conference in the hallway.
After a few minutes, J obs would return to the table, explaining,
"That's not an issue anymore." Even when the deal had been agreed
to in all of its particulars, Jobs refused to consider a contract that
ran any longer than two pages. When a copy of the long contract
drafted by IBM lawyers arrived, Jobs dropped it without reading
it, and delivered to IBM headquarters the criticism that his own
employees had learned to dread, "You didn't get it. " IBM , acting
as if it was the company that had not yet released a first product to
date, and NeXT was the company with $60 billion in annual revenues, uncomplainingly did exactly as J obs wished, tearing up its
draft of the contract and inviting J obs to draft his own version. 1 ~ 9
Such is reality distortion at work. But even when J obs got his
way, and Akers and Lowe at the top of IBM had sig ned off,
implementation by the g runts at the lower levels lay ahead, and
follow-throug h was not Jobs's strong suit. As far as he was concerned, IBM was now his, providing a protective cape of invulnerabili ty around N eXT 's diminutive shoulders. It was such a coup to
have the world's largest computer company eating out of one's own
hand that NeXT's future seemed assured , customers or no. By the
time the sug ar hig h of the IBM deal faded, the next hig h would
have arrived, the long-awaited day of the C ube's introduction. It
was easy to think only about the good news of signing P erot and
IBM , and of the imminent arrival of more good news. J obs had
told the com pany that the giant semiconductor company Motorola,
from whom NeXT obtained its microprocessor, had come to NeXT
asking if it could invest in the company, and only conflicts with its
other customers like Apple stood in the way. And Japan's Canon
had also sought out NeXT , offering to pay $ 1S to $2 0 million just
for the privilege of selling NeXT computers in Asia. NeXT was
too busy to absorb so many pro mising developments. Wi th multi billion-dollar companies coming on bended knee like so many vassal
states paying homage to the Mig hty Kingdom of NeXT , it was only
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natural that Jobs and his staff would not be inclined to pay much
attention to some problems that also presented themselves at the
time, such as the rebellious noises coming from NeXT's best customer prospects. Or the related news, which NeXT had been studiously avoiding, of what the competition was up to.
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teve Jobs had difficulty figuring out how to position the machine he was bui lding. Would it be best to describe it as a
personal computer ? If so, the N eXT would be larger than
the competition; w ith the C ube, oversized monitor, and many megabytes of memory , it wou ld be a personal computer on steroids .
Un fo rtunately , its power came at a price, and it would be much
more expensive than its closest competition in the personal-computer
world, the Macintosh . Alternatively, the N eXT machine could also
be described as a workstation, the brawny, speedy machine that
scientists and engineers used for calculation- intensive tasks and
which were designed to work well in networks. Against other
workstations, the Cube would be pri ced attractively, but then again,
in this realm, it would be regarded as slow and underpowered when
measured against the competition. T he Cube ran the risk of ending
up in a netherworld , too pricey to belong with personal computers
and too anemic to belong with workstations. Jobs decided to try to
finesse this by thinking of his mac hine as a never-seen-before hybrid, what he called a persona/ workstation , providing the ease-of-
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use of a personal computer and the power of a workstation. It was
a beguiling idea that neatly ignored the reality that it would be too
expensive to be a stand-a lone personal computer and too technically
deficient to be an attractive workstation. By positioning his machine
as a personal workstation, Jobs would in effect double his competi tion: he not only would be taking on all of the personal computer
world, the Apples, IBMs, and all the rest, but also all of the
workstation world, too. It was like purposely whacking two hornet's
nests instead of one.
Foremost among the workstation manufacturers was a company
called Sun Microsystems, based in Mountain View, California, not
far from NeXT, which had a devoted following in the very market
that was NeXT's target, universities. (It was also the manufacturer
of the workstations that NeXT's own engineers used to design the
hardware and software for NeXT's first computer.) Sun had a bit
of a head start on NeXT. It had been founded in I 982, and had
grown from $8 million in sales by the close of its first fiscal year in
1983 to $ 11 5 million by the end of its third, in 1985, the time of
NeXT's founding. At this level, one could imagine that a newly
born rival like NeXT could still catch up. But while NeXT worked
as fast as it cou ld to ready its own machine, Sun continued to g row:
by the time that NeXT was ready to unveil the Cube in 1988, Sun
had passed the $ 1 billion poi nt in annual sales. It happened that
quickly. And it was precisely because of Sun's phenomenal growth
that J obs had changed his original plan of running NeXT as a small
company and decided that NeXT would have to be a billion-dollar
company, too, to be a player.
Sun's sales continued to hurtle upward with depressing speed.
Within nine years of its founding, Sun had crossed the $3 billion
mark (it had taken IBM fifty years to achieve the same feat). In an
indirect way, Sun's success after I 985 could be attributed to the
spur of not knowing precisely what Steve Jobs was cooking up at
NeXT. In other ways, Sun's success can be explained by how Sun
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was managed so differently than Jobs's NeXT. I n comparing the
two Silicon Valley companies, one sees striking contrasts, belying
the East Coast notion of a monolithic West Coast culture.
The Sun variant deserves more attention that it has received .
Measured by most any yardstick one could choose, Sun was one of
the most successful stories of the 1980s for all of industrial America.
W e Americans pay g reat attention, fo r example, to the vali dation
given by listing in the Fortune 500. Sun made the list a mere six
years after its founding, one of the most rapid ascents ever. W e also
love a story of youth fu l success. Sun should g rab our attention on
this score, too. The four founders of Sun were born in late 1954
or, like J obs, in 19 55. And thoug h the computer industry pays
little attention, we might also add that here is an instructi ve example
of how liberal immigration policies made possible a story of a jobcreating business wonder . Three of Sun's five most important early
principals -the four founders and its executive v ice-presidentwere fo reig n-born , immigrating from Ind ia, Germany, and
France. In Sun we have the makings of a terrific tale, which by
now should be a part of American folklore. Yet its story is relatively
unknown because its founders are not obsessively self-aggrandizing
like Steve J obs (or Lee Iacocca or D onald Trump) and because they
freely share credit among themselves, which means there is no single
H erculean hero. T he relative obscurity of Sun Microsystems outside
of the computer industry tells us that we like our inspirational stories
to have a single heroic protagonist, not the com plications of several,
and we pay most attention to those who scream for it .
A contrarian view is a useful correcti ve. T he more that J obs
clamors for credit for hi s achievements or attempts to shed responsibility for poor decisions that would detract from his persona of the
boy genius with the golden touch, the more reluctant the observer
is to accede. In the opposite direction , the more that Sun's principal
executives downplay their personal contr ibutions, attribute success
to pure luck , and avoid the li melig ht, the more intrig uing they are.
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In hi story, the m odest ones should not be shunted aside by the
shrill.
The most modest of the four Sun cofounders is Andy Bechtolshei m, brilliant and methodical, the engi neer's eng ineer , who is illat-ease in public and holds hi s six-foot-four-inch frame shyly, as if
he somehow could make himself inconspicuous. 150 Though he has
become famous in his native home, Bavarian Germany, as the local
boy who made good, he remains happily unknown here in the
U nited States. He was headed for an academic career, working on
a Ph.D. in electrical engineering and computer science at Stanford
University, w hen he built the machine that would become the
prototype for the Sun workstation. Unlike Jobs, whose own college
career was short and w hose most recent fam iliarity with developments on campus was g leaned at Olympian altitude, meeting with
a college president or a stray Nobel lau reate, Bechtolsheim knew
the research university with the intimacy of a reside nt, whose study
at Stanford was preceded by an M.S. from Carnegie-Mellon , the
other powerhouse in computer science. This was a tremendous
advantage. From everyday contact , Bechtolsheim knew how research uni versities actually ran and what kinds of problems researchers attacked with computers. H e knew that what uni versities needed
most desperately was an inexpensive machine that could run a set
of basic computer system commands called Unix .
Nothing about the Unix operating syste m is inv iting . Its arcane
commands are terse to the point of abstruseness. If one shou ld want
to see a list of documents that are stored in the computer and the
dates that they were last changed , one must type Ls -1; to show what
documents are awaiting their turn at the printer, one types lpq; to
stop a program that is aln:a<ly running, one types kiti and appends
the PID , the " process identifier." These are the easy commands;
becoming comfortable with Unix requires familiarity with other
esoteric nomenclature, like dot files , she/I variables, pipes, aliases,
and many m ore. If bewildered, one cannot expect much help from
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Unix experts; they have little patience for questions from innocent
novitiates and are likely to respond with a curt acronym, RTFM
(Read the fi'cking manual). For a person who wants to use a computer
for no more than simple everyday tasks like writing a letter, there
would be no reason to go through the pain of learning Unix.
But for computer programmers and other scientists working in
industrial and uni versity research laboratories, who did not mind
the difficulties of learning its obscure secrets, U nix was embraced
for several good reasons: it was first developed at Bell Laboratories
in 1969 and subsequently made available for a nominal licensing
fee from the parent company AT&T; after being rewritten in the
ear ly 197 0s, it was the first truly portable operating system, easily
adapted to run on computers made by different manufacturers; it
worked well on networks of computers and provided multitasking,
the abi lity to run several programs simultaneously. Much beloved
in the dark den of university research labs, but elsewhere unknown
and unlovable, who would have guessed in the early 1980s that
Unix would be an essential part of the story of how Andy Bechtolsheim changed from mild-mannered graduate student to mild-mannered millionaire?
While a student at Stanford, Bechtolsheim had spent two summers, in 1979 and 1980, working at-Xerox PARC. But where
Steve Jobs had been impressed by the snazzy multi ple windows, the
mouse, and the programming lang uage found on the machines at
PARC, Bechtolsheim had been most deeply impressed by something
entirely different: At PARC, everyone had their very own powerful
computer. Instead of being g iven dumb terminals, connected to one
central mainframe or minicomputer, each person had on the desktop
a fire-breathing powerhouse whose processing power was not shared
with anybody else, yet all were networked together, which made
sharing fi les and printers extremely convenient . Bechtolsheim realized that this kind of machine, a workstation, was exactly what
universiti es needed, for students and faculty alike. In 198 1, while
a graduate student, he drew up a desig n for a machine for the
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Stanford University Network (hence, Sun) that would use inexpensive off-the-shelf parts and would run U nix software. This was an
unorthodox formula at the time. Other computer manu factu rers
used proprietary chi ps, which they had desig ned t hem selves, and
for which they could charge a premium because t hey were not
available fro m alternati ve sources. They also requi red that purchasers lease the propri etary software that made the computer r un .
Bechtolsheim g ives the U.S. government credit fo r helping to
pave the way for the Sun machine. In the late 1970s, the D efense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), which funded a
great deal of university-based research , had decided that it wanted
its far-Aung academic researchers to be able to exchange computer
data and to adapt newly available hard ware to existing software.
This was impossible so long as everyone was depende nt upon the
computers of the Dig ital Eq ui pment Company, then the dominant
machine. Digital regarded the operating system that ran on its
popular VAX computers to be proprietary and would not release
the source code that woul<l allow university researchers to tinker
with it on thei r own and customi ze it to their individual needs.
Consequently , the federal government poured a couple of milli on
dollars into a research project at Berkeley to rework the thenobscure U nix code, bring ing it up-to-date with the new technica l
requirements of the day, and to make it-and the source codeavailable to anyone who wanted it, providing a nonproprietary
alternative. H ow fitting that Berkeley would be the p lace to car ry
out such a communistic mission, and how ironic that the U .S.
government would be the sponsor. Sti ll more ironi c, thi s project
and others like it could be said to have strengthened, not weakened,
the American economy. DARPA spend ing in computer science at
Berkeley and Stan ford led d irectly to the fou nding of several companies that spun off from the universities-not just Sun Microsystems, but also Silicon Graphics, whi ch is another computer
workstation manufacturer, MIPS, a computer chip manufacturer
later absorbed into Si licon G raphics, and several others, whose
149
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combined market value by the early 1990s was well over $ 10
billion, a net return to the larger economy of many multiples of the
government's original investment. Amidst the rhetoric that one
hears in Silicon Valley about the need not to tamper with F ree
Enterprise, it is refreshing to hear Bechtolsheim's dissenting voice.
He looks back at the origins of Sun not as the story of entrepreneurial genius but rather as the outcome of this government-funded
research. He cou ld design and build a new computer himself only
because he did not have to come up with millions of dollars to create
the software needed for an operating system. He could use Berkeley
U nix, which the government had al ready paid for.
In 198 1, Bechtolsheim at Stanford bolted together about twenty
new machines, and word of his accomplishment quickly spread
throug hout the university community. Everybody wanted one, but
Bechtolsheim had his studies to attend to, and did not want to be
bothered. He came up with what he thought was a perfect solution:
he would license the design to other companies for $ 10,000, providing them with the printed-circuit board layout, schematics, parts
lists, everything that they would need to assemble the machines
themselves. They would put the machines together and di stribute
them; he would earn a royalty; academic colleag ues would get inexpensive machines; everybody would be happy. The plan flopped,
however . No large com puter manufacturer was interested in licensing such a machine, for the same very good reason that the academics
could not wait to get hold of the machines: there was nothing
proprietary embodied in the design , hence no premium could be
charged well beyond the actual cost of assembling ordinary parts.
Eight small companies took out li censes from Bechtolsheim , but
they all had difficulty manufacturing the boards that were the heart
of the machine. After six months, none of the licensees had succeeded in making and selling machines, and it looked as if the
commercial history of the Sun machine would end there.
It was at this point, in early 1982 , that Bechtolsheim happened
to receive a call from a Stanford MBA graduate, Vinod Khosla,
IfO
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who had just left a company he had helped found that made a
specialized workstation for computer-aided eng ineering. Khosla was
interested in the idea of building a versatile general-purpose machine such as Bechtolsheim's, but he explained, when Bechtolsheim
offered him the standard license, that he wanted «the goose that laid
the golden egg, not the golden egg.,, At first, Bechtolsheim declined
Khosla's invitation to be a cofounder in the new company that Khosla
proposed; Bechtolsheim wanted to finish his Ph.D. But Khosla made
a persuasive case that they would be able to secure venture capital
funding and soon realize Bechtolsheim's desire to make the Sun
machine as widely available as demand called for. They put together
a plan in Bechtolsheim's Stanford office, and over a hamburger at
McDonald's recruited a third founder, Scott McNealy, friend and
roommate of Khosla and also a Class of 1980 MBA graduate at
Stanford, who would direct manufacturing. Their p itch was this:
Workstations then available on the market, whi ch were used primarily for compute r-aided design, cost $20,000 to $200,000, a
price too high for companies to provide each engineer individually
with a machine. T he principal competition was Apollo, an East
Coast company that offered a workstation for about $2 5, 000 and
was based, as all the rest were, on proprietary components. The
Sun founders said they could manufactu re a comparable machine
for fifty to seventy percent less than the competition, which would
bring the retail price for their machines down to the $ 10,000 to
$20,000 range. It was a compelling difference, and made the idea
of one-engineer/one-machine realistic. The trio quickly got startup venture funding just as Khosla had predicted.
Here at its inception, Sun's history is different than NeXT's:
Sun's business plan stood on its own merits. The founders did not
corral a sugar daddy like Ross Perot based on television profiles or
rest on past laurels, because they had none to speak of. Nor did they
coast with the complacent knowledge that one among them had
untapped millions like Steve Jobs did. They not only had to sell
their vision to flinty outsiders who were anything but sentimental,
If I
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they also had to make their venture profitable as fast as possible,
before their funds were exhausted . Sun Microsystems was incorporated in late February 1982; by May, the Sun I was shipping; by
August the company was profitable. (Compare this with NeXT's
later record of taking three years to bring out its first machine and
going seven years without a single profitable quarter.)
Khosla set out to recruit executives from the major computer
companies but had difficulty. Looking back, years later , he was
excessively modest: «When you're twenty-six years old, look like a
little kid, talk with a funny accent and have just two people in your
company, you don't get very far." But he did recruit another twentysix-year-old, Bill Joy, lured from a P h.D. program at Berkeley.
Joy looked the part of a Berkeley graduate student, with a rounded
crown of long curly hair, beard, and glasses. It was a coup for Sun
to hire Joy, who had been the principal designer behind the Berkeley
version of Unix, which was the version Sun had decided to use on
its machines. Joy was the software prodigy as Bechtolsheim was the
hardware prodigy; Khosla and McNealy supplied expertise in finance and manufacturing. Soon, an experienced computer-industry
veteran, French-born Bernard Lacroute, hired away from Digital
Equi pment Corporation, provided ballast as the executive vicepresident.
Sun adopted a style of spending that was diametrically opposite
to that of NeXT: it gloried in taking tightfistedness to extremes.
Sun's leased space was simple industrial-grade; the furniture, purchased from a surplus warehouse; potted plants were used to cover
up stains in the carpet. As at NeXT, a major early expenditure was
spending for a company logo, but Sun spent $3 ,000, not $ 100,000,
and it was done by art students, not a Paul Rand. When marketing
consultants suggested that the logo color be changed from orange
to blue, and that it be rotated 45 degrees, McNealy did not take
the designer's instructions nearly as seriously as Steve J obs. He had
the sales staff continue to use the business cards that had already
been printed with the Sun logo aligned squarely with the card ; to
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ad here to the new tilted design , he told them to hand the cards out
at an ang le. 151
Of the two founders who were strongest on the business side, it
would be M cNealy w ho played an ongoing crucial role (Khosla
resig ned in 1984, partly due to conflicts with the boa rd , and partly
d ue to having achieved the vow he had made as a young man of
retiring by the age of thirty) . Upon Khosla's departure, M cNealy
was appointed president of the company by the Sun board of directors, who were initially tentative about the appointment of another
twenty- nine-year-old to the position of CEO , w hen , by that point,
Sun ap pea red to need seasoned executive leadership. The company
had blasted through the sales targets of its initial business plan and
was well beyond the start-up stage. As unlikely as it may have
seemed , M cNealy proved to be a good choice, fo r reasons that again
bear compar ison wi th Steve J obs.
J obs likes to think of himself as an artiste , an unfulfilled poet
who could j ust as well have ended up on Paris's L eft Bank , 152 but
M cNealy is the arti ste's worst nightmare: the anti -intellectual jock.
Asked in 1992 what he would do on a perfect day, M cNealy
answered, "Start off with 18 holes of golf, play a hockey game,
play some tennis, take a nap , have a big dinner , see the Sharks [a
professional hockey team] play , and then go have some beers with
my best fri ends." 153 On another occasion , he was asked fo r h is
favorite book; hi s reply, H ow to P11tt Like tlie Pros. (Contrast th is
also with Bi ll Gates, whose favorite readi ng is found in The Economist and Scientific American.) When a Sta nford alumni magazine
asked him about w hat he had learned as an MBA student, M cNealy
em phasized what he had not learned, such as that " in some situations
the rig ht answer is the best answer, the wrong answer is the second
best answer , and no answer is the worst answer." H e warned against
the temptation to "sit and analyze and absolutely miss the boat ." 154
His professors might call this Management-by-Viscera.
M cN ealy nev er pursued the highest grades per se when in college,
but rather had his ow n goal of what he called maximiz ing -GPA-
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per-hour-invested , which made him the self-described most effective
student on campus. H e reasoned that even if he were to receive all
C's in his classes, if he "didn't spend a nanosecond working , I mig ht
actually win , because then I could go off and play on the golf team ,
tennis team , or do whatever I needed to do and be much broad er
and have a much more interesting life. " 155
McNealy is more complicated, however, than he would like us
to believe. Hi s love of sports is genuine, and surely no other CEO
of a F ortune 500 company plays center twice a week on a local
hockey team, as M cNealy does. But he has to work hard to explain
away the facts that detract from his preferred persona of the average
J oe who got lucky. If one points out that he did get a perfect math
score on the Scholastic Aptitude T est, that he d id go to H arvard as
an underg raduate , and that he did go to Stanford for graduate
school, he insists on directing attention to his lower score on the
verbal portion of the SAT ("They called me the illiterate genius: I
could think real good but I couldn't talk real good") 156 and how he
was rebuffed in hi s first attempts to get into business school at
Harvard and Stanford and had worked in the interim as a foreman
in a truck-hood factory in Ohio. In his telling , the wor st part of
the Ohio fac tory experience was that after working two months of
fourteen-hour days, he was hospitalized with hepati tis, an ordeal of
" no beer for six weeks." 157 This semiserious invention of himself
as Animal H ouse denizen is lent more cred ence by a face that makes
him look even younger than he is.
Complication s ari se also when considering M cN ealy's upbringing : born to priv ilege but driven to shed all v isible sig ns of it. His
father , Willi am McNealy, was vice-chairman of A merican M otors
Corporation; lacocca used to visit the house; the younger M cNealy
could call upon D on P eterson, the preside nt of F ord , for a letter
of recommendation for Stanford Business School. But he apparently
left home with an instinctual attraction to melding with the masses,
and he could still profess awe when an opportunity arose to meet
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the CEO of a competitor or supplier. There is no visible sign of
insincerity when he would say, "It's a big kick in the pants to get
to meet all these people. I feel totally blown away sometimes." 158
In contrast, Steve Jobs, who had never had famous figures visiting
hi s family>s household, upon becoming a celebrity himself, wou ld
approach the opportunities to mix with the famous (and the beautiful) with a palpable air of entitlement.
When M cNealy's shares in Sun Microsystems made him a multimillionaire bachelor by the age of thirty, he could not name much
that he had boug ht with hi s money, other than a large-screen television set to watch hockey and football, and the occasional new hockey
stick, which, he allowed, set him back $ 15 each. 159 (O ne extravagance was spending $90, 000 in I 987 on a four-day golf tournament
for friends, honoring an earlier promise that if he were ever to be
successful, he would throw a good party. ) 16 For hi s own personal
car , he eschewed the P orsche Carreras favored by his Sun colleagues, and took pride in his loyalty to "Good 'ol Deeeetroit iron. "
Despite a background in which, he joked, he had been born with
a "platinum spoon" in his mouth, he gloried in being cheap. At
the beginning of the company's history, when their modest sing le
building had no faci lities, frugality dictated that he and other employees sneak showers at offices of another company next door; the
tradition of keeping expenses as low as possible continued even
as the company became a multibillion-dollar success- McNealy
insisted, for exam ple, that all Sun employees, himself included, fly
coach, unless taking a redeye flight that gave the company an extra
day of work. On McNealy's desk was a name tag that identified hi s
title as Chairman and Cheap Operator. 16 1 Perhaps J obs and
M cNealy should be seen as playing out roles dictated by their class
backgrounds: Steve Jobs, who g rew up in a working-class home,
was careless with the m oney of his company, both at Apple and at
NeXT, the classic behavior of the arrivi ste; Scott M cNealy, a
preppy in the true sense of the word, as g raduate of Cranbrook, a
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prep academy outside of D etroit , was thrifty to the other extreme,
di splaying the aversion to ostentation fou nd in those born to privilege.
T he fami ly connecti on to the automotive industry accou nts for
McNealy's choosi ng an unorthodox field for an MBA: manufactu ring. H e had decided that the only real jobs were designing, making,
or selling products; anything else was superfluous, and he wanted
to find work aga in as a factory foreman. H e discovered, however,
that the factory job that he had found after graduation with a BA
from H arvard was virtually impossible to secure as a newly minted
Stanford MBA. When he knocked on doors, he was treated like "a
Ph .D. looking fo r a job in a gas station. " No one wanted him to
work on the plant Aoor; every company he spoke with wanted him
to work in the strategy area, which he described with dripping
sarcasm: "That way I could just t/Jink about how other people should
work on the plant Aoor." His first employer , FMC, hired him on
condition that he in itially agree to work in "corporate manufacturing
strategy" before he got his wish to work in real plant management.
H e later moved to Onyx, a small computer manufacturer , where
he got his wish to work in manu facturing management, and it was
from this modest position that he joi ned Sun at Khosla's invitation.
Yet, for all hi s passion for manufactu ring, he remained much more
clear-sighted about its costs than Jobs, and had outside contractors
do the board-stuffing and assembly of Sun computers when he saw
that doing so wou ld save cash and perm it Sun to concentrate its own
resources on hardware and software design. Even as a multibilliondollar company, at one point Sun relied so completely on outside
firms that no Sun employees actually touched its bestselli ng machines: the computer was manufactured by a contract assembler,
then shipped directly to the customer by a contract shipper . 162 This
was the antithesis of Steve J obs's approach to manu facturing .
M cNealy never tried to pai nt a picture of himse lf as a godlike
vi sionary. H e could talk, without embarrass ment , about the first
business ventu re he had started with Khosla, when he was still
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working at Onyx. The two had started a company called The D ata
Dump, which they hoped would provide a chai n of word-processing
centers for students near universities. It bombed, taking with it the
personal investments of the two young men and the $7 5 ,000 that
they had rounded up from other investors. 163 Once Sun had become
a multibillion-dollar company, when McNealy was asked to explain
the sources o f his success at Sun, he drew a distinction between
those who had achieved a great deal over a long period of time,
such as Ken O lsen, the patriarch of Dig ital Equipment Corporation,
whose longevity in the top position ( 1957-1992) made clear that
luck alone was not responsible, and others, such as himself, whose
success came so suddenly. McNealy d id not mention J obs by name
but alluded to him by saying, "Any of my peer group who tells you
otherwise-j ust think about them and think about how lucky they
were to be at the rig ht place at the right time." 16 +
If McNealy's apparent lack of personal pretension, and hi s insistence on happenstance in his own success at Sun , seem s too thick to
be credible, consider how the com pany's products, the workstations
themselves, are un pretentious. The Sun machines have not always
boasted the fastest speed or leadership in technology. Instead, the
consistency of their appeal is better explained by Sun's offering a
combination of reasonably good performance fo r a comparatively
low price, and the open philosophy of Unix software, which meant
that customers did not have to lock themselves into one manufacturer's proprietary software standards. For customers of large computers, buying a particular brand of computer was not unlike
choosing a marriage partner: if one were to decide later to leave the
chosen partner, the cost would be very high-in the case of computers because o f the tremendous investment in software that would
run only on that one kind of machine. If customers boug ht a Sun
machine, however, and later decided they wanted to switch to another Unix computer, they would be able to move thei r software
easily. That was the beauty of Unix. Even though Sun began as a
start-up com pany up agai nst not just the establi shed computer giants
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like IBM and Digital, but also the workstation leader Apollo, still,
despite its insignificant size, it offered something that none of the
others did, which was the peace of mind that purchase of machines
today would not impose an expensive penalty if one were to make
a different choice tomorrow . Large corporate customers, normally
leery of start-ups, nevertheless regarded Sun computers as a "safe
buy" precisely because of Sun's adopting open standards instead of
protecting proprietary secrets. 165 Sun shared source code; it made
its young "Twinkie eaters," the engineers, available to anyone who
stopped by Sun offices. 166 The company offered a personality that
resembled McNealy's own definition of himself as a "a fast ball
down the middle, nothing fancy, nothing tricky." 167
The computer industry did not pay much attention to what Sun
was up to in its early years. The most attention the company received
each year was shortly after April Fool's Day, when the rest of Silicon
Valley wanted to hear what pranks Sun's engineers had devised to
torment the senior executives. The tradition apparently started when
one April First an employee had swapped pictures of family members that were found on desks with pictures of nudes (a life-sized
figure was pinned to the back of McNealy's door) and discovered
that the switch went unnoticed in some cases for quite a while; one
jinxed representative of the company held a number of meetings
in his office with vendors while remaining unaware of the new
photog raphs that greeted his visitors. Succeeding years produced a
series of stunts: Office in Pond, Car in Office, Car in Pond, and
then, the one logical permutation remaining, Pond in Office (actually, a pond flanked by sand traps that were built the night before
in McNealy's office). These would appear to be the antics of idle
minds at a Caltech or M IT, the stuff of adolescents, not adults.
Anticipating such an impressi on, M cNealy did not shirk from it
but reveled in it; he put himself in a company video titled "Never
Grow Up." But in fact the same prankish impulses appear, it
seems, wherever one finds collections of engineers, including the
manufacturing engineers at NeXT (who on occasion doctored, withr5 8
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out the victims' knowledge, the photographs of colleagues that automati cally accompanied their outgoing electronic mail messages).
The difference was that J obs could not abide any practical jokes;
he had a zero-tolerance policy for "unprofessional" behavior that
distracted attention from the official company focus and he "went
nonlinear" in anger when he heard about plans afoot among the
engineers to hire a stripper for a surprise birthday party that they
were conspiring to arrange at the factory. Sun saluted pursuit of
fun for catharsis, as ritual on April Fool's Day, as spontaneous
inspiration on other occasions, and in weekly beer busts in its early
years when the number of employees was still manageable. Its
culture acqu ired a public image as a raucous campus party that
McNealy could always be relied upon to join (the image was far
overblown-a company does not grow from zero to $ 1 billion in
revenues in record time by staging a nonstop Bacchanalia for its
employees). Jobs, in contrast , stamped out incipient distractions
conjured by the engineers and kept his company quiet as a cloister.
In Sun's first years, when Jobs was sti ll at Apple, Y!cNealy
and Bechtolsheim had tried to interest him a number of times in
producing a computer that would run Unix software. They told
him that Unix was beloved by universities, and sent him a Sun
machine to try out fo r himself. J obs had reacted scornfully, telling
them that Sun wou ld never amount to anything more than a $40
million company, while Apple was capturing the large volume in
the mainstream desktop computer market. J obs told Sun that they
might as well quit. 168 Sun's workstation and minicomputer competitors did not pay much attention either. In 1984, Apollo had about
forty percent of the workstation market, and Sun, only seventeen
percent. Even in 1985, stock analysts projected that Sun would do
no better than fourth place in market share by 1990 because IBM
and Digital would weigh in with strong workstation entries, 16 9 and
Sun was deemed to have " untested" management while Apollo was
"deep with veterans." 170
Few noticed that Sun had been able to grow one hundred percent
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per quarter without advertising, even thoug h its competitors advertised heavily. Its nonproprietary Uni x computers were so strikingly
different from the alternatives that Sun did not have to seek out
custo mers; the customers came to it. Its larger competitors later
reali zed how compelling the Sun philosophy was, including the
need to cooperate with technology leaders instead of trying to invent
everything on o ne's own. Bill J oy articulated the idea that those
companies that try to do it all, those who were verti cally integrated,
would inevitably fall behind. 17 1 Time wo uld prove him correct.
Time would also reveal what analysts in the mid- I 980s did not
see, the collective strength of the senior manage rs at Sun, each of
whom complemented the others' streng ths, while all sharing a keen
sense of market trends. The di v ision of labor accorded Bechtolshei m
and Joy responsibility for setting the company's techn ical d irections,
and M cN ealy and Lacroute were responsible for directing business
operations. Just as they believed that no single company would have
the resources to be a technology leader in all areas, so too they
beli eved that no human manager could possibly do all things equally
well, staying current with the latest developme nts in hardware and
software and meeting with stock analysts and worrying about manufacturing and do ing the myriad other tasks required in running a
company. There is onl y so much time and so much attention that
can be given to any single item , "only so much bandw idth, " as
everyone says in the computer industry. At Sun, the limited bandwidth of mortals led to decision-making power being pushed downward.
Yet even thoug h formally released from mundane business concerns, Bechtolsheim and J oy kept closely abreast of commercial
currents outside the company, which informed their technical decisions. F or example, Bec htolsheim , the person who on paper was
the hardware spec ialist , commanded an encyclopedic knowledge of
competitor 's sales fig ures. H ere aga in , M cNealy's lack of pretension
served him well , permitting him to harness a number of good
people as a reasonably well-functioning team in stead of tying the
16 0
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company's fortunes to the perspicacity of a si ng le founder's vision .
H e ascribed hi s willingness to "stay out of everybody's way" to his
lack of experience and explained half-joking ly that if the others
would not make the hard decision, he wou ld threaten to do so for
them, "and that always scared them into making it." 172 Once a
decision was made, however, l\llcNealy was well-known for executing it well. He also was rough on his competitors in public speeches ,
displaying the unapologetic style of a hockey player who loved to
bang opponents against the glass. His antagonisti c taunts led Silicon
Valley journalists to quip that Sun did not have competitors, it had
enemies . McNealy knew that the rest of the computer industry would
delig ht in Sun crashing: "There is definitely a crew waiting at the
end of the runway and they are not there waiting for the plane to
land. " 173
In 1985, when NeXT was founded, no one had any in kling that
brassy, unpretentious Sun, lacking any identifiably unique technical
distinction, whose technology was either li censed from others or
licensed to others, would lead what would become a revolution in
the computer world, in which large corporations began to unplug
their mainframes and replace them with networks of speedy workstations such as Sun's or less powerful personal computers. The Sun
machine embodied the same philosophy of open standards that the
IBM personal computer had pioneered , making it possible for
software to run on the machines of many different manufacturers.
This was especially so in the first half of the 1980s, before competition arose at the top layer of software, where U nix customers increasingly had their choice among incompatible "g raphical user
interfaces." In the world of personal com puters based on the microprocessor family that launched the orig inal IBM PC, these problems of software com patibility did not exist, which was one of the
reasons that the PC portion of the computer industry continued to
grow and grow.
Steve Jobs of course had no personal tie to the revolution wrought
by the IBM personal computer; his answer to the IBM PC, the
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Macintosh, embodied the older notion of proprietary software and
a single manufacturer of the hardware. I t should not be surprising,
then, that when building the NeXT, he would again choose not to
adopt a dominant software standard for graphical display but rather
go hi s own proprietary way. NeXT would find itself paddling
against a strong current that was rushing towa rd standards, however. N eXT would also be hobbled by an organizational culture
that was weak in the areas in which Sun was strong: NeXT did not
have the cross-checking safeguards of tr uly shared leadership; it did
not know how to operate without expensive frills; its most senior
technical leaders did not pay close attention to market realities, as
the company prized technological leadership above all else; once
NeXT's first product was ready, its marketing leaders would look
to elaborately staged media events to carry its marketing message
to prospecti ve customers, and not to word-of-mouth testimonials
bubbling up from the grassroots.
These weaknesses at NeXT were not v isible, however , until after
the Cube was unveiled in October 198 8. Precisely because no one
on the outside was permitted to view what the company was building
on the inside without being sworn to secrecy , NeXT looked much
m ore formidab le than it otherwise would have. In January 1987,
Andy Bechtolsheim, concerned that NeXT would soon release a
competitively lethal machine, wrote a thirteen-page memo urging
that Sun build a new, powerful, yet inexpensive machine designed
especially for the uni versity market. The machine was g iven the
code name "Cam pus." Bechtolsheim thought that universities were
on the verge o f purchasi ng thousands of workstations, and Sun
would be left beh ind without its own relatively inexpensive computer based on RISC technology, which seemed to him to be a
superior design. Sun was far ahead of most of the computer industry
in realizing that RISC technology was the wave of the future, and
it had defied conventional wisdom in 1984 by deciding to develop
its own RISC chip and license it widely as an alternative standard
rather than continue to use the more com pli cated CISC chips sup-
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plied by the large semiconductor companies. 174 But in 1987 Sun
was using its RISC chi p only in its high-end machines, called
servers, which cost $50,000 and were used as the heart of networks
that served many workstations. Bechtolsheim proposed to design a
low-end, inexpensive workstation arou nd the same RISC chip.
Bechtolsheim's proposal was turned down, in an interesting instance when the shared-leadership model at Sun led to a most unwise
deci sion . The other seni or manage rs were not immed iately receptive
because the company had moved up-scale in its marketing focus,
away from its roots as the manufacturer of no-frills workstations.
It was doing fabulously well selling big, expensive, high-marg in
servers. The others did not see what Bechtolshei m saw, that market
momentum even in the Unix world was quietly shi fti ng toward
small desktop machines and that the only way to survive in the
future would be by adopting a "volume strategy," selling as many
inexpensive machines as possible. Unable to persuade the others of
the pressi ng urgency of the matter, Bechtolsheim dec ided to start
his own company to pu rsue Campus on his own since Sun would
not let him do it. Bechtolsheim owned Sun stock va lued at over $26
million 175 when it had gone public the year before , and thoug h he
continued to li ve just as he had before , he and Joy renting a small
house in P alo Alto, he could afford to draw down $200 ,000 to rent
office space and set up a new ·venture, called Unisun. Upon his
depa r tu re from Sun he d id not sel l his shares in pique; nor did he
install himself as CEO and all-powerful potentate. H e persuaded
Vinod Khosla to serve as president, and gave himself the positio n
of chief of eng ineer ing. H e left Sun on am icable terms and offered
it the opportunity to invest in the new company t hen or later . Sun
passed on the inv itation for the moment.
Three months later, after Bechtolsheim had a roug h design to
show to his old company, Sun decided that it was a good idea after
all, and offered to buy Unisun outrig ht and fold it into the parent
company. Bechtolsheim, who was interested in getting his computer
built, not in making a second fortune , ag reed to the terms that Sun
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proposed , which were simply to reimburse him for the money spent
on the project while off on hi s own. Moreover , Sun insisted that
Bechtolsheim hire for his Campus g roup only those Sun engineers
who were otherwise going to quit the company. The condition suited
Bechtolsheim because his team of fifteen was com posed of those who
were most frustrated by the complacency that had crept into Sun as
the company enjoyed one success after another.
Bechtolsheim was worried that NeXT would first conquer universities, then the world. He had no concrete picture in advance of
what the NeXT computer would be, but he was convinced that the
new Sun machine needed to be made as small as possible, ideally
the size of a pizza box. In his passionate attention to small details,
Bechtolsheim resembled Steve Jobs. They differed in that Bechtolsheim knew that the perfectionist impulse is not the manifestation
of g reatness but a compulsion that need s to be reined in. Unlike
J obs, Bechtolsheim periodically yielded, aware of how costly it was
to pursue hundred-percent perfection instead of settling for ninetynine percent of the goal; the last degree was always the most costly
portion by far. Like J obs, Bechtolsheim had difficulty furnishing
his house because he could never find furniture that he liked, 176 but
at work Bechtolsheim paid attention to what the competition was
doing and was willing to compromise his own standards in order
to stay close to what the rest of the world wanted. Even if compromise on a particular detail was so galling that he refused to g ive his
imprimatur, he did not override decisions just because he was a
founder of the company. When development of the Campus machine was moved back to Sun, his eng ineers told him that the case
housing the computer would have to be widened by three millimeters in order to accommodate all of the electroni c g uts that he had
spec ified. Believing that Sun's culture had become too domi nated
by "big boxes, " and determined that his new machine not incrementally end up like the others, Bechtolsheim refused to agree to the
additional three millimeters. But the more junior division head of
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manufacturing overruled him , and the enlarged dimensions prevailed. 177
\ ¥ hat most d istingu ished Sun's senior managers fro m Steve J obs
was the awareness at Sun of the pervasiveness of trade-offs in li fe .
M cNealy, for example, had a sharp sense of how decisions about
making new computers always demanded choices, between cost and
performance, between compatibility and innovation, between easeof-use and sophi stication. 178 The NeXT culture was infused with a
utopianism that declared that trade-offs were an ill usion, the result
of lack of vision. As Sun's soon-to-be competitor , NeXT seemed
most potent a threat when its own machine was still hidden behind
the vei1, and all that could be seen were wisps of fog that enshrouded
the company. What magic would J obs conjure up? Even un believers
could not ward off a chill of wonder ; maybe NeXT would indeed
somehow manage to break free of the exasperating trade-offs between which everyone else had to choose. One could not find a more
hardheaded group of realists than the managers at Sun , yet even
they fe lt the need to defensively launch work on a machine that
might be able to com pete with whatever miraculous wond er popped
out of NeXT. Sun did not have enoug h time, however, to have the
machine that would be its answer to NeXT ready by the time NeXT
was finally ready to introduce its machine. When the long-awaited
moment for NeXT arri ved in O ctober 198 8, NeXT would be able
to command the undi v ided attenti on of the com puter world. No
one watched with g reater interest than Sun.
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o other g roup of 180 people in the computer industry
could begin to match the collective hold on the world's
attention that the employees of little NeXT, Inc ., commanded on the d ay of the Cube's introduction, October 12, 1988.
Steve J obs and his mi nions had succeeded masterfully in stoking
outside expectations by keeping details secret, creating a hunger for
scraps of advance information that the press described as a "feeding
frenzy." 179 On the eve of the b ig day, computer industry pundit
Stewart Alsop addressed an open letter to Steve Jobs in his newsletter, begging for an evaluation machine. Alsop admitted he was
pandering in an embarrassing fashion but Jobs had "managed to
achieve the one th ing that no manufacturer has been able to achieve
since I started the newsletter in 1985-to make me want a machine
that's incompatible with the ones I currently use. " 180 This was
before Alsop, and all the slavering others, had even gotten a chance
to see the machine, let alone touch one.
Forty-five hundred invitations to the event were sent out to selected friends, well-wishers, and power brokers like Alsop. Two
hours before doors were opened, hundreds of the invitees were
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already lined up . " It's like I'm six years old, it's Christmas Eve,
and I know I'm getting a train set in the morning," said one
anonymous arri val who claimed he was unable to sleep the previous
night due to the excitement. 181 Advance hyperbole reached its zenith
when Richard Smolan, the photographer who had created the Day
in the L ife books, explained his reason for taking a redeye flight
from the East Coast the previous night so that he could attend:
"Missing this would be like missi ng Thomas Edison unveil the
phonograph. I don't want to tell my g randchildren I was invited
but didn't go." 182 So many representatives of the press sought
admittance to the hallowed site of the unveiling, Davies Symphony
Hall in San Francisco, that access had to be restricted to a pool of
selected newspaper photographers and television cameramen. 183
One can see why, when a NeXT marketing person called The Wall
Street Journal to inqui re about purchasing space for an advertisement to accompany the unveiling, the Journal quipped, "Why
bother?" 184
F or NeXT employees, the weeks immediately prior to the unveiling had passed in a hyper kinetic, sleepless blur, as they attended to
the myriad details of a show that would befit a company the size of
IBM, and most demandingly of all, would befit the increasingly
irascible Jobs, the perfectionist who already had a reputation as the
preeminent showman of the industry. At the rehearsals, J obs huddled with his coterie of sycophants, who yelped their approval of
the boss like the supporting cast in a bad Broadway comedy about
Madison Avenue. When a practice slide was projected on the screen ,
J obs said: "I really like that green," and his assistants quickly added,
"Great g reen, g reat green." 185
For help with staging and design, Jobs hired George Coates, a
local theater director whose work mixed postmodern stage drama
with other art forms and unusual lighting. J obs had wanted to
stage a visual extravaganza that would top his legendary product
introductions at Apple, but Coates showed him that it would be
impossible to do so in the symphony hall . When Coates failed to
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convince J obs that it would be best to move-Jobs wanted above
all else the best possible acoustics so that he could demonstrate his
computer>s sound capabilities to good effect-Coates worked out an
austere, spa re look instead for the stage design and lighting. Against
a black backdrop, the audience would see a vase of flowers, an
unknown object hidden by a black shroud, and a solitary figure. It
would be uncrowded to an extreme, a display of loud subtlety.
More difficult was readying the computer itself for the demonstration. N either the operating system software nor the programs
that would be used in the demonstration were close to being fini shed.
A measure of the shaky state of the software at that point is provided
by noting that the system software would not be ready for public
release, it would turn out, until one year later. NeXT software
eng ineers worked feverishly to try to stabilize at least parts of the
programs, but software in such a buggy state behaves in anything
but predictable fashion . To get throug h the demonstration, J obs
wou ld be walking across a marshy bog of unknown software perils.
At any step, the program could freeze, requiring that the machine
b e turned off, then restarted. This would be a ni ghtmare in a
demonstration such as this, with the whole world,s eyes focused on
the big-screen projection of the NeXT computer monitor. Jobs had
to run throug h the demonstration without g iving any hint of the
rickety state of the software. With the aud itorium full, the lig hts
were dimmed, and at 9:39, while in the wings his crew had gathered
and chanted a good-luck mantra, "Please don,t fuck up, please
don't fuck up,,, 186 J obs strode out onto the stage with hands folded
prayerfu ll y before hi s face:
[Applause] I think I speak for everybody at N eXT, saying it's
g reat to be back. [Applause] . . . I think together we're going to
experience one of those times that occurs once or tw ice in a decad e
of computing, a time when a new architectu re is ro lled out that is
really g oing to change the future of computing. And we've worked
on thi s for three yea rs. It's turned out [prono unced slowly for
emp hasis] i11-cre-di-bly g reat . . . .
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T his would be Jobs's show. Only two other people would appear
on the stage during the three-hour presentation, and that only
briefly. By looking at highlights of his spiel with the detachment
that passage of time provides, we can admire its rhetorical ingenuity
and identify the claims that did and did not bear up subsequently.
It is not possible, however, to re-create the atmosphere in the
auditorium that day and his listeners' willingness to rely upon affect
instead of analysis. In the darkened room that day, he was the
mesmerist, they the wi ll ing subjects.
He began with a compact lecture that served to give NeXT
the locomotive power of History. Professor Jobs explained that
"computer architectures" possessed a ten-year life expectancy. (A
preliminary note about terms: For those not fam iliar with the ubiquitous use of the word in computer jargon, architecture here translates roughly into "a hardware design that has a software standard
incompatible with other computers".) A computer that was truly
"revolutionary," by its very nature, could not run existing software .
It was entirely new software, for the new "architecture," that Jobs
thought would distinguish the NeXT computer from the rest. What
he was blithely saying was that individuals and compan ies needed
to throw away their software investments of many billions of dollars ,
as well as the investment of time that had been required to learn
and feel comfortable with the software, and everyone should be glad
to have the opportunity to start all over.

Uobs points to an image of a wave , rising and falling, projected on
the large sc reen.] Now that starts to get going, the computer takes
off, and around year five it reaches its architectural peak, and then
it goes into what you might call a glide slope. Now that doesn't mean
its unit volume sales peak, but it does mean that the architecture is
everything it's ever going to be, at that point.

Jobs led the audience through personal com puter history, pointing
out how well the model fit: first there had been the best-selling
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Apple II , which had reached its technical peak in 1982; then the
IBM Personal Computer had come along and peaked in 1986;
folloi,.ved by the Macintosh, which in 1988 he said possessed an
elusive quality he called " momentum," which was manifested by
"new, aggressive, hot" software being written for it first. H e did
not linger long on the discordant fact that the second-wave IBM
PC a nd its compati ble cousins, which by then supposedly had
been eclipsed technically by the third-wave M acintosh, displayed
anything but slackened momentum, as defined by volume of sales.
But J obs was in a rush to develop a self-serving prediction about
the Macintosh- it was about to "peak" and wou ld soon be in decline. T his would pave the way for J obs to employ more powerful workstations and "make the fourth wave, going into the
nineties."
The J obs model made the NeXT decision to r ide a fourth wave
seem natural and ineluctable. ·what the model fa iled to take into
account, however, was that Wave Four, if indeed there was going
to be one at all, would have a different shape than, say Wave One
or Wave Two, because the presence of preceding waves affected
what would follow. Suppose, for example, that Wave Two, the
IBM personal computer standard, g rew into a fea rsome tsunami,
climb ing off the chart? Wave Four would not have nearly the same
chance to g row placid ly that Wave One had had back in the ancient
days pre-IBM PC.
Jobs provided his audience no time to think about his pat historical model, however. He was already invoking the prestige of university friends to solidi fy the sense that the NeXT was not just
surfing on the next histori cal Big O ne, but that it was also obeying
the d ictates of computer-savvy acade mics:
... How do we define this fourth waver W hat we d id was collaborate with a group of people that are probably the most diverse and
demandi ng g roup of computer users in the world, and that's higher
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education, bur [it is also) the place where most of the world's
computer invention has sprung from over the last twenty years.

Reading from an ad that he had placed that day in The Waif Street
Journal "that I suppose you could say is our manifesto," Jobs said:
.. . We collaborated with the leaders in educational computing,
from resea rch universities, such as Stanford and Carnegie-Mellon,
liberal arts schools like Vassa r and Reed, as well as state universities,
from Cali for ni a, to Michigan , to Maryland. We asked them not
for their li st of specifications, but for a list of their dreams; not to
extend what computers have been , but to imagi ne what they could
be. Only then did we begin to develop the NcXT computer.

Quoting from an unnamed uni versity "advisor," J obs told the audience that the NeXT computer had been described as more than a
mere tool; it had been hailed as a " partner in thought."
Thi s is inspirational stuff. It steers well clear of the terrestrial
pu ll of "spec ifications" and the limits of pri ce points; J obs would
reserve mention of price for the ve ry end of the day's presentation.
His description of hi gher education as an undiscovered market
made colleges and universities appear to have wallets that bu lged
like those of corporations. When he asked, Who exactly is higher
education? the answer to his question was crisp and im pressive.
Three thousand colleges and uni versities in the United States alone.
Over 45 ,000 departments. Over 600,000 faculty me mbers. Over
12 million students. D on't underestimate the size of these institutions, he warned. The annual budget of a Stanford was $7 50 milli on; a University of Michiga n, over a billion. His conclu sion:
"These are Fortune 500 companies disguised by another name."
The aud ience laughed indulgently at hi s witticism, but this depiction, ignoring the budget constraints that these institut ions faced,
was fantasti cal. J obs proceeded to talk about everything but price
when paraph rasing what faculty and students were clamoring for
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in their collective requests to NeXT: Give us an open architecture.
Give us what the early personal computers had. And we don't want
bi g, hot, and noisy workstations. Give us machines that are small,
cool, and quiet. It was curious that he would talk about the request
to make the NeXT "open"; in fact, the NeXT machine would attract
criticism for being anything but open. Jobs was so adamant about
not including floppy disk drives that he even forbade other compani es from selling drives to his customers. Such an attitude was the
antithesis of that of IBM , which had encouraged other companies
to make accessori es for its machine, an attitude that greatly helped
the IBM P ersonal Computer gain rapid acceptance. It is also strange
that Jobs would emphasize the need to make hi s workstation small,
cool, and quiet when the Cube would turn out to be quite large and
its optical disk drive quite noisy. H e moved on quickly to the
problem of traffic congestion that afflicts computer designs; a nice
thirtysomething sense of humor surfaced when he reviewed how
NeXT designers had add ressed the problem of bottlenecks when
too much data tries to go in and out of the central processor at once:
Before we raced off and solved this problem in our own way-we're
in our early thirties now- we asked, Has anybody else solved this
problem?
Displaying a picture of a giant mainframe computer, which was
greeted by laughter and applause, Jobs admitted that the solution
already was in hand , in the design of older mainframes. "What we
reali zed," J obs said , was that "higher ed wants a personal mainframe."
T he talk about fast input-output, however, did not turn out to
help NeXT selJ the Cube because the optical disk was the big
bottleneck, and for that th e special input-output chips upon which
Jobs lavished praise could not help. Just as any stereo salesperson
loves to point out that any audio system is only as good as its weakest
component ("sir, you'll be very happy with thi s new amplifier, but
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may I recommend that you upgrade your speakers, too") , so too is
the speed of a computer system constrained by the speed of each
individual component. As long as Jobs insisted on using the
annoyingly slow optical disk, the " throughput" speeds of the other ,
faster components wou ld all be rendered irrelevant. J obs bragged
about his custom chips (the same ones that had delayed the Cube's
introduction so grievously), and during the presentation, he could
assert that their performance was "staggering." But afterward, J obs
would have to drop thi s portion of hi s road-show spiel because the
"staggering" performance was not actually visible to prospective
customers. And they cared much less about the number of integrated
circuits that the NeXT used- forty-five, J obs proudly said, about
half the number used in fast personal computers-than about the
availability of fami liar software packages like the prosaic spreadsheet.
The explication of the hardware continued . The three separate
processors manufactured by Motorola were lovingly introduced,
with much attention given to a special kind of chip called a DSP,
a digital sig nal processor, whose capabilities were also "staggering."
The dig ital signal processor , he said, was going to bring us revolutions in electroni c music and computer voice recognition , making
imminent the arrival of a com puter to which one could g ive commands simply by speaking to it. Simi lar chips could be purchased
for installation in other personal com puters, but only as an add-on
gizmo. J obs explained again why he chose to include as standard
these expensive specialty chips like signal processors and numbercrunching math coprocessors: It was the only way to induce software
developers to write software that would take advantage of these
features. D evelopers wrote only for the "lowest common denomi nator," and if a DSP chi p was available only as an expensive option,
developers would ignore it.
You are bound in by you r lowest common denominator. This is our
lowest com mon denominator: a one-foot sq uare board containi ng the
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entire system. [Applause] The most aggressive use of surface-mount
technology in the industry. Let me take you through it. [Points out
the various chips and components and ports.] [Applause] [Holding
the board sacerdotally in his hands] I hope you get a chance to look
at this a little later; it's the most beautiful printed circuit board I've
ever seen in my life. [Applause]

The audience went along with his rapturous tribute but it was
another one of those moments where one had to be physically present
in order to experience the emotion. In bright daylight, a circuit
board, even the "most beautiful" circuit board, is, well, just a
circuit board . Purchasers of new computers are unlikely to gush
on, as Jobs did, about the aesthetics of the interior boards. He also
was proud that the computers were built "completely untouched by
human hands" in NeXT's automated factory.
Up to this point, the audience still had not been given a chance
to actually see anything more finished than the circuit board. Jobs
let the suspense continue a bit longer and yielded the stage to a
short film about the NeXT factory, "The Machine That Builds
Machines ," that the company had had produced for the occasion
(for several hundred thousand dollars). Robots stuffed the moving
circuit boards, the boards took a dip into a silve ry bath of molten
solder, and an unseen narrator intoned praise with a dramatic deep
bass voice that made it sound as if NeXT had somehow arrived at
the new millennium twelve years before everyone else.
Still not yet time to actually unveil the computer on stage. More
disquisition on decisions that NeXT had made. Should the NeXT
computer be housed in a tall, upright box, what was called a "tower"
in computer parlance, that would sit beneath the desk, freeing space
up on the desktop for the monitor and keyboard? How many slots
for expansion boards should it provide? What kind of power cord?
J obs had an aud ience that was happy with whatever he chose to tell
them; when he claimed that his computer was "extremely easy to
manufacture and to service ," a baldly disingenuous statement we
know now , the audience had no idea that it could have been other-
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wise. All they knew was w hat he told them and what he permitted
them to see.
So now we've got a complete system . It's been designed from the
start to be a complete system. You've listened to me talk about it for
about forty minutes now. What I'd like to do is have the first
computer of the nineties show you itself. [Applause; music; the
machine itself is unvei led; more applause. ]
Before he dismissed his audience for an intermission, J obs drew
attention to the feature that he clearly was m ost proud of , yet was
the ve ry feature that wou ld prove to be a technical disaste r:
We haven't talked about mass storage. We thought, what should we
have for mass storage? And we looked at floppies. The problem is
that floppies are pretty small , and every time we want to update our
system, it seemed crazy to us to ship fifty, seventy-five floppy disks.
And the more we looked at it , the more we reali zed that floppies
were a technology of the seventies ... . So two years ago, we made
a decision. We saw some new technology and we made a decision to
risk our company [pronounced slowly for emphasis] that we could
pull it off and bring it to market about four years before anybody
thought possible. And we've done it. The NeXT Computer is the
first computer in the world to ship with read-write erasable optical
technology storage. [Extended applause]
Each optical di sk, he explained , held 250 megabytes [millionbytes], capacious indeed when compared with Aoppy disks that then
stored only 1.4 megabytes each. But storage capacity was only one
of several features by which the optical disk would be judged. The
speed with which one could read or write to it was important, and
how the optical d isk compared to others in this regard J obs chose
to leave unmentioned . He was not u naware of the problem; he
simply assumed that improved technology would soon solve it.
Unfo rtunately, a small company he secretly had been talking with
about a solution never came through with the promised fix.
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The cost of the optical di sk cartridge was also important, and here
J obs with bravura transformed what should have been a liability into
an apparent asset: each optical disk would cost $50, he announced,
and the way he said it made it seem as if this was an extremely low
price. Compared to what it cost NeXT's Japanese supplier, Canon,
to produce, thi s was indeed low; in fact, the Canon representatives
in the audience had not known beforehand w hat price J obs would
sell their optical disks for, and when they heard " $50" and converted
the fig ure into yen, they were aghast as they realized that J obs had
promised to sell them below Canon's cost. Compared to the price of
regular magnetic floppy di sks, which could be purchased for about
a dollar or less, the optical disk was a far more expensive proposition . Later, analysts would voice some discomfort with the price,
and software companies, who were most directly affected, would
soon yowl in protest, but at the time of the initial announcement,
the auditorium of shills applauded in rapturous innocence. Only a
nonstudent like J obs could so completely swing wide of imagining
what would be on the minds of real college students:
So as we move into the 1990s we really can take our entire world
in our backpack, pop it out of the computer, run across campus,
run across town , run ac ross the country, and pop it into another
computer, and have everything we've probably ever done in our
li ves with us. [Applause]
No, the world-in-a-backpack would rank much lower than other
more prosaic considerations, such as cost. The Jobs vision of us ing
one's one-disk oeuvre on cross-country trips was also dependent upon
everyone else buying a NeXT machine , too, since the N eXT optical
disks would not work in any other kind of computer. Jobs had no
practical feel for what college students would want. Prior to the
introduction , he had been momentarily infatuated with bundling an
encyclopedia in electronic form, too. "It's only going to cost us
another five bucks," J obs had exulted . One of the rare N eXT
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employees who would successfull y challenge him (and who not
coi ncidentally left NeXT after a short stint) criticized the idea:
"Steve, geez , I never once looked at an encyclopedia as a college
student, but then you wou ldn 't know that since you never really did
it." J obs was silent; for whatever reason, the encyclopedia was not
included.
The time for intermission had arri ved , and J obs inv ited his
audi ence "to see fi rsthand what we're doing" by proceeding to the
lobby to examine for themselves the machines, the optical disks ,
and the printed circuit boards. Anyone who headed for the lobby
with the impression that the Cube was available for keyboard pou nding was soon disappointed. The firsthand experience that J obs had
promised was the privi lege of viewing the machines at a safe remove
behind velvet ropes . The software was far too buggy to permit
anyone to test it. Jobs kept the instability of the software well hidden,
and when the audience was gathered again and he asked , "So what'd
you think?" he was bathed in appreciative applause.
Jobs boasted of many "revolutionary" features in the Cube's
design, but with the passage of time, it would be seen that most
were not so revol utionary , or were easily copied, or were not such
a good idea in the first place. The one exception, the one feature
introduced that day amidst the many, that turned out to have enduring value was the new operating system that NeXT had desig ned ,
called NeXTSTEP. Or perhaps we should say, was at that moment
in the process of being desig ned, g iven its appalling state of incompleteness . T he purpose of the software was to make li fe as easy for
software developers as the Macintosh had for computer users. This
was accorded a high pri ority for N eXT because "ou r market d oesn't
want to take six months to write a program ; they want a statistics
program for next Thursday's statistics class.,,
The solution, he explained, was to provide a "revolutionary" new
program called Interface Builder, whose lineage, though he did not
credit it, could be traced to preceding work at small, obscure
software shops, like ExperTelligence, or further back , to Xerox
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PARC in the 1970s, or still further back to university-based software research , which developed systems that permitted programmers to use and reuse prewritten software mod ules called objects.
Interface Builder provided objects that expedited the design of the
look of a screen, the task that J obs claimed, with his customary
tendency to exaggerate, occupied ninety percent of the programmer's time. One can see, however, if ninety percent of a programming project could be reduced to virtually no time at all , thanks to
his Interface Builder, why Jobs wou ld expect a multitude of new
programs to appear for his Cube in short order.
Now what I'd like to do now is do some live demos for you.
I'd like to remind you of the first two laws of demo'ing. [Some
laughter] First law of demos is that demos wil l always crash. And
the second law of demos is that their probabi lity of crashing goes
up with the number of people watching. [More laughter and applause] So if something goes wrong today, have some compassion
for the demo-er.

Here, in publi c he was the very picture of charm . It should be
noted that this very same person, when watching a demonstration
performed by a member of his staff in the privacy of his company
offices, would rip out the entrails of anyone who permitted any
imperfection, let alone a software crash, to mar the performance.
While the audience watched on the large-screen projection overhead, Jobs gave an introductory tour. Here is where the fil es were
listed ; there is where one moves files fo r deletion (a swirling black
hole that swallowed up the picture of the discarded file). Only a
machine that was intended for a university market would feature
what J obs used: an illustration of a gas molecule. The connection
to academe was made more explicit when Jobs brought on the stage
Ri chard Crandall, a physics professor from Reed College who had
been working the past year for NeXT as an Education Fellow, to
"help g uide us to make sure we're really on track, in terms of
making this computer everything that higher education wants."
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From his presentation , it is easy to see why C randall was encouraged to w rite nifty little de monstratio ns of the easy-to-program
power of the new NeXT software. F rom the same presentation, it
is also easy to see wh y C randall was a poor choice for NeXT if the
compan y insisted upon impressment o f one s ing le person to represent all of the d iverse com puting needs of hig her education. C rand all was too immersed in his own corner of sc ience to be able to
communi cate well with the rest of the scholarly community. What
came out was a breathless stream of words, larded heavily with
parti san praise. H ere is a swatc h of his running commentary that
d ay while he demonstrated how easily his NeXT program cou ld
display complex molecules:
I love to watch this one rotate. Let me tell you now that no other
system has what this system has, which is, something called Mathematica, which I use to draw a quantum wave function plot for thi s.
And I have a quantum wave function object and the method to
solve this earlier equation, which solves, you know, the quantu m
mechanics. And I got what I wanted here, yes. I got this graph
from Mathematica-Mathematica is a ten-person-year prog ram ,
and I just linked to it within my application. It's a piece of cake. So
you can see here this qua ntum wave fu nction, with sort of six little
mountain peaks -I'm taking advantage of enormously deep software
that I didn't have to write. [Applause]
Crandall closed hi s presentation by tap ping with hi s ha nd a microphone that was connected to the NeXT and then calling u p a prog ram that simulated an osci.lloscope on the com puter screen , which
transfor med the sound of the tapping into a wavy line. This, C randall impishly explained , was the sound of one hand clapping.
" It's people like Richard that we' re making this thing for ," said
J obs after C randall departed. Of course J obs l iked to think of
Crandall as the typi cal prospective customer-Crandall acce pted
the N eXT mac hine just as J obs wanted it to be seen , as the ultimate
Swiss Army knife for academics. O ne should be willing to move
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mountains in order to get hold of such a machine, hang the cost .
Crandall gave J obs hope for strong sales when he was confronted
with the discouragi ng resistance of the rest of NeXT's academ ic
advisor y board to making large-scale commitments on behalf of
their home institutions. The Crandalls, however, could not form
much of a commercial base for NeXT because there would be too
few academics who could afford to say: price is not an issue.
Following Crandall's one-hand clapping, Jobs extended the demonstration of the NeXT's impressive sound capabili ty. "It's g reat to
read things in books," he said, "but sometimes hearing them in a
person's own voice is far more moving .>' The audience heard selections from Martin Luther King's " I Have a Dream" speech, J ohn
F. Kennedy's "Ask Not What Your Country Can Do for You,>' a
NASA voice transcript, "The Eagle H as Landed." Jobs also showed
the audience how the electronic mail system that NeXT had designed
permitted one to attach a recording of one's own voice to a message.
Jobs leaned into a microphone:
"Hi, thi s is Steve, sending a message on a pretty historic day from
Davies Symphony Hall, San Francisco. Let's get a round of applause
in it too." [Oblig ing applause] And of course we can edit that if we
want to. [Replays the message]

One wonders if Jobs had scripted th is scrap of grandiose pretension-"a pretty historic day"-or if it was blurted spontaneously
in the excitement of the moment. In any case , when describing the
ease with which NeXT's special multimedia mail could be sent
round the world, J obs did not explai n that the recipients also had
to have NeXT machines in order to be able to replay such messages.
Buying a NeXT for its unique electronic mail would be like buying
the AT&T videophone, reintroduced in 1992 after a long hiatus
after its World's Fair debut in 1964: it was all but useless unless
others bought in too.
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We believe that one of the most important thi ngs in the first half of
the 90s is the concept of the digital library. In other words, using
our mass storage and some remarkable new software that we've
written at NeXT, we can get the knowledge of civilization at our
fingertips. And what we've done is we have made the first real digital
book. There has not bee n an advancement in the state of the art of
printed book technology si nce Gutenberg.

Here we go again, with the thundering pronouncements of historical significance. It was nice that NeXT had licensed the ri ghts to
Webster's CoLfegiate Dictionary, The Oxford Dictionary 0JQ1totations,
and the Oxford edition of Shakespeare's works. But t hese would
turn out to be throwaways, a highbrow version of g imme-caps,
willingly accepted but insufficient to influence a decision to purchase. Again, no one at the time questioned J obs's assertion that
hi s digital library would be an epochal breakthrough, or the tacit
assumption that such reference works would be available exclusively
on the N eXT computer (these, as well as many more, soon were
available from the competition , too). But the sagacity of J obs's
commercial judgment was not uppermost in the minds of his audience that day at Dav ies Sym phony Hall. He was too charming for
impertinent doubts to creep in :
So let me show you a few things. First thing I'd like to do is show
you what we consider to be the first really good digital book, which
is Webster's. And I can turn off and on a thesaurus here. I'll
leave it o n. And a word that's sometimes used to describe me is
" mercurial. " [Appreciative laughter] So I decided I'd look it u p
the other day. And here's what [I found]. "Of or relati ng to, or
born under the planet Mercury." I think the third one is the one they
mean: "Characteri zed by unpredictable changeab leness of mood."
[Appreciative laughte r] If we scroll down the thesaurus, thoug h,
we see that the antonym is "saturn ine." We go, well what's that? By
simply double-clicking on it, we immediately look that up in the
dictionary, and here it is: "Cold and steady in moods, slow to act or
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change, of a gloomy or surly disposition." I don't think "mercurial"
is so bad after all. [Applause]
The host could not only poke fun at his reputation, he also could
show hip and literary touches:
We also have the entire works of Bob D ylan on line. I'm not sure
we can ship this. [Appreciative laughter] Let's find out what Dylan
has to say about "love." Thirty-seven things about love, that's probably pretty good, starting with the "Wedding Song." So I think you
understand the potential here. There's, oh, a wonderful book, The
Oxford Dictionat-y of Quotatiom-there's a wonderful quote in this,
with the word breakfast in it. Lewis Carroll. Oxford Dictionary of
Quotations. About twenty-five of them. Notice I have, by the way,
smooth scrolling in this whole system, I can just work downLewis Carroll : "Why, sometimes I've believed as many as six impossible things before breakfast.'' [Laughter, applause)
J obs reserved his greatest enthusiasm for the musical capabi lities of
his machine, its abi lity, helped by the digital signal processor, to
create music with the ease of a synthesizer, based on what Jobs
called "pure m athematics. " T hi s was why he had insisted on a
symphony hall for the Cube's coming-out party. Selections from
three separate pieces-for harpsichord, strings, and Indonesian
gamelan-filled the auditorium, all generated by the computer
from formulas. A dazzling capability that time would show had an
astounding lack of appeal outside of uni versity music departments.
The end of the presentation was near, and it was time to talk
about price. J obs handled the delicate matter of breaking what
should have been received as disappointing news by a long running
start , reviewing fo r the audi ence all of the software that would be
bundled along with the hardware. J obs appraised the mail program,
digital library , word processor, and the mathematical , artificial
intelligence, and other software included in the price to be worth
"thousands and thousands of dollars." So that made it appear that
the lucky purchaser of a NeXT would be getting a steal:
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We're going to be charg ing higher education a si ngle price of
$6,500. [Extended applause] Our breakthrough printer that everyone seems to want in their office-we are going to charge I think
an outstandi ngly great price: $2,000. [Applause]

J obs announced that for those who wished to supplement the storage
capab ilities of the optical di!ik drives with conventional hard dri ves,
"unprecedented" pricing would permit customers to pay a mere
$2,000 or $4,000 .in addition. More applause followed.
The j oke that had circulated in Sili con Valley before this event
al luded to the late Reverend Jim J ones and J onestown, predicting
that if J obs set a cup of grape Kool-Aid in front of every seat, the
audience would drink it d own without question . 187 It turned out
not to be so funny because the audience enthusiastically applauded
the news that a basic machine and printer , eq uipped with a hard
disk (a necessity , it would turn out , because the optical disk was so
slow) would cost over $ I 0,000. F or a computer that could not
display color. This did not bear much correspondence to the promised price point of $3, 000. And the prospective buyer had no choice
about accepting the bundle in its entirety; one could not unbundle
that software worth "thousands and thousands of d ollars" to reduce
the price. J obs insisted: all or nothing. He also had to deliver the
bad news about the incomplete state of the basic operating system
software, but with his g lib handling, the implications of the news
made no apparent impression on the Kool- Aid besotted audience .
Keep in mind that the initial public release of software is named,
by convention , ve rsion I . 0, and subsequent improvements proceed
from there. NeXT , however, was still a ways fro m even getting to
the starting release:

Now we're starting to roll this system out early in Novem ber of this
year. And we have a 0.8 software release, which is rolling out to
software developers through the rest of this calendar year. Early
next year, we wi ll have our 0.9 release, which is for software
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developers and aggressive end-user s. [Appreciative laughter] And
some time du ring Q2 [the second quarter of] next year, we have
reJease I . 0, which should reach perfection and be usabJe by everybody.

One could say that the unveili ng was premature, given that the
machi nes themselves would not be shipped until the next month
and the software that would make them usable was not promised
for another six months (and would not actually be delivered for
another year). But one could also say that Jobs had no choice: he
could not wait for the completion of the system , he had to pretend
that it was all-but-done to prevent the total defection of his loyal
university friends, whose patience had already been stretched far
enoug h by the three years of waiting. T o stay in business, he had
to dissemble. H e handled hi s task of breaking the news with such
aplomb that his audience was gulled into thinking that the work
was done when it had not been. Even the incomplete state of the
factory had been successfully hidden in the NeXT film. The hard
black exterior of the Cube would serve as placeholder , while NeXT
would scramble to make good on what it had just promi sed for the
interior.
Playing the recorded voices of well-wishers from the software
companies that NeXT had worked with, J obs appeared to be anything but a lonely prophet; he was leading a crowd of the best and
brig htest in the whole industry . He had more good news that gave
to NeXT the sense of invincibili ty:
The re's one last relationship that we've been very fortunate to form
over the last year, and I need to telJ you about it today. [IBMNcXT logos show n on an onstagc screen] It's true. [Applause]

J obs annou nced that he had licensed NeXTSTEP to IBM , which
would allow the software that ran on NeXT computers to also run
on top of IBM's U nix software. H e d id not specify which IBM
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machines would run NeXTSTEP, but the unfocused image was of
the two compan ies, hand in hand , offering an attractive pai ring for
prospective customers and software developers alike. Exhilarated,
J obs declared that music "strikes closest to the soul" and closed
the unveiling by introducing a violinist from the San Francisco
Symphony orchestra, who played Bach's A Minor Violin Concerto
in duet with the NeXT Computer.
It seemed a triumphant ending to a virtuoso performance, and
the audience thunderously applauded. This was a genteel form of
crowd hysteria, something of a rarity in business outside of W all
Street trading pits or M ary Kay Cosmetics sales conventions. It
would have sounded like caviling to point out that the duet was a
novelty act, worlds away from the needs of most of this computer's
intended users. But Ross Perot, as caught up in the magic of the
moment as anyone, would later refer to the incong ruous image of
human violinist tapping bow against the computer's central processor unit , then a beautiful outpouring of mathematically synthesized
music, as the crowning moment of a day that showed the world
"what being first and best is all about." Jobs had gotten through the
demonstration without tripping a software lock-up, a feat of luck
as well as skill. But in P erot's lyrical retelling , before the National
Press Club the next month, what Jobs had accomplished that day
was breathtakingly brave and tantamount to the impossible: running
a software demonstration live, before a stern "who's who of Silicon
Valley" (Perot ig nored the obvious loyalty to be found among the
carefully chosen invitees). Yet, the lone man on the stage, Perot
said, had converted his audience into screaming fans, "going nuts"
as if they were at a Michael Jackson concert. 188
P erot's fondness for the mythic is well known, so it is not surprising that he got carried away. It is much more difficult to understand
how the press corps, which did not have the vested interest that
Perot did in mythologizing Steve Jobs, was no less carried away.
At the press conference that followed the introduction, Jobs was in
complete control, batting easy questions from a gallery of press
185
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fa ns. When challenged by an impertinent question that did not
answer itself, such as why did the unveiling come so much later
than he had once predicted , he had a ready answer: His computer
was not late, it was " fi ve years ahead of its time." The press laughed
appreciatively . W hen asked how many machines he hoped to produce, Jobs said that NeXT could make a lot but "probably not
enough. " M ore chuckles. Vves Smith , a reporter for T he Chicago
T ribune who was not on a regular Silicon Valley beat , was aghast at
the way that the few reporters who asked toug h questions of Jobs
were snarled at and mocked by their own journalistic b rethren,
while Jobs brushed them aside. Smith , surveyi ng the easy softballs
that the press were lobbing J obs, wistfully said, "Sam Donald son
would rip his lungs out. " 189 J obs was so g iddy with hi s success that
he failed to see how flip he would sound when he gave a one-word
answer to a perfectly fa ir question. Jobs was asked what he would
tell those who wanted one of his computers but who were not in
hig her education. H e said simply, "Enroll. "
When the press repaired back to their offices, they forgave J obs
even for the worst of transgressions-an austere luncheon (mineral
water and cream-cheese-and-sprouts croissants) . Aside from a few
d issenting voices that were drowned out by the majority , the press
gave the newly unveiled NeXT extremely positive coverage . Stewart
Alsop led the way, predicting that with its "sexy machine" NeXT
would be able to get 25 ,000 people to come out of the woodwork
to purchase it in the upcoming eighteen months. Allowing the
uni versities to retain a small percentage for their trouble, this would
mean that NeXT would gross about $ 150 million within a year and
a half. Alsop was joined in his enthusiastic reception by the one
person whose influence in the personal computer industry approached hi s, Richa rd Shaffer , publishe r of a ri val newsletter. His
word was even mor e persuasive than Alsop's because he claimed he
had approached the NeXT as a skeptic. " I arrived a nonbeliever, "
Shaffer said, "and I came away a convert." 190 Others stood up and
confessed to conversion , too. NeXT had both a good machine and
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good marketing strategy, added Clare F leig, d irector of International T echnology G roup . Mi chael M urphy, edito r of California
Teclmolog;• Stock Letter, predicted that NeXT would sell 50 ,000
machines in the first two years, earni ng $300 milli on in revenue. 19 1
An editor at 1\llawser magaz ine predi cted exuberantly, if not a bit
faceti ously, that ((this machine will replace sex ." 192 How could the
un ve iling and the attendant free publicity have been any more
favorable to NeXT? For a moment, N eXT shimmered in luminous
brig htness. The Fourth Wave was its to ride into t he futu re.
The coital image that NeXT had summoned was apt, at least as
applied to the com pany: the orgasmic climax at Davies H all was
sweet, but ephemeral.
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topian hopes of transforming education w ith new technology can be found long before Steve J obs bestowed the
NeXT Cube upon the world in 1988. We might pick ,
at random, the ill-fated words of earlier prognosticators who were
just as certain as Jobs that their historical moment was the eve of
revolution, too. It was none other than J obs's own hero, Thomas
Edison, for example, who had declared in 191 3 that "books will
soon be obsolete in the schools," displaced by the far more efficient
medium of "motion pictures," which instruct "through the eye." 193
Not only fi lm, but also radio, and then television , also had their
moments of ap parent bright promise too. Each was hailed upon its
introduction as the harb inger of extraordinary changes in education,
the wave of the future, the end of the pri nted textbook-and each
subsequentl y failtd to have much of an educational impact. 19+
The pattern continued when computers and education were
matched in the 1960s. With universities and colleges such as MIT,
the University of Michigan, and Dartmouth lead ing the way,
American hig her education was, for a brief histor ical moment,
caught up in a b linding vision of computer-based revolution. Beg in-
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ning with an experimental exclusively computer-taug ht course in
geometry offered at M IT in 196 1, 195 a number of schools by
the mid- 1960s had developed hundreds of courses that at least
incorporated com pu ter exercises (T ime magazine referred to "The
New B.M.O. Cs: Big M achines on Cam pus"). 196 When a new
branc h of the Un iversity of Cal iforn ia was establ ished in 1965 at
Irvine , it wa.s g iven a special charter fro m the state legislature to
pioneer in compute r-based teaching ; "Co mputer U ,' ' as UC-Irvine
was dubbed , possessed its fi rst com puter before it actually had a
cam pus upon which to place it. 197 At about the same time , a new
college in Michigan purposely built its library in such a way as to
accom modate only a few thousand books, leaving room for the new
med ia of the audi ovisual and computer age. " It's not that we don't
like books," said the architect, " it's just that they aren't the best way
to transmit info rmation anymore." 198 J obs was too young to have
any personal memories of this earlier period , and by temperament
he had no interest in learn ing retrospecti vely about the d istant
archeological past of the pre-Apple era. T hi s was unfort unate because he mig ht have done things at NeXT a b it differently if he
had paid attention to the hi story of computers and revolutionary
delusions found on campuses twenty-fi ve years earlier.
N eXT offered its C ube to colleges and uni versities as the ideal
base upon which to constr uct an electronic adjunct to the hu man
instructor. This was precisely the desideratum of the 1960s, a
computer tutor which could provide individualized instruction tailored to each student. T he idea that computers could democ ratize
the ed ucation fo rmerl y enjoyed by the elite was an attracti ve one
that was elucidated by professors 199 and popularized in magazines
fo r general readers. Redbook told readers that thoug h Prince C harles
of E ng land had his own tutor , and so too had Ameri ca's own
F ranklin D. Roosevelt, now computers wou ld m ake it possible for
every student to have the same knowledgeable and sensitiv e attention
based on individual needs as royalty, Engli sh and Amer ican , had
enjoyed . 200 McCalls took the idea a step further and spoke of how
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the advent of computers on campuses meant that soon "the average
man could be as productive as today's near-genius" (McCalls surely
intended "average man" to be inclusive of women, too) . 201 Robert
Tschirgi, the dean of planning for the University of California
system, predicted that college students, after g raduation, would
have fonder nostalgic memories for their "computer-tutor," which
would always be "reactive, facile, responsive," than those preceding
generations had had for "inanimate, unresponsive" books. 202
Some saw computers not as mere adjuncts to professors but as
their cost-efficient replacements. "Goodbye Teacher" was the muchquoted title of one article of the period, written in seriousness by a
behavioral psychologist, Fred Keller. 201 Such talk alarmed those
not yet converted, and made things more difficult for moderate
reformers. A more diplomatic tack was to present computer-aided
instruction as supplementary aid, nothing more, and as a happy
synthesis of the ultramodern and the classically revered: this most
modern of technology was nothing more than the replication and
diffusion of the master teachers of ancient G reece. Com puter administrators shrewdly picked classical references for new computer
systems: the one at the University of Illinois was called PLATO,
a euphonious acronym for Programmed Logic for Automatic
Teaching Operations. (The soothing association with classical antiquity continued subsequently, with Stanford's SOC RATES and
MIT's ATHENA.) Who would dare impugn the worthiness of
such a teaching tool? Only hidebound classics scholars who disavowed any similarity between mechanistic training and the cherished
Socratic tutorial. One such critic was Maxwell Goldberg, an offended humanities professor from Pennsylvania State, who in 1969
said, "If Socrates himself heard what is bei ng hailed in his name,
he would rise from the dead-only to call for another cup of
hemlock. " 204
The most ambitious threat to traditional college instruction was
the program bearing the most traditional of names, Illinois's
PLATO, which began in 1960 as a jerry-built system using a
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discarded $ 10 television set , a keyboard that had only sixteen keys,
and real photog raphic slides which required a human technician in
another room to pick out and display them in front of a computer
scanner before they appeared on the screen. 205 From these modest
beginnings, the system g rew into a giant assembly of programs t hat,
as soon as time-shar ing became technically feas ible, enabled the full
computerization of more than 150 courses (completely automated ,
without humans supplying slides) , whose topics by the late 197 Os
ranged from Swahili to rocketry (thoug h not to Plato) . 206
What makes the fate of P LATO particularly germane to the later
story of N eXT is the wealthy backing that it enjoyed from the
private sector. The Minneapolis-based Control Data Corporation ,
which had sup plied the university with an older mainframe computer rent-free , 207 took over ownershi p of PLATO in 1977, agreeing to pay the Uni versity of Illinois royalties on courses that had
already been developed. Control D ata proceeded to invest large
sums of money in the program , expanding its offerings and attem pting to market the courses to hig her education as well as to all
other schools, from elementary to vocational. The company's efforts
were met with almost complete indifference. But it took years, and
by the company's own admission, some $900 million (actually, a
figure that for various reasons should be v iewed as conservati ve
since it covered costs only up to 1980), before Control D ata reali zed
the enormity of the disaster . 208 William Norris, who by v irtue of
his sainted status as company founder had ultimate authority to
persist in trying to make PLATO profitable in the face of overwhelming cont rary evidence, was at last ushered into retirement by
the Control D ata board. Why did PLATO have virtually nothing
to show for nearly a billion dollars-that is, nothing that the real
world was inte rested in paying for? PLATO was based on the
idea that colleges and universities would be g lad to rent computer
terminals connected v ia phone lines to large mainframe computers
at Control D ata offices, where the PLATO software actually resided . In the 1960s, this idea had been tenable; in the late 1970s,
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when Apple and other companies were offering truly personal computers for sale outrig ht at less than the $ 1, I 00 it could cost an
institution to rent one P L ATO terminal for one mont h, the idea of
centralized computer instruction was dead. D ead foreve r, only it
took Control D ata years to realize the sea change that had taken
place .
N ow , at this point in the narrative of P LATO's sad d emi se , it
mig ht see m that there are few parallels to be drawn with what
happened to N eXT when it offered the Cube to hig her education
at the end of the 1980s . The NeXT was a freestanding machine for
sale; there were no leased lines to NeXT headquarters that were
part of the cost. In its physical size , its microprocessor g uts, and
the look of its screen, the N eXT would seem to be closest in its
lineage to the M acintosh, and certainly t he personal connection that
the NeXT founders and many of the ea rly employees had with the
M ac rein forced the feeling at NeXT that if one had to point to a
historical precedent- and this was done only reluctantly since the
Cube was regarded as de novo-the M acintosh was the obv ious
choice. Yet , despite the apparent similari ties, one could suggest that
the N eXT upon its introduction was not so close to the M acintosh ,
and in fact bore many similarities to the ancestor no one wou ld want
to claim, PLATO. H ere are the reasons:
T he NeXT was too expensive to be affordable for a student ; it
was up to the institution, not the students and their parents, to
purchase , just as leasing PLATO was an institutional decision.
Wit h the NeXT fo llowing the M acintosh, this was retrograde marketing in the age of the personal computer . Just as one of the few
P L ATO users was quoted in 1979 as saying that PLATO was " the
Cadillac in a market where a Chevy will do, " 209 so too, ten years
later, prospective N eXT purchasers wondered why they needed to
buy the most advanced personal computer on the market, one which ,
wi th memory expansion and the large hard disk would cost $ 17 ,000
(not including a year 's serv ice contract, whi ch would be another
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$1,600). 2 10 Such p ricing bore no resemblance to the $1,000-a-pop
marketing on campuses of the first Macintoshes.
Related to the fact that the NeXT cou ld be afforded on ly by
institutions, not students, was another problem: the NeXT was a
throwback to the ancient days of PLATO time-sharing in that
students did not have computers actually in their dorm rooms.
Rather, they had no choice but to gu tu a cenlrali z.ed computer
center, or public clusters (often called " laboratories" even if ninety
percent of the students used the " labs" for word processing, not
p laying in the virtual DNA wet-lab that Steve J obs envisaged).
When PLATO was first conceived in the 1960s, students had no
choice; but when Control Data began to try to market PLATO in
the late 1970s, students could opt for personal-computer alternatives; ten years later, NeXT marketing was a full epoch behind the
times, trying to sell universities on a machine whose costl iness
dictated an unwelcome return to leave-the-dorm computing.
If NeXT's obtuseness seems inexpli cable, consider one more
similarity that can be noted between the NeXT Cube and the
PLATO terminal: in both cases, the sponsoring companies were
led by company presidents who were contrarians who woul.d go to
any length to avo id following in the path of others. It was William
Norris of Control Data who said "Whenever I see everybody go ing
south , I have a g reat compulsion to go north" 21 1 but the sentiment
runs deeply in Jobs, too. The aversion to others went well beyond
business calcu lations; it was a compulsion that took no account of
the merits of the case or of occasions when compromise would have
been best. Moreover, both men shared a conviction that there was
no need to do much marketing because the technology wou ld sell
itself. It was William Norris of Control Data in 1979, but it cou ld
just as well have been Steve Jobs in 198 8, who said: "You don't
need any fa ncy market research; you know the market is there." 21 2
For Jobs, the ripe opportunity that he had seen in the hi g her
education market was too obvious to need proof or analysis. L arge
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universities had oodles of money, like Fortune 500 companies; he
had their dream computer; what else needed to be said ?
The NeXT Cube flopped, just as PLATO had flopped. From
the perspective of the universities, the NeXT was not really a
personal computer, it was a workstation, and this market was not
nearly as big as Jobs had assumed. At the time of the Cube's
introduction, Staples Information, a market research firm, speculati vely undertook on its own a study of the university workstation
market , the sort of spadework that NeXT never bothered with .
The Staples study concluded that given its hardware and software
limitations, such as the lack of color and the unfinished operating
system software, the NeXT Cube would not be welcomed in the
engineering and computer science departments, where workstation
spending was g reatest. They already had workstations in place that
they were happy with; as an engineering professor at Berkeley told
the market researchers, "We will not be replacing our 7 00 Sun
workstations." And the remaining university market, g iven the
price of the NeXT Cube, constituted at best a $140-million-a-year
market for low-end workstations. 213 This meant that even if NeXT
were somehow able to achieve one-hundred-percent market share,
it would remain a small company, a shadow of the billion-dollarsa-year firm that J obs said was necessa ry for survi val. T he g randiose
overestimate of the education market was hardl y new: in 1966 ,
two decades earlier , American business had rushed into expensive
schemes to make a buck in education with computer-aided instruction , com mitting a similar error of latching upon the seemingly fat
numbers in education budgets and disregarding the fact that most
spending went for salaries and brick-and-mortar construction. 21 +
J obs thought that with D an'! L ewin as his head of sales, all of
L ewi n's uni versity administrator friends from the Apple Un iversity
Consortium could be relied upon to serve as NeXT p ioneers, just
as they had done with the Macintosh. T his time, it should have
gone even better becau se the relationships were already in place;
L ewin would not have to take a campus adm ini strator like Drexel's
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Brian Hawkins out to dinner ten times before he earned his trust.
NeXT managers liked to think of this as the "leveraged model"leveraged was a perennial favorite in the NeXT lexicon, a term that
meant getting a lot for a small amount of investment either in
human or financial resources. NeXT would be able to benefit at
modest marg inal cost from the investment that Apple had earlier
spent on building relationships with the influential leaders in academ ic computing . But not only was the old academic crew disappointed by the NeXT machine and its p ricing, it was also relatively
powerless to influence the decisions of the indi vidual university
departments that decided which workstations best suited their needs.
T rying to sell to tens of thousands of balkan ized departments turned
out to have absolutely nothing to do with a leveraged model. NeXT
faced the insuperable problem of having to spend a lot of money
dispersed across a bewildering number of academic fields in order
to generate extremely modest sales.
It should not have come as such a surpri se to J obs, L ewin , and
the NeXT marketing crew. The relati vely smooth success of the
Macintosh prevented them from seeing that they were not playing
the same game of sell ing personal computers this time, but instead
were playing a very different game of selling computers to institutions, which had very different rules. Rule Number One was,
institutions expect generous donations in equi pment. IBM and Digital Equipment long before had established the tradition , and it had
paid off handsomely for them as each generation of students entered
the work force looking for opportunities to stay with the same
manufacturer upon w hose machine they had cut their computing
teeth. Students w ho had been trained on the VAX minicom puter
that Dig ital shrewdly donated to universities in large numbers were
sa id to have been VAXinated. When the newcomers like Sun M icrosystems appeared , they too followed the trad ition with discounts and
donations; in 19 8 8 university researchers could buy Sun workstations at about fifty percent below list price, 215 not counting outrig ht donations Sun made to university laboratories . Even Apple
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had a grants program for universities in addition to the discounts
it offered to the various categories of favored univer sity customers.
But NeXT, holding to what it believed was a matter of equity,
refused to extend donations, reason ing that the company could not
make equally generous donations to all schools, and it refused to
provide volume discounts, too, reasoning that such discounts would
g ive larger schools an unfair advantage over smaller ones. NeXT
would make no exceptions: everyone had to pay li st price.
Such obstinacy did not go down well among the skinflints of
academe. Dartmouth bragged that it always told computer vendors,
"We never pay list price," but Carneg ie-Mellon went even further,
boasting, "We never pay for anything." 216 The University of California at Berkeley received gratis so much computer equipment that
much of it went underutilized; one donated workstation discovered
in a faculty member's office was used exclusively as a space heater
because its circuitry generated considerable heat. The university
had to decree that henceforth there would be no more "hardware
dumping" permitted and the university would accept as donations
only _equipment that worked well with its existing machines. 217
University officials would trade tips among themselves about how
to extract the most advantageous terms from computer vendors; as
Patricia Skarulis, an administrator fo r Duke, advised peers at a
computer conference, "Everything is up for grabs; you can negotiate
any type of contract. " 218 But this was conspicuously not true in the
case of NeXT, which declared itself to be above the fray. College
music departments immediately embraced the Cube, but the inflexible pricing made it all but impossible for NeXT to sell more than
a few machines elsewhere. To pay list price, with no compensatory
donations, for a black-and-white machine that by design did not
connect easily to the other computers that campuses already hadand on top of all that sti II had a buggy, incomplete operating
system-did not present an attractive proposition to colleges and
universities. The wonder is that Jobs and his company could have
thought that its di smal reception would be otherwise .
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What NeXT was tryi ng to sell was really nothing more than a
"beta" machine. In computer industry parlance, "a lpha" testing of
a product is done internally in the company, and is then followed
by confidential "beta" test ing among selected customers, who are
asked to identify the bugs that need to be eliminated before the
computer is sold to the general publ ic. U ni versities were often
included among beta teste rs, but it was done as a favor to the vendor
in exchange for getting an early peek at the product. Even though
the university did not have to pay, in the eyes of some academ ics it
was still seen as an unfair bargain in which uni versities gave more
than they rece ived . At the time of the Cube's introduction , Ronald
Weissman, a computer administrator at the U ni versity of Maryland
at College P ark, denou nced the practice of uni versiti es serving as
beta-testers because it see med to be mostly a marketing ploy by
computer companies who soug ht the blessing of prestig ious names.
T he NeXT C ube was not offic ially called a beta mac hine, of course,
but in truth that is what it was, and until the NeXT Cube arri ved ,
no compute r vendo r previously had had the audacity to try to

charge customers for performing the favo r of prerelcase debugging.
Viewed in this .lig ht, N eXT accomplished something qu ite miraculous: as a member of the NeXT advisory board said in late 1989 as
intended comfort to Max Henry, one of NeXT's senior sales managers, "NeXT sold more beta product at ful l list pri ce to uni versities
than any vendor in history." It is curious that vVeissman , the one
who at the time of the Cube's unvei ling was uncomfortable with
what he saw as a trend toward overly cozy relatio nships between the
private interests of computer vendors and the publi c inte rests of
hig her educatio n , soon resig ned his academic position and joined
NeXT to head hig her education marketing.
O ne, and o nly one, college was willing to bet heav il y on the
N eXT C ube: Al legheny Col lege, a small li beral-arts schoo l in
M eadville, P ennsy lvan ia. It was in part a ploy to attract national
attention in the same calcu lating way that Drexel University had
bet earl y o n the Macintosh. But times had changed too much; the
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novelty of personal computers and workstations had long faded;
Allegheny received scant attention. An indication of just how more
expensive the NeXT was compared to the Macintosh can be seen
by the small numbers of Cubes that were purchased: a year after
the Cube had been introduced, Allegheny owned only twenty-two
machines (which still put it ahead of MIT's twenty). 2 19 The number
would grow in the years that followed but even much later, in the
fall of 1992, when Allegheny had 150 NeXT machines, the number
was a fraction of the number of workstations a NeXT competitor
like Sun had on its leading campuses, let alone the comparative
numbers of the less expensive personal computers. NeXT officials,
always eager to assume the best of possible outcomes, had been
certain in 1989 that Allegheny would soon have in place 650 machines, enough to provide a ratio of one machine fo r every th ree
students. Allegheny remai ned loyal to NeXT- once it had started
with self-promoting fanfare and parlayed its decision into attracting
$1 million in outside contributions, 220 how could it change in
midcourse? Allegheny facu lty developed computer-based exercises
as supplements to courses in many fields: chemistry, biology, phi losophy, English, physics, mathematics, geology, and religious studies, reminiscent of the r ich offeri ngs of old PLATO software. Yet
the NeXT machines, like PLATO leases, were too expensive ; other
schools as latecomers could not secure $ I million in grants like the
pioneering Allegheny did; even orders at Allegheny fell short of
prov iding the sales that NeXT had thoug ht it would receive.
Allegheny, like NeXT , was swimming against the tide, shouldering the burden of paying for computing services when other campuses had Jong since realized that students and their parents could
ease the financial load on the institution, t hanks to the advent of
student purchase of their own personal computers. Allegheny's
NeXT machines were available in public clusters, an arrangement
which J oel Smith, the director of academic computing , claimed
pleased the students because it freed them from the d istractions
of the dorm room and prov ided an opportunity for collaborative
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learning. The real test, however, was how many other schools chose
to follow the Allegheny model in which ca mpus computing servi ces
were exclusively centrali zed, and the 1,8 00 students had to share
15 0 machines. The model harked back to a time preced ing the
pioneering days at PARC and its call for one-person/one-computer;
it was as if personal computers had never been invented . The
Allegheny m odel also recalled the past in its reliance on a costly
support staff, the two-and-a-half to three-and-a-half full-time prog rammers who were needed to help the facu lty write prog rams for
their classes. By the measure of how many other institutions followed , Allegheny failed mi serably, remain ing the only one among
the more than 3, 000 colleges and uni versities that organi zed networks of NeXTs as a central component of their computing se rvices .
Other colleges and universities dabbled w ith NeXT mac hines
(and so me campuses represented on the NeXT advisory board purchased machines out of an impulse that wou ld be descri bed as
charitable). One of the Ivy Leag ue schools that was most will ing to
give NeXT a chance was Cornell, wh ich put thirty-odd machines
into a university laboratory . P oor per formance and problems with
the software led to enormous complaints from students. And when
Jobs to ured the laborato ry to commemorate its opening and met
with academ ics w ho were working on developing course-related
software for the N eXT C ubes, he offended his hosts by criticizing
the work of each person he met. W hen he expressed puzzlement
that the computer-science department was apparently not excited
about his marvelous new machine, a group of compute r-sc ience
faculty got together with him and exp lained what they needed, such
as more power , more memory, and certain software packages that
were not yet available. Jobs did not listen; instead , he told them
what they needed , w hich was the NeXT C ube as it was and the
software that it came bu nd led with . After this inauspicious beginning with NeXT, Cornell facu lty stuck to the Sun laboratory that
was next door. Eventually, Cornell shut the NeXT laboratory permanently, an outcome that must be explained not just by the large r
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fo rces wor king against NeXT in a crowded marketplace but also as
still another example, found in so many instances, of arrogance
alienating the very people who were most inclined to g ive their
support to the NeXT experi ment.
If you think of NeXT as a workstation , then NeXT's abysmal
sales record on campuses can be seen in its poor penetration of
engineering and computer science depa rtments. Sun M icrosystems,
fo llowing Willie Sutton's fa mous answer abou t w hy he rob bed
banks, had gone to those departments because that was where the
money was. A nd by the time Jobs showed up with his unde rpowered , b lack-and-white C ube, loaded with software that would most
inte rest the huma ni ties, it would be impossible to get a serious
hear ing . I f you think of NeXT as a very expensive persona l computer, and you think of the much less expensive and much mo re
complete alternatives, then NeXT's poor record in the other departments needs no comment. The NeXT machine, instead of being
the hybr id that J obs had env isioned of a "personal workstation, " was
more of a confused hermaphrod ite of uncertain identity, shunned by
both persona l-com puter and wor kstation wo rlds .
By t he end of 1988, NeXT employees had to absorb the news
that few in hig her education were w illing to buy their machine. It
was a shock to most people. Yet there were pockets of the company,
most notably at the top, where an optimistic outlook prevailed if by
no other force than sheer will . T he NeXT factory was turning out
machines at the paltry rate of about 400 a month, but Randy Heffner, the head of manu fac turing, passed on word that the factory
needed to ramp up to a pace of prod ucing 10,000 Cubes a month .
Nothing had changed, the sales remai ned stuck at a plateau that
req uired a mi croscope to see, but J obs and the senio r leadership
were convinced that the company's prospects were about to brig hten
and they wanted to be ready. A shi ft in strategy was in the works.
"More companies die of indigestion than from starvation" 22 1 had
been J obs's coc ky explanation at the time of the C ube's unveiling
of his decision to restrict NeXT sa les to colleges and universities.
200
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As a general business proposition abo ut start-up businesses, his
aphorism is utterly wrong , and his own company was a typical
illustration (if indigestion from too much business was risked by
anybody it was at arch r ival Sun Microsystems). The on ly aspect
that was unusual about the starved state of NeXT was its resembling
anorexia nervosa; so m uch of it was self-inflicted. Sugar daddy P erot
or no, the company was not v iable if it could not produce sales. So
it was that only seven months after the D avies Hall announcements,
N eXT abandoned its policy of selling to educators only. In M arch
1989, with a lavish press event and fanfare, NeXT annou nced that
it had completed a deal with the nation's largest computer retailer,
Businessland , which gave Businessland rig hts to sell to the noneducation market.
M any of NeXT's campus supporters howled that they were being
abandoned . NeXT's new relationship with Businessland, a g iant
monolith whose bread -and-butter business was selling ord inary personal computers to the suits of corporate America, seemed antithetical to the image th at N eXT had cultivated earlier , of sing le-minded
devotion to effecting a revolution in teac hing and learning. Some
critics of NeXT claimed that this had been the plan all along, that
hig her education had never been intended as the only market, that
J obs had always intended to use college campuses merely as a transitory testing g round before he moved on to the real target, the
commercial computer market .
The outside speculation about a master plan was not off the mark.
Even before the C ube had been introduced at Davies H a ll, NeXT
was actively talking with Businessland, whi ch expressed an interest
in sig ning a three-year deal to sell I 00,000 machines , which would
be worth at retai l a billion dollars. The negotiations were conducted
in strict secrecy, however , and the pub lic was led to beli eve that
NeXT would be selling only to hig her education. But NeXT's
change in marketing strategy should not be seen as an act of treachery: the university representatives who sat on the NeXT adv isory
board had realized that the company would not be v iabl e if it stuck
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to selling only to higher education. P otential software developers
would remain uninterested in writing software fo r the NeXT machine if the company continued to restrict its own sales to the college
market, wh ich was notorious for being chintzy and tolerant of
piracy, the illegal copying of programs without payment. If NeXT
failed to attract software developers, the NeXT Cube would be of
little use to anyone, on or off campus. Selling to a broader base of
customers would also help to keep the special prices for higher
education relatively low; the other customers could help subsidi ze,
in essence, the NeXT computers sold to universities. Higher education urged NeXT to go ahead and expand distribution beyond
colleges and universities, with its blessing.
The selection of Businessland as the new partner may have dismayed some of the NeXT loyalists who were protective of the
company's purity, but if NeXT were to strike a deal with any
commercial computer dealer, Businessland, by virtue of its dominating size, ap peared to be the perfect choice . H ere was a company
that exuded success. Founded in 1982, by 1989 it had g rown from
one store to more than a hundred . Sales had climbed in a steep
curve: $44 million in 1983; $157 mi llion in 1984; $35 I million
in 1985, and upward, without pause, passing the billion-dollar
mark in 198 8. For NeXT, a partnershi p with Businessland offered
instant access to the customers that had made Businessland the largest
computer dealer. One might be tempted to think also that the
partnership offered NeXT the happy prospect of a close relationship
with a tutelary company that had shown the way in reaching the
bill ion-dollar mark in short order, the goal that NeXT had set for
itself. But NeXT did not think of itself as a junior partner with
anybody. Though ti ny, and with sa les all hut nonexistent , N eXT
regarded itself as coeq ual with Businessland: NeXT was the best in
what it did, designing and building machines for the nineties, and
it would now have as its partner the computer dealer that was the
best at what it did , moving computer boxes in high volume onto
the desktops of customers.
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Both companies also seemed well-matched in each having at their
helm a sing le person who ruled with unchallenged powers. Steve
Jobs's counterpart at Businessland was D avid Norman, an older
man seasoned by earlier ventures and an uneven business record.
He was not as skilled as J obs at work ing a large crowd, but he
was extremely persuasive when talking one-on-one with business
associates or Wall Street analysts. As the on ly founder remaining at
Businessland by 1989, Norman had played an important role in the
company's growth , by attracting early investment from venture
capitalists, and later, by keeping Wall Street supplied with cheery
news about the company's earnings and prospects. Like Jobs's, his
temper was feared by subordinates; like Jobs, he drove ruth lessly
hard bargains with vendors and business partners; like Jobs, he
waged a relentless war to prevent the release of any information
about the company that he did not approve of; like Jobs, his abi lity
to focus on one goal, to the exclusion of all else, was often compared
to a laser beam. In 1989, Norman was chairman , president, and
chi ef executi ve officer of Businessland, which meant that the fortunes of the company, li ke the fortunes of NeXT, remained bound
to the perspicacity of a single founder.
Norman was a generic entrepreneu r , with a fine sense of spotting
business opportunities. He was not a computer maven , however;
the industry that he was in was incidental. H e saw, before others
did, that Bus inessland could cultivate relationships with Fortu ne
500 companies to bui ld up enor mous volume (the large accounts
drove hard bargains so profits were more elusive), and it was
Norman who directed the transformation of Businessland's earl iest
stores, intended to ser ve small-and medium-sized downtown businesses, into a new function, as the home base for an outbound sales
force that pa id calls on the very largest compa nies. He was good at
bui lding revenue , but he knew l ittle about the underlying tec hnology that was contained in the boxes that moved throug h his stores
in ever increasing volume.
Aware of his own technical limitations, Norman relied upon the
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counsel of Enzo T orresi, another founder and a true technologist.
But as Torresi withdrew from active engagement in the affai rs of
the company, eventually leaving in 1988, Norman increasingly
relied upon the technical judgments of Kevin Compton, one of
Torresi's li eutenants who became a kind of technologist to the king.
Compton was young, technically savvy, full of conviction that his
opinions were correct, and incapable of saying no to those with
highe r status. He had joined the com pany in 1986 when Businessland had purchased the Kansas City company where he had
w ritten accounting and construction-industry prog rams. His initial
Businessland position was the lowly one of answering the phone
in the department that provided technical support for accounting
packages and fo r the computer networks that tied computers together . Within a few months, however, he had been promoted to
head of the department; a year later , he was head of all of technical
services; and three years later, he was vice-president of what had
by then become a billion-dollar company.
Thi s heady ascension from answering the phones to a vice-president's title was capped by Norman asking Compton to serve as his
eyes and ears, chartering him to find the best products for the
future. Norman attached only one condition: Businessland would
have to be g iven exclusive rights to sell whatever products were
chosen. For Norman, insisting upon excl usivity and denying competitors the rig ht to distribute the best new products would ensure
that Businessland would remain on top . Kevin Compton's job was
to find the newest hot items and place a secure Businessland lock
upon them .
Businessland was fully aware of its commanding power in the
computer world. It had the largest sales volume, the most desirable
customers, the best corporate contacts, the most prestig ious product
lines. Businessland did not have to go to prospecti ve vendors; the
vendors came to Businessland . As soon as Norman put out word
that his company was interested in expand ing beyond its standard
line and was interested in carrying a Unix computer, all of the
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Unix vendors knocked on Businessland's door in supplication. Sun
Microsystems, as the leading Unix workstation manufacturer,
would have been perhaps the most logical choice, but after extensive
discussions, Sun turned Businessland down, balking at the requirement to assign exclusive retai l distribution rig hts to Businessland.
Sun's withdrawal opened an opportunity for NeXT, but as is often
the case in business, Businessland's selection process bore more of
a resemblance to the serend ipity of a roulette wheel, or the personal
connections detailed in a Liz Smith gossip column, than it did to
the economists' ethereal model of rational choice.
A Texan millionaire named Billy Ladin, one of Apple's favorite
longtime dealers and an old friend of Steve J obs, ser ved as the
matchmaker between J obs and Businessland's Kevin Compton.
L adin was the owner of a chain of retail computer stores called
ComputerCraft, based in Houston, which were purchased by Businessland in July 198 8. At the time it seemed to be a deal beneficial
to both parties: Ladin was able to cash out with a stock swap worth
about $24 million , and Businessland acquired a profitable chain that
gave it access to the small businesses and individual purchasers that
it had abandoned in the past. In retrospect, it was a deal that
represented a coup for Ladin, and a complete disaster for Businessland. Almost as soon as the deal was completed, ComputerCraft
stores began losing money and entered a tailspin from which they
never recovered before crashing. Industry cynics compared L adin's
sale of his chain to Businessland to the sale of a horse that had just
expired but had not yet hit the ground .
This would be v isible to Businessland only later. In the summer
of 198 8, Ladin enjoyed the enormous respect of Businessland, and
when Ladin suggested to Kevin Compton that Businessland should
consider the still-u nder-wraps NeXT computer for its U nix slot,
Compton was willing to listen. Especially when he heard rumors
that IBM had lice nsed NeXT technology. H e called Bill L owe at
IBM to confirm the rumors, and L owe was allowed to say IBM was
indeed interested. This was a clincher for Compton, who promptly
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arranged for J obs to g ive a demo for Dave Norman and himself.
It is a wonderful example of how successful NeXT was in the art
of bootstrapping itself upward by using one partner to bring in the
next. The IBM connection impressed Busi nessland , helping to
bring it into partnership with NeXT. Never mind that IBM's
interest originated in the same kind of hig h-level introduction at
the top. And never mind that IBM had not yet agreed to a license
at that point. Its expression of interest was sufficient to lend legitimacy to NeXT, and IBM's hedged interest helped bring Businessland in, then the Businessland deal in turn helped land other
partners. This is why businesspeople are so fond of talking about
the importance of " leveraging. " No one did it better than Jobs at
NeXT.
When Compton and Norman arrived at NeXT, Jobs presented
the slide show that was being read ied for the O ctober unveiling of
the Cube. He brought out the printed circu it board that was the
heart of the computer. He answered questions. And then, just as at
the unveiling , after a lengthy prologue, the machine itself was
broug ht into the room and unveiled. For Compton, it was love at
first sight. Jobs worked on Norman, too, and the courtship was
continued at later meetings.
Businessland was invited to the unveiling in Davies Hall , and a
few days later J obs took Compton throug h the NeXT lab, pointing
out products that were in the works, including a color machine
(which, unfortunately, would turn out not to be ready for two more
years) . For Compton, the personal attention that Jobs was devoting
to their relationship was unexpected, flattering, exhilarating.
Compton was concerned, however, about the commitment of
IBM to NeXT. He had noticed that at the Davies Hall introduction, the on ly appearance IBM made was in the form of the one
slide thrown up at the last minute. In D ecember and January,
Compton continued to press IBM for assurance of their commitment ; their reply was consistent-they planned to do something
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with the NeXT software on the IBM workstation. Still vague, but
suffic iently reassuring nevertheless. M eanwhile, Com pton got to
spend time with J obs, and not coincidentally a Businessland deal
with N eXT beckoned with increasing pull.
Norman also drew closer to J obs as the informal talks progressed
in late 198 8 and earl y 1989 . Nor man and J obs, two legendary
masters of the effective sales pitch , each sold the other g randiose
promises that the other wanted to hear. J obs sold Norman on the
idea of the NeXT machine as the defining "fourth-wave" personal
computer , which would produce large revenues quickly because
software for the machine could be written so easily and would appear
without the usual time lag. N orman, in turn , pitched Businessland
as the organization that had the advanced technical staff that cou ld
handle the demands of networking U nix computers. This was foli e
a deux. Their assumptions were open to challenge, if they had been
interested in hearing anything but dulcet chimes. Software for the
N eXT machine would hardly appear quickly , especially g iven the
still unfinished state of the underlying system software. N or would
U nix networking be anything as simple as the networking that
Businessland had experi ence in, string ing together less powerful
personal computers. Norman's technical staff knew better, but Norman, like J obs, chose to believe what he wanted to believe.
In F ebruary 1989 , Norman had a new, urgent reason to add
NeXT to the Businessland offerings: one of his most important
existing computer lines, Compaq , decided to drop Businessland
completely and immediately. It was a remarkable decision on Compaq's part, to sever its relationshi p with the leading computer dealer ,
the dealer that had sold no less than $ 150 million of its product the
previous year. But that was part of the problem : Businessland knew
that it had inordinate power over a company such as Compaq and
it used that knowledge to press for "special adjustments,'' that is,
preferential discounts g iven to no other dealer . IBM and Apple
reluctantly acceded to Businessland's demands, but Com paq resisted
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and threatened to withdraw. Norman refused to budge, and called
the b lu ff. What followed was a surprise. Sudden ly, Compaq was
gone.
Of the two, Compaq seemed to industry observers to be hurt far
more than Businessland . Stewart Alsop in his newsletter arg ued that
Businessland had a broad selection of products from other computer
companies from which to choose a replacement. Brand loyalty to
Compaq or any other single computer line did not exist, Alsop
said. 222 D espite such assurances from outside observers, Norman
knew that he had at least a problem of transition on his hands.
While he made arrangements for replacing Compaq with another
personal-computer line, he had to make up fo r the loss of revenue
during the interim . N ow, the NeXT looked more attractive than
ever. By adding a hig h-priced workstation that was about to set the
office world on fire-both Norman and Compton were convinced
that Unix machines were poised to m ove beyond the lab benches of
scientists and eng ineers and onto the desks of mainstream corporations-the N eXT machine would provide a new, large reven ue
stream, just what Businessland needed while it fiddled with the
broken pipes left by Compaq,s abrupt departure. Moreover, Norman had another reason to close a deal with J obs: NeXT was willing
to accept the condition that Sun would not-g ranting exclusive
distribution rights to Businessland .
The very next month, Lilliputian NeXT ( 1988 revenue, neglig ible) and Brobdingnagian Businessland ( 1988 revenue, $ 1. 03 bi llion) held a lavish press conference an nouncing their new deal Q obs,
insisting on building a special sound stage and backdrop for the
announcement, spent in one week what the company had allocated
for marketing expenditures for the entire upcoming year) . Wellwishers thoug ht it was a perfect marriage. Richard Shaffer, another
newsletter publisher, regarded NeXT as better positioned than all
other U nix companies, including Sun, because now NeXT had "the
best sales force in the market,, working on its behalf. 223 NeXT
would not have to spend tens of millions of its own limited resources
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on advertising , pro motion, training its own sales force, and maintaining a large technical-serv ice group. Instead, it could use the
resources of the fa r larger Businessland. T his was NeXT's " hig hly
leveraged model" working perfectly. A lsop praised Busi nessland
fo r " having stomach, " first, for its gutsy showdown with Compaq,
and second, now, w ith its wi llingness to take a chance on a new
product w ith new technology. ZH Businessland was dee med equall y
fo rtunate to have landed its new partner. Dan Bricklin, software
don and occasional pundit, pointed out Businessland's gai n: "For
Businessland, it's like being able to put a M aserati on the showroom
floor. " 225
In the g iddiness of the moment, David Norman made an im probable predi ction. H e told the press, "NeXT revenues wi ll be as
much over the next twelve months as Compaq was over the last
twe lve months. Compaq business was about $ 15 0 million ." 226 It
was an astonishing prediction because it assu med that the NeXT
would literally become an overnig ht success, even though it was
sti II not really completed, let alone tested in real market conditions.
The prediction also assumed that customers wou ld purchase a pricey
machine. The base price of the NeXT sold by Businessland was set
at $9,995, substantially higher than the price charged to highereducation customers, and a price that would be fi rm - no d iscounts.
Depending on what options customers chose beyond the basic machine, Norman's pred iction of sales of $ 150 million translated into
the sale of I 0,000 to 15 ,000 machines, wh ich was still only onetenth the number that the NeXT factory was revving up to produce.
Newsletter publisher Richard Shaffer was no less susceptible to
feve rish predictions. He declared, "NeXT was a shab by little startup, and now it's a $ I 00 million company. T here is no way Businessland can't reach its goal of 10,000 computers." 227
T his was emotional conj uring, not rational planning, and NeXT
led the way. On the day that the Businessland deal was signed,
senior executives from Businessland joined with those at NeXT at
a celebratory dinner that Jobs hosted at hi s house. Toasts were
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offered by the two CEOs. First, Norman spoke, offering the sort
of speech that he was best at, add ressi ng a small group, speaking
graciously of the great partnership that had been formed and of
looking forward to working with NeXT. J obs followed, standing
up and cli cking g lasses with Norman. Hi s toast was a battle cry:
"L et's go kick the shit out of some people."
When the elite units of the Businessland troops were assembled
in F lorida the next month, the room was pumped full of the same
kind of combustible expectations. The occasion was the meeting of
Businessland's "I 00 P ercent Club," the salespeople who had exceeded their annual quotas. Kevin Compton came on the stage to
address the g roup , and he presented a dry outli ne of some general
technology issues facing the industry. H e was interrupted by a voice
that came over the loudspeaker: "You know, I don't necessarily
agree with you." Compton spoke out to the unseen voice: "I'm vicepresident of advanced systems here and that's my job, who are you?"
The god Ii ke voice answered, "I'm Steve Jobs." The Businessland
sales people screamed deliriously. It had all been set up by prior
arrangement, with Jobs calling from Californ ia and Compton serving as foil. vVhen the crowd quieted enough for Jobs to be heard,
he told them how excited he was about joining with Businessland
and how NeXT wou ld become an enormous company, too. The
bedlam that followed the conversation was described by one attendee
this way: "Picture grown , smart adults, standing on their chairs,
screaming, they were so excited." It was a transcendent moment.
"We had NeXT. M an, it was like a perfect world. "
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ith the passage of time, it is increasingly difficult to
recall what Steve J obs was like in the early days of
Apple, before the success of the company made him
appear a marketing genius to us, and to himself. But before the
task is rendered impossible, it may be useful to reach back in time
and note w hat has now been fo rgotten: the image of J obs as the
master marketer was itself a product of less well-known master
marketers, Regis M cKenna and Jay Chiat , the public relations and
advertising powers, respectively, behind the success of early Apple.
It was they who were inspired to present the two founding Steves
to the public as a perfectl y matched pair. Woz niak, being the
technically more proficient, was assig ned the role of the technology
prodigy. Jobs loved the tec hnology with the heart of a techie, but
being by far the m ore articulate of the two , he was assigned the role
of the marketing prodigy. O ver time , however , Jobs came to see
himself as M cKenna and C hiat had positioned him, as the marketing
boy wonder, forgetting that it was an identity that began as a form
of sophisticated pub li c-relations hype, devised by others.
By the time he founded NeXT, J obs had no doubts about his
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marketing prowess, and he carried two conv ictions born of his
expe rience: good technology will sell itself, and the best way to
inform the marketplace of the arri val of good technology was
through loud, publicity-generating events. The introduction of the
N eXT Cube at D avies Hall _had been the log ical successor to the
legendary introduction of the Apple Macintosh , and the proclamations that attended the an nouncement of the NeXT partnership with
Businessland continued the tradition of making as big a splash as
possible. For the early NeXT employees, many of whom had only
worked at Apple previously, Event Marketing was the only kind
of marketing they had any acquaintance with. It meant a succession
of ego-gratifying adrenaline rushes, when the bright lights of the
press would shine upon them for the event of the season. As small
as NeXT was in terms of sales or number of employees, it remained
a company of disproportionate interest that, thanks to J obs, could
get what seemed to be the whole world to pay attention to it.
The big event announcing the Businessland deal was followed by
more of the same, in dispersed form, as NeXT and Businessland
took the show on the road and held "seminars,, introducing the
Cube in twelve cities at a cost of about $2 million. The events
featured the presence of a true celebrity, Steve Jobs, and a true
mystery, the NeXT Cube, and drew large crowds everywhere from
the Midwest heartland to Wall Street.
N eXTs reliance u pon Event Marketing was diametrically opposite to the app roach that Sun M icrosystems had used. Without a
celebri ty, without advertising , without much attention from the
press, Sun had built itself up by word of mouth , early customers
serving as the references that secured new accounts. Sun>s terri to rial
success had been hard-won by its direct-sales infantry who inched
forward trench by trench without the help of bright flares or the
press. If reporters knocked on Sun's door, it was more often than
not simply to collect a provocative comment from Scott M cNealy
about Sun's competition, not about Sun. In February 1989, before
the NeXT-Businessland announcement, McNealy, when asked
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what he thought of the NeXT Cube, obligingly answered with a
quotable quote: ''My favo rite stereo computer to rock on with your
bad self. More seriously, it's the wrong operating system, the wrong
processor, and the wrong price." 228 M cNealy was not singling
NeXT out for special attention; he was equa lly polite when asked
what he thought about Apple's Macintoshes, which he praised
faintly as "a great typewriter replacement" (Allan Loren, then president of Apple USA, replied in kind by commenting about
McNealy's claim that the Su n workstation was easy to use: ((If you
really believe you' r e going to have tens of millio ns of people working with Unix all day lo ng, then I want to get some of the stuff
you're smoking. " 229
Even when Sun had the opportuni ty to do a little crowing of its
own, it could not summon the press the way NeXT could. Shortly
after NeXT made its announcement with Businessland, Sun introduced the machine orig inally conceived by Andy Bechtolsheim to
meet the NeXT Cube head-on. Sun named it the SPARCstation.
In terms of size and price, it was smaller than the Cube and was
closer to the top-of-th e-line Macintosh, but it had a RISC microprocessor that blazed at speeds many times faster tha n the other machines. 230 The anno uncement did not get anything like the attention
that J obs had secured fo r NeXT. Wall Street analysts doubted that
the SPARCstation could win office sales, 23 1 and the an nouncement
d id not seem as important as the news that Sun's most formidab le
workstation competitor, Apollo, was bought and merged with the
workstation division of another competitor, Hewlett-Packard.
While NeXT celebrated its partnersh ip with the leading computer
retailer, the future looked troubled for Sun.
In the late spring, the outlook for Sun turned from bad to
worse. Two senior executives, one of whom was Bernard Lacroute,
abruptly quit; the company lost control of its ow n internal computer
system and had to shut down manufacturing for five weeks, and the
quarter ended with the first loss the company had ever experi enced. 232 For a computer company to suffer from a breakdown of
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computers was especially embarrassing; the press wondered aloud
about the cobbler1s children havi ng no shoes. 233 Sun tried to explain
that none of the computers involved in the snafu were Sun workstations; the problems had arisen when the company switched from
a H ewlett-Packard minicomputer to a larger mainframe computer
that was needed when the company had passed the one-bi llion-dollar
mark in sales. ZH The old system was prematurely decommissioned
before the new one was fully ready; in the meantime, a torrent of
orders had come in for older Sun products whose prices had been
slashed to clear the way for the new SPARCstations. At one dark
moment, a three-foot stack of sales orders awa ited entry into Sun1 s
computer database; until they were properly recorded, the company
had no idea which models to manufacture. Austin Mayer, a Sun
executive , conceded, "We had to guess what was in there, and we
g uessed wrong. " 235
With the reporters hovering like vultures, M cNealy defensively
pointed to other contributing problems: introducing five new product lines in one quarter, building a new manufacturing facility in
Scotland, expanding the technical support organization. H e put the
best face on the quarter1 s loss by claiming to be Aattered by the
attention because "you hit 47 straight home r uns, it's goi ng to be
newsworth y when you strike out your next time at bat." 236 Wall
Street was unimpressed by the explanations , and Sun's stock lost
fifty percent of its value.
What the press, industry analysts, and the general public at the
time did not see-what even the rest of Sun did not see- was that
Sun's SPARCstation group , which had forecast immediate heavy
demand for its new workstation, had guessed correctly. The reason
the introduction of the SPARCstation was a contributor to Sun 1s
cri sis of 1989 was because it was spontaneously successful, even
without much support from Sun's own marketing forces, whose
forecasts fo r the machine's sales had been much more modest. The
avalanche of orders for the SPARCstation caug ht Sun's manufacturing division unprepared and short of critical components supplied
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by outside firms. This is that rarity of "indigestion" that Steve Jobs
had said he was guarding against when he initially restricted sales
of the NeXT Cube to higher education only. By looking at Sun and
what happened after the inauspicious launch of the SPARCstation,
we must conclude that indigestion is a minor malady that soon
passes. Orders for the SPARCstation passed everyone's most optimistic predictions, manufacturing returned to normal operation ,
Sun returned to profitability the next quarter and completed the
fiscal year following the fiasco of 19 89 with sales of $1. 77 billion ,
a robust sixty-eight-percent increase over the previous year. Public
awareness of the success of the new SPARCstation was slower, but
perhaps that worked to Sun's long-term advantage because it meant
the continued growth of its workstation business was based on a
solid foundation, won solely by hand-to-hand combat in the presence
of technically savvy workstation customers who compared the Sun
machine to the competition, undistracted by media hoopla or marketeer contrivance. The SPARCstation had to be both powerful and
attractively priced to fare so well.
If the public was slow to notice the hidden strength of Sun's
unadorned grassroots approach to expanding its customer base , it
was also slow to notice the hidden weaknesses that lay intrinsically
in NeXT's Event Marketing and the launch of its new relationship
with Businessland. If the traveling seminars that broug ht people
out to see Steve Jobs and the N eXT Cube evoked more than Oooh
and Ahhh from the crowds, if they had induced the attendees to
reach for their checkbooks, the NeXT Cube would have gotten off
to a fine start. But the demonstrations did not end with prospective
customers stepping forward to become actual customers. To understand why this was so, consider the impulsiv ity that is required of
the customer in Event Marketing. If you go to a circus or a rock
concert, you may in the excitement of the moment impulsively buy
a $ 10 souvenir doodad or T-shirt without undue concern about
value. But if you went to a demonstration of a NeXT Cube , even
if Steve J obs himself performed the honors, the $I 0,000 price
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would prevent you from being transported to a similar state of
impulsive consumption. J obs could not understand this beca use at
his own company, office purchase of a single personal computer was
treated for accounting purposes as an ordinary expense , accomplished as easily as buyi ng a box of penci ls; at other companies,
however, the purchase of even one single machine became a bureaucratic matter , the acq uisition of a capital asset, which req uired an
approval process, review by more than one person, and engaged
the budgeting authority of the organization. The problem that
NeXT and Business land faced was that once the marks left the big
tent wi thout reaching into their wallets, they did not return . Theyor their supervisors who wi elded financial control- had too many
questions for which there were no adequate answers in the harsh
glare of daylight.
T o begin with , it was plainly ev ident that the NeXT Cube was
far from fini shed . J obs had successfully kept the bugs in the operating system from public view when he was at Davies H all, but
he and his associates could not do so when out on the road. Even
· though the N eXT software team worked feveri shly during late
1988 and 1989 to complete the work on the system, they reconciled
themselves early on to the fact that there would still be many bugs
in the final release; what they concentrated their attention on, in the
time that they had before NeXT could wait no longer and would
have to declare the system complete, was to track down what the
N eXT staff called , appropriately, "showstoppers," the catastrophic
bugs that froze the screen, held up printing, caused a loss of data ,
or incapacitated a network . T heir progress in this quest was visible
in the interi m releases. By April 1989, an outside programme1· who
was at work developing new software for the NeXT enth used that
"today, it crashes once every th irty minutes; two weeks ago, it
crashed every thirty seconds; that's a logarithmic pace of improvement. " 237 But customers took little solace from the rate of improvement as long as the remaining bugs pulled the system down
frequently. In M ay, two NeXT machines crashed as Jobs was
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perform ing a demonstration before a group of 800 software industry
executi ves in San Diego. 238 Similar public emba rrassments continued on through the summer. The few in the hig her education
communi ty who had pu rchased a NeXT Cube were a hardy bunch
who liked to dig into the bowels of computer code and try to fix
bugs themselves or devise workarot,nds, as they are called. T he
cor porate customers of Businessland, however, did not take the
same hobbyist pleasure in b it twiddling . U ndersta ndab ly, they were
reluctant to take on t he task of completing the basic operating system
on their own in order to have a functioning machine.
Businessland customers were also different from NeXT's academic customers in their software requirements. They had little
need of the software that was bundled w ith the NeXT Cube, which
allowed them to render three-d imensional models of molecules, or
to write artificial intelligence routines in an esoteric language named
LISP, or to blast throug h Shakespeare, to use the J obsian phrase.
I nstead, they wanted a database program. None was available. They
wanted a comp uter-aided design program. None was available.
They wanted a good word-processing program, w it h more features
than the rudimentary one that came with the m achine. None was
available . They wanted a spreadsheet, like L otus 1-2-3. None was
available. At a semi nar in Akron, Ohio, an enthusiastic Businessland salesperson tried to pitch the program Mathematicawh ich performed polynomial factorization and other symbolic math
for advanced uni versity cou rses-as an all-purpose business tool
that would be a dandy spreadsheet, too. But this did not wash; the
business audience needed to do budgets, not calculus. The only
program that ran on the NeXT that was not bundled with it was a
program for publishing book-length documents, called Framemaker. It had a steep learning curve, was not well-suited for writing
letters or short reports, and its behavior was Aighty because it
could not be fully polished until the underlying layer, the operating
system, was first fini shed by NeXT.
Without software to do the practical work of the office, the NeXT
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was quite useless. T he initially curious would walk away after
looking more closely at the Cubes, muttering that NeXT could g ive
the machines away and people would still not want them. Curiously,
NeXT and Businessland management acted as if the opposite held
true, that customers would not hesitate to pay whatever price was
asked. A Businessland newsletter directed at its sales representatives
captures the presumption of inelastic demand:
Businessland Super Stars! H ow wou ld you li ke a product: for which
You had NO competition (think of that); You Sell at List; Boasting
State of the Art Technology; H as Excellent Name Recognition;
C reates Big Commissions; Has Excellent Availability; You do have
that product today; it is the NeXT Cube!
The Opportunity for sell ing this user fri end ly workstation is
Enormous. Our projected sales fo r NeXT wi ll ram p u p ve ry
qu ickly. As a field representati ve you wa nt to make sure that you
get your fai r share of this revenue! If not, you are working too hard!

To illustrate, the company showed how one C ube, starting with a
base p rice of $9,995, bundled with the printer, a hard-disk drive,
service contracts, optical disks, and a miscellany of extras, would
run $2 l , 5 19. T he Businessland representative would have to sell
eight IBM per sonal computers or fifteen low-end Maci ntoshes to
earn an equi valent commission .
The optimism that emanated from Dave Norman's office at the
top of Business land radiated downward through the organization,
obscuring the twin problems of the shortage of practical software
and the hig h pri ce compared to other personal com puters. If the
an nouncement in March of the NeXT-Businessland deal had been
followed by a hiatus in the stream of Big Events, the two companies
may have been more w illing to add ress the clear negative sig nals
that potential customers issued during the sales seminars that spring .
But there was no hiatus: just a few months later , in June 1989,
NeXT employees experienced another sugar hig h when J apan's
Canon, NeXT's supplier of the optical disk dri ve and the key
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component of its printer, agreed to purchase a 16. 67 percent share
in N eXT for an even $ I 00 million. NeXT celebrated the good
fortune that had again come its way and that added further validation
that the company was indeed on the rig ht track (Canon did extract
a promise from J obs that he would hire a chief operating officer,
but it would take three years before Jobs would make good on it).
Businessland also celebrated what they read as validation of their
own decision to sell the NeXT Cubes. Jobs told The Wall Street
Journal that N eXT was so flush with cash that a good portion of it
would probably end up in an idle bank account. 239 This was not
dissembling-that would come later when the money was exhausted-but rather an expression of just how miraculously wellfunded NeXT had come to be. J obs also used the Canon coup to
return to IBM in the fall of 1989 and renegotiate the licensing
agreement, doubli ng the rate that had been agreed upon earlier.
IBM was as g ullible as anyone and read the same augury of certain
success from the arri val of Canon as NeXT chose to.
In one stroke, NeXT now had a nominal market value of $600
million dollars. J obs, who after the reshuffling of equity held fifty
percent of NeXT shares, now had a stake that had a proforma value
of $300 million. This was a feat without precedent, g iven that the
company had only two hundred some employees, and no revenue
to speak of. Even Sun Microsystems could not begin to boast of
anything comparable: When Sun had gone public in J anuary 1986,
its market value was $430 million but it had already logged almost
$200 million in sales by that point. 240
Steve Jobs and NeXT em ployees had an obvious vested interest
in choosing to see the Canon investment as reflection of the worth
of what they were doing, and the other NeXT partners, like Perot,
Businessland, and IBM , also had their own reasons to see the
investment as confirmation of their own business acumen. \.\That is
not so easily explained is why outside observers also went along with
the most sanguine interpretation, without pausing to wonder about
the sagacity of the Japanese in their rush to pay large sums of money
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for certain U.S. properties in the heady days of the late 1980s,
before the Tokyo economi c bubble burst. The evenness of the
figure that Canon paid-$ I 00 million-for the equity stake and for
exclusive di stribution rights in Asia for the NeXT C ube is a clue that
Canon's interest in NeXT was arrived at by amorphous "strategic"
considerations, not by crunching any hard numbers. Its kin wo uld
be the megadeals that drew the J apanese to H ollywood, Sony to
Columbia Pictures, and M atsushita to MCA, and no matter what
inflated price the J apanese were willing to pay, Americans ass umed
that the infallible J apanese knew what they were doing. The editorial
pages in the United States were filled with hand-w ring ing about the
threat to American interests posed by these investments, and N eXT
employees, too, in internal d iscussions about the proposed Canon
deal, worried that accepting the investment would mean a reversal
of Steve Jobs's declarations in earlier years that Americans should
stand up to the J apanese . Now, in 1989, J obs rationalized his
accommodation with the former enemy by tell ing his employees
that the Canon deal would allO\·V N eXT, an American company
with American technology, to infiltrate the Asian market, striking
a patriotic counterblow to the powers with whom we had the largest
trade deficit. The discussion of threatened American interests did
not address another possibility: that the Japanese were caught up,
for reasons particular to that hysteria-tinged moment in their own
financia l history, in an ill-considered buying spree ab road that they
wou ld later rue.
In the summer of 1989, however, the J apanese seemed possessed
of unerring business judgment, a juggernaut that could not be
stopped, and the vote of confidence in NeXT represented by the
$I 00 million infused everyone connected with NeXT with su nny
confidence that success was imminent. Businessland sent hundreds
of its sales representatives and systems engineers throug h a training
program to acclimate their staff technically to the C ube. NeXT
provided engineers to serve as trai ners; they plunged enthusiastically
into the task, turning what had been twelve-hour days into double220
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shi fts, maintaining their work assignme nts at NeXT by day and
their training assignments fo r Businessland at night. Separate ly,
Businessland arranged for add itional sales training and pep ta lks
for its staff, such as Demo-rama competitions held to see who cou ld
perform the most poli shed demonstration of the Cube. "Socratic
Selling Skills" were also impressed upon the staff with the help of
an outside consultant, who encouraged the Businessland sales reps
to dispense with th e conventi onal pitch to customers. I nstead of
ma king a sales call to ex plain in canned cadences the wonders of
the computer , how it woul d save the customer money, improve
prod uctivity, and enhance competiti veness, the Businessland representative was to sell by listening, Socraticall y draw ing out the customer's concerns with a skein of gentle questions, each responding
to the preceding reply. O nce the interrogation was accom plished,
the NeXT Cube could then be pitched as the protean answer fo r
every challenge. (Thi s bri ngs to mi nd the Pe nn State professor who
in the early years of computer-aided ed ucation in the 1960s had
been so alarmed by the invocati on of the hall owed name of Socrates,
but that was a premature alarm: this is when Soc rates would ri se
from the dead to ask fo r another cup of heml ock. )
Businessland read ied promotional paraphernalia-coffee cups,
pens, sa les literature. All had to be approved by Jobs perso nally,
and thi s proved to be diffic ult. As of July 1989, after NeXT had
been selling its C ube fo r nine months, and now had Businessland
and Canon selling it, too, the company had yet to issue a single fact
sheet or brochure. J obs had been displeased by every draft that his
marketing sta ff had attempted, so nothi ng at all had been issued;
rep rints of reviews that appeared in the press were used as a stopgap.
Finall y, a brochure passed Jobs's muster: it was a two-d imensional
rep roduction of the C ube, in the full sca le of twe lve by twelve
inches. Jobs of course did not stint: it cost $ I each to print and J obs
had 200,00 0 copies pri nted (unfortunately, when NeXT ran a
prominent advertisement in The W all Street J o1m1al and was deluged
with thousands of req uests fo r the brochure, the compa ny belatedl y
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d iscovered that its odd di mensions rendered all available envelopes
useless; no brochures could be sent out until N eXT received a
special order of envelopes that had to be hastily manufactured just
for them; another surprise awaited the company when it dropped
them off at the post office at last and di scovered that their special
brochures meant special postage, too) . The Businessland staff followed NeXT's exam ple and spent lavishly, too. M arching to Norman's ord ers of preparing to sell $ 150 million of NeXT Cubes in
one year, Businessland calculated the necessary amount of promotional material that would be required to achieve such volume and
lay in the necessarily large inventories of materials, as well as the
Cubes themselves.
On the eve of the completion of the operating system in September , NeXT and Businessland drew encou ragement from a sign that
customers were at last on the verge of actually buying the N eXT
computer . Serious negotiations were underway for the first significant purchase of NeXT Cubes by a nonacademic customer , the
William M orris Agency in Beverly Hills and New York, whose
founding stretched back to the previous century. The betrothal of
the venerable talent agency and the upstart NeXT was an affair
entirely apropos of the H ollywood setti ng. T he two new partne rs
gazed less at each other than at the photographers whom the twosome
most soug ht to im press by li nking arms with each other. William
M orris, popularly known as the place where ambitious college
g raduates entered in the lowly mail room , to pay their dues and
fight their way up to the exalted position of talent agent , had fallen
on hard times in recent years. Its own agents had defected and
formed the hugely successful rival, C reati ve Artists Agency. W illiam M orris had lost many of its clients and had difficulties attracting new ones, having now acquired an image of stodg iness; it
increasingly depended on income from its real estate invest ments. 24 1
The agency wanted to shake off its image of being stuck in the past,
and when it heard that the now larger r ival agencies were considering major purchases of Macintoshes, an opportunity for public one222
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upmanship presented itself. William Morris would buy the postMacintosh machine, the NeXT, and become au courant in one
stroke .
NeXT also was excited by what a sale to William Morris would
do for its own position in the public mind. The conservative image
that William Morris sought to shed was precisely what was most
valuable to NeXT-the association with the oldest talent agency
would help to dispel lingering doubts in the corporate world about
NeXT's youth. NeXT Cubes at William Morris could serve as a
showcase of what the machine could do in a nontechnical business
setting. The agency, by the nature of the work, was skilled in
handling the media and attracting attention that was disproportionate
to its size, just as NeXT was. A sale of several hundred machines
to a company in the Fortune 500 would not generate nearly the
attention that such a sale would to the William Morris Agency. The
very way the two companies began their negotiations also made
them comfortable with each other: the agency insisted on speaki ng
with no one at Businessland or NeXT but Steve Jobs, and when
this could not be achieved by conventional channels, it was achieved
by employing celebrity connections. "Deal with the people at the
top" was the credo at William Morris, which was perfectly suited
to the style of Steve Jobs.
The interest of the William Morris Agency, Jobs told his staff,
was validation of his laissez-faire marketing strategy, firing buckshot indiscri minately at the entire business world and seeing what
customers stepped forward. See, he reasoned , if we had targeted
specific areas, we never would have picked talent agencies as a bloc
of customers we should pursue, and we never would have gotten
this opportunity . He believed that the market for the NeXT computer was in the process of being created by the invisible customers
like William Morri s, who sought out NeXT instead of NeXT
seeking out them. J obs was determined that the talks with "William
Morris end successfully, and he was even willing to do what he had
sworn he would not: he offered a deep discount to secure the sale
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of 270 machines. To prevent the concession from serving as a
precedent for others, N eXT swore the agency to secrecy about the
terms and publicly continued to avow no-di scounts-for-anyone as
non-negotiable policy. So determined was he to make th is the flagship site that he gave his personal word that he would "put hi s butt
on the line" to ensu re that the agency rece ived full sati sfaction from
its maverick purchase . 2-1-2
At the time of the talks with NeXT , the William M orri s Age ncy
had little acquaintance with computers, other than in its m usic
department, which had plain IBM-compatible personal computers.
Contemp lati ng expansion to all departments, the age ncy had called
in outside consultants at Deloitte T ouche to serve as li feguards to
make sure the agency did not swim out into technical waters that
were way above its head . Most agents and their assistants did not
use personal computers , and expressed no wi sh to do so, so the
agency's manage ment had at first asked Deloitte Touche to provide
advice about the desirab ility of installing a large minicomputer
connected to terminals that would be on every person's desk. Interesting ly, it was someone who freely adm itted that he knew nothing
about computers, J ohn Burnham, a senior executi ve who was cohead
of the motio n picture department at W illi am M orri s, who suggested
that the agency look at the NeXT because Burnham had "heard it
was a hot mac hine." Mike Simpson, his colleague, took up the
suggestion and became a NeXT ad vocate, but Simpson , despite a
reputation as the res ident "power user" of personal computers at the
age ncy, had much more enthusiasm than he had expertise. H e and
hi s young assistant, Ch ris Godsick, we re completely at sea when
they tried to organize the growing thicket of letters that were stored
on a hard disk in Simpson's IBM -compatible computer. They had
despaired of ever learning how to subdivide the hard disk space
into d in:ctories and cluster related groups of letters together to make
retrieval easy. Simpson's computer was filled w ith hundreds of
unorgani zed letters stuck in an electronic wilderness, irretrievable.
Frustrated, they had thrown up their hands and had reverted to the
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old-fashioned system of using paper copies kept in easy-to-file paper
folders. Simpson, still struggling with the unfriendly commands of
the personal-computer era from the early 198 0s, pre-Macintosh,
was that rare candidate ripe for N eXT proselytiz ing in the late
198 0s: too busy to be willing to learn of easier-to-use, inexpensive
alternatives to the computer software he was using, yet at the same
time more than willing to spend a lot of money on machines that
were touted as the Next Big Thing.
It is fitting that Mike Simpson, a professional merchant of inflated
cinematic dreams, would himself be sold on an inflated dream, that
of a NeXT computer that would be so easy to use that the telephonerelated chaos of a busy agent's life could at last be tamed. Agents
received 50 to 200 calls a day, and a senior agent like Simpson
could keep four separate phone lines busy simultaneously-talking
on one line, while assistants d ialed out and readied a call on a second
and two incoming calls were placed in a queue. The process was
frenz ied , accompanied by constant shouts from one person to another to punch the various telephone buttons that would keep the
fl ow of calls rolling without interrupti on. Sim pson was taken by
the idea of purchasing NeXT Cubes and adapting a program for
maintaining a phone log called Who's Calling? , whi ch was in the
process of being fin ished for the NeXT by Adamation, a small
software firm based in Oakland which had decided to gamble its
own fortunes on the N eXT Cube. Simpson env isaged much more
than maintaining a simple list of phone numbers; the computer
could keep other lists, too, of directors and their availab ility, of
singers and actors, and with the multimedi a capabilities of the
NeXT , the lists could include photographs and swatches of music,
as well. Keep in mind , however, that Simpson purchased dream ,
not reality. When W illiam M orri s Agency made its commitment
in the late summer of 1989, the N eXT operating system was not
yet complete. Who's Calling?, in turn, was unfinished , and the
customized software that the agency wanted was nothing more than
a wish li st.
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The agency pressed for guarantees of satisfaction from all of the
companies who were involved: from NeXT, from Businessland ,
which had had the order land in its lap, and from Adamation, which
had no say in designing the custom program that the agency wanted
but was eager to please its first m ajor customer . The one party that
is missing from the list, Deloitte Touche, is a curious absence; after
all , it was Deloitte Touche consultants who were hired by the agency
for no purpose other than to serve as impartial technical advisers.
They were the only ones who did not have a vested stake in pushing
the NeXT sale. But Deloitte T ouche, arg uing that the NeXT hardware and software was new technology, shed any responsibility for
the final result. If William Morris Agency wanted to make a loud
statement about being on the cutting edge of computers, fine , but
Deloitte Touche would not provide the security of the usual guarantees.
The first thirty NeXT Cubes arri ved at the agency in O ctober
1989, with the understanding that another 120 would follow in the
early part of the next year. It seemed auspicious: this was the
first major sale of Cubes for Businessland, it appeared to mark a
breakthrough out of the academic g hetto for NeXT, and the agency
received some favorable p ubli city (CNN: "New computer technology is helping some of Hollywood's top star-makers get ahead of
the competition . . . ."), though Wi lliam M orris and NeXT wished
it had received still more. What none of the parties in volved rea lized
was that William Morris had taken a d isastrous step, hopping into
a tem peramental Formula One racing car without any dri v ing
experience. In 1989, the agency was the only major commercial
custome~ of NeXT, and even three years later, in t he summer of
1992, it still was the second-largest commercial site of N eXT machines in North America, 2+J but instead of inspirational showcase,
it was the si nkhole from hell.
Mindful of the importance of milking the most positive publi city
from its decision-which by its nature, once made, was all but
irrevocable -the agency praised the NeXT to the press and extolled
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the many benefits that the machines had brought to the office.
The press release trumpeted the NeXT network as a "first for the
entertainment industry," yet the sort of innovative decision one
would expect from an agency whose tradition was "always setting
the standard in the industry." With the NeXT software, agents
would be able to store and view videos of its entertainment clients
on the computer itself. ZH H aving a multimedia database at the
agent's fingertips would make it possible, no, already was making
it possible, for the agency to be more effective in representing its
clients. In 1991 , Mike Simpson , for exa mp le, bragg ed to a magaz ine interv iewer that he could use the special NeXT software to
secure a $2 m illion fee that he soug ht fo r a cli ent. When the
executive from W a rner Brothers protested that the studio had never
paid such a sum to a d irector with two credits going into his third
movie, Simpson was at the ready with the contrary facts, t hanks to
the NeXT computer: "Wait a m inute. T wo years ago, you gave so
and so two-and-a-quarte r , so don't tell me that . . . . " 2 ~ 5 Thi s was
wonderful testimoni al, except for a minor caveat: the multimedia
NeXT database did not exist . The agency's custom software in fact
was not in sufficientl y completed form to permit even trial testing
until the fall of 1992 , or three years afte r the agency had convinced
itself that the unique benefits of the NeXT software would g ive it
an advantage over its competitors.
Aside from the attempt to have a bit of the frisson of the new rub
off on the old agency, the principal reason for choosing NeXT in
1989 had been the attractions of the customized software, which
Steve J obs had billed as easy to create. T he agency had conceived
of a complex database with some eig ht separate modules, each a
technical challenge that was the equiv alent of a full-fledged standalone software p rogram, yet each was expected to work seamlessly
with the others. Everyone who d id not actually have a role in writing
software code said that it was feasible: NeXT and Businessland , who
both wanted to clinch the sale and acceded to whatever the agency
requested , and D eloitte Touche, who was happy to provide technical
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specifications without assuming any responsibility for implementati on. It fell to Adamati on to try to please the many different parties
involved . William Morris made the project all the more difficult
because of its elaborate concern for security. Still traumatized by
the defections of its former agents, who had taken competitively
crippling information about the agency's clients with them, the
surv ivors at William Morris were determined to place multiple
locks on each item of information in thei r custom database. Some
people would be permitted to look at the client's calendar; others
would be allowed to know what the last gig was; fewer wou ld be
allowed to see a phone number. The mi nutes of executive meetings
and other sensitive documents were further protected by special
tricks that prevented even those who were permitted to read them
from being able to print them.
Stretched across a companywide computer network, a database
with such restrictions and multiple modules made creation of the
custom software a nig htmare. Adamation attem pted to persuade
William Morris to simplify the design , but the agency would not
budge and Adamation eventually had to relinquish the job and
NeXT itself had to step in to finish it. Even NeXT had its problems
and ·had to abandon two years of work and start completely over in
199 1. Trying to keep its flagship account in Hollywood happy,
N eXT ended up spendi ng enormous amounts of its own money,
d iverting its engi neers to work on the problems so that the pr ivate
disaster did not explode into a major public embarrassment. Aside
from the considerable resources themselves that NeXT, a small
company, had to spend on the William Morris Agency account, the
problems were costly too in the sense of distracting NeXT from
focusing on other, larger categori es of commercial customers. Even
if NeXT had been able to follow the Wi lliam Morris sale with
other firms in the same niche, it would have gained little. The
world of talent agencies is only so big , and it is too specialized to
lead naturally to other business. Hollywood provided glamour but
was otherwise a dead end. Strategically speaking, if NeXT's flagship
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account had been launched with a sale of similar size to, let us say,
a nondescript insurance co mpany, NeXT, and its corporate reseller,
Businessland, wou ld have been much better off.
The \;\,TiJliam Morris Agency also proved to be a deadly anomal y
for having desks that were still virginall y pure, untouched by other
makes of personal computers when the fi rst NeXT's arri ved in 198 9
and 1990. Consequentl y, age ncy employees were well behind the
rest of corporate Ameri ca in discovering word processing and electronic mail. Despite al l the hoopla about the unique NeXT technology, the NeXT machines at the agency were used mostly for
d istributing internal memos within the company and for correspondence, functions that did not require $ 10,000 workstations. In the
life of the prosaic offi ce, the capabili ty to include voice annotation
languished; 2+6 agency memos used the same mute text that nonNeXT software used. There were hu nd reds of internal memos to
be read each week; who had the time to listen to them ? The only
thing new about the system was the new manifestation of the old
problem of being carefu l about what one communicated to whom:
six en1ployees were summarily fired when their electronic correspondence, which included discussion of th eir bosses and how best to
avoid additional work duties, accidentall y was sent to an adm ini strator. 2+7 T he loose lips did not require a NeXT computer , however;
any computer in the age of the networked office would have served.
The William Morris Agency was delighted that its computers
enab led the Beverly Hi lls and New York offices to be interconnected, but NeXT had not made it easy for NeXTs to be interconnected to the non-NeXT machines in the music department, so the
two networks were sepa rate, unable to talk with each other. 2+s
William M orris testimonia l was all too plain ly naive: it did not
separate out which benefits derived from computers generica ll y and
wh ich from NeXT specifically. The agency also had to overlook the
sluggish performance and frequent crashes of its pri zed NeXT
network , whi ch should have been anchored by machines that were
espec ially desig ned to sc1·ve as a central hub, the server, wh ich Sun
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and other companies made, but NeXT did not. So, because NeXT
was the party who decided how the network should be set up, it
chose , no surprise, NeXT machines to stand in the place of servers,
and network performance suffered as a result. The agency was
simply too inexperienced and anomalous to provide an effective
success story that would persuade others of the vi rtues of the NeXT.
As for the orig inal dream of M ike Simpson, of using NeXT
computers to track the maelstrom of phone calls that were at the
center of office work at the agency, its realization turned out to
be elusive . The sophisticated technology of the NeXT Cube, the
computer that Steve J obs described as the first for the N ineties
( 1990s) was still overwhelmed by the telephone, the technology of
the earlier Seventies (1870s) . The sheer volume of the calls made
it impossible for assistants to take the trouble of entering the information onto the computer screen. It was most convenient to mai ntain
the phone log as it always had been, by writing by hand on paper,
using technology no more sophisticated than the spring of a clipboard. If a manual log seemed a waste of J obs's "personal mainframe" and its digital signal processor and all the rest of the
electronic goodies that the NeXT Cube embodied, there was one
modest function that the NeXT Cube might have been able to help
out with . It could have maintained a list of phone numbers that ,
with a simple con nection to the phone syste m, would have permitted
an agent to dial outgoi ng phone calls by hitting a single button on
the computer. I n 199 1, the William Morris staff had heard that
this marvelous feature, which seemed exotic and desirable in equal
measure, was provided on the Macintoshes that ri val Creative Artists Agency had. In fact, telephone dialing by computer was a
feature that inexpensive, widely avai lable software had provided
even primitive IBM compatibles years before. It was only the lack
of experience at the agency that made such a simple aid seem so
wondrous and unattainable. While the agency waited and waited
for its hopelessly ambitious custom program to be completed , it
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went without the software conveniences that users of other brands
of computers had taken for granted long before.
While the g raying W illiam M orris Agency tried hard to show
the world it was cool, the younger, more powerful Creative A rtists
Agency felt no need to loudly announce its hi pness through its
computers. It was well ahead of Wi ll iam Mor r is, havi ng qu ietly
moved from a spri nkli ng of Macintoshes and dedicated N BI wordprocessors to an all-Macintosh companywide network even before
William M orri s held its press conferences claiming to be the industry pioneer . C reative Artists did not make any public an nouncements about its new system and even when asked, preferred not to
d iscuss internal operations. Its Macintoshes were used in a si milar
fashion to the NeXT's at William M orri s-for word processing
and electroni c m ail- but at a much lower cost per seat and with
faste r installation of computeri zed Rolodexes and customized, security-sensitive databases. For Creative Artists Agency, the decision
to adopt M acintoshes was not a d ifficu lt choice, but the agency was
laconic and d id not feel as insecure as Wi lliam M orris did, and so
did not fu ss and b rag. Compared to CAA, W illiam M or r is comes
across as no more hi p than adults adopting teenager slang , talking
in too loud a voice and never quite masteri ng the argot.
\ :\Then the William Morris Agency made its comm itment to
purchase NeXT machines in 1989, it did so to a large measure
because it knew that NeXT, as a relati ve newcom er , would take
special care with its fi rst major customer , whereas an order for a
few hundred machines would be fa r too small to draw noti ce from
an IBM or an A pp l.e. T he agency would need lots of hand-holding,
and if Businessland cou ld not accommodate it, the agency knew that
it could go d irectl y to NeXT itself. In this respect, the agency was
proven correct, and NeXT d id extend costly assistance far beyond
what would be required in an ordina ry arm's-length transaction
between buyer and seller . But thi s is another reason w hy the initial
announcement of the sale of NeXT Cubes to the agency d id not
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create a ba ndwagon effect: by definition, there can only be one

first major customer. Subsequent customers have to commit to the
machine without being able to invoke the special status of being the
first and expecti ng the unl imited facto ry suppor t that came with it.
T he m achi nes would have to sta nd on their own, a nd NeXT and
Businessland di scovered that they could not make any sales without
w hat they re ferred to in memos as " senior NeXT exposure,,, that
is, the prese nce of J obs hi mself. T he com petition also noticed the
p heno menon. F ield sales rep resentatives fo r Sun fo und that their
s mooth prog ress in wo rking an account would be thrown in turmoil
w hen J obs would present hi mself and sway the custo mer to consider
the NeXT. Then Scott McNealy wou ld hear and hav e to hop a
p lane to try to sway t he customer back. It mad dened M cNealy : it
was only the celebrity of a Steve J obs that forced him and other
seni or Sun executi ves to p lay in suc h a contest whose terms put
no ncelebrities at a disadvantage.
J obs was witho ut eq ual in selling hi m self. At a computer- industry
meeting in late 198 9 attended by ini tia lly hostile, older cor porate
in fo rmation-systems people who ca me fro m the world of mainfra me
com puters a nd w ho possessed no special fondness fo r the personalcompute r revo lut ion, J obs stole the show . A Compttterworld columnist provides thi s descri ptio n:
Uobs] stood up in his dashing Italian suit-a far cry from his jeansclad Apple days- and fl ashed his mill ion-dollar smile. You could
feel the crowd melt into his hands; after all, the other guys may be
industry heavyweig hts, but th is was a real live celebrity . ... E ve n
the skeptics moved fo rward in their scats when J obs sat dow n and
demo'd N ext . Like H orowitz at the keyboard . . . . When J obs
bounded offstage to thunderous applause, there was a feeling that
he could have sold a few computers right there in the hal lway. Even
the most hard-bitten were moved, at least a little. 249
E m p loying Holl ywood d azzle as one's primary ma rketing tool ultimately was not e ffecti ve, howeve r. A celebri ty, li ke anyone else,
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can be in only one place at a time, and even an audience that melts
during the performance will not follow through impulsively with
orders in large volumes for a slow, expensive workstation that lacks
software. (At the same industry conference, Bill Gates said that
M icrosoft had no interest in remedying NeXT's software lacuna:
"We' re in the business of writing for machines that sell in the
mi llions, so this is not for us. ") 250
Whenever it publicly disclosed its sales, NeXT always did a little
more than simply obey the natural instinct to put the best possible
face on news; it stretched the truth a bit, sometimes less, sometimes
more. In late 1989, for example, the company sought to convey the
idea that its expansion into the commercial marketplace had been
successful, and that the major purchase of NeXT Cubes from William Morris Agency had been followed by encourag ing purchases
in the Fortune 500. To achieve the desired effect in the public
mind, NeXT's Dan'! Lewin announced that no less than one hund red companies in the Fortune 500 had NeXT Cubes "installed. " 25 1
What he d id not explain was that those computers were loaners and
evaluation units, and in fact not a single company, in or outside the
Fortune 500, had followed the William Morris Agency with a
sim ilar purchase. Even the agency's 270 machines were not purchased, as was publicly implied, in a single order; rather, the
number represented a commitment to purchase that was spread over
the next two years and was not fulfilled until June 199 1.
NeXT did not disclose to the public that at the end of 1989,
Businessland had sold a g rand total of 360 NeXT Cubes. This was
painful to absorb, especially for the NeXT employees who had
worked at Apple, wh ich sold more than 400,000 Macintoshes in
the first year after its introduction. Even when sales of Cubes to
higher education were included, the total was so small that NeXT
employees looked at the figures and grimly joked that surely the
numbers in the charts were expressed in units of thousands and had
had three zeros lopped off. It was not the case, however. The NeXT
factory had a run rate of fewer than I 00 machines a month. Not
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100,000, just plain 100. More than four years after its founding,
sixteen months after the Cube had been unveiled at Davies Hall,
nine months after announci ng its partnership with Businessland, six
months after receiving the massive investment from Japanese giant
Canon, the marketplace was not cooperating with the script that
Steve Jobs and his associates had written for themselves.
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usinesses, like families, harbor secrets. In some cases, the
divergence between public fa~ade and private reali ty is extreme , and such has been the case of Steve J obs's NeXT.
The official story at any g iven point since the introduction of the
C ube in 1988 has been that NeXT Computer is succeeding; the
story that has been kept private has been one of botched strategies
and ever widen ing gaps between NeXT's sales and those of its
targeted competitors. One wou ld expect to find that NeXT employees were racked by cognitive d issonance, trying to reconcile the
vario us duali ties at NeXT: the optimistic pronouncements and the
disappointing sales, the inner conviction that the company had built
a superior machine and the outer indications that the public was not
interested, the anointment by J obs of his subordinates as the best
and hi s beli ttlement of them as the worst that soon foll owed. To
a remarkable extent, however, NeXT employees kept cogniti ve
d issonance to a minimum; they were able to do so by follow ing as
much as they could the example of J obs himself, the master at
denying whatever causes anxiety or discomfort.
H ere is an example of the duality that J obs has ad roitly managed:
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In September 1989, when NeXT still had vi rtually no sales outside
of hig her education, Jobs confidently told a d ifferent story to the
public. He declared that in its penetration of corporate America the
NeXT Computer was ahead of the Macintosh at the same poi nt in
its history because the NeXT did not have to be snuck in throug h
the back door like the Mac; it was going straight in th rough the
front door. When asked if he had any regrets, wou ld he have done
anything differently with the NeXT, he answered with verve that
he would not have changed a thing, he was happy with how things
had turned out. So at least he said . Internally, the company was
receiv ing lots of sig nals that the machine was an overpriced, slow,
black-and-white computer that needed software, and convincing
software developers to gamble on the NeXT machin e was proving
to be extremely difficu lt. But publicly, J obs maintained everything
was dandy; in fact, he said, the company was even ahead of its
own plans to secure software. Every major software developer was
writing software for the NeXT, Jobs told the press; Gates's Mic rosoft was the only holdout. 252 Thi s was a shrewd bluff. If Jobs
succeeded in convincing the public that acceptance of NeXT was
gathering momentum, then software developers and customers
wou ld hurry to hop on the bandwagon, turning what had been
phantom into solid reality .
One could easily assemble an album fill ed with snapshots of
sim ila r duality, when NeXrs public pronouncements were wild ly
at odds with the facts that were pri vately concealed. What is of most
interest, however, is not the simple fact of divergence between hype
and truth, but rather the psychological aspect of this tension and
the uneasy compli city of NeXT employees and the wider general
publ ic in wishful thinking. Steve Jobs is persuasive only because
we have our own needs that mesh well with his. As a society, we
are desperate for the heroic figure, and if Steve J obs wields powers
of persuasion with few equals, the credit or blame, as you wi sh,
should also fall upon the audience, the other half of the equation
that is too often ig nored. The fact that Inc. magazine wo uld hail
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J obs as "Entrepreneur of the Decade" in early 1989 , after the
NeXT Computer had been born in a pitiful state of incompletion
and flaws, tells us much about ourselves. W e crave the authority of
an oracle, whose preternatural vision is validated by youth and earl y
success, and Steve J obs has been glad to play out the oracular role
we have offered to him.
A revealing example of the intertwined interests of J obs's ego
and the public's hunger for a business sage is provided in a television
show , "Future Forum, " that was filmed in June 1989 at the New
York Public Library and sponsored by D ow J ones to commemorate
the hundredth anniversary of The Wall Street Journal. For a discussion of The Future writ large, a panel of international fig ures from
business and politics was assembled, including D onald P eterson,
the chairman of Ford Motor Com pany; Michael Boskin , chairman
of the Council of Economic Advisors; Valery G iscard d'Estaing,
former president of France; Kenichi Ohmae, from M cKinsey and
Company's T okyo office; and various notables from G reat Britain,
Hungary, Mexico , Italy, and the then-Soviet Union. The single
under-forty representative among this august group was Steve J obs.
The d iscussion of the day was launched by the day's host, news
anchor Peter Jennings, who asked the panel to think about a ficti onal
company, Creative M otors, where a brig ht young eng ineer was
thinking about leaving to start his own company. J enn ings naturally
fixed upon J obs, the paragon of youthfu l entrepreneurialism, to
bring the engineer to life, and J obs obliged with many thoughts,
which came tumbling out in an unpolished jumble: "I think what
you're highlighting is that it only takes- even in a very large
corporation- it only takes a few people to make a difference between
an Edsel and a Taurus." He jumped abruptly to his home territory
of computers. As the American economy shifted increasing ly toward
"knowledge work," the only difference, he said, between the T aurus
and the E dsel, between a winning car desig n and a fai led one, would
be the computerized database employed in the desig n. F rom this,
he said, one could see that economic competition between countries
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would not be a matter of competing wage rates but rather a matter
of competing educational systems. As he spoke, and as Jennings
coaxed from him some thoughts about how he had come to start
N eXT , the constant motion of Jobs's gestures placed him apart from
the other, less animated members of the panel. The hands provided
curlicues: fluttering, pointing, pressed together, pulled apart and
twisted. Everyone on the panel listened to the Young Man attentively and politely, and Jobs clearly relished the opportunity to hold
forth on industrial policy and the Future Fate of the American
Economy. He b ragged later that year that Robert M osbacher, the
Secretary of Commerce, had asked him for his thoug hts on higher
education, and he had answered, «The Secretary of Commerce and
the Secretary of E ducation should be the same person. " 253
The idea at the core of Jobs's prescription for reviv ing America's
ailing industrial sector was that the country needed more of those
specially gifted individuals, extremely brig ht and driven, who made
all the d ifference, and who, he told us, started new companies not
in pursui t of money or glory but only out of frustration when their
ideas were too far ahead of thei r time. In short, Steve J obs said the
country needed more people like Steve J obs.
Within the company, the problem of duality ap peared in many
forms. Consider, for example, Jobs's official theory about managing
others and his actual practice . On the public record, J obs would
speak eloquently of how he liked to hire "self-motivated people,"
whom you point in the general d irection of where they are to head
and then "get the hell out of their way." 254 ln fact, J obs could not
resist doing the opposite of what he prescribed: he reserved all
decisions for himself, interceding in every trivial matter. Perhaps
J obs's behavior is best explained by hi s egoism: if no one else was
his eq ual, then it would be best to have all decisions made by the
most competent person available, that is, himself. He believed his
g rasp of all functional areas of business was as su re as it was intuitive,
and he saw himself as the self-taught creator of an entire industry
in the same way t hat Henry Ford and the Wrig ht Brothers had had
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no fo rmal business background. 255 On a hot summer day, during
a hike in the Stanford hills with a fellow employee that took them
up to a vantage point from wh ich the sprawl of Silicon Valley could
be glimpsed beneath the thick smog, J obs could look out and say,
all in apparent seriousness, " I feel responsible for that."
An alternative explanation-favored by some NeXT employees-hypothesizes that J obs is actually quite insecu re, and maintains
his own control by keeping his employees in a perpetual state of
disequi li brium. Working at NeXT, they would joke, was like being
in a V-8 juice advertisement, in which the figures (who have not
gotten their vegetables) walk at an impossible tilt. If you tried to
stand up straight, J obs would push you off-center agai n with a
ferocious attack on the quality of the work. It was so predictable
that employees learned over time that it was best to show J obs a
preliminary version of whatever was to be placed before him , so
that when the work was judged to be "shit" or " brain-damaged,"
as it always was, rev isions could be readied quickly and the rejection
was not so painful.
Still, it was difficult for NeXT employees to adjust to the dramatic
d rop in regard that J obs had for them once they had begun work
at the company (Susan Barnes would sardonically describe Jobs's
pattern of behavior as his "seduce-and-abandon mode"). New employees arri ved as heroes, the best of the best who had survived the
stri ngent series of interviews, which could extend to five or six
separate visits to the com pany. No one was hired without a manager
persuadi ng J obs that this person was the absolute best person on the
planet for the job. All offer letters were issued by J obs himself, and
he exercised peremptory challenges, often rejecti ng a highly praised
prospective candidate after a brief encounte r . His fatal all-purpose
appraisal for the person he rejected would be, "I don't think that
person is very bright." Those who managed to survive the process
were brought into the company with a grand introduction, presented
to their new colleagues with a recitation of their outstanding credentials, their ears ringing with descriptions that placed them as the
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best in thei r field . And the ir youth was hailed , too-J obs always
mentioned age in their introduction to the company, and if he did
not already recall a person's exact age, he would ask the employee
to state it before the assembled g roup; thoug h not intended, J obs's
fi xation upon youth could make a veteran employee who was a ripe
thirty years feel dismayed by her own advanced age when she silently
compared her self to the new, younger stars who were regularly
introduced , basking in J obs's praise.
Yet not long after the golden newcomers began work at N eXT ,
they d iscovered that J obs did not li ke what they were doing, that
they could not seem to do anything rig ht. This led, in turn , to a
r edoubling of effort in a vain attempt to recapture the approbati on
of J obs, the per son who possessed monopoly control over one's
standing. In the internal NeXT lexicon, this pattern of initial hiring
hailed as the very best, followed by disparagement as hopelessly
incompetent, was referred to by the shorthand phrase "The H eroShithead Roller Coaster. "
In the binary world of J obs, you were either great , or you were
shit, and since in hi s mind no one was as capable as he was, it did
not take long for heroes to fall fro m g race . The more time that you
spent in close proximity to J obs, the sooner the fall ; employees
called it the Icarus E ffect. On at least one occasion, the Icarus E ffect
transpired within the compass of a sing le day , when J obs gave a
short talk to a g roup of new employees as part of their orientation.
Afterward, J obs pulled aside one of his senior managers and told
him to dismi ss one member of the new g rou p , who had not impressed J obs as "smart. " It was not clear why J obs's observation of
someone who was asked to do nothing but listen to presentations by
others yielded insight that had not come during the intensive g rilling
in interviews earlier. But with excuses and di stractions, the manager
averted the unsavory task of firing the person on his first day at
work.
From a distance, Jobs's modus operandi may appear to be an
effective means of pushing employees to wor k their hardest. In his
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calculation of how to get the most from people, Jobs drew upon the
peculiar mathematics favored by football coaches w ho ask for "I I 0
percent" from their playe rs. The same math was used by J obs: hi s
theory was that if he asked fo r I 00 percent of what a person could
do, he might get something close to I 00 percent , but if he demanded
150 percent (one must be imaginative here to guess what that might
mean), then he could expect a superhuman frenzy of effort that
would result in 120 percent fulfillment , or 20 percent more than
he would have gotten if he had not goaded the person to do the
impossible. Viewed from a closer vantage poi nt, where employee
demoralization is more visible, the operation of such a system is not
such a pretty sig ht. J obs always exhorted his troops to think of
NeXT's struggle as a marathon, but early employees discovered
that it was hard to run a marathon while sustaining the pace of a
hold-nothing-back sprint. Over time , it was ever more difficult to
draw sufficient sustenance from the sugar hig hs of the major company announcements, to accept the promise of J obs that "the next
six months will make or break us" when the six months passed only
to be replaced with a renewed promise that the next six months were
the ones that would be truly criti cal, then the next. Many dropped
out of the race and left the company. On the day that he resig ned,
one marketing manager received an electronic mai l message from
a fellow employee: "Cong ratulations on figu ring out the only way
to turn off the treadm ill is to walk away." Soon, empl oyees that had
been hired later woul d Aag, too, and leave, and then their successors
would pass throug h the same cycle. In-jokes within the company
were attempts to ease t he pai n. Referring to lithium, the drug used
to treat the mania of bi polar di sorde r-NeXT was regarded as a
place of "the hig hest hig hs and the lowest lows"-NeXT employees
would self-mockingly warn each other to avoid too many trips to
the " lithium lick." As disillusioned NeXT employees bailed out,
most did not rece ive the sympathetic gesture like the congratulatory
note about the treadmill. Those who stayed behind, fo r their own
psychic self-preservatio n, tended to view those who left as deserters,
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deserving of no more thought than weaklings who fell by the
wayside in combat. Those who left the company were viewed as the
"B players" who could not keep up wi th the "A players,, who bravely
marched on, until they too collapsed, and fresher troops stepped
over them in turn.
Jobs could use his considerable powers to charm as part of the
rec ruitment process, whether he sought employees, suppliers, or
customers, but once he had secured what he wanted, he did not
exert himself and bother with even simple civilities. In the private
meetings at NeXT, well beyond public view, he was the antithesis
of charming. The duality of public and private sides to J obs was
impressed upon hi s employees, who had to reconcile the suave,
charismatic, larger-than-life Founder whom the public knew , with
the captious, acid-tong ued martinet that they saw before them in
the flesh- and whose vici nity they quickly learned to stay as far
from as possible.
Former employees, looking back upon their experience at NeXT,
have spoken lightheartedly of a new business opportunity: opening
"detox centers" just for ex-NeXTies, just as there are centers for
deprogramming Scientologists and Hare Krishna followers. With
its charter mission to serve higher education, NeXT had attracted
"the most passionate people outside of a nonprofit, " one veteran tells
me, looking back wistfully (and then adds, "well, actually NeXT
was a nonprofit, too"). Another former believer describes the idealism at NeXT by recalling how employees were so excited about
their work when they began that would say to one another with
incredulity, "And they' re paying us, too!" Not all NeXT employees
were so idealistic, and another step in the process of disillusionment
for those who were was the moment of discovery that somt: colleagues had ig nored the rhetoric of egalitariani sm and material
renouncem ent and had negotiated higher salaries than others with
identical qualificati ons and responsibilities. The materialists were
the ones who turned out to have the most longevity at NeXT because
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they did not pass through the crisis of disill usionment that the
idealists inevitably encountered .
Several other former employees have spoken, not so lightheartedly, of NeXT as a "dysfunctional fami ly," dom inated by one
person who is winsome in public but abusive in private. Like fami ly
members in the codependency model who try to reform the family
tormentor by being on t heir best behavior and trying to exert a
salutary influence by bei ng perfect, and yet always fall ing short, so
too NeXT employees t ried to reform J obs and make him less cruel.
The dysfunctional-family metaphor seemed especially appropriate
to one g roup of six employees who happened to be chatting together
one day when they discovered that five out of the six were children
of alcoholics. Others spoke of informal polls among their fellow
employees at NeXT that had arrived at similar results. There is a
danger here of overstating the case and of perpetuating the seemingly endless speculation based on pop psyc hology that has long
made Jobs a central subject (in his early career, J obs's name would
rarely be mentioned without someone explicating the supposed importance of his being an adopted child). Certainly there are no
statistically valid data to corroborate the contention that NeXT
employees had a hig her than average percentage of people who came
from such backgrounds. But what is clear is that the theory held
explanatory power to some NeXT em ployees; it gave them a way
of understanding why they would subject themselves to J obs's cruelty and the unusual psychodynamics of their workplace. Their
theory was that they had tolerated it, had in fact gone to NeXT in
the first place, because NeXT replicated the emotional env ironment
that they personaJly were most familiar with , that of their own
fami ly.
If we return to the idea that NeXT, like J obs, had a public side
and a dissimilar private side, we can understand why Joe Hutsko,
one of the employees who had worked for J obs at Apple, then again
at NeXT, told J obs, upon resigning, that he would continue to
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respect the fine products that Jobs made. But Hutsko went on to
say t hat he had come to the conclusion that it was much better to
use J obs's compu ters than to witness the human cost entailed in
producing them . H e likened his ave rsion to seeing how it was done
to pur posefully not watching as piano movers transport a prized
instrument. J obs heard the same message from one departing employee after another, some of whom prepared long letters of resignation , fi lling pages with suggestions of how the company's cultu re
could be improved, or presenting at their last staff meetings deta iled
proposals for change. Even as they were leaving in a state of exhaustion and emotiona l d istress, J obs's e mployees wou ld muster a last
b urst of passion in a vain attem pt to get J obs to address the problems
that he preferred to ignore. l\o one had sufficient power to make
him li sten , however , and the collective fo rce of the combi ned messages d id not register because J obs could treat each case si ng ly as an
instance of " burn-out," a regrettable but unchangeab le constant
amo ng the less worthy.
No o ne had the power to make Jobs do anything that he did not
want to do, and such had been the case fo r so long that he had come
to accept with equanim ity a pathologically d istorted v ision of the
world . W hy shou ld there be any li mits to the fulfill ment of his
every impulse? He was a mu ltimill ionaire who had been deified
while still a young ma n; and now his post-Apple company was flush
with $ 100 milli on from Canon. In 1989, w hen NeXT offices we re
moved to g reatly expanded quarters along the San Francisco Bay in
Redwood C ity , he repeated the extravagances of the foundi ng, only
on a g rander scale that made the preparat ions resemble the build ing
of the Taj Mahal . The construction crews were kept at wo r k around
the clock, scu rrying to implement J obs's wishes. As the first tenants
of the bui ld ings, NeXT was g iven a generous allowance for the
com pletion of the interiors, but NeXT far exceeded its allotment.
T hi s was quite an accomplishment, considering that the buildings
were nothing b ut shells and there was no existing inte rior that
needed to be r ipped out before the new desig n was built in. T he
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only thing that NeXT had to wor k arou nd were the elevators that
came with the building. But even th ese were too much to accommodate, so to improve the views and clear room fo r wide staircases,
Jobs orde red the elevators removed entirely, despite obj ections that
without them the movement of people in wheelchairs and eq uipment
would be much more d ifficult . W hen the constr uction was completed, a one-of-a-kind staircase-designed by I. M. P ei's fi rm appeared to fl oat by in visib le means. Th e dining area featured g ray,
black , and whi te marb le. Common areas had $2 , 200 chairs and
$ 10 ,000 sofas. O n ever y employee's desk was the most expensive
phone -$45 0 eac h- that J obs could find. Spec ial hig h-capacity T l phone lines were leased so that every phone within NeXT's
scattered locations could be reached with the dia ling of only four
digits. Jobs ordered that a T - 1 line be installed from NeXT to hi s
home , too. When Alex G ray, the NeXT manage r responsible for
telecommunication serv ices, returned to J obs's office to report that
the line would cost $660 a month , Jobs d id not look up from hi s
computer screen w he n he replied . "l do n't care," he said, "I'm
rich."
By continuing his obsession w ith t he most picayune operational
details, as he had at the fo und ing of NeXT, J obs maintained for
himself an illusory sense that the world was unde r his control and
"quality" the sine q ua non , when in fact it was onl y hi s immediate
'
surroundings that were his dom in ion. O utside busi ness partne rs
were always shocked when t hey got thei r fi rst intimate g li mpse of
life at NeXT under J obs. When a g roup of reporte rs accompanied
a delegation of Businessland executives on a visit to NeXT's splend id
new offices in Redwood C ity, the visitors, dressed in suits, di sembarked from the limousine and were g reeted by J obs in b lue jeans
and black turtleneck. As he walked with the group toward the
entrance, J obs was called over by the landscaper who was overseei ng
installation of the spri nk ler system. For twenty m inu tes, while the
g roup waited on the sidewalk , J obs gave d irections to the landscaping crew, pointing out the exact placement of t he spri nk ler heads.
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H aving witnessed such a scene, the Businessland representatives
should not have been su rpr ised when they d iscovered that they too
would be subjected to the same maniacal foc us on the most tri vial
of details. A NeXT employee happened to see one day that one of
the Businessland stores in P alo Alto had painted a N eXT logo on
the window without authorization. The transgression was reported
to J obs, who angrily called Businessland 's Kevin Compton , who
had the unpleasant task of ordering that the sign be washed off.
Compton's subordinate was incredulous: "You have to be kidding. "
No, Com pton explai ned, he was not; the colors were not r ight and
the sign had to go. Could we not redo the colors, using the official
NeXT color card, which specified the precise P antone M atching
System shades? This turned out to be acceptable to J obs, and the
sign painter returned to make sure that the "N" in NeXT was
"P M S W arm Red U" and the "e,, was "P MS Yellow I 09 U " and
so on. All Businessland stores received the color specification card
and orders to take care to ensure proper matching. In such fussing,
it would be understatement to use the old saw about missing the
forest fo r the trees; this was foc using on one b ranch of one tree and
pressing one's nose against a patch of bark.
E ven NeXT employees, who generally soon became inured to
J obs's obsessive concern about "quality," were not incapable of
aston ishment. W hen the Cube was shipping at long last, the NeXT
managers in the marketing and sales g roup discovered that the
orders that they had , small though they were, could not be filled by
the NeXT factory in F remont. Burt Cummings, a manager whom
J obs had hired from Apple, was responsible for getting the Cubes
sent out and he discove red , when he called the factory, that the
problem was the unsatisfactory paint on the magnesium cases that
had arri ved from the outside supplier. "There're bubbles on it, "
Cummings was told . "OK, describe how bad these bubbles are."
W ell, the factory said , it's too hard to descr ibe. After prolonged
wrang li ng, C ummings was told that if he were willing to vouch
for their qual ity, the factory reluctantly would shi p the Cubes out.
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So Cummings hop ped in the car and d rove to Fremont to inspect
the cases for himself, and discovered that the mi schievous bubbles
were not visi ble until a manager from NeXT's Quality Control
department b roug ht out a magnifying glass. Cummings was told
that the factory's standards for acceptable quality were not a matter
for subjecti ve judgment but were spelled out in a ri gorous Quality
Assurance test spec ified in the company manual. The lig hting for
the test , the proper 45 -degree angle and distance for observationall were spelled out in detail. Cummings stretched out his arm to
measure the proper distance, adjusted his position to achieve the
req uired ang le, and compared side-by-side one case that had flunked
the test with one that had passed and he still could not tell any
di fference. Fine, said Cummings, if a customer is upset with what
is visible only under a magnifying glass and demands a new Cube,
we'll tell him we'll shi p him one in a few months. But now can we
please ship these out so customers will at least have som ething?
L ooking bac k on the memory and laughing , Cummings describes
such fussiness at NeXT as doing the little things "down to a g nat's
ass," while other , more important matters remained out of co ntrol.
In J anuary 1989 , Jobs had made quality a superordinate concern
of the com pany, beg inning with hi s placement of the term "quality"
on his "Deep Shit" list at a company retreat. (This li st was separate
from the "Good Shit" li st of positive milestones; the motif ran
through other J obsian expressions, such as the sublime praise for
employees who pleased him: "You've turned shit into gold!") Jobs
saw the enormous publicity that Motorola, one of NeXT's principal
suppliers, had received the year before when it won the Malcolm
Baldrige Award for its Total Quality Management prog ram , and
he dec ided that NeXT should institute a T otal Quality M anagement
program and apply for a Baldrige, too. Eva Chen, a TQM expert
and a Baldri ge examiner herself, was hired to head NeXT's new
program. She was an evangelist whose charter was to show that
quality issues pertained not just to defect rates in manufacturing but
to every department within the company.
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At first blush, it would have seemed that NeXT was the perfect
candidate for a successful Total Quality Management program. The
TQM principles, which had been developed by Americans like
Deming and Juran and embraced and legi timated by large Japanese
companies, were the subject of numerous management seminars and
books in the late 1980s. Steve Jobs, with his hysterical intolerance
of anyth ing that he deemed less than the best, appeared to have a
head start on most everybody else in the United States. TQM at
NeXT would simply be a formali zation of what Jobs had intuiti vely
pressed for on his own. So, at least, it had seemed initially. But
as Chen and her team of eleven representatives drawn from all
departments at NeXT worked on setting up the TQM program, it
soon became clear that TQM principles and Jobs's philosophy were
antagonistic in many respects. The prophets of TQM preached the
importance of making quality the concern of everyone in the company at the grassroots level; Jobs's attitude was, Let's go for the
Baldrige! TQM demanded that all aspects of the business be placed
under scrutiny; Jobs's approach implicitly said that those matters
dear to his own heart, such as aesthetic appearances, were more
important than others, such as understandi ng one's prospective customers. TQM would require that managers soli cit and address
feedback; Jobs preferred to pick and choose his news, and the
messengers who delivered discouraging news were figuratively shot.
At the middle and lower levels of the company, NeXT employees
quickly saw that the Total Quality Management program could
bring long-desi red changes in NeXT, forcing J obs and his senior
staff to pay more attention to the discomforting messages that the
outside world was sending to NeXT but which never seemed to
reach the inner sanctum. TQM placed emphasis on the importance
of trusting and "empowering" subordinates, delegating authority,
making incremental improvements as part of a long continual process, all of which were antithetical to Jobs's makeup. J obs's interest
in TQM lasted as long as any shiny object which momentarily
caught his eye; it was discarded and forgotten as soon as he came
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across the next g littering bauble. It was unfortunate because NeXT
mig ht have been an interesti ng test of the appro priateness of TQM
principles in a young, struggling company; if, for the fun of conjecture, we assume that J obs was constitutionally well-su ited for a
TQM program, there still would have been proble ms: TQM gobb led up staff resources and entailed measurements and reports and
small-g roup meetings. Should one wait until the company is more
established and can more comfortably spare the resources, or should
one start earl y and view it not as a luxury but as one means to become
well-established? TQM died at NeXT too soon for an answer.
Frustrated that she could not get J obs's support to implement a
proper T otal Quality Management program, Eva Chen left NeXT,
bringing to a close the short-lived chapter of TQM in NeXT's
book. It is a chapter that the company apparently regards with some
retrospective misgivings: Chen contacted NeXT in 1991, more
than a year after she had resigned from the company , seeking
clearance fo r speaking abo ut T otal Quality Management at NeXT.
She was threatened by NeXT's lawye rs with a lawsuit if she were
to say a word. (One must g rant that even if its interest in TQM
proved fleeting, N eXT obv iously has made g reat strides in a new
field, what m ight be called TSM, for T ota l Secrecy M anagement. )
An application for the Baldrige award was worked up, but it was
a document of frothy unreality: NeXT selectively chose what it
wished to report, bragging about the low rate of defects in key
electronic components, but turning vague when it came to discussi ng customer satisfaction and market acce ptance of the Cube.
The application explicated com pany goals at g reat length, talking
of ai ry slogans ("At NeXT , the busi ness plan is the quality plan")
or formulas that the company had devised ("Vision + TQM =
Success"). One component of the NeXT mission statement was "to
build computers that change the world and that our fr iends can
afford to buy," but the appl ication did not prov ide an indication of
how many friends had demonstrated the affordabi lity of the machine
by actually purchasing one. Inadvertentl y, the document betrayed
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the self-referential orientation of NeXT , such as in the boast that
NeXT employees understood what its customers needed "sometimes
better than the customers themselves." T he Baldrige exam iners were
not impressed; NeXT's application did not advance beyond the
preliminary round of the competition.
T he flirtation with Total Quality Management and the energy
d iverted to organi z ing teams of employees to prepare the application
fo r the Baldrige award was costly to NeXT , not because little came
of it all but because it delayed for J obs the mo ment of reckoning
with his mistakes. He had convinced himself that he had set up a
quality organization that produced a q11ality computer. At the same
time, he could not avoid seeing that his intended customers were
not nearly as "delig hted and surprised" as the com pany's m ission
statement said that they were supposed to be, and that sales failed
to take off even after the operating system was completed. So the
only possible explanation left in his m ind was that hi s new business
partner, Businessland, was bungling the task of selling the mach ine.
In the spring of 1989, Busi nessland had been hai led by NeXT as
the very best at w hat it did; by the fall , Businessland was hopelessly
incompetent, inept, incapable of sell ing without NeXT holdi ng its
hand every step of the way. Almost overn ight Businessland became
the scapegoat for the d isappointing sales of the Cube, repli cati ng
the course of the hero-shithead roller coaster with which J obs's own
employees were well fam iliar .
Jobs's personal fam iliarity with the commercial offices to which
Businessland sold computers was all but nonexistent, and certainly
no bette r than h is fam iliarity with the un iversity offices that had
been the earlier target. Somehow he had picked up the idea that
NeXT would be successful in the commercial market because his
company had a "printer strategy" that no one else had. H is lectures
on the subject to Businessland executives left them puzzled, however; they thought that customers cared more about price issues, or
software availability, than about a mar keting message that linked a
computer and a printer together. J obs was not concerned about the
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customer complaints about the slow speed and high cost of the
optical disk because he pred icted that the $50 disks would soon be
available for $20 (what transpired was the opposite: thei r pr ice rose
to their true cost, $ 150). 256 And perhaps the most unreal istic idea
that J obs had about his intended market was that the NeXT Cube
would be the perfect replacement for people who had a desktop
crowded with two machines-a Macintosh and a Sun workstation.
("Great, that's about five desks," Dan'! L ewin, the cofounder in
charge of ·m arketing, would mutter sub rosa whenever J obs
launched his pat speech on the subject.)
This lack of understanding his market can be explained in part
by ·a little secret: J obs was not much of a computer user himself.
One would never guess that the hallowed father of the personalcomputer industry and the master of the computer demonstration,
on hi s own , used his machine for processing electronic mail and
little else. T he computer, which in speeches he often referred to as
"the most powerful tool ever invented," was used in hi s own li fe for
mundane commun ication, quite like the vVilliam M orris Agency
sing ing the prai ses of its computers while using them for very little
other than as mailboxes. And Jobs himself began using electronic
mail later rather than earlier, beginning not at Apple but at NeXT.
W hen he was in the mood and found the time to do it himself
instead of scribbling a draft on paper for someone else to tinker
with on the computer, he would use his machine to wr ite a letter
or prepare slides for the occasional talk . But he did not often use a
spreadsheet, t he most common software found in business offices,
of whose needs he believed he had a profound understanding. He
did not spend time expandi ng his own skills, exp loring limits, or
testing the software of r ivals. He remained as technically dependent
upon experts when even small hardware or software g litches arose
as any lay person. O ne is not surprised that a J ohn Sculley, Apple's
CEO who formerl y was a marketeer at Pepsi, relied heavily upon
personal technical assistants. But Steve J obs? And at home as well
as at the office? W hen he was having a problem with his Cube at
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home on one occasion, Jobs put in an urgent call one weekend to
one of hi s senior managers, who also was expected to be on call as
his personal-computer technical assistant . The plea for help reached
him when he happened to be traveling in Europe and was able to
remotely turn Jobs's ba lky machine off, then back on, and remedy
the problem , using a handy $5 ,0 00-a-month telephone line that
NeXT leased. A recurring pattern in Jobs's famous computer demonstrations is that they always highlig hted technology-such as
mathematically produced orchestral sounds or visually impressive
collages of images , li ke Donald Duck and a red Fei-rari - without
showing what a marketing person would call solutions. J obs had no
idea what problems real people faced in a real office.
Jobs increased the pressure on Businessland's Dave Norman to
produce sales, and Norman turned the screws on his subordinates.
The w isdom e mbodied in a folk saying popular at the lower levels
at NeXT ("Shit rolls downhill") applied now to Businessland, too.
W hen the enticement of generous bonuses fai led to produce the
desired results, Businessland senior management issued quotas for
each store, with the promise that heads wou ld roll if the quotas were
not met. Meanwhi le, Businessland had to continue to accept fresh
shi pments of NeXT Cubes in order to fulfill its contract with NeXT
and meet the te rms required to maintain its exclusive control of
distribution. T he warehouses filled up with unsold machines. NeXT
maintained that this was wholly Businessland's problem and had no
sympathy for its plig ht.
At the very end of 1989, the NeXT-Businessland relationship
took a farc ical turn . N eXT wanted to unload a final shipment of
1,300 units on Businessland so that it could close its books on the
year with the machines recorded as sold (for perspective, remember
that Businessland sold fewer than 400 total for the entire year of
1989), and Businessland, for the same reasons, wanted to close its
books without its inventory becom ing even more bloated than it
already was. Like hot potatoes, the machines were tossed back and
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forth, neither company wanting to be stuck with them. Finally, a
compromise was reached: NeXT would ship the Cubes out, but
Busi nessland wou ld not receive them unti I after it had closed its
books fo r 1989. In the meantime, the machines disappeared into
accounting limbo, left on the truck with orders to go aro und the
block several times, so to speak , until NeXT and Businessland both
got their books c losed. For the Businessland manage rs who were
ordered to carry out such legerdemain, th is ep isode brought home
the reali zation that Businessland was in serious trouble.
Steve J obs had an epiphany at this time, too. M aybe things were
not going so \veil , after all. " ls this the right product?" he asked
his senior staff in early J anuary 1990. There was an abundance of
indications that the Cube was not succeedi ng, but J obs had not been
ready to pay atte nti on unti l this point. Like a dazed survivor of a
train that had derailed, he wanted to know, w hat happened? L ewin,
whose close contacts with academi c customers had made him painfu lly awa re of how unrealistically expensive the NeXT Cube had
turned out to be for them, let alone for Businessland customers who
had to pay a stiU hig her price, had been waiting for an opportun ity
when J obs wou ld listen , and finally it had arrived. W e need to bui ld
a new machine, a product for $3,000, L ewin said, naming the same
target price that had been on the white board years ago when NeXT
was featured on "The E ntrepreneurs." J obs said, okay, let's build
it. The other employees were apprised of the new plan at the
company retreat held that month at the H yatt Monterey. As always,
J obs spent money without regard for the vicissitudes of sales:
$500,000 was spent on this retreat alone, an impressive sum for a
company of fewer than 4 00 employees whose only product, it
seemed in the words of one NeXT manager , could not even be
g iven away. But once agai n, employees were prov ided with a new
sugar hig h . The company would redesign the Cube and have a new
machine out fo r the fa ll. The crash prog ram was to be called Warp
9, a speed that lay beyond the possible (Warp 8 was the maximum
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speed of the starship E nter prise in Star Trek), and a reference
to the nine months that the com pany gave itself to reinvent its
computer .
A fiscally prudent chief executive officer would have tried to
conser ve NeXT's cash kitty as the company li mped through the
interi m period until t he next NeXT was readied. Susan Barnes, in
charge of finance , had voiced a heretical thoug ht: since the Cube
was not selling , perhaps it would be best for N eXT to shift back
to " research-and-development mode," pull the product from the
shelves, concentrate on readying the new one, and conserve its
m oney in the meantime. But J obs would hear nothing of it. H e felt
it was best to maintain an image of success . NeXT sales rep resentatives were always dogged by questions concerning t he "V" word,
the com pany's v iabili ty; J obs sought to provide reassurance that the
company was healt hy and would be long-lived, by spending in the
manner of a healthy company. M ore buildings were leased in Redwood City and F remont, even thoug h some would remain unoccupied. NeXT's own direct sales fo rce was g reatly expanded with
an experienced cadre of computer salespeople from Sun , Silicon
G raphics, and other sibling companies; the travel-and-entertainment excesses of the staff on the road soon became legend , even at
NeXT w here the word "excess" was not in anyone's vocabulary
and a single month's catering bill fo r the com pany's twenty-fourmember executive staff ($22 per person each lunch meeting, with
the black lu nch box, b lack cutlery, b lack napkin) one time came to
$13, 000. NeXT's actual sales figures were kept secret , so J obs could
point to outward appearances and say to the world , " D oes this look
like a company that is not going to be around ?"
Members of the NeXT sales staff, in fact, had abundant reasons
to wonder whether they had made a wise decision to join NeX T.
They were accustomed to annually earning com m issions of
$200,00 0 to $400,000, but at NeXT the commission structure was
based on the assumption that N eXT would become an overnight
success. T he M ac intosh veterans remem bered that in the first hun254
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dred days after its introduction, some 72,000 Macintoshes had been
sold, 257 and J obs had initially predicted that NeXT would sell
40,000 machines immediately just because at least that many people
wou ld buy any computer he made, regardless of what it was. 258
Based on these sunny expectations, Jobs originally wanted each
NeXT salesperson to bring in $10 to $20 million in sales as an
annual quota; Todd Rulon-Miller, NeXT's head of sales, managed
to persuade J obs to lower it to $5 million . Even this was unrealistic,
a figure four to five times larger than what other companies at a
similar point in thei r history had expected of their salespeople. After
the Cube was released, NeXT's sales representatives soon discovered
that a million in annual sales per person was all that could be
achieved, which meant that for the first time in their careers they
were not meeting their numbers and had to accept the d iscouraging
minimum "draw," paid as an advance against future comm issions
that never materialized. (The sales staff conducted an informal
survey of custome rs to try to ascertain how many Cubes were sold
for no other reason than that it was Steve J obs's machine, and the
best estimate that they arrived at was that only about I 00 machines
were purchased primarily for that reason. )
Dan'l Lewin did not wait around for the Second Coming of the
NeXT computer . H e had gone from hero to shithead, having been
demoted and stripped of for mal marketing responsibility in July
1989 when he told J obs that NeXT should not make promises to
customers that J obs knew they had no way of keeping. After demoting L ewin , J obs had taken the marketing post himself. F inally too
frustrated to endure the ignominy of impotent figurehead, Lewin
resig ned in February 1990, becoming the first of the orig ina l five
NeXT cofounders w ho would peel off. Lewin's decisio n to leave
could not be attributed to a lack of desire to work at a fragile startup: he left N eXT to join another small start- up, GO Corporation ,
which was working on software for computers that used pens instead
of keyboards, and from there he would go on to join Kaleida Labs,
a brand-new multimed ia software company fo rmed by IBM and
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Apple. His successive desti nations were companies that offered the
same blue-sky possibilities as NeXT had, and without the pri ce of
suffering at the hands of Steve J obs.
Employees who stayed at NeXT were treated curiously by J obs.
T hey were subject to the same tirades and petty humili ations as
before, but w hen it came ti me fo r NeXT to perform the semiannual
per forma nce app raisals and determine raises, if any, employees were
heroes once again . T he old days had passed when one was expected
as a demonstration of faith to accept a sig ni ficant pay cut when
joining the company. Now NeXT was willi ng to pay a premium.
Barnes's own assistant, a j unior accounta nt hired from a large accou nti ng fir m where such positions paid in the mid-twenty-thousand
ra nge, was hired at NeXT for $50,000 a year and withi n two years
was making $90,000. T he salaries of others cl im bed in sim ilar
fashion. It was d izzying: raises were not merely five or ten percent
at a time, they were often five or ten thousand dollars, and since they
were g iven as salary increases, not bonuses, they were per manent.
T hanks to company poli cy, anyone could learn what anyone else
made. If a valued employee made noises about leaving, a raise
would be awarded on the spot, then everyone else on the same level
would demand one, too, ratcheting salary costs upward. All the
while the company's operations resu lted in losses of millions of
dollars a month .
Yet, despite the red ink, despite the belated abandonment of
"Field of Dreams" marketing, building a computer wi th neat technology and assumi ng that customers would come to it, despite
instituti ng a crash program to design a new computer , Jobs maintained a public fai;ade that all was well. Total Secrecy Management
permitted Jobs in late J anuary 1990 to tell the p ress, which had not
been told anythi ng about the company retreat that gave b irth to
War p 9, that "I'd say we're doing even a li ttle b it better t han we
expected. " 25 9 T he newspapers knew that sales were s.low but they
had no idea j ust how bad things wer e. T hey were left to wonder
about the increase in NeXT emp loyees and t he extravagance so
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visible in NeXT's Redwood City offices. Why is it, the San Francisco Chronicle asked J obs, that NeXT needs 400 employees when
it appears to be shipping few computers? J obs replied that "we>re
trying to grow a big old oak tree, and if you look u nder an oak
tree, you'll see a root system that's as bi g as the tree itself; we,ve
been growing ou r root system." A local newspaper introduced hi s
remarks with a sarcastic preface, "The Engli sh language was furth er
enhanced yesterday by Steve J obs, a master of hig h-techno logy
marketing. " 260
Instead of disclosing actual sales, J obs provided the public w ith
tantalizing tidbits of pseudo-news. He was wil li ng to share that
NeXT was "in active dialogue with 50 Fortune 500 companies. " 26 1
He could say, as he had been saying the year before, that this time
he was going in through the front door of corporate America. 262
And if thi s did not impress, he had definite g lad tidings about the
sa les that Businessland was wi nning for NeXT: "vVe're starting to
close some really seriously big deals. ,, 263 Dave Norman, on hi s part,
kept up the brave front and continued to maintain, even in earl y
1990, that Businessland would sell $ 100 million worth of NeXT
machines within the year. 264 Businessland had invested almost $1. 5
mi llion in the last quarter of 1989 in bu ild ing up a NeXT-specific
sales and marketing infrastructure, including a million in advertising, even though the total number of machines it sold in the period
was only 150. This meant that Businessland had spent on just
infrastructure about$ I 0,000 per machine sold beyond the wholesale
cost of the machines. The investments were to continue, on the
assumption that by the same quarter at the end of 1990, Businessland
would be selling at twenty times this rate. But this was nothing but
delusional. A publicly traded company like Businessland could not
keep its financials pri vate as NeXT cou ld, a nd a succession o f
quarterly losses soon revealed that the largest computer cha in in t he
country was not in a state of good health. As Businessland reacted
to its worsening financia l strai ts with staff cutbacks and increases in
sales goals, its sa les representatives found that they had to sell
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$150,000 to $175 ,000 worth of machines in order to make their
monthly quotas. Selling the black-and-white NeXT machine, at list
price, with all of its performance and software shortcomings, was
proving impossible. The sales cycle of the pri cey N eXT required
months of lobbying a prospective customer, passing through special
evaluations, and ending almost always in rejecti on, or at best, an
order for a single machine or two. This was no way to make one's
monthly quota. T o Ross Perot, who must have been recalling his
own fabled accomplishment of meeting his sales quota for an entire
year at IBM by J anuary 19, 265 the problem could be easily solved.
He told a N eXT manager , "Just get every Businessland salesman
to sell one of those a month, and you'd be selling a thousand of
them a month. " T o him , it was merely a simple matter of arithmetic,
and N eXT tri ed to suggest new incenti ves to achieve the Perot goal
of one-sale-per-sales rep. The new incentives were no more effective
than the preceding ones.
Despite his public declarations to the contrary, Jobs was far
from happy with Businessland; the big corporate sales that he had
prematurely claimed thanks to Businessland had never materialized.
In the spring of 1990, he vented hi s anger at a meeting of the
Businessland regional vice-presidents, who had presented their estimates of N eXT C ube sales for the next quarter . The estimates were
modest and upon hearing them Jobs turned li v id and pounded the
table for emphasis: "If you can't do better than that, you shouldn't
be in sales at all." Norman was as unrealistic as J obs and authori zed
creation of a cadre of full-time NeXT sales managers, who were
free from the pressures of meeting a set monthly quota. But these
efforts failed to produce any better results, and the more resources
that Businessland invested in NeXT, the fewer resources it had to
salvage sales in its mainstream lines , which were under increasing
pressure due to savage price competition in the computer industry.
The entire Businessland ship began to sink.
Amazing ly, N eXT was able to conceal the extent of its disastrous
foray into the commercial marketplace. The International Data
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Corporation , the market research firm that provides the most commonly cited sales estimates in the computer industry, estimated that
NeXT's total revenues, includi ng sales to higher education, were
$74 m illion fo r I 990. 266 But the estimate for NeXT was actually
too high; NeXT's total revenues turned out to be, by its own
disclosure more than a year later , only $28 million for the year.
Compare this to r ival Sun Microsystem 's $2. 76 billion for the same
period. A year after its sing le money-losing quarter in 1989 at the
time of the introduction of the SPARCstation, Sun was soaring, its
market share expanding, the price of its shares doubling from the
previous year. 267 Sun boasted of increased inroads in the commercial
market that NeXT and Businessland were trying to enter; expanding
beyond the engineering and scientific markets, Sun received large
orders from Northwest Airlines, Nike, and M itsubishi Bank. 268 A
commitment from Xerox to purchase $200 mi llion of Sun workstations was an interesting moment in contemporary business history: Xerox, the developer at PARC of the first workstation, was
now a maj or purchaser. To keep its growth to a manageable scale,
Sun's M cNealy di scouraged his company's sales representati ves
fro m spending time on any sale that was less than $500,000. 269 At
the same ti me that NeXT was struggling to get more than the sad
handful of software developers interested in its machines, Sun had
the advantage of gathering momentum and in I 990 claimed more
than 2, 000 software programs were available for Sun machines. no
T heresa L iu, an analyst at Montgomery Securities in New Yor k,
said in July I 990, "You don't want to ever fa ll in love with a
company, but with Sun, you have to stand back and say, 'Wow.' " 27 1
The continued explosive growth of its workstation competitorsnot just Sun Microsystems, but also IBM, Digital Equipment, and
Hewlett-Packard-meant that the time that NeXT lost while it
fumbled along, trying to sell the Cube outside of un iversities, then
belatedly reali zing that it would have to develop a second-generation
computer, put the company at an increasing disadvantage. The
passage of time was no less costly if NeXT chose to regard personal
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computers as its domain, too. If the world had stood still, or even
moved at a more sedate pace, N eXT could have rectified its missteps
and kept itself in the race . O r, if N eXT had not been so well
funded, the com pany would have perished . Instead , it remained
alive, even if its long-term v iability remained questionable, and it
always, always, put on a happy face for the public. One fo rmer
employee, looking back on NeXT, remembers how he and his
colleagues were always waiting for a defin ite sig n from the heavens,
indicating whether NeXT would succeed or fail , but the heavenly
G reen Lig ht or Red Lig ht never revealed itself. N eXT remained
in the race, he said, but it was like a three-legged dog: game to
compete, but with no possible chance of winn.ing.
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ott Never Get a Second Chance to Make a First Impression;
the maxim , old thoug h it is, holds as true in the age of
hig h-technology as ever. A Steve J obs could entice the
world to halt for a moment and pay close attention to hi s NeXT
computer- once, in 1988 when N eXT un veiled the long-awaited
C ube. But it was all but impossible to get the same amount of
attention a second time, even if the product deserved it. In NeXT's
case, its second generation of machines, born from Warp 9, would
be a vast improvement ove r the first ; if there was any justice in the
apportionment, the new mac hines would have received the attention
that had been lavished on the C ube. It was not to be, however.
Jobs did his best to re-create the au ra that his company had
enjoyed in 1988. He arra nged for another d ramatic unvei ling in
September 1990, almost exactl y two years afte r the first, again at
Davies Sy mphony Hall and again before a sympathetic audience of
ind ustry honchos, NeXT employees, and their invi ted g uests. T he
nig ht before the event , J obs hosted a celebratory dinner , whi ch
included rock music ian G raham Nash, an owner of a NeXT C ube,
and Ross P erot; t he juxtaposition of these two inspired a computer-
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industry journalist to compose a paean to Jobs: ((Anyone who can
seat a veteran of \~oodstock and an ultracapitalist at the same table
is all right with me-even if he isn't going to bounce the world on
its ear again. " 272 The praise ofJ obs for saving the computer industry
from the dull, humorless new-product announcem~nts from the
IBMs or Digital Equipments was intended as a compliment. But
it unintentionally undermined what J obs was attempting to do: he
did not want praise for being entertaining, he wanted to bounce the
world on its ear again, to do what even his defenders were saying
was now impossible.
For the second performance at Davies Hall, four black machines
sat on-stage unattended, like a wall of amplifiers at a rock concert
awaiting the entrance of the musicians. T he auditori um lig hts were
dimmed and Jobs bounced out from the wings, with a dapper suit
and the longish hair worn with the flip at the back . He exuded
success: "This is it, the future of NeXT."
J obs was so eager to succeed that he was even willing to wear a
humble persona for the occasion . Privately, on the eve of Unveiling
II , he was unrepentant. He had told his employees that the original
Cube was not flawed; the problem was that the marketplace was
simply not quite ready for its ad vanced technology like the optical
disk. 273 But publicly, at the 1990 unvei ling, he acknowledged
shortcom ings: the NeXT Cube was too slow, too expensive, lacked
color and software. He had glad tidings, however. All of these
problems were now solved. A new generation of microprocessor
from Motorola provided more zip. A new ly redesigned, slimmer
model, called the NeXTstation, would allow customers to buy a
monochrome NeXT computer for half the previous price. Its mai n
unit fit into a slim design that resembled a pizza box, li ke Sun's
SPARCstation that had come out the year before. Qobs, not wanting
to be seen as copying Sun in any particular, insisted that NeXT's
not be called a pizza box; it was to be ca lled a slab instead.) For
more money, customers at last could buy a color version of the
machine, too; for a lot more money, they could buy a color version
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with enhanced color capabilities, housed in the venerable Cube that
was outfitted with a special compression chip, which permitted the
speedy manipulation of large files used when working with graphi cs,
video , or sound files.
As always, J ob s on-stage was the picture of confidence, but the
new machines actua lly were not q uite ready . M otorola had fa llen
way behind schedu le in completing work on its new microprocessors, so when J obs put on his show in September , there were actually
too few bug -free chips to go around , leading him to speak an
untr uth when he was q uestioned by reporters and said that all of
the N eXT machines at D avies H all used the new , rather than the
old , chip. Z7+ Dur ing his demonstration of the new computers onstage, he had a safety net that was not visible to members of the
aud ience and was not detected by the press: one of the NeXT stations
had suffered an unti mely, and irreversible, death , shortly before
the show was to begin , so a cable had been tucked throug h a hole
on the stage, connecting the monitor that J obs used to a Cube that
sat out of sig ht ; unseen NeXT eng ineers a lso were concurrently
connected to the other mach ines on-stage, in case disaster struck.
J obs came perilously close to an embarrassing snafu when he sat
down, about to press on the keyboa rd, momenta ri ly forgetti ng that
a slow screen-locking program fi rst had to be d isar med . A NeXT
engineer behind-stage, connected to the same mac hine, managed to
give the cr itical U nix command kill -9 and re move the troublesome
program j ust before J obs brought hi s fi ngers down . O ne must
adm ire the nonchalance of Jobs throug hout hi s performance that
day. T o em phasize how reliable the system was, J obs used a refrain
after reveal ing each amazing new feature:" . . . and it j ust works!"
H e said it with declarative confidence; one wonders, however , if he
sil ently was as amazed as his aud ience .
The monoch rome versions of the new NcXT machines wou ld
not actually be shi pped for another six weeks owing to M otorola's
problems; the first low-end color versions of t he N eXT com pute rs
wo uld not go out un til the following M arc h ; the hig h-end version ,
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not until the end of May, or eight months later. Even then , purchasers of the hig h-end color machines, which cost $ 14,000, had to
settle for an empty socket w here the compression chi p was supposed
to be because the outside supplier was not even close to fini shing
the chip . Customers who purchased these expensive machines were
more than a little unhappy when they learned later that t he company
that was working on the compression chip for NeXT had abandoned
the project entirely and NeXT did nothing to redeem its promise
that the computer would be retrofitted with hig h-speed compression.
Strictly speaking, it was not NeXT's fau lt that the chip d esig n of
its outside supplier proved flawed , but it mig ht be said that it was
NeXT's fault for j umping the g un and using a phantom capability to
sell machines before it could make good on the an nounced promises.
vVhen J obs unveiled the new machines based on the new Motorola
chip , he had gambled that Motorola would be able to get the final
bugs out quickly . T hat gamble did wor k out for NeXT and its
customers; N eXT beat Apple to market using the new Motorola
chi p by almost a year. But the compression-chip-that-never-was d id
not end so happily, and NeXT's most loyal customers, the early
adopters of its hig h-end color machines, were the ones who paid
the price. Refunds were not extended to those who felt they had
been g ulled by false promises.
Compared to a Sun workstation , which was based on the much
faster RI SC technology, the new NeXT machines were still relatively slow. But compared to Apple's Macintoshes, wh ich were
based on the same fami ly of Motorola ch ips, the NeXT machi nes
were more competitive than they had ever been. When Apple finally
broug ht out the Maci ntosh Quadra, its own hig h-end machines
built upon the same Motorola chi p on which NeXT had fearlessly
bet, they were not only comparatively late, they were also more
expensive than the low-end NeXT color machine , which itself was
still hardl y inexpensive, bearing a basic, stripped-down price of
$8,000 . The one persisting-and fateful - advantage t hat the most
expensive Maci ntoshes had over the NeXTs was that all Macin-
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toshes could run any of thousands of software packages, software
that the NeXT, by desig n , could not.
J obs was an unapologetic snob: to make history, he did not want
ordinary software on hi s extrao rdinary machine, and in his mind
Macintosh software now was as ordinary as the IBM-compatible
software that he had ridiculed when the M acintosh was in gestation.
When software developers approached NeXT about bring ing out a
NeXT versi on of existing software that ran on other kinds of computers, Jobs turned them away in almost all cases. Jobs insisted on
wholly original program s, written solely for the NeXT; even these
often failed to p lease him . When they were shown to him, his
judgments were swift and unmerciful; " that's shit" was his favorite
laconic expression. And he had the curious idea that software companies were to court NeXT, rather than the reverse. For examp.le, he
told executives from Symantec, one of the large r software companies
that specialized in writing programs for the M acintosh , that "we're
thinking about having you develop for us." The Symantec executives looked at each other incredulously and asked, "Excuse me?"
as if surely they had misheard J obs; no o ne could have been so
arrogantly obli vio us of how courtship should proceed. They, like
Mi crosoft, Borland, and many other majo r software publi shers,
chose to pass.
Impr isoned, as we have seen before, by his selective historical
memory, J obs obstinately discouraged the development of any prog ram that was not a likely candidate fo r becoming the next "k iller
app, " the one software application (or program) unavailable on
any othe r computer that was so indispensable that it would induce
customers to buy an entire computer just to have it. It had happe ned
when the first popular spreadsheet, Vi sicalc, made J obs's Apple II
successful ; it had happened again when L otus's more powerful
spreadsheet program, 1-2-3, made the IBM Personal Computer
successful; and it had been repeated when P age maker, the first
affo rdable desktop publ ishing program, made the M ac intosh successful outside of the hi g her education market. J obs he ld out for a
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program that would do the same for the NeXT, and at the unveiling
of the new NeXTs in 1990, J obs believed he was introducing the
program that would enter the history books like the three others
had. It was called Im prov, and like two of the three programs that
had made new personal-computer standards successful previously ,
it was a spreadsheet more powerful than its predecessors. Moreover,
its parent was Lotus, the software g iant that 1-2-3 had built. It
seemed that the laws of history ordained that Improv was fated by
the gods to be the next big success. It would be what he called his
«A-bomb" program, which would blow people away when they got
their first g limpse.
No wonder, then, that Jobs was so dismissive of other software
possibilities for the NeXT that came to his attenti on when he knew
Improv was in the works. He had personally courted L otus beginning in October 1988 to get Improv for the NeXT, displaying the
persuasiveness that secured for NeXT its other partners whom Jobs
had singled out as the chosen ones. When Jobs first heard about
Lotus's new spreadsheet program, work was already underway but
the program was being written to run on another new operating
system that IBM and Microsoft were then jointly working on,
called OS/2 . Im prov was not an improved version of 1-2 -3; it was
a radical departure from it and its competi tors, all of whom used
letter-and-number combinations as pointers to locations. In a conventional spreadsheet, for example, rows and columns divide the
screen into boxes, rows being assigned letters of the alphabet and
columns number s. A formula to add 2 + 2 might look something
like B 1 + C 1. Improv dispensed with the B Is and C l s and allowed
the use of plain English labels in formulas: Receipts - Expenses
= Profits. And a given formula did not belong to a particular box,
so one could rearrange numbers easily, whi le keeping intact the
recipes for the calculations. This was not possible in the older kind
of spreadsheet.
For J obs, the new Lotus spreadsheet fit perfectly with his vision
of securing wholly new software for his com puter. For the Lotus
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programmers, NeXT was attractive because w ith its object-oriented
software development tools, NeXT too seemed to be on the leading
edge of new work. And Lotus executives quickly realized that
continuing work on what they believed would be the next generation
of spreadsheets for the OS/2 system only advanced the interests of
L otus's hated rival, Microsoft, the company that had just displaced
it as the largest personal-computer software company. By moving
the work over to NeXT, Lotus would be able to jump ahead of Bill
Gates, who, Lotus knew, had said he was not interested in w riting
software for NeXT. It was an especially delicious opportunity because Microsoft had grown fat and happy to a large measure because
it had written software for the Macintosh before others had been
willing to take the r isk; Lotus had been skittish and pu lled out of
the Mac software market prematurely, and of cou rse by then dearly
regretted it. Lotus now had a chance to redeem itself, to leap ahead
of the pack and show that it had the same intestinal fortitude as
Microsoft.
NeXT also offered Lotus a solution to a conundrum: how to
bring out a much improved spreadsheet without at the same time
destroying its cash cow, the venerable 1-2-3 . Lotus was a $4 7 0
million company, but it was still a one-product-wonder; after many
disastrous attempts to diversify, it remained dangerously dependent
on good old 1-2-3. If it brought out Im prov for any of the mainstream com puter standards, and Improv succeeded as it seemed
certai n to, its success would rest upon cannibali zation of sales of 12-3. But if Lotus were to b ring out Im prov initially on ly on the
NeXT, but not bring out a ve rsion of 1-2-3 for the NeXT as well,
this danger cou ld be avoided. L otus would not face the problem of
having to recommend to customers which of its two, very different
spreadsheets should be purchased. 275 NeXT, precisely because of
its marginal position, was a safe place for Lotus to experiment with
an untested prototype without placing its golden 1-2-3 in peril.
These strategic calculations were not simple. It took four months
of deliberations before Lotus decided to move its new spreadsheet
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to NeXT. J obs naturally was elated when he heard the news. H e
sent a three-foot-tall bouquet of flowers and v iewed the snaring of
the new Lotus spreadsheet not just as the A-bomb program that
would ensure success, but also as a trophy that validated his company, a trophy that could be shown to all other software developers
who were consideri ng the question of whether to wr ite software for
the NeXT. If Lotus was wi lling to bet on NeXT, J obs would say
to the others, what else need be said? There was, as we have seen,
much indeed that could have been said about the rather unique
position that Lotus was in ; its decision did not necessarily have
much pertinence to others. But appearances cou nt for so much, and
when J obs gave Lotus a featured position in the program at Davies
Hall when he unveiled the new computers, it seemed that NeXT's
software worries were now over. W o rd perfect also was on hand to
demonstrate a NeXT version of its bestselling word-processing
software.
T his seemed to be a new Steve Jobs, diplomatically sharing the
stage with business partners. A di splay of penitence and humility ?
Old Testament images came to mind w hen L otus's president, Jim
Manzi, took the podium and delivered a tongue-in-cheek ser mon
that began with three "religious" questions: "W hy on the NeXT?
V\Thy a new spreadsheet? And does Bill Gates really exist?" Manzi
said that because of time limitations, he would not be able to address
the third question. As fo r the question of why the choice of NeXT,
Manzi answered, "Because God wanted us to." If anyone remained
skeptical that NeXT was now blessed as never before, J obs had
more good news at the end of his presentation: he said that he could
not mention names, but large corporate customers had seen the new
machines and had been duly impressed. He was pleased to announce
t hat NeXT had in hand " 15, 000 orders, real orders, not napkins
[upon whi ch were scribbled] intentions to buy." Whoops of surpri se and applause filled the auditorium . The believers knew a
divine augury when they heard one.
At the end of the program, the c rowd was invited to visit the
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lobby, where the booths of NeXT's software developers were set
up . Most were not large software publi shers; they were Two Guys
in a Garage, too small to spread their bets. E ither NeXT succeeded,
or they would fa il. They had no other software products to fa ll
back oni to them, Lotus's worries about protecting its own existing
business, almost $700 million in 1990, cou ld not have been more
remote. They also represented places in the U nited States far from
Silicon Valley or Boston. It was the conceit of Silicon Valley that
the world is skewed, just as Saul Steinberg's famou s map of the
U nited States for a New Y orker cover, which left little room for
any place but Manhattan. In the Silicon Valley version, the operative
word was !tot and the image, of nested circles: California was the
hot state, Si licon Valley, an inner concentric circle , the hottest place
within the state, and NeXT, the ci rcle within that, thought of itself
as representi ng the fusion like temperatures of the hottest company.
The booths of NeXT's software developers revealed , however, that
Silicon Valley was not the uni verse. The age of e lectronics had
democratized entrepreneurial geography. In the past, there was no
substitute for physical proxim ity. To be a part of the automobile
industry, a small suppl ier had to be near D etroit; to be part of steel,
near Pittsburgh, or Gary, or some other center. T oday, however,
econom ic activity in the computer industry has bee n d ispersedi the
essential tools are lig htweight and easily transportab le; communication between scattered locations is quick and inexpensive . Many of
the developers linked to NeXT were dispersed: Albuquerque, N ew
Mexico; Wichi ta , Kansasi Oklahoma C ity, O klahoma; Fairfield ,
Iowa; Ypsalanti, M ich igan ; Charleston, Illinois; Knoxville, T ennessee; Chevy Chase, Maryland; T ampa, F lor ida.
M ost of N cXT's software developers were starting out for the
first time, steering clear of the much more competiti ve, crowded
worlds of the IBM-compatible personal computers and the M acintosh . These worlds remained aloof; experienced developers in them
were reluctant to venture out and take their chances on a new
software standard like NeXT's. NeXT evangeli sts were surprised
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in parti cular by how conservative the Macintosh crowd was. In late
summer of 1990, w hen Erica Liebman, the editor of the NeXT
Users Journal, had an opportunity to pitch the NeXT to smal l
software entrep reneu rs at a meeting of Macintosh developers, she
discovered that her pitch went nowhere. The audience wanted her
to guarantee that they could sell x number of units at such-and-such
a price, or a minimum of $500,000 a year, a guarantee that she
could not make. "Well, " they told her, "we're simply not going to
develop for the machine, and no one else is either. " Liebman was
nonplussed: these had been the risk-takers in 1984 . She asked
herself, "Where can one pick up some pioneers?" 276 The tiny software companies whose programs that NeXT had succeeded in securing, represented in the booths at Davies H all in September 1990,
were there because they were willing to try their chances beyond
the pale, where no one else was wi lling to venture, where the
numbers made no business sense. Collectively, they had drawn
a lesson from the history of personal computers that gave them
encouragement. Alan Cooper, a successful software author who was
mulling over which computer standard to write for, put it well
when he desc ri bed the appearance of a new standard as a "great
leveler," taking away the otherwise overwhelming advantages that
the entrenched , larger software compan ies had. "Small compani es
with nothing to lose can move into an area without competition and
roll the dice." Cooper believed that as a lone programmer he had
"the same chance" to succeed as a Microsoft o r L otus. 277
Cooper's statement was or iginally made in 1989 and he was
speaking then in general terms, not referr ing to N eXT in particular.
The " level ing" effect was nowhere to be seen a few years later ,
when later versions of Microsoft's Wi ndows appeared to create
another new window of opportunity for the little companies to write
new applications. It proved to be illusory-the company that sold
the most app lications for Windows was none other t han Mi crosoft
itself, which reduced opportunities for the smaller developers. But
even in l 990, when previous experience made the " leveling" thesis
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appear plausi ble, the software developers who bet their money on
the NeXT before the unveiling of new machines in 1990 saw an
additional reason to be concerned about their bet: Steve J obs played
favorites , which was wonderful for the company chosen, Lotus, but
was discouraging to Lotus's competition, like Ashton-Tate, another
large software company, which had been working hard on writing
an alternative spreadsheet for NeXT. W hat chance would they have
of getting NeXT's customers to purchase the Ashton-Tate product
when Jobs promised the Lotus spreadsheet free to all who purchased
a new NeXT machine? The mood of the Ashton-Tate staff in the
booth was understandably glum, but other software developers in
the crowd, thoug h not d irectly affected by NeXT's decision to
bundle the Lotus program with the machine, also felt a chill of
doubt and worry: When their programs were ready, would they
find that J obs would do as he was known to do so often, to "barf>'
on their pride and joy, as one NeXT e mployee put it?278 That J obs
would openly favor a com petitor in the same category of software?
A parent company was not supposed to favor one sibling over the
others, and the Lotus deal was disconcerting to NeXT's other software publishers. It was as if the polite theological courtesy that
permitted combatants on opposing sides in war to pray to the same
God for victory over the other side was suddenly strip ped away and
God loudly declared one side to be H is Favorite. In thi s light ,
Lotus president Jim Manzi's biblical jokes at Davies Hall were not
so funny.
D espite the hoopla and the impressive demonstration of its capabi lities at Davies H all , Lotus's Improv was no more ready for final
release than the new computers that J obs introduced that day. It
took five more months of work before lmprov actually shipped .
But in the meantime, Ashton-Tate had been so discouraged by J obs's
embracing of the Lotus competition as the "killer" program and
his decision to bundle it with the NeXT computer, that the company
lost heart . It simply gave up on its own spread sheet, so p lain in
comparison to L otus's Im prov, and did not bother to release it (two
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yea rs later, the company itself gave up entirely and was purchased
by another competitor, Borland). With hindsig ht, we can see that
poor Ashton-Tate abandoned its spreadsheet prematurely. vVhen
Lotus finally released lmprov, most prospective customers shunned
it. The problem was not tec hnical; the program fulfilled every claim
that Jobs and Lotus had made for it. The problem was the market
preference for evolution over revolution. lmprov was so unlike
conventional spreadsheets that its advantages were difficult to explain. J eff Anderholm, Improv's marketing manager, later lamented that the program could not be explained well and the best
that L otus could do was say to customers: "You have to see it." This
was not, Anderholm knew, an ideal situation. Once NeXT's offer
of bundling Im prov expired in 199 1 and the program had to make
its way on its own , sales languished. (And the more conventional
spreadsheet originally written for Ashton-Tate would be resurrected
by another company, years after it had been aborted because Im prov
had appeared to make it obsolete. )
Corporate customers, even those who were willing to look at
lmprov, needed more software. It was too much to ask companies
to spend $5 ,000, the price of an entry-level black-and-white NeXTstation , just to get a spreadsheet. The other software that was available tended to appeal to narrow markets, such as the Satellite Tool
Kit-$6,000 for just the software-that allowed a NeXT computer
to calcu late satelli te orbits. David Grady, the NeXT manager who
kept track of software for the NeXT, allowed that this program
would appeal to only certain constituencies in aerospace and in
government, " not exactly the same size market as, say, word processing. " 279 Indeed. Corporate buyers didn't want satellite-tracking
programs or molecule modelers or medical transcription programs.
They did not even want a newfangled kind of spreadsheet. They
wanted what they already knew, which was either 1-2-3, which
Lotus did not make available for the NeXT, or they wanted l-23's leading competitor, Excel, which happened to be a Microsoft
program that Bill Gates had chosen not to rewrite for the NeXT.
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An interim patch-a Macintosh emulator that could have enabled
a NeXT computer , in essence, to fool the software and permit the
Macintosh version of Excel to run-could have been made avail able, but J obs had scorned the software developer who offered it to
NeXT.
Prospective corporate buyers also wanted to know about NeXT's
established custome rs, the reference accounts where large networ ks
of NeXTs were already installed. They asked Businessland representatives, who had precious little to tell them; William M orris
Agency did not seem to impress anybody. In turn, Busi nessland
rep resentatives, when berated by N eXT executi ves for not sell ing
more machines, would ask NeXT the same question that was asked
of Businessland: where had NeXT received large orders in the sa les
areas that remai ned under its own direct control , in government or
in education ? Todd Rulon- Miller, the head of sa les, had no choice
but to sputter, trying to buy time with tantali z ing news of deals that
he was never at liberty to name, deals that were always in the works.
These continuing problems hurt Businessland in its efforts to
whip up more corporate interest in NeXT. One would have thought
that the rebirth of the N eXT product line in the fall of 1990
would prov ide just the boost that Businessland's discouraged sa les
representati ves needed. But J obs had created not only new products
but also a new mar keting strategy to go along with it, and Businessland was no longer the favored partner it had been the prev ious
year , when it was sti ll the "hero" in J obs's eyes. Not on ly did
Businessland lose its monopoly control of sales to the corporate
market, it also was forced to eat the older inventory of NeXT Cubes
that was made obsolete overnig ht by the an nouncement of the new
mach ines with the faste r chi ps. The standard practice in the industry
is for a manu facturer to prov ide its retailers with a generous rebate
for machines that are sitting on shelves or in the back room and
whose market value plummets when faster , spi ffier machines are
announced. NeXT had gotten Businessland to agree to a contract
that provided no such protection, however, and Businessland was
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told by NeXT that if it wanted the older C ubes to be outfitted with
the faster M otorola chi p, it would have to pay full pri ce. Without
a feasible alternati ve, Businessland disposed of the older N eXT
Cubes in a mammoth " fire sale ," incur ring huge losses in a fren zy
to realize whatever cash it could from its investment in the N eXT
inventory. Businessland was now tottering .
It never recovered . Only two years after the revelry that had
attended the announcement of its deal with NeXT, mighty Businessland was dead, its pathetic carcass purchased for a pittance by
the cong lomerate J W P , which in turn suffered painful financial
indigestion itself when it discovered afte r the acq uisition that accounting tricks had overstated Businessland's value. 280 Businessland's demise must stand as one of the most precipitous collapses
of a billion-dollar-plus retail empire in modern business history.
In the post mortem report, the business relationship w ith N eXT was
only one am ong many maladies that d id Businessland in. The single
most im portant was Businessland's failure to understand the sea
change that was transforming the computer retail industry, as customers, increasing ly comfortable with personal computers and req uiring less hand-holding, were more price-conscious and reluctant
to pay fo r the comforts of a well-heeled operation like Businessland.
One could say , however , that an important reason that Businessland
was so slow to recognize the changes underway, and consequently
was so slow in responding to the challenge, was that its attention
had been d iverted by Steve J obs and NeXT. In retrospect, it is easy
to see that the timing could not have been worse fo r Businessland.
At just the historical moment that computer retailing was turned
topsy-turvy, when the viability of all conventional hig h-cost retail
computer operations would be cast into doubt, w hen even the most
well-prepared dealer would have been tested sorely to dev ise timely
changes, it was then that Busi nessland had embraced NeXT, a highpriced , untested quantity that required a large investment to launch.
One has to wonde r how the dead weig ht of the NeXT line contributed to Businessland's sudde n expiration.
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L ong before Businessland collapsed, J obs and company had
changed their marketing plan (a practice that happened so often that
wags at NeXT would sarcastically ask, What's the market du jour?).
Out was the large di nosaur of Businessland, in wou ld be one hundred small, independent com puter dealers, spread across the country, each chosen for its technical expertise, and each to be provided
with a measure of exclusivity when selling NeXTs in their immediate environs. Their charter would be to sell N eXT s to small-and
medium-sized companies; NeXT reserved the largest accounts for
itself, which it would serve with its own direct sales force. NeXT
told the dealers that it had selected-as always, in its own mind
NeXT did the choosing, not its partners-that NeXT's telemarketing department fielded no less than 1,000 inquiries a week, many
of which it had to di scard because the prospective deals t hat involved
sales of ten or fewe r units were so small and NeXT's own sales staff
so limited. These leads the dealers could have .
The first dealer that Jobs recruited was Computer Attic, whose
main store was located in downtown Palo Alto , just a few blocks
from Jobs's own home. Its fou r co-owners were young and venturesome; the business had been begun even before there was a store,
in 1983, when one of the four had started selling software out of
the trunk of a Mazda; operations were moved to a second-stor y
walk-up and authorization to sell Apple M acintoshes had come in
1986; they had done well and expanded to downstairs space, and a
second site, and by early 199 1 were selling about $20 m illion of
hardware and software annually. A place li ke Computer Attic could
thrive becau se of the technical expertise of its salespeople, "gear
heads." Observers wou ld call NeXT's sig ning up such independent
dealers its " boutique" strategy. In a letter that J obs sent to formally
welcome Computer Attic, he explained that "we chose Computer
Attic because you guys care about the same things we do-great
computers and satisfied customers." Com puter Attic, in turn, was
excited- "pumped"- to be on board. If N eXT were to take off
anywhere, surely it wou ld be here , in the very heart of Silicon
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Valley, in the backyard of NeXT's own headquarters, and across
the st reet from t he cafe that J obs visited frequently to have co ffee .
Serend ip ity soon provided Co mputer Attic and NeXT with its
largest sale in t he area, to a tony real estate broker , Alain Pinel
Realty, wh ich served the carriage trade and soug ht to purchase the
most sophisticated com puters as a way of differentiating its offices
from the pack of commoners. The company's president, H elen
Pastorino, was in her thirties and possessed the self-assurance that
came from having risen from the ranks of star salespeople. She was
not technically inclined and not fond of computers, but she was
wi lling to spend whatever was required to re place an almost new
network of ordinary IBM-compatible personal computers she had
installed six months earli er at a cost of $ 180 ,00 0 and which had
proven to be hard to use and overtaxed. She liked to make decisions
quickly, and she had no patience for Computer Atti c, which was
too technical for her taste. She insisted on dealing with NeXT
d irectl y, and NeXT did not read her very well. T he company said
that it would be three weeks before anyone could come out, and the
N eXT representati ve who was d ispatched wrote off the possibi li ty
of the sale as soon as she di scovered that Pastori no d id not even
k now how much the NeXT computers were and that a network of
the size she wanted would cost $400,000. When Pastorino asked if
NeXT could provide financing, which of course it could not , the
NeXT salesperson snapped her briefcase closed and fled .
Pastorino had also talked with a representative from Sun , w ho
had taken her interest more seriously and had made a much better
impressio n. But Stephan Adams of Adamation , who had learned
from the W illiam Morris Agency experience the importance of
keeping client expectations reali stic, had shown her how custom
software for a real estate office could be written more easi ly o n the
NeXT tha n on the Sun or other computers, and Sun's own estimates
of the costs of writing the software that Pastorino wanted were
fri g htful. Pastorino d id not really need financi ng; her partner at
Alain Pine! was a m ul timillionaire whose net worth, she liked to
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say, exceeded that o f Steve J obs. She was willing to take on the risk
of investing in NeXT mach ines, even though NeXT itself could
not name a single other office in the Bay Area that had installed
them . She liked the idea of being a Big Customer in a Small Pond,
which would insure that NeXT wou ld take good care of her if
problems arose. But for the deal to close, she wanted J obs himself
to be her salesperson. She wanted his persona l word that she would
be looked after once the sale was complete.
A meeting was arranged at N eXT offices with J obs and a silent
phalanx of assistants from the sa les group. Pastorino used the occasion to tell J obs how hard it had been to get NeXT to take her
seriously. She lamented that she had "gone through hell" and "your
salespeop le have no cl ue what's going on." Pastor ino then saw that
some of t hese same salespeople were present in the room and looking
uncomfortable. Could we talk privately? she asked Jobs. Once the
room had been emptied, she resu med . She would not pay full price,
she said , because she would be assum ing a large r isk that would
depend on N eXT succeeding. And she had not seen any indication
that NeXT was going to be able to succeed, other than its tec hnology. J obs explained t hat there are three things that make a company
fail: capital, technology, or leadership. H e implied that NeXT was
strong in all three areas, but P astori no replied, "That's interesting,
because I know a company that had the same leadership, the same
cap ital, and about the equ ivalent of tec hnology that you d o at NeXT,
and it folded ." It was Pixar, which produced advanced software for
computer animation, and though it had not actually gone out of
business, it had g reatly shrunk in size and was barely sur viv ing.
Pixar was a good example to use because P astor ino and J obs both
knew the company well : Pastorino, because her husband had worked
for Pixar when it entered its unhappy era, and Jobs, because he had
pu rchased the company from George Lucas. J obs d id not want to
mount a defense of the leadership of Pixar or of N eXT; instead he
maneuvered the conversation on to more pleasant topics by remaining calm and rem inding Pastorino that emotion and business
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should be kept distinct. T he two came to an agreement, which
included NeXT providing a discount which was not to be revealed.
As part of the package, Pastorino secured a little bit of the celebrity
capital that only NeXT could offer-Jobs promised to make a
personal appearance at the g rand opening of Pastorino's new offices
in Los Gatos.
The installation at Alain Pine! of 120 machines would be one of
the largest commercial sales for NeXT fo r all of 1991 . For NeXT,
it seemed to be confirmation that the history of the Mac was surely
repeating itself. NeXT need not define a particu lar market to target;
emerging markets would come to it, and from the most unexpected
places. W ho would have thought in advance that real estate offices
would be a promising new market? Jobs and his marketing and
sales g roup would extrapolate amazing sales projections from a
surprising sale like Alain Pinel. T hey would not pause to consider
that Alain Pine! Realty was an unusual real estate office, which sold
the most expensive homes in one of the priciest residential real estate
markets in the country. Real estate offices elsewhere might not have
simi lar budgets for computers and office equipment. Yet, desperate
for encouraging news, NeXT seized upon the Alain Pinel sale as
the harbinger of roaring sales that lay just ahead. A single sale could
be intoxicating; the company confused the notion that anything is
possible with the slig htly different notion that everything is possible .
Perhaps the most bizarre expression of this was when NeXrs Ron
Weissman, the former academ ic who would become the strategic
marketing wizard for NeXT, said in J anuary 199 1 that NeXT
would be treating high schools as a new market focus that year. 28 1
More unexpected good news came from the government sector.
NeXT announced sale of an undisclosed number of machines to the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) , and was
cheered by additional orders from the federal agencies involved in
intelligence gathering and sensitive military work that were even
more in the shadows than DARPA, and which NeXT was not
allowed to publicly disclose. After an almost two-year process of
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negot1at1ons, the L os Angeles County Sheri fPs Department also
placed an order for 130 NeXT machines, with announced plans of
adding 2 00 to 30 0 more in the near future. A sheriffs department
brought to mind the sleepy television world of Andy Griffith's
" M ayberry" and d id not have the same cachet as a reference account
as, say, a Fortune 500 com pany. But NeXT's publi c relati ons
spokesperson, Alli son T homas, put the best possib le spin on it by
explaining that the L. A. d epart ment had 13 , 000 employees, was
responsible for law enfo rcement for more than 2 ,700 square miles
of unincorporated area in the county, and had an annual budget of
more than $ I billion (which brings to mind J obs's earlier attempt
to present large uni versities as$ I billion-plus Fortune 50 0 com panies in di sguise). Again , t his unanticipated opening in government
agencies seemed to validate J obs's inclination not to worry about
which customers mig ht be most interested in his computer. Build
It and They Will Come.
N ot just the U nited States but the entire world would be N eXT's
oyster . In Europe , NeXT had remained unknown during its earlier
incarnati ons, when hig her education and Businessland distribution
had been tried. Its delayed arri val in Europe seemed to work to its
ad vantage, however. When NeXT made its debut at the giant CeBit
trade show in H anover , Germany, it did not have to overcome
images of failure and di sappointment in the public mind. It could
start fresh and once again enjoy being the center of attention as it
had at the first D avies H all introduction . At CeBit, which drew
500 ,000 attendees and was the largest trade show in the world,
NeXT had a small booth in an upstairs corner , but it was the talk
of the show and was jammed during the entire seven days w ith
curiosity seekers, w ho could watch on a g iant screen a videotape of
Steve J obs introducing the new NeXT machines from the previous
fall. 282
Best of all , the E uropeans did not bridle at high prices. Even
though the average price fo r a NeXT system in Europe was about
$ 15 ,0 00, German custom ers would ask a NeXT dealer in Kiehl ,
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Germany, why the machines were so inexpensive. 283 Soon, NeXT
had signed up I 00 separate dealers, each pledging to invest
$1 ,000,000 setting up sales, training , and support; investment in
inventory was separate. 28 + In July 199 1, the J apanese version of the
NeXT operating system was completed and sales in J apan were also
expected to take off quickly, even though Canon, NeXT's major
in vestor and its exclusive distributo r in Japan, had a potential conflict of interest: it also was the dist rib utor of the tw.o computers that
were NeXT's closest rivals, the Macintosh and the Sun workstation.
Success for N eXT in the international market could be read in the
trendline: in the first three months of 199 1, thirty percent of
NeXT's sales had gone to Europe and Japan; by midyear, the
percentage had jumped to fifty percent. NeXT could exult that the
appeal of its computer was worldwide, too large to be contained by
the boundaries of old economic geograph y.
The pleasant dayd reams about NeXTs in every office, every
classroom, every government agency, every continent, were not as
harmless as they mi g ht appear to have been. The born-again NeXT,
theoretically receptive to all possibilities, did not pay attention to
the ties that it had with existing partners. \Vhile new markets in
high school education and teaching-of-English-as-a-second-language were momentarily attractive, the old market, higher education , felt ignored. Sales representatives no longer made calls, and
the number of students whom NeXT hired as part-time "campus
consultants" was also reduced. The students were paid only $7 to
$9 an hour, but they were also loaned a NeXT Cube, which they
could use for demonstrations in their dorm room (loan ing the olde r ,
slower Cube was unwise economizing on NeXT's part: prospective
customers saw a screen that changed painfully slowly) . The campus
consultants were energetic advocates of the NeXT cause not for
the paltry money but because they apprec iated the object-oriented
wonders of the NeXT software; they were the most enthusiastic
evangeli sts that NeXT had, at any price, and their turnover was
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low. But J obs, unhappy with slow NeXT sales on cam puses, ordered
their nu mbers slashed, a form of very selective cost-consciousness.
H igher education sales indeed were slow. By the ti me that Jobs
had introd uced the new, im proved machines of the reborn NeXT ,
the competitio n on cam puses was all the more entrenched . J obs had
made a presentati on at the annual E d ucom meeti ng in the fa ll of
1990, shortly after U nveiling II at D avies H all and interest in
NeXT , at least on the surface, seemed strong . D espite an awkward
moment when the new NeXT crashed and had to be replaced in the
middle of his de monstration , the NeXT booth was packed most of
the time and d iscussion of the company's futu re was often heard in
the cor r idors. 285 But the interest proved transitory. At an institution
like the U niversity of Cali fornia at Berkeley, the cam pus had 3 , 0 00
M ac intoshes, 7 ,0 00 IBM-compatible personal com pute rs, 1,500
Sun workstations-and only 30 N eXT s. By that point, it was sim ply
too expensive fo r the uni versity administration to support a g reatly
expanded number of N eXT machines, even if they were faster and
cheaper than they had been before; the other computers were not
about to be discarded , and they necessari ly received hig her pri ori ty.
N eXT's cause was not helped by its adamant refusal, even after its
reb irth , to d iscard its past policy of not d icker ing about price and
not extend ing equipment donations to universities. One year after
the un veil ing of the second generation of machines, sales of the
machines on campuses lang ui shed . Even at its twenty largest university sites, sales for the thirteen months from September 1990
through September 199 1 averaged only 134 machines at each campus for the year. T he numbers beyond the top twenty dwindled
qu ic kly to the low doze ns. All of these figures were too pathetic to
be pub licly disclosed .
Jobs had new personal interests to buoy his spirits. In M arch
199 1, he married L au rene P owell, a Stanford M BA student, the
fi rst marriage for both , and in September , the couple welcomed the
birth of a son . The initial birth announcement of the unnamed chi ld
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was at once serious and humorous: ((Laurene and I were blessed
with a child, a boy, as yet unnamed ; new product names are
hard . . . . "Later, he would also poke fun at his own sloganeering
and say that he and his wife had had their own ((little custom app."
But get him started expatiating on the j oys of fatherhood, and he
became all seriousness and no humor , describing the effect of the
ar rival of h is son , soon named Reed , as ((sort of like if you never
saw green and all of a sudden you have a child and you can see
green for the first time; it's much more profound than I ever would
have g uessed from hearing about it. " 286 J obs also had a teen-aged
da ughter, for whom he had become an affectionate father, after a
messy beginning involv ing a much younger Jobs, an estranged
mother whom Jobs never married, and absence of close communication between the two at the time of their daug hter 's birth. H is son
a rrived in much different circumstances .
The changes in J obs's personal life reverberated throug h NeXT,
as spirits at the company were buoyed by the feeling that NeXT was
headed confidently for bi gger and better things . In the excitement of
developing new business relationships, the company failed to nurture its old relationship with IBM , w hich had licensed the rig hts
to N eXT's operating system for its own new workstation line.
Initially , IBM had fallen behind Sun in bring ing out a com peti tively pri ced workstati on built on the P ower Chi p, a new , fast
RISC processor that IBM had developed itself. When IBM finally
introduced its machine in February 1990, however , it was well
r eceived. In its first year , it accounted for more than $ 1 billion in
sales fo r IBM , 287 the very fig ure that NeXT had planned on reaching and was still , five years later , so fa r from attaining . In only its
second year, IBM sold workstations worth two billion dollars. 288
But this was accomplished without the help of NeXT ST E P. O nce
he got his money from IBM, Jobs did not expend any energy
keeping hi s partner happy, a task that became all the more important
as his two strongest supporters within IBM, Bill L owe and Andy
H elle r , left IBM themselves. Their successors were not as tolerant
282
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of J obs1s predilection to lecture IBM on how it should run its
business.
IBM 1s workstation group struggled to adapt NeXTSTEP so that
it wou ld r un on IB M 1s own version of Unix software but it was
technically diffic ult, si nce the underl ying software code was a wholly
d ifferent version . At a NeXT user grou p meeti ng on the Stanford
cam pus in October 1990, IBM offered a tanta li :&ing g limpse of the
NeXT software runn ing on the IBM wo rkstation. IBM's software
eng ineers had succeeded in making the program stable only recently, and p lans for a version for personal com pute rs that IBM
had announced would be fo rthcoming was formally withd rawn ,
owing to poor perfor mance . The workstation version of the N eXT
software would never be released , ei ther .
1
J obs s explanation for this fai lure is self-se rv ing and puts the
responsibi lity solely on I BM. H e said that it was IBM that was so
obtuse as not to reali ze the value of NeXT software, to see the
"diamond" that they had drop ped in the mud and now lay hidde n
by a "dirt clod . " 289 It was IBM, he said , that allowed NeXTSTEP
to be lost in the shuffle of constantly chang ing executives. 290 He
did not confront some other pertinent facts: that IBM had in vested
an enormous amount of resources in the NeXT project , not onl y in
the money it paid N eXT fo r licensing r ig hts, but also in the opportunity costs it incurred by keeping a team of some of its brig htest
eng ineers at wor k on the NeXT port. IBM paid too dearly to be
accused of casualness about NeXT . J obs also d id not add ress the
fact that it was he who refused to provide IBM with the latest
version of NeXT's software . J obs had insisted that NeXT's licensing
agreement entitled IBM to use version I . 0 of its operating system,
not version 2 .0, and IBM would have to pony up more money if
it wanted the current version , and even then, the d evelopment tools
and applications that NeXT would provide would always remain a
subset of what N eXT kept for itself.
J obs was terrified that I BM , with its superi or RISC-based workstation hardware, would dest roy little NeXT, so he made sure that
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IBM's N eXT offering would always be technically behind NeXT's.
H e told IBM , " I' m not stupid enoug h to g ive you everything I
have, when yo u have 2 7, 000 salespeople." In his fear of being
dom inated , he fa iled to see that IBM aimed its own workstations,
which cost many tens of thousands of doll ars each , at a d ifferent
up-scale market segment than NeXT could . J obs was myopic and
tried to get mo re money out of IB M when he should have been
offering to do w hatever he could to help IBM get NeXT software
out in the marketplace, allowing both to prosper .
I n his recitation of laments about IBM's fa ilure to embrace his
NeXTSTEP, J obs neglects his own contribution to the deteri oration
of the relationshi p. A pivotal moment was in 1990, on the eve of
the introd uction of th e second-gener ation NeXT computers, when
IBM assem bled 900 of its systems engineers in Dallas so J obs could
personally g ive a demo nstration and make his pitc h to the rankand-fil e. O n the morn ing of the meeting, J obs arrived at the air port ,
where he would be accom panied on the fli ght to D allas by one of
hi s senior sales managers, M ark H ayes. H ayes found J obs at the
airpo rt newsstand, d ressed in a suit with his backpack on , and
approached hi m with some trepidation: Hayes had learned the nig ht
before that the room in wh ich Jobs would give hi s presentation was
so large that two sli de projectors would be needed, but J obs had
only one set of slides prepared and would not be happy when he
lea rned of th is little hitch. H ayes debated in his own mind whether
he should tell J obs immediately or wait until they had boarded the
plane. H e decided to tell J obs straight off, so they could have the
time on the plane to plan out how to hand le the special logisti cs of
the large auditori um . U pon hearing t he news, J obs was aghast: "D o
you mean to tell me that you' re going to send me down there to talk
to these people without g iving me the tools to do my job ?" H ayes
proposed that Jobs could use the one slide p rojector, or perhaps
another arrangement could be devised. J obs interrupted, "M ark,
I'm really busy. I don' t think I'm going to go." And he set off fo r
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the terminal exit, ignoring H ayes's entreaties, "But Steve, they're
expecting you . . . "
At this point, Hayes barely had time to catch the plane and could
not phone ahead . When he arri ved in Dallas, the limousine pulled
up, ready to greet Steve Jobs, loaded with veggies, Evian spri ng
water, and senior IBM executives. But there was no J obs. Hayes
mumbled an excuse that "something important had come up," but
the disappointment was palpable. When he arrived at the conference
hall and got up to address the group, the audience thought that
Hayes was the prelude to the featured speaker; Hayes saw how
crushed they were when t hey realized that J obs had not come. H is
attempts to cover for J obs's impulsive decision not to attend a
gathering that was held for the sole reason of having him present
were unsuccessful. An IBM executive later called N eXT's Phil
W ilson and conveyed not just his disappointment but his incredulity: "I can't believe Steve d id this."
Mark Hayes would always regret that he d id not wait until Jobs
was safely on the plane that fateful day befo re he had broached the
news about the hitch with the slide projectors. This and other
seeming ly insig nificant encounters between NeXT and IBM took
on larger significance retrospectively, as sh ifts in loyalties and alignments shook the compute r industry. In mid-1991, IBM exercised
an option that had not occur red to J obs, or most anyone else: it
announced a multifaceted agreement with Apple, to collaborate,
among other things, on sharing software technology designed expressly for workstations. T he two former enemies set off together
to work on a new object-oriented operati ng system. Now it was J obs
who was left behind, staring forlo rnly at the receding backs of
others. He bravely told the press that the IBM-Apple agreement
was actually good news for him because it validated the NeXT's
own emphasis on object-orientation in system software. But this was
bluster. It should have been him , not Apple's J ohn Sculley, who
was walking hand-in-hand with IBM. Other announcements of new
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alliances in the computer industry made it seem as if everyone was
partnering with someone else, while NeXT's agreement with IBM
was nothing but a meaningless p iece of paper. D espite its head start
in finding a powerful ally in IBM, NeXT now was going to end
up alone, the odd person out.
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teve Jobs liked to play peekaboo when asked how his company
was doing. He kept NeXT well sealed, and as a privately
held company it had no legal obligation to disclose its sales
or its financial condition. When it suited him, J obs would reveal a
tantaliz ing factoid about sales or profits, then return to his regime
of silence. The announcement of the 15 ,000 advance orders that he
divulged in September 1990, at the time of the introduction of the
second-generation machines, is an example of the game that he
played with the public. Peekaboo, look at all these new orders]
Then the hands closed, and the public could see nothing more.
It was a gam e of deception, however. T he " 15, 0 0 0 orders" were
not 15 ,000 and were not orders. What NeXT had in fact were
nonbinding commitments from prospective buyers to buy a little
more than l 0 ,000 new machines some time in the future. In most
cases, the commitment was based on certai n conditions being met,
such as having NeXT versions of software finally made available.
NeXT had not collected real orders; it had merely conducted an
info rmal poll. The company had asked clients, would you buy our
new machines, and the customers had said, well, if such-and-such
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is available and you do this-and-that, we'd be interested. To expedite
the process, Jobs would tell Customer A that Customer B was
buying, then would tell Customer B that Customer A was buying .
Neither was aware of how their names were being used simultaneously as references to bring in the other party; each would say, oh,
if others are in, count us in, too. The number was also based
on nonbinding commitments on the part of NeXT's university
customers, who were offered the machines at a special never-announced price of $2, 995, or almost half off. This spongy agreeability was then t ransmogrified by J obs at Davies Hall into "real
orders. " The public had no idea that he was presenting numbers
that were nothing more than vague comm itments from customers,
which was what he explicitly denied at the time. A year later,
when his sales staff investigated just how many of the university
commitments turned out to be honored, they discovered that only
about fifty percent of the promises had been fulfilled.
Jobs's number games continued on through 1991. In the first
three months, NeXT revealed that it had sold 8,000 machines and
had abruptly leapt to second place in the category of "professional
workstations." This meant that NeXT had vaulted ahead of the
major workstation competitors, Hewlett-Packard, Digital, and
even IBM; only Sun kept NeXT from j umping into first place. Of
course, NeXT's hi gh stand ing depended on acceptance of NeXT's
own peculiar definition of terms. "Professional workstation" was a
wholly new category, cooked up by NeXT, and referred to workstation sales outside of scientific and technical laboratories. Neither
NeXT's competitors nor the independent market analysts tracked
sales in the way that NeXT was claiming to have done, so NeXT's
claims could neither be refuted nor corroborated . In the meantime,
J obs secured for NeXT favorable publicity that made the billi ondollar-plus sales of its most immediate competitors, li ke IBM and
Hewlett-Packard, di sappear. IBM sold 12,000 workstations that
quarter but NeXT only cred ited it with I ,000 in the "professional
workstation" category; Hewlett-Packard had sold 20 ,000, but re-
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ceived credit for only 3 ,000 from NeXT. 291 The ploy worked; the
Los Angeles Times, fo r example, ran a flattering story under the
headline "NeXT Finding a Place in the Market. " 292 J obs was too
modest: if he had announced a market segment of "professionaJ
workstations painted the color black," he could as justifiably have
claimed first place and l 00 percent market share.
During thi s same period, NeXT quietly made its first layoffs,
dismantling the C reative Services g roup that had provided in-house
arti stic and edito ria l services. It was extremely costly fo r a small
company like NeXT to have its own creative g roup , and now Jobs
dec ided that these were serv ices that NeXT could contract out, as
needed ("We're go ing to buy the milk, not own the cow"). It was
a painful decision , and he made himself scarce on the last day of
work for the laid-off employees, avoidi ng the awkwardness of having to say goodbye. Consistent with its policy of remaining mum
about any in fo rmation that did not reflect well on the company,
NeXT said not a word about the layoffs to the press. The good news
about the 8,000 orde rs for NeXT machines could stand clear of
any di stractions.
Just before the decision to reduce hi s company's payroll , Jobs
also decided that it was time to drop NeXT's advertising agency,
Ammirati & Puris. In 1988, the age ncy had been recruited with
phony numbers: Jobs promised them media b illings of $20 million
a year, but NeXT was in a position to spend only a tenth that sum.
After sig ning on , and adding staffi ng to hand le the account, it
became apparent that the age ncy was not going to ea rn the commissions that it had planned on. J obs wanted the agency to stay on and
offered to pay a retai ner fee, in exchange for the age ncy maintaining
a staff ded icated to the NeXT account and available at J ob's beck
and call. It was this ar rangement that J obs had decided to sever in
February 199 1. But when Steve Gardner , an Ammirati & Puris
executive, stopped by NeXT offices and J obs planned to inform
him of the decision , Gardner delivered some news of hi s own before
Jobs could speak . The age ncy had decided to drop NeXT as a client,
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at the urging of Nikon, another cli ent of theirs that had recently
been signed up and which felt there was an unacceptable conflict of
interest between it and NeXT, which was supported by Nikon's
J apanese r ival, Canon.
Jobs could have felt relief that he was now absolved from having
to be the one to cut the ties. But he was so taken aback that it was
someone else other than he who had made the decision that instead
of feeling relief he felt only fury. At that moment, NeXT owed
Ammirati & Puris several hundred thousand dollars, and Jobs
swore he was not going to pay it. "But Steve,>' one of his managers
tried to reason with him, "we were going to drop them anyway."
Jobs said, "Don't breathe a word to anybody; we can use this to our
advantage." NeXT's own attorneys told Jobs that there was no basis
on which to refuse to pay, and dilatory payment would only end
in a lawsuit. He relented when the specter of negative publicity
threatened to impinge upon the positive images about NeXT in the
public mind that he had contri ved so carefully.
Though NeXT did not release any specific financial data for what
it was describing as a triumphant first quarter of 199 1, it still got
caug ht in an ind iscretion. The sale of 8,000 computers for which
it gave itself credit included, it turned out, a large percentage of
motherboards, the principal component that goes into computers
but which is not synonymous with the computers themselves. Replacement of an old motherboard for a new one permitted a customer
to transform the older , slower Cube into a mac hine comparable to
the new NeXTstations. Software deve lopers struggling with the
decision whether it made business sense to take a chance on the
N eXT needed accurate sales figures; they were not hap py when they
figured out that NeXT was not being wholly aboveboard about
claiming the sa les of 8,000 that included an unknown percentage
of upgrade boards in the total. NeXT's reputation was not helped
when the San Jose M ercury News, a local newspaper which w:as not
as gullible as the Los Angeles Times, looked into NeXT's press release
concerning the 8, 000 orders and discovered that these included
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orders that were being counted twice-many were the same orders
included in the batch of 15 ,000 advance orders announced in the
preceding September , and only now being filled in early 199 1.
N eXT's T odd Rulon-Miller refused to provide more information
that would have clarified which orders were left over from the fall
and which were genuinely new. All he would say publicly was that
the first quarter was the start of "something big . " 29·1
By then, it was spring 199 1 and NeXT executives were soaring
with optimism because the preliminary sales fig ures then coming in
pointed to a very strong second quarter. Jobs was emboldened to
predict that NeXT would sell 50, 000 machines for the year, bringing in $200 to $250 million in revenue. 2 9 ~ The moment seemed
propitious for the com pany to finally reach a state of profitability.
In his internal newsletter , the SJ Gazette, J obs informed his employees that all attention was to be focused on breaking even that quarter:
regular staff meetings were postponed, budgets were reduced by
ten percent, employee compensation was frozen. It was not sufficient; N eXT remained an overburdened boat with a hig h level of
seawater in its hold , even with the bilge pumps working furiously.
In April , the bad news about the failure to achieve profitability had
to be deli vered to NeXT's small board of directors, and Ross Perot
did not take the news well. H e interrupted the presentation: "So
what you're telling m e is the cockpit's on fire and the plane's in a
tailspin. So tell me something that I don't know." H e dispatched
some of his associates to work with Rulon-Miller to try to find ways
to lift sales. Canon also dispatched delegations.
The expense of maintaining a state-of-the-art manu facturing facility, read y to build a billion doJlars' worth of computers when
orders were running in the low millions, became an increasing ly
sore point of contention between J obs and the other members of the
board. Like the N eXT machine itself, the NeXT facto ry looked
fabulous when being shown off as a "demo," but it did not make
much practi cal sense . F or example, "just-in-time m anufacturing ,"
fo r which N eXT had won so many accolades, meant that N eXT
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assembled computers only when the orders came in , but the orders
did not arrive in a smooth flow. T he factory would be idle th ree
weeks, with nothing for the workers to do but munch donuts, then
in the last week of the month it would be overwhelmed by a rush
of orders. The very last week of a quarter was the busiest of all.
S ince N eXT had to import its monitors, w hich required a lead of
t hree mont hs fo r ordering, and now an inventor y of color monitors
had to be juggled as well as black-and-white moni tors, millions of
dollars had to be invested in the parts inventory well in ad vance of
orders for N eXT computers, and decidi ng on the rig ht m ix of
monitors was a matter of conjecture, not science.
Canon d id what it could to make the system work and dispatched
a task force of its own experts to work at NeXT for six weeks,
helping NeXT back away from the just-in-time ideal. The factory
began to assemb le the most popular config urations of its machines
du r ing slack per iods, and waited for actual orders before it assembled the more unusua l configurations, wh ich helped to smooth out
t he work over the course of a qua rter. Still, it made no fi nancial
sense for NeXT to retain its own manufacturing facility for such
low-volume prod uction, and J obs's favorite arg ument in favor of
keeping manufactur ing in-house-achieving the hig hest quality of
manufactur ing -had been revealed to be an act of fai th that had no
foundation. When N eXT, under Canon's guidance , started seriously to collect manufacturing-quality statistics in 199 1, it d iscovered that defect rates were much hig her than the company had been
claimi ng, and most d isconcerting , the statistics pointed to a trend
of deteriorating qual ity over time. Canon urged J obs to move
manufactur ing offshore. P erot sided with Ca non, and in a meeti ng
in Redwood C ity with J obs in June, exchanged sharp words and
resig ned from the board . Frustrated though he was, P erot remained
calm enoug h to protect his investment in NeXT and he helped Jobs
maintain the public image of All- Is-Well by not d isclosing his
resig nation to the press .
T his was a blow, but it was softened by a raid upon the sanct um
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of J obs's r ival, Bill Gates. J obs, who had arrogated to himself the
responsibility of directing marketing after demoting D an'l L ewin ,
had interviewed many indiv iduals to be Lewin's replacement, and
more tha n a year had passed while the position remained vacant and
NeXT's marketing drifted . The search had seemed to be at an end
when Peter van Cuylenburg, a British-born executi ve then with
Mercury Commun ications, a British telecommuni cations firm, had
passed Jobs's muster and had accepted the offer to j oin NeXT, but
he withdrew suddenly just as he was about to start work in April.
Finally , in May, J obs hired Mike Slade from Microsoft as NeXT's
new director of marketing. H e had an impressive track record: it
was he w ho had presided over the marketing of Microsofes enormously successful spreadsheet Excel. His arrival at NeXT was met
with g reat anticipation, wh ich was dampened somewhat by his
performance when introd uced to the NeXT staff: it was known that
Slade was a millionaire by virtue of his Microsoft stock and someone
in the g roup asked him why he had decided to come to N eXT.
Slade told his new colleagues that "M icrosoft is a big place , and I
think I'd rather be a big fish in a small pond. " H e gave no indication
that he was joking, either.
Slade's message for the troops was that thi s moment was do-ordie for NeXT (being a newcomer, Slade did not realize that this
had been t he company theme at any given moment during the
preceding six years, too). H e believed that the problems with the
orig inal Cube had been fixed with the NeXT stations; the problems
with Busi nessland had been fi xed with the new distribution channel
of independent retailers. There could be no more excuses; it was
time for the NeXT computer to make it on its own. And it would
have to make it in the workstati on market, not in the personalcomputer market, where the machines had become an interchangeable, faceless commodity, customers bought solely on the basis of
price, and a prem iu m-priced computer like NeXT had no chance
of competing with low-pri ced IBM -compatible clones. In Slade's
mind , NeXT's principal competition was Sun.
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When the second quarter results were in, J obs had his public
relations firm broadcast the good news: the press release carried
the banner headline " Revenues Increase 86% Over First Quarter,
NeXT Achieves First $46 Million Quarter." If revenue in the
third quarter grew at the same rate, and then the fourth quarter
continued the trend, NeXT would easi ly realize Jobs's prediction of
a $250 million year and be headed skyward just like Sun. Privately,
however, J obs and hi s executive team were di stressed to see that the
company, despite the dramatic increase in revenue , was losing as
much money as ever . Cash flow problems became more sticky, but
all out of sig ht of the public, and out of sight of its own dealers.
The bright optimism of a newly establi shed NeXT dealer based
in Minneapolis, Minnesota , named Imaginer, illustrates the contagiousness of NeXT's public optim ism . Authorized as an app roved
NeXT reseller in April 1991, I mag inet was fo rmed by three youthful partner s in their twenties who had sold Macintoshes in the past
and were exc ited by NeXT's superior technology , especially in the
area of desktop publishing. lmaginet would be a speciali zed boutique that would sell NeXT computers and the ap propriate software
in combinations that were tailored for offices that wanted to produce
their own publications. lmaginet did not have a retail store; it
maintained offices in a downtown office bui ld ing and made calls on
prospective clients at the customers' own offices. It was a focused
strategy completely unlike Businessland's attempt to push the NeXT
on everybody. The least expensive NeXTstation, at $5 ,000, thoug h
half as costly as the orig inal Cube, was still too expensive to be
used as the general -purpose com puter to be placed on every offi ce
worker's d esk. For the same $5 ,00 0, a co mpany could buy an
IBM-compatible machine for four employees, not just one. But for
publi shing, a case could be made for investing in a more powerful
workstation . By presenting the NeXT expressly as a machi ne for
producing office publications, lmag inet's owners were confident that
they wou ld prosper safely above the cost-cutting fray that bedev iled
the ordinary computer resellers.
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As enthusiastic about the NeXT as they were, lmaginet's owners
were realistic about the limitations of available software. Even
thoug h NeXT had called itself the perfect "desktop publishing
solution," it remai ned far from perfect as long as it lacked superior
grap hi cs software for manipulating and editing pi ctures and the
interconnectivity and page-layout software that permitted pages prepared on the NeXT to be moved over to non-NeXT computers.
NeXTs had to coexist peacefully with other makes of com puters,
and the software that would make that feasib le was not yet avai lable.
T o help tide it through the waiting period, lmaginet also secured
authori zation from Apple to sell M acintoshes, which were the established standard in desktop publishing.
The one software package that Imaginet and similar dealers most
desperately needed for the NeXT was a program called Quark
Xpress, which had become the most common page-layout program
used to prepare materials for printing. Quark's program precisely
arranged all of the elements that comprise a page layout-the columns, the head lines, the illustrations, the fonts, the page headers
and foote rs, and so on. It provided minute calibration of the spacing
between lines and indiv idual letters; it handled color photographs
with ease; it saved offices money by handling color separations and
other prepress tasks that used to be done by professional service
bureaus. Quark's fo r mat was the sing le standard used in publishing;
competing programs could not be used as a substitute. Quark Xpress
was available only on the Macintosh; if it had been made available
on the NeXT too, lmag inet's partners would have pursued their
origi nal plan to be an excl usively NeXT dealer , without diluting
their proselytizi ng on NeXT's behalf by also selling Macintoshes
to pay the b ills.
J obs was not oblivious to the prob le m. H e had long courted
Quark, which was based in Denver and headed by Fred Ebrahimi ,
a strong-willed founder not unlike J obs himself. On the eve of the
introduction of the NeXTstations in 1990, J obs painted for Ebrahimi and other Quark executi ves a wildly optimistic estimate of
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hundreds of thousands of NeXT machines that would be sold in the
near future. T his was the usual pitch that J obs made to all prospective software developers. But realizing that NeXT's best hope for
surviva l would be in desktop publishing , and that this area required
getting Quark sig ned on, J obs went furth er and made an exception
to his rule of not offering software developers money to bring out
software programs for the NeXT. He convinced IBM to go in with
him and offer Q uark $1. 5 million; as huge a sum as this was, it
would be a bargain for NeXT, g iven the critical importance of this
particular p iece of software to the future of NeXT as a company
(and given that Ebrahimi had origina lly demanded $5 milli on).
Quark agreed to t he a rrangement just before the I 990 announcements at Davies Hall, and near the end of the day's program J obs
briefly announced that Quark Xpress would be "ported" over to the
NeXT. The audience did not need to be told the sig nificance of this
news, and applauded and cheered as it did for no other announcement that day.
O nce the announcement was made, Quar k began to have second
thoughts about the likely size of the NeXT publishing market. It
also began to look into what software tools it could use to help it
reuse program code that was used in the Macintosh version of its
program. It had the equivalent of 60 person/years of programming
invested in its Xpress program; it was not going to abandon this
investment and write the NeXT version from scratch with another
60 person/years of programming. A new little company in M enlo
Park, California, called Q uorum , was prepari ng software that
would help com panies like Quark convert code so that a Macintosh
program would run on other computers, like the NeXT. But J obs
and his chief software eng ineer , Bud T ri bble, were adamantly
opposed to this approach. They wanted Quark to start over with
"native" NeXT code, not recycled code from the inferior Macintosh. They were doing everything they could to dissuade Quorum
from offering tools for the NeXT , and when they heard of Q uark's
intentions to reuse Maci ntosh code, they sa id many unflattering
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thing s about their new partner. Some of these remarks, w hich made
their way back to D enver , were of a personal , stereotyping nature,
linki ng Iran ian-born Ebrahimi to "rug merchants." Quar k wit hd rew into silence.
It was up to J obs to ta ke the initiati ve to try to restore good
relations, b ut he compounded the insults in the course of ostensibly
offering an olive b ranch to his new business partner. J obs faxed a
letter to E brahimi th at said , You've heard that I've called you sleazy ;
well , here's the d ictiona ry defin ition-and there J obs pasted in the
fu ll defin ition of the word , taken from the D ig ital W ebster whose
convenience he had extolled at Davies H all in 19 88 but could never
have fo reseen would be so handy in this particular situation. Now ,
Jobs instructed E brahimi, return my unanswered phone calls and
show me that the definition of sleazy does not fit you. J obs appears
to be the only person at NeXT who was surprised w hen Ebrahim i
d id not respond to th is unusual invitation.
Even without recei ving the infamous "sleazy" fax from Jobs,
Quark had reason to be concerned about the trustworthiness of
NeXT and the sales numbers that it was claiming. When the
agreement between the two companies had been worked out to the
m utual satisfaction of both parties , the sig ning was to be a forma lity.
But when the fi nal contract arri ved, Q uar k was surprised to fi nd that
a number of provisions had been changed without prior d iscussion ,
provisions that were all altered in a direction that was not in Quark's
interests. The belated discovery that N eX T was not being clear
about which sales were upg rades of motherboards and which were
sales of new, complete systems also made Q uark uneasy . NeXT's
imprudent use of inflated sales figures contributed to the d issolution
of N eXT's ties to what was arg uably its sing le most important
software partne r . T here was one last chance to get Quark back
on board . In early 199 1, N eX11VORLD magaz ine, the q uasiindependent magaz ine that promoted NeXT, begged its reade rs to
show wavering Quark that the masses were desperately waiting for
a NeXT version of Quark Xpress. \ ;\,Trite letters to Quar k and let
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them know! After a few months had passed , Quark toted up an
underwhelming total of ten letters. Th is confirmed what Quark had
suspected, and marked the end of its interest in NeXT. From then
on, Quark redirected its energies into producing a Windows version
of its software, where the numbers made more sense. And Quorum
adapted its tools for recompiling Macintosh software for the benefit
of NeXT's competition, first for Sun Microsystems, then for Si licon
G raphics.
lmaginet did not know that the Quark deal was irretrievably lost.
It proceeded on the assumption that the missing pieces of publishing-related software that the NeXT lacked would soon be filled in.
In the meantime, it had to be careful not to oversell what the NeXT
could do, lest it ruin its own credibility in the eyes of its prospective
customers. Target Stores was one such customer , which happened
to be shopping in 199 1 for computers that wou ld be used in its art
department to prepare the twenty-page color advertising ci rcular
that is tucked into the Sunday newspaper. T hi s was that rarity- a
virg in cor porate site, still without desktop computers because the
work had always been sent to an outside firm. H ere was the best
possible opportunity for N eXT, in which it would not have to
push aside Macintoshes, or IBM-compatibles, or Suns. Target
was willing to seriously consider NeXT, and Target managers,
accompan ied by an outside consultant, flew from M inneapolis to
Redwood City, Ca li fornia, just to see fo r themselves what NeXT
offered.
NeXT sa lespeop le gave splendid presentations, and a demonstration of NeXTSTEP and object-oriented programming was provided by a person who was identified as J ob's personal technician ,
the next best th ing to having the legend himself on hand . The sen ior
Target representative was duly impressed, and told the NeXT staff
that he'd buy nothing but NeXTs if he could be shown how an
adverti sing supplement could be prepared on the machine. Some
confusion followed . One member of the NeXT staff said that the
prog ram Framemaker could be used ; other NeXT employees said
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that Framemaker was not what Target needed. But they had no
better alternative to suggest, so the champion of Framemaker sat
down and said that he would work on a mock-up. Unfortunately,
Framemaker was best-suited for a book-leng th document that consisted mostly of text; it was not designed optimally for laying out a
short, picture- and headline-fill ed piece of advertising. Time passed
and the work proceeded at an agoni zingly slow pace. The Target
delegation moved on to look at other things in NeXT's offices,
stopping by periodically to see how the mock-up was progressing .
Finally, after the Target v isitors had exhausted every plausible way
of killing time and the work was still unfinished, it was clear that
the NeXT, even in 1991 , was not yet ready to do the work for
which it was billed to be perfect.
lmaginet ended up se lling two NeXT machines to Target. One
was to be used as a network server , the other was to do special
effects for headlines. At the same time, it sold Target eig hteen
Macintoshes, all of which would have been NeXTs, too, if software
like Quark Xpress had been available. And a11 opportunity like that
presented by Target was all too rare, a fact that NeXT salespeople
did not appreciate . They told Imaginet and the other NeXT dealers
that there was an ab undance of such offices that had not yet been
touched by the desktop-computer revolution. They were wrong. By
199 1, in the real world , the sites that remained untouched by the
revolution and yet stil l had funds to buy $5,000-a-pop workstations
were all too few. NeXT needed to stop daydreaming and place
highest priority on doing what Jobs had resisted from the beginning,
making NeXTs work well with other kinds of computers.
Overall, during its first six months in business, Imaginet sold
just over sixty compute rs to various customers, but only ten were
N eXTs. Among the independent dealers that NeXT had selling its
machines, Imaginet's record was quite good. In J obs's own home
turf, Computer Atti c had experienced accelerated g rowth; its sales
jumped to $2 8 million in 199 1 and would almost doub l.e the next
year, as its Macintosh and IBM-compatible machines Acw out the
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door. But the NeXTs simply could not be budged. T he big sale to
Alain Pinel turned out to be unique. By late 199 1, Computer Attic
could find customers for only two or so NeXTs a month , while it
sold hundred s of the other kinds of personal computers at the same
time. The disparity in the numbers made it difficult to invest capital
in keeping an inventory of NeXT software titles on hand, but
without the software titles in stock, it was all the more difficult to
enti ce customers to buy the hardware .
The strategy of relying upon boutique dealers was proving to be
enormously expensive for N eXT, too. A standard contract stipulated
that a dealer, as a condition of sig ning on, would take twenty-fi ve
machines for its inventory . NeXT provided sixty-day terms. But
what happened was that upon the expiration of the sixty-days, NeXT
did not receive the money that it was d ue. When NeXT called the
overdue account, the dealer would say, "I've got twenty-three in
the back room. I can't pay you." Thirty more days would go by.
Another call would yield an update, " I've still got twenty; hey, you
can have them back. " The NeXT staff faced a difficult choice. It
could either have the machines returned , adjust the sales figures that
already had been recorded as booked , and endure the wrath of J obs.
Or it could let the accounts receivable slide, and continue to hope
that real sales, that is, sales of NeXT computers to flesh-and-blood
customers, would soon take off, which the remaining optimists at
NeXT felt was about to happen, any time.
But the third quarter proved to be a disaster; NeXT's sales fell
almost by half. This d id not wholly reflect a b izarre drop in the
interest of customers, however . Rather, it revealed the mi sleading
nature of the "sales" fig ure itself, which refers only to NeXT's sales
to its d istributors. Separate from thi s is "sell-through," that is, the
sale of machines to the customers who are the last element in the
d istribution chain, the end-users, and this is a figure that NeXT
had difficulty obtaining and would not have revealed publicly even
if it had accurate numbers. The initial increase in sales that had
followed the introduction of the new NeXTstations was in good
JOO
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measure a manifestation of "channel loading,,, as it is called, when
dealers fill their shelves with inventory. The second quarter's impressive resu lts had been boosted when Canon loaded up its inventory of NeXT machines for sale in Japan. Once the shelves were
full, NeXT's "sales" had sagged d ra maticall y.
Now NeXT was in a jam: it could not announce the third quarter
results without revealing the precipitous drop. Nor could it tinker
with the earlier announced sales for the second quarter to reflect the
truth that much of the earlier "sales" were uncollectible receivables.
Profitab ility, needless to say, remained elusive. In the meantime,
NeXT had to carry the load of more than $ 10 million in accounts
receivable that had built up. In order to survive until sales took
off, N eXT used its receivables as collateral to secure short-term
loans from a bank. Depending on the degree of risk, NeXT received
anywhere from seventy-five to ninety-five percent of the face value
of the receivable, due to be paid in sixty days or when the customer
repaid NeXT, whichever came first. The interest that NeXT had
to pay on these loans came out of marg ins that were already perilously slim. NeXT became so desperate for cash that it used receivables as small as $ I , 000 to head off the cash crisis. Payments to
NeXT's own suppl iers were also put off.
The company that on ly two years earlier had gotten an injection
of $ 100 million from the J apa nese was once again out of money.
Perot, before he left, had been extremely unhappy w ith the way
that J obs had burned through the money as if he, or Canon, or
another sugar daddy would always be on hand to bail him out. P erot
saw that paradoxically NeXT had been hurt, not helped, by the
generous funding it had been g iven because J obs had never had to
learn how to stick to a budget. " I shouldn 't have let you g uys have
all that money," P erot told the NeXT policy team. "Biggest mistake
I made." He was not about to make it again, so NeXT could not
get more money from him . Nor cou ld it get more li censing fees
from IBM. The on ly major partner remaining was Canon , and it
was faced with an unsavory choice: it could either inject additional
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capital into N eXT , or watch its $ I 00 million investment land in
C hapter 11. Whether NeXT lived or died depended upon what
Canon decided to do.
In too deep to shut the cashier's window at this late point, Canon
came through with $ 10 mill ion and averted a d isaster. But that
money quickly disappeared, so another $ I 0 million had to be put
in. N eXT had debtor's leverage which increased each time: the
more money Canon invested , the less choice it had to refuse when
NeXT knocked again on its door, demandi ng still more. At the end
of 199 1, Canon had to provide a third round of emergency capital,
another $20 mill ion (and insisted that J obs pitch in $ I 0 million of
his own money, too). In each instance, fai lure to shovel in cash
would have meant NeXT could not have made payroll , yet in each
instance, as soon as the money arr ived , the spend ing spigots were
opened wide again .
T hroug h it all , NeXT did not say a word about its financial
difficulties to the public. J obs was as beguiling as ever. H e told an
interviewer that "we were actually pretty lost in terms of who we
were as a company,, until recently, fumb ling with the rig ht mix of
technology, distribution, and marketing. Now , Jobs insisted, he'd
gotten it r ight. 295 J obs spoke excitedly in late 199 1 of how NeXT
had gone "from zero to a quarter-bil lion dollars a year in its fi rst
year,, (a curious statement, given that NeXT's sales would be half
of what he was claiming and 199 1 was not its first year b ut rather
its sixth). 296 Most brazenly of all , du r ing the second half of 199 1,
J obs told the press on at least three d ifferent occasions that NeXT
had turned profitable, when at the same time, precisely because the
com pany most decidedly was not profitable, it was in fact lurc hing
from one fi nancial cr isis to another, staving off bankruptcy only
with eleventh-hour rescues. 297
NeXT had blown through more than $250 million of investment
capital , and still was in p recarious fi nancial shape, fa r from being
sufficiently healthy to take its shares public. Yet in J obs,s view,
things were not nearly as dark as his d iscouraged employees seemed
]02
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to think . H e plucked what he wanted from history, and he found
favorable precedents in the sales volumes of both Apple and Sun
when they had gone public. 298 H e did not adjust for inflation,
differences in the saturation of intended markets, or the pesky
discrepancy between their profitability and N eXT's sorry financial
condition. J obs told his em ployees that NeXT was in excellent shape,
beating Sun in head-to-head competition. Bad numbers somehow
disappeared . One employee who remained imper vious to theJobsian
vision, upon leaving one of J obs's presentations, dev ised an impromptu song -and-dance in the corridor, chanting, "Voo-d oo econo-mics, Voo-doo eco-no-mics . . ."
Di sillusionment led a number of N eXT employees to resign ,
including another founder , Susan Barnes. P aradoxically, J abs's employees had more freedom to leave than Jobs himself did , or at least
so he felt at times, when he would tell them he could not imagine
doing anything other than what he was doing at N eXT. Poor little
rich boy: too young to retire, too restless to retreat to the sedentar y
life, puttering about the house like Apple cofounder Steve W ozniak,
and perhaps most importantly, too insecure about the nature of his
earlier success at Apple. T he game at N eXT was not of finances but
of existential validation, and he had to keep pushing stacks of poker
chips fro m his and Canon's d windling piles in order to pay the ante
and keep playing , all the while maintaining an optimisti c outlook,
expecting the very next quarter to b ring a surge in sales and acclaim .
M ona Simpson, J obs's sister who was raised separately , dedicated
her first novel, Anywhere B1't H ere ( 1987) , to J obs and their mother,
and chose a quotation from Ralph W aldo Emerson for the epigraph
from which the book's title was taken: "There are three wants wh ich
can never be satisfied: that of the rich wanting more, that of the
sick, wanting something d ifferent , and that of the traveler , who
says, 'anywhere but here.' " The book is a stunning work of fiction- the narrator and her peripatetic, delusional mother are literally unforgettable characters. The book itself has nothing to do with
" the rich wanting more"; the phrase seems to have been included
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only because it was in the same sentence as the more apposite
"anywhere but here." J obs was enormously proud of his sister 1s
literary achievement; he introd uced her at an early company retreat,
and kept a shelf in his office filled w ith copies of Anywhere Bttt
Here. Yet how curiously apt was the first item in the Emerson
epig r ap h in describing J obs, the paragon of a rich person incapable
of ever being satisfied. T he need to prove himself again, however,
kept him imprisoned. For Jobs, NeXT had to succeed, and anything
and everybody was subordinate to that quest.
F or a number of his employees, a well-inte ntioned benefit that
the company had p rovided turned out to be a kind of shackle that
impr isoned , too. Leading the thirtysomething company, J obs had
made availab le to all employees the right to borrow up to half of a
year 1s salary, which many took advantage of to make the down
payment on a first house. It was an offer that NeXT was financially
unable to susta in, and by 1990, loans to employees were capped at
a modest $5,000. But for those w ho took advantage of the halfyear-salary-loan while it was available, the employee obtained a
four-year note, with a fixed rate of inte rest based on prevaili ng rates
at the time; for a loan taken in 1988, for example, interest accrued
at twelve percent. No payments on either principal or interest were
required during the term , however . If one were to resig n from
NeXT, the loan had to be repaid upon leaving . These terms and
conditions were reasonable; the program made it possible for employees to buy homes in the overpriced northern California real
estate market, where "starter" homes were priced at $300,000 and
up, and first-time home buyers had to round up $60,000 for just a
down payment. If a fixed rate of twelve percent came to be seen as
too high when inte rest rates fell , the indebted employee need not
worry unduly because the employee1s NeXT shares, which served
as the collateral for the loan , would soon be publicly traded, J obs
said. E mployees began at NeXT with the expectation that J obs
would lead the company to Apple-like success and everyone wo uld
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eventually become mi llionai res, making the personal loan an inconseq uential burden.
What hap pened , however, is that not only d id interest rates fall ,
so too did house pr ices, and the expected explosion of sales for
N eXT did not mate rialize even after the second -generation N eXTstations were introduced. The years had passed and NeXT was still
hemor rhag ing money. I f an employee looked at the m ismatch of
modest sales to large operatio na l losses , the numbers were terrifying . But to permit oneself to become disillusioned about N eXT's
prospects was not an option if one was carrying a $5 0,000 note due
immed iately if one were to leave N eXT. Throug h no fault of J obs
or N eXT , the personal- loan program had become over time a
heavy encumbrance, w hich restricted j ob mobi lity and consequently
restricted what employees coul d allow themselves to think about
NeXT and its future. Objectiv ity was a luxury that ma ny could not
afford. They had no choice but to latch on to J obs's optimism and
believe that the ir NeXT shares soon would be publicly traded; then
they could cash out with t he fi nancial windfall that would redeem
all of the long hours and arduous struggle.
T he buoyant sp irits were what outsiders saw when they encounte red NeXT employees on the street. I n 199 1, for example, Burt
Cummings, a fo rmer N eXT emp loyee, ran into a colleague from
sales who still wor ked at NeXT. How are thi ngs going? Cumm ings
asked. " Oh , we're kicking ass, " he was told . Oh , where ? W ell , no
area in particular , was the reply, but " we' re sell ing more than we've
ever sold ." Cummi ngs was one of the few people then outside of
N eXT who knew exactly how few had been sold in the past, so
saying that an unprecedented number of machines were now being
sold was not necessarily say ing much. H e was cur ious, what was
NeXT's basic marketing message now? " W ell, we don't know yet,
but they're really moving." For Cummings, the encou nter served
to confi rm the continuing power of J obs's famous " reality distortion
field." His friend, w ho cl early remained under the spell , was not
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lying to Cummings; he simply could not d istinguish reali ty and
unreality.
The public knew nothing other than what J obs chose to tell it,
and he presented a picture of success. When speaking in public
about the initial pub lic offering that he planned in 1992 or early
1993, Jobs made the offering appear to be something that N eXT
was thinking about only because it was already so successful that its
own custom ers on W all Street were begging J obs to let them inv est
in NeXT. H e explained that it would be d iffic ult to let one company
invest and not the others, so the only fair thing would be to throw
the opportuni ty open to everybody. 299 ln his telling, NeXT's only
problem was how best to apportion the dowr y among a bevy of
eager suitors.
It worked beautifully. T he press gave the story of NeXT's intentions prominent play, and in so doing, helped make it more likely
to come true, adding legitimacy to the idea that NeXT was fit and
sound and taking off. It was circular logic-NeXT must be healthy
or it wo uld not be talking of an initial public offering, and it would
not be talking of an initial pub lic offering if it were not healthy.
But in the vacuum of publicly di sclosed financial information , it
seemed perfectly credib le. Last heard fro m, NeXT had said its sales
in the second q uarter had jumped d ramatically, so presumably the
trend had continued throug h the year , and now J obs was also saying
that the company had become profitable.
The news of an imm inent initial public offering refired excitement; it seemed that the rocket ship of entrepreneurial success was
about to head off into the wild bl ue, repeating the hi story of Apple.
With eyes looking skyward , little attention was paid to another
annou ncement that NeXT quietly made two days later: it was red ucing its work force by fi ve percent, the first public mention of a
layoff. F orty-eig ht hours earlier , when NeXT announced the plans
to go publi c, reporters had asked NeXT if any layo ffs were being
contemplated , and the NeXT spokesperson had emphati cally denied
any such possibility. 300 So it was a bit awkward to turn around so
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soon and make the announcement of dism issals. But J obs and his
public relations person Allison Thomas blustered their way throug h.
The timing of the layoffs, coming so soon after di sclosure of plans
to go public, suggested a connection between the two events, but
Thomas fell back to her appoi nted role of denying, denying, denying. "The two events were unrelated, " she said with a perfectly
straig ht face. 30 1 Well , it would see m to an outsider that the idea of
an initial public offering was floated inte ntionally right before the
news about the layoffs. Oh, nothing of the sort happened , said Jobs.
H e claimed to have innocently mentioned the initial publi c offering
in casual remarks to reporters and he professed "surprise" at the
attention it had received . 302 The one conclusion that reporters would
natu rally draw from the news of the layoffs-that NeXT was hav ing
financial difficulties-even this the company denied. NeXT was
simply "repositioning," Jobs said, and had plenty of cash. In the
end, Jobs and Thomas's campaign worked well : the earlier, favorable coverage of N eXT's pl ans to go public had fi lled the company's
allotted quota of attention that week. Readers were le ft with the
impression that J obs wanted them to have.
Live by the sword, die by the sword . At the time that NeXT was
manipulati ng numbers to its advantage for the consumption of
the general public, N eXT headquarters was itself the victim of
manipulated numbers that were being sent from its v ice-president
in charge of E uropean operations, Theo Wegbrans. The strong
"sales" in E urope, whi ch NeXT had reported to the public as its
area of g reatest success to date, were a phantom, the result of simple
chan nel loading . Dealers that needed four machines ordered fifty,
with the encou ragement of NeXT's sales staff in Europe. T he
warehouses began to bulge with unsold NeXT machines, but Wegbrans, when pressed for sell-throug h reports from NeXT headquarters in Californ ia, made up numbers that provided reassurance that
all was well.
The truth can be suppressed fo r only so long, however , and
one would hope that Jobs would have learned something from the
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European debacle. W hen hi s sales managers in Redwood C ity came
across discrepancies between the rob ust sales that \.Vegbrans was
cl aiming and the reports from other parties in E urope, Jobs resisted
the ir recommendati ons that something be done. As the months
passed , and the li es that vVegbrans passed on to cover up weak sales
became progressive ly more audacious, J obs contin ued to drag hi s
feet. By the time J obs reluctan tl y acceded to the adv ice of his
Iieutenants and pulled W egbrans out , the mess had worsened to the
point of complete disaster. Without distinguishing between guilty
country manage rs and innocent unde rlings, NeXT employees were
summarily dismissed and stranded en masse; the network of dealers
was dismantled; the sumptuous office on the French Riviera that
was NeXT's E uropea n headquarters-opened only months ear1ier-was closed. New managers, a new headquarters, a new sales
strategy that avoided dealers and rested upon NeXT's own direct
sales to customers were installed . Mi llions of dollars of NeXT's
E uropean inventory could not be accounted for after Wegbrans
left, but lodging crimi naJ charges wou ld have b rought unwanted
publicity and exposure of the phantasmagoric empire that NeXT
E urope had built. T he losses were qu ietly written off. Let u s call
it an expensive lesson in the economics of deceit.
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T

he original NeXT Cube had been reinvented. The distribution channel had been radically overhauled . Everything
that N eXT cou ld imagine needi ng fixing had been fixed.
Yet the company's revenue remained maddeningly mismatched to
operating costs, and profitability remained hopelessly out of reach.
If it had not been for the fresh infusions of capital from Canon's
and J obs's own pockets, NeXT would have had to close shop.
The continued flow of investment funds gave the company time to
reconsider who the NeXT computer was supposed to be for, to
reformulate the message to be broadcast to prospective customers,
to reinvent the company stil l again and become a new New NeXT.
Survival seemed to require embracing the Fortune 500.
A few years earlier, J obs had treated large corporations with open
disdain. In 1985, when still at Apple, he had concluded that the
reason the Apple Lisa had fai led so miserably was because Apple
had contracted a bad case of what Jobs called "Fortune 500-itis,''
forsaking Apple's roots, "selling to people. »JOJ The marketing of
the Macintosh had retu rned Apple to the education market and
noncorporate users. At NeXT, J obs had vacillated, beginning by
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selling to the education market, then expanding the pitch to large
corporations through the ill-fated partnership with Businessland .
Faced with the Fortune 500's disinterest, NeXT had backpedaled
away, shifting toward the smaller businesses served by independent
computer dealers. But this was not working either. At the prodding
of Mike Slade, hi s new marketing di rector, J obs realized that
the only customer segment with pockets deep enough to consider
purchase of the NeXT computer was the target of the unsuccessful
Lisa and Businessland campaigns, the b ig cor poration. For a renewed assault on the impregnable Fortune 500, NeXT needed
another make-over to present a more attractive , less haughty picture
of itself to its prospective customers.
Having come from Microsoft, Slade brought a more pragmatic
sensibili ty to the inwardly focused NeXT. He d id not remain
immune to the influence of Jobs and NeXT culture; he repeated
some of the old lines of the past, such as J obs's silly goal of targeting
the desks that currently were too crowded with both a Sun workstation and a Macintosh (Slade: "the goal here at NeXT is to put only
304
011e computer on every desk, instead of three or four") .
But he
was not a passive inheritor of all of the fa iled marketing of NeXT's
past. H e pushed Jobs and the company to see that the marketplace
had rendered a clear judgment about what NeXT was offering: the
NeXT hardware did not much interest anybody-it was the software that set NeXT apart from its competition, particularly the
NeXTSTEP software that customers cou ld use to write their own
software. Slade believed that NeXT should abandon the fruitless
v ig il for the arrival of the single program, the "killer app," that
would save the company. Instead, NeXT should promote its computer as the perfect machine to write custom applications on. "There
is no such thing as a ' killer app' anymore," he said. "The killer app
is the custom app. " 305
Jobs liked the new message and by late 199 1 was using it wherever he spoke. T he phrase that he latched on to and used with
dogged consistency was a mouthful of information-systems jargon:
]IO
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the N eXT computer was ideal fo r "mission-c6tical custom apps." H e
never used an abbreviated version or shorthand ; he insisted on the
full incantation , repeating it many times in each speech-missioncritical custom apps . . . mission-critical custom apps . . . missioncritical custom apps-unti l it grated on the ears. But he was not
addressing the layperson. H e was going after the special g uild
within corporate Ameri ca, the chief information officers and the
managers of informati on systems.
H owever, the group that he succeeded in reaching d id not belong
to corporate America-NeXT's best customers, it turned out, were
government intelligence agencies. Unfortunately fo r NeXT, the
company could not use them as reference accounts in the campaign
to woo the Fortune 5 00, first, because of the reticence of spies to
talk publicly about their work, but also because of their privileged
fisca l prerogatives; the budgets of intelligence agencies, free of
public scrutiny, permitted purchases of NeXTs without the pennypinching of commercial customers. Sales to the spy agencies was
such a lucrative business that it spawned a necklace of NeXT-related
computer consultants in the suburbs surrounding Washington,
D.C . 306 NeXT could use other less-secretive government accounts
for testimonials, but these were not easi ly packaged into terms that
would be appealing to the Fortune 500. The L.A. County Sheriffs
D epartment, one of NeXT's largest customers in the country, was
not a name that carried authority in the cor porate world. Worse,
after the Rodney King beating case in 1992, the Sheriffs Department was confused in the publi c mind with the L.A . Police Department, and J obs labored to keep NeXT untainted by association. 307
Even if not mixed up in the Rodney King case, in the eyes of
some of J obs's older fans from the days when Apple stood for a
countercultu ral voice, J obs and NeXT were still g uilty of unsavory
association with the pol ice and the CIA. Jobs bragged of how the
Canadian Mounted Police was the customer that was using the
multimedia capabilities of the NeXT to the fullest-"multimedia
out the wazoo," J obs enthused . This was not the same Steve J obs
J TI
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who had been anguished in 1985 by the discovery that the tactical
nuclear weapons under U.S. command in Europe were controlled
by hi s Apple 11 computers. 308 John Perry Barlow, a writer who
shuttled among a number of diverse interests such as composing
lyrics for the Grateful D ead and review ing NeXT products for
NeXTWORLD magazine, got an interview with Jobs at the moment
when NeXT was proclaiming a new marketing direction yet again.
Like a ghost from the countercultural past, Barlow put some sharp
questions to Jobs, worried, as he told Jobs, that NeXT would find
that it would soon come to resemb le its market, not its maker. This
was what a disillusioned M itch Kapor had di scovered when his
company, Lotus, had been corporatized by the influence of its
customers. J obs said that he had met a lot of people in corporate
America that he wou ldn't mind NeXT coming to resemble, like the
young group at O'Connor Services, a commodities trading firm in
Chicago, which had adopted the NeXT Computer enthusiastically.
"They are great; they look like us; they talk like us. " 309 The way
Jobs spoke of O'Connor was as if he had plucked the example from
a large basket of possibili ties, but O'Connor in fact was the largest
single site of NeXTs in corporate America.3 10 O'Connor loved
NeXT, and NeXT naturally reciprocated. ·w hat about the CIA,
Barlow need led? Aren't they one of your biggest customers? Jobs said
that he cou ld not comment, whi ch answered Barlow's question. 3 11
Barlow was suggesting that NeXT was abandoning the idealistic
principles of its fo undi ng, but he did not show an awareness of
NeXT's predicament: if NeXT did not secu re more customers
quickly , customers of whatever stri pe, politically correct or not,
there would be no more NeXT, period. Jobs could not impress
upon NeXT parti sans like Barlow how dire the situation was without
disclosing the awful financial fix that the company was in . Perhaps
even if Jobs had been fo rthcoming about the exigent state of the
company's finances, he sti II would not have rece ived encouragement
from the "early adopters," as they are called in the computer industry. In 199 1, E rnest Prabhakar, a frequent contributor to an elec3 £2
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tronic bulletin board that posted news and opinions about NeXT,
declared, "I'd rather have a live dream and a dead company than
the other way." 3 12 This was a tricky maneuver for J obs to direct:
he ran the risk of getting stuck in a no-man's-land, not yet acceptable
to Fortune 500 corporate types yet viewed as a quisling by the
programmers who abhorred the corporation and the technological
mediocrity with which it was associated. It was a risk that J obs had
to take, however. To stay put would mean NeXT would perish
shortl y.
The single most important step that J obs cou ld take to increase
NeXT's attractiveness was to find a rep lacement licensee for IBM,
so that NeXT's strength, its unique software, could be used on
computers other than those that NeXT itself made . T he computer
world had watched as IBM and NeXT drifted apart, without a
version of NeXTSTEP for IBM's RISC-based workstations ever
making it out of the lab , and the conclusion that computer industry
honchos drew from the unhappy union was that NeXT was not
serious about loosen ing its tight control over all aspects of its product. Apple Computer had a policy similar to that of NeXT: if a
customer wanted to use the Macintosh operating system, there was
only one version available, the one from Apple . And the hardware
that would run the Macintosh software could be purchased from
only one company, Apple. The marketplace continued to tolerate
this policy of Apple's on ly because so many Macintoshes had been
purchased in the earlier years, before M icrosoft had succeeded in
developing a reasonable software alternative, that the installed base
of Macintoshes created a momentum all its own. But this was the
sing ular exception to the rule that a software standard, at the least,
had to work with hardware manufactured by more than one company. Customers valued hig hly the rig ht to move at will among
hardware vendors; relative newcomers to the computer industry
like NeXT could not expect special dispensation from the rule. Sun
Microsystems, for example, whose own strength was hardware, not
software, had discovered that in order for its own RISC micropro-
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cessor to be fully accepted by its customers, the chip had to be made
widely available. So Sun had had to create, in essence, its own
competition, licensing the design to chip manufacturers for use in
Sun clones that would compete directly against Sun's own workstations. Its customers demanded it.
The lesson in all this was that the age of proprietary technology
had ended. A new computer company could not be successful without obeying the demands of the marketplace and g iv ing customers
choices among suppliers. If customers had been reluctant to entrust
multibillion-dollar Sun with complete control over their interests,
in the absence of the moderating influence of competitive alternatives, these same customers were extremely reluctant, understandably, to entrust little NeXT with monopolistic contro l. NeXT
salespeople continually ran into resistance due to questions about the
company's viabili ty. W ould NeXT be around three or five years
hence? As long as NeXT software and hardware were inextricably
combined, and only NeXT provided both , then any questions about
the company's likely longevity induced queasiness in the prospective
corporate customer. NeXT had found some customers in the business world who remained relatively unconcerned, such as the William Morris Agency, which had looked to NeXT for an immediate
boost to the agency's public image, or the financial serv ices boutiques, like O'Connor, whose quants -the number-crunching analysts with a gift for mathematics-armed with the hottest computer
technology, could whip up new, esoteric financia l products and
recoup an investment in a short per iod of time and not worry
about long-term obso lescence. A law firm that had taken the plunge
professed no concern when NeXT announced the layoffs in 1991;
a spokesperson for M arger , Johnson , McCollom & Stolowitz, said,
"Frankly, I couldn't care less if they went belly up tomorrow,"
reasoning that even if N eXT declared bankruptcy , some other
company would pick up the NeXT technology. I t was simply too
good to be abandoned. 3 13 But for most companies, the risk of
owning orphaned machines could not be v iewed with such equanim-
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ity. T he invest ment that N eXT was asking them to make, in hardware and software provided by only a si ng le source, NeXT, and
incompatible with the computers that were already in place, was
deemed by most b usinesses as unacceptably risky.
T hese facts were visible to everyone at NeXT, except for Jobs
and Bud T ribble, w ho were adamantly opposed to licensing N eXT's
software to other companies. As soon as NeXT's partnership with
IBM fell apart at the end of 1990, the lower-level N eXT staff took
upon itself a lobbying cam paig n to port the NeXT operating system
to IBM-compatible personal computers . J obs did not want to take
a fata l fi rst step toward becom ing a software-only house; he wanted
to run a compttter company, and to him that meant retaining comp lete
control over hardware and software. Tribble, the in-house "rocket
scientist," had never shown any special business acumen , but nevertheless J obs treated T ribble's opinions with deference, and Tribble
bel ieved that t here was no money to be made by sell ing operating
systems. H e said that AT&T, which li censed its version of U nix
to other com panies, d id not make any money from it to speak of,
and even the example of M icrosoft d id not impress hi m. He said
that M icrosoft p rofited only by selli ng application program s t hat
ran on top of the operating system, and not from selling the ope rating system itself. W ith T ribble's reasoning to lend support to
his own instinctive wish to keep control , J obs repelled suggestions
from other NeXT staff members to license the NeXT software.
In this particular matter, J obs should not have accepted T rib ble's
presentation of the facts. Tribble was plai n wrong: M icrosoft continued to prosper from its high-margin sales of the DOS operating
systems and t he W indows environment that ran between DOS and
applications. In 1991, no less than thirty-six percent of M icrosoft's
$ 1. 8 billion in revenue came from its operating systems and lang uage software. Its g ross marg ins in its first quarter in fisca l 1993
were an otherworldly eig hty-three percent. 314 But M icrosoft was
not the company that NeXT would best be compared to; no matter
how he wished that it was otherwise , J obs had no realistic hope of
315
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displac ing Microsoft in the operating-systems business . A more
practical comparison would have been to the privately held Santa
Cruz Operation, a small company which sold a version of the Unix
operating system to businesses that needed Unix for computers
bui lt with the same mi croprocessors as IBM-compatible personal
computers. Compared to Microsoft's DOS operating system, the
Santa Cruz Operation's Unix was not we ll-known. But it was used
by businesses that needed to write custom ized software fo r uncommonly dema nding tasks and whi ch permitted the computer user to
run many separate programs simultaneously. This was exactly what
the NeXT software excelled at. The Santa Cruz Operation had
created in this niche a business that generated annua l reven ues of
about $ 160 mi ll ion, selling only softwa re; if NeXT were to move
into the same n iche, it had a chance of competing effectively. But
there would be little likelihood of hig h visibility and g lory, of the
power to set standards of the mainstream computer industry, let
alone the likelihood of collecti ng billions in revenue annually, like
a Microsoft-or like a Steve J obs in the happier days at Apple. To
step in the direction of a specialty Un ix software publisher like the
obscure Santa C ruz Operation would be to acknowledge that NeXT
would remain margina l, not in a business sense, but in a hi storical
sense, which was the fate J obs most wished to escape.
Despite the stubborn opposition of their boss, Bud Tribble, and
his boss, Steve J obs, Tribble's subordinates in the software division,
their allies in the sales and marketing organization , even the company's legal counsel, Gary Moore, contin ued to press upon Jobs the
case for expanded lice nsing. M oore offered three reaso ns for NeXT
to make its software available on other personal computers. It would
add more seats, that is, more machines using NeXT software, which
would make NeXT a more attractive standard fo r outside software
developers; the more software written for NeXT, the more attracti ve NeXT's own machines would be in the eyes of customers.
Expanded licensing would help remove the image of NeXT as a
proprietary company, an image that in t he age of Open Systems did
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not play well. And the li censing, of course, would bring in additional revenue, a benefit that NeXT could hardly afford to ignore .
Porting the NeXT software to the IBM-compatible world required adapting the software for the microprocessor family made
by Intel. Overcoming the technical challenges wou ld be greatly
eased if Intel supplied assistance and expertise, making it a
"friendly" port. An alternative direction that NeXT could have
taken would have been to port to Sun's RISC machines , but that
would have been a "hostile" port, lacking Sun's support, and thus
was deemed much less practi cal (according to Jobs, Scott McNealy
had said that "I'd rather stick needles in my eyes than work with
NeXT"). 3 15 Intel microprocessors thus were the prime target, and
two NeXT managers, Max Henry and Chris MacAskill, quietly
took upon themselves the task of lobbying Intel on NeXT's behalf,
out of sight of the still recalcitrant Jobs. When Henry and MacAskill approached Intel, they discove red that the company was
immediately interested in getting NeXT software ported to its microprocessors. It had already conducted market research surveys
among its customers, trying to find out how «workstations" were
defined and why workstations were preferred over personal computers for certain work environments. The research had revealed that
large monitors and RISC microprocessors constituted part of popular conceptions of what made some machines workstations and others
merely personal computers, but it also revealed that certain kinds
of software seemed to be available only on workstations and gave
those machines an enviable aura. If Intel could persuade NeXT to
bring out its software on machines powered by Intel chips, then
IBM-compatible machines could be presented as workstations, too.
At the urging of the NeXT emissaries, Intel's president, Andy
Grove, called Jobs, and the two got along well. Grove's relationship
to Jobs would often be likened by Jobs's associates as like a father's,
just as other paternal figures in Jobs's business life were: Ross Perot,
at least in the early years; George Fisher, head of Motorola; John
Warnock, head of Adobe; Pat Crecine , of the academic world. But
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G rove and the others would be more accurately described as playing
an avuncular role: all were personally nonthreatening to Jobs.
Intel sweetened the proposition for NeXT to port NeXTSTEP
by offering to assign two of its own eng ineers to work at NeXT
full-time. Even then, it took six full months of campaig ning, including the appeals of Intel's Grove from the outside, and the
continued lobbying by lower-level NeXT employees on the inside,
before J obs capitulated in the summer of 199 1 and gave his blessing.
It was not appreciated at the time, but it would turn out to be
arguably the single most important deci sion that Jobs had made at
NeXT; as sales of NeXT's own hardware plummeted that summer,
and sputtered through the fall and on into 1992, NeXT's hopes for
a reprieve from oblivion shifted increasingly, later desperately, to
the Intel project. It would be, as one d iscouraged NeXT manager
put it, "the last arrow in the quiver." Unfortunately, the six months
that were required to persuade Jobs to bring out the Intel version
of NeXTSTEP cost the company dearly, as its rivals had hardly
stood still in the interim. The colossus of Microsoft had made that
much more progress in its advance campaign for its new workstation-class operating system, called Windows NT. IBM grew nearer
to releasi ng its own latest version of operating system software for
personal computers, OS/2, which was intended to meet Windows
and Windows NT head-on (by the end of 199 1, IBM was reported
to have lavished I ,700 programmers and $850 million on the
project). 316 And Sun had used the same time to p repare a move
very similar to NeXT's, moving a new version of its own operating
system, Solaris, onto IBM-compatible machines.
The ideal place to make the announcement of NeXT's entry
into the mainstream personal-computer market would be at Fall
Comdex, in L as Vegas, the largest trade show in the U.S. computer
industry-the largest trade show in any U.S . industry. NeXT had
always held itself aloof from the commoners who flocked to Comdex,
dominated as it was by the vendors of IBM-compatible computers.
Now, in the fall of 199 1, NeXT needed to rub shoulders with the
3 18
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rabble. And by coincidence, Andy Grove was to be the keynote
speaker for Comdex that year, and he was more than willing to use
the spotlight to introduce the Intel version of NeXTSTEP in his
speech. The opportunity had to be passed up, however, because the
software was not even close to being in suitable shape for a public
demonstration, and NeXT feared that its software would be compared unfavorably to Sun's newly announced Solaris. Jobs decided
it would be best to wait until another time, so that Sun could
not rain on his parade. NeXT skipped Comdex entirely, but its
skittishness proved unnecessary; Sun sent only a small contingent
to the show.
More time passed, and finally in January 1992, in San Francisco,
NeXT made its new announcements at its own mini- trade show,
which it called NeXTWORLD Expo (the first annual NeXTWORLD Expo, it emphasized). Unlike Comdex, in which the
podium must be shared with many others, NeXTWORLD Expo
was NeXT's own show, and Jobs did not have to yield to allies,
enemies, or anyone else; he of course got to present the keynote
speech. The audience was greeted with news of the new directions
for NeXT, emphasizing the use of the NeXT computer for writing
custom software and the imminent diffusion of NeXT software in
the IBM-compatible personal-computer market. The Jobs demonstration included the visually arresting tricks of the two previous
shows that he had staged at Davies Hall in 1988 and 1990 . This
time, in addition to the images of Ferraris and Donald Ducks, there
was a rotating three-dimensional model that showed off the Pixar
computer-animation technology that was going to be incorporated
for the first time into NeXT's own operating system. But an entirely
new theme, that of NeXTs working congenially with other kinds
of computers, ran through Jobs's talk. One would never have known
that his staff had had to forcibly drag him to this new position of
genial toleration of computer miscegenation.
Jobs was as enthusiastic about his cause as he ever had been,
claiming that NeXTSTEP software tools permitted the creation of
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new software five to ten times faster than the competition. J ohn
Perry Barlow overheard a Macintosh pundit say of J obs, "If this
guy had been born in Alabama, he would have been bigger than
Swaggart." But Barlow felt that Jobs in 1992 was less theatrical
than he had been before, when the two previous shows had resembled "Albert Speer's staging for the rally at N uremburg." 3 17
Still , Jobs made the improbable seem not only poss ible but likely:
NeXT seemed poised to mow down the workstation competition
above it, with its superior capabilities in "mission-critical custom
apps," and the personal-computer competition below, with what it
was then calling NeXTSTEP 486, the version of the NeXT software that was being readied for IBM-compatibles. The "486"
referred to the most advanced chip that Intel then offered for
personal computers; for technical reasons, the NeXT software could
not be adapted to run on machines that ran 3 86 or earl ier generations
of the chi p fam ily. The refrain that he had used before," ... and
it just works .. . ." now made NeXTSTEP 486 seem close to
reali zation. Even when there was a small techni cal snafu during the
show , J obs never lost his poise. When he was showing how a NeXT
workstation could be used to query a database that ran on another
company's server, the NeXT machine crashed. J obs ad-li bbed
gamely, "That's how you know it was live."
J obs was so successful in portraying a new NeXT, ready to
conquer the world of IBM-compatibles with its software , that he
made NeXT's dealers extremely worried that sales of N eXT's own
computers, so di sappointingly modest, would be undercut by the
new avai labi lity of NeXT software adapted to hardware that was
much less expensive than NeXT's own. NeXT's Todd Rulon-Mi ller
tried to soothe NeXT's dealers in a pri vate meeting, where he told
them that the D ell personal computer that NeXT was using to show
a prototype of NeXTSTEP 486 was no ordinary box . With the
special graphics board, additional memory, and other hardware
requi rements needed for the NeXT software to run , the Dell computer was a $ 17 ,000 monster. Rulon-Miller intended this disclosure
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to be reassuring : dealers who sold NeXT hardware need not worry
that their prices would be hig her than Intel-based personal computers sold by others; the N eXT hardware would still be cheaper than
the IBM-compatible on steroids needed fo r NeXT STEP . But his
reassurance was puzzling . Just how many customers would be willing to spend $1 7, 000 on a fully loaded 486 personal computer
instead of $2 ,000 on a more conventionally equipped 4 86? RulonMiller's private message to the dealers contradicted J obs's message
to the public. Either N eXTSTEP would be limited to very expensive 4 86 machines, or NeXTSTEP would be hugely successful in
the personal-com puter market; one or the other could be true, but
not both simultaneously.
The principal enemy that J obs identified at NeXTWORLD E xpo
was Sun Microsystems, whom he described , borrowing the demonology of the P ersian G ulf War , as the " mother of all com petitors. "
NeXT was beating Sun " 80 percent" of the time, J obs told his
audience (the fig ure should not be taken as statisti cal verity; he also
spoke casually of a "90 percent" rate of success aga inst Sun 3 18).
Listening to him , one was tempted to picture two enormous sumo
wrestlers, arms locked together in a titanic match. M omentarily
forgotten was that N eXT was not Sun's closest competitor; it was
not even close to being so. But J obs knew exactl y what he was doing
by portraying N eXT as the occupant of the number-two position ,
taking on the number-one com pany. H e had explained to his employees on a num ber of occasions that if an underdog, trailing the
pack , focused on the leader and ignored the others, the pub lic would
come to think of it as the closest challenger , which would then
become self-fulfilling . W hen Avis had attacked the supremacy of
H ertz in the car re ntal market, it was not, in fact, number-two as
it had claimed. But the advertising worked so well that it was able
to climb to the number-two position. NeXT could achieve the same.
Sun was hardly in a position vulnerable to attack from little
N eXT. T hanks to the acceleration of the movement to downsize
large mainframe computers, "big iro n ," and move to networks of
]2 1
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workstations and ser vers, such as those Sun offered, the company
was perfectly positioned to sustain its vertig inous rate of growth.
T he attractiveness of relatively inexpensive, but speedy, RISCbased Sun , Hewlett-Packard, and IBM workstations can be understood by the observation of Larry E llison, president of Oracle
Corporation, which published database software: "On my desk I
have a $10,000 76 M IPS (millions-of-instructions-per-second)
Hewlett-Packard workstati on that is attached to a $7 million 50
M IPS IBM mainframe. What's wrong with this picturer" 319 Mainframe and minicomputer sales headed downward, while sales of
workstations rose ever higher. In 199 1, impervious to the impact
of the economic recession that had depressed sales and earnings at
many other com puter companies, Sun reported, for its fiscal year
that ended in June, record sales and profits. A news story offered
this testimonial: " It almost seems like Sun Microsystems Inc. is
doing business on a different planet. " 32 For the year, Sun's revenue
had gone from $2 .4 billion to $3.2 billion. W hen J obs delivered
to the NeXTWORLD Expo crowd NeXT's happy news of having
achieved sa les of $ 127 . 5 millio n in 199 1, he understandably did
not mention that N eXT's total sales in its best year in its six-year
history d id not begin to match the $800 mi llion that its designated
rival had gained at the same time over sales from the previous year.
Time had not been kind to NeXT; the gap between its revenues
and Sun's was wi dening. If Sun was a sumo wrestler, then NeXT
was a runty kid barely tall enough to kick it in the shins.
Scott McNealy had his own boasts to offer stock analysts as Sun
continued to produce amazing numbers. T he annual-revenue-peremployee, a favored measure of efficiency in Silicon Valley, inc reased twenty percent at Sun, reaching a new company record of
$258 ,000. Extensive use of subcontracting and low-cost manufacturi ng were credited for the figure. 32 1 NeXT never offered com parable figures for annual-revenue-per-employee, but whether
calculated pre- or post-layoffs, NeXT's would have been well below
Sun's. McNealy did not pay much attention pub licly to Jobs. H e
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preferred to be compared with Bill Gates, whom he called " a very
dangerous competitor ," adding "there's nothing nicer I can say
about someone than that." McNealy saw himself as one who reveled
in no-holds-barred competition. On the golf course, when his companion would line up a putt, "I'm thinking with every brain wave:
Miss!" In Gates, McNea ly saw a kindred spirit. As for J obs, he
damned with faint p raise, calling him a " product visionary," but
omitting him from the ranks of formidable opponents. 322
Jobs did not want to be relegated to a place of honor in a historical
museum; he wanted to be included in the same fray as McNealy,
Gates, and the others, and regarded as an equal. But at the NeXTWORLD E xpo, J obs encounte red the same indifference to the
newly repositioned NeXT that he had two years earlier w hen he
introduced the second generation of NeXT machines. L oyal NeXT
fans showed up, but the rest of the industry paid little notice. J obs's
attempt to present a newly aggressive NeXT, hungry to enter the
mainstream personal-computer market, was hurt by the incomplete
nature of the NeXTSTEP 486 software. It was not read y for
customers quite yet. It had to wait for a new rev ision of NeXT's
basic operating system to be completed, wh ich J obs promised by
the end of June 1992; NeXTSTEP 486 would be released, he said,
by September, nine months after the announcement. The trade press
yawned.
Despite the new marketing di rection, NeXT in some ways remained much like the old company, self-styled insurgents trying to
storm the ramparts of the establi shment. In a spec ial twelve-page
advertising supplement that it ran in The Waif Street Journal to
accompany the NeXTWORLD Expo announcements, NeXT inv ited cu rious readers to inspect the company and its software: "If
you' re intrigued by the revolution of object-oriented computing,
we invite you to do what any self-respecting revolutionar y would
do: Come join us in a public demonstration. " 323 N eXT's g uerrilla
tactics included d istr ibution of a video that it had commi ssioned,
showing a NeXT programmer going head-to-head with a Sun pro-
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grammer , each given an identica l assignment, competing to complete the code first. The playing field was far from level , however,
and the pred ictable tr iumph of the young NeXT programmer was
so hokey as to embarrass even NeXT's own partisans when the
videotape was discussed on the NeXT-related electronic bulletin
boards and in NeXTWORLD magazine. 324 Far more satisfying was
the way that the NeXT machine was highly praised by an unlikely
source, Sunworld magazine, which demonstrated its independence
from its namesake company by rating the NeXT hi g her than Sun
SPARCstations. 325 NeXT employees seized upon this story with
understandable joy, but the story came and went without any tangible effect on the competitive fortunes of the two companies.
The one time that NeXT was ab le to kick Sun's sh ins really
hard was when Sun made itself vulnerable by prepping its own
salespeople about a competitive threat from NeXT. Someone at
Sun-it still is not clear whether it was a lone sales manager in the
field, as Sun later claimed, or whether it included others who were
hig her up-composed a memo for Sun's sales representatives that
presented a list of ar guments that cou ld be used on customers to
slow NeXT's in roads. It acknowledged that customers could use
NeXTSTEP to write their own programs in a tenth the time and
the NeXT machine itself set up easi ly, out of the box, in a matter
of minutes (no one cou ld ever make the same claim about Sun and
other Unix computers). To compete with NeXT, Sun sales reps
needed to "change the rules of the game" and steer the compar ison
away from NeXT's strength in comparatively rapid programming.
Instead, Sun should emphasize the proprietary nature of the NeXT
system; the absence of RISC processors; the sma ll number of software applications that ran on the NeXT; the questions about its
financial health. "In a delicate fashion," the memo suggested, "you
need to question their viability. Will they be around 3 years from
now?"
The memo fell into the hands of a Sun customer who also happened to be a NeXT customer, and was passed on to NeXT's offices
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in Redwood City , where a lengthy point-by-point response was
drafted and distributed widely by NeXT's public relations firm.
Much of NeXT's defense was weak or disingenuous. Bridling about
Sun's mention of ru mors that "Steve J obs was usi ng his own money
to meet last month's payroll," the NeXT statement denied the rumor
categori cally and asserted that NeXT enjoyed the combined backing
of J obs, Perot, and Canon, "whose combi ned net worth exceeds
$ 15 billi on." This was more voodoo economics and disguised the
painfully real financial d ifficulties that the company continued to
endure out of publi c v iew. But the contents of Sun's charges and
NeXT's responses were less important than the fact that Sun had
been caug ht taking NeXT seri ously enough to prepare its sa lespeople with a plan of counterattack .
For J obs, thi s was a delicious moment of triumph. In a letter he
addressed to NeXT customers who were sent the entire packet, Jobs
said the documents were being widely distri buted "so that you can
personally see how desperate Sun has become in its fig ht agai nst
NeXT." J obs also took the occasion to denounce the personal natu re
of some of Sun's questions about Jobs's management of N eXT ("Do
you rea lly want to put your future in Steve J obs's hands?" was the
crudest of several questions that Sun sales representatives were
ad vised to raise when speaking with prospective customers). "This
kind of unprofessional 'bullying' from Sun must stop," J obs fumed
in his letter. But in fact it was very welcome b ullyi ng because it
seemed to mark p rogress toward J obs's own goa l of being regardec\
by Sun as a serious chal lenger. Better to be roughed up a bit than
treated as so insignificant as to be beneath contempt.
C haracteristically, Jobs and his NeXT employees took the good
news and inflated it beyond reason. NeXT t hought it had put Sun
to rout. The premature celebration at NeXT led to new advertisements that ca rried the triumphant headlines "NeXT Casts Shadow
Over Sun" and "Environmental Study Shows Damaging Effect of
Sun." At Sun's own mini- trade show , Su nworld, held in April in
Santa Clara, NeXT leased a booth rig ht in the heart of enemy
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territory. It also displayed its tendentious NeXT vs. Sun videotape
on sixteen monitors positioned to g reet the show's attendees. On the
last day, the trade show sponsor, World Expo Corporation, asked
that the monitors be removed because it was "too much of a Sunbash." The NeXT representative feigned indig nation but was delig hted. Here again was another big win: "We got to Sun enough
that they put pressure to yank it." Maybe, NeXT hoped, it would
get some favorable mention in the press again, as had the preceding
Sun-NeXT war of memos .
No, the world spun serenely on its old axis, unaffected by what
NeXT thought were earthshaking tremors created by its epic battle
with Sun. No one other than NeXT seemed to be keeping score,
and for all of its supposed victories over Sun , which NeXT liked
to think of as a badly wounded g iant, NeXT had little tangible to
show for them . When Sun announced its financials for its 1992
fiscal year that ended in June, there were no visible wounds. Total
revenue had g rown to $3. 59 billion; Sun's $370 million gain from
the prev ious year 326 exceeded NeXT's total revenue by a factor of
three. NeXT, on the other hand , watched its sales go down, not
up, in the first quarter of 1992. 327 Profitabil ity continued to elude
the company in that quarter, and in the second quarter, too; J obs
vowed that everyone should redouble their efforts in the third
quarter, yet again NeXT failed to break even. The volume of sales
was too low, even for a slimmer company that had gotten the new
religion of P & L's (profit and loss statements) .
The boasts of robust sales growth in 199 1 that J obs had made in
January 1992 made it embarrassing to talk about NeXT's sales
performance in the yea r that followed. So NeXT delayed disclosing
the numbers, procrastinating until the moment when it had better
news to offer. In the meantime, NeXT did as it always had do ne,
projecting an image of ascendant success. Todd Rulon-Miller resembled a loyal Stalin-era Communist P arty apparatchik who could
be counted on to denounce the Party line in the past as flawed and
the Party line in the present as correct, no matter how many changes
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in the line he had survived . H e told re porters, " W e've cracked the
code. W e know how to sell these things now ." 328 A skeptical observer mig ht have added as a coda, if this were so, where was the
proof? \Vhen J obs gave a speech at the annual H ambrecht & Q u ist
Technology Con ference, a gathering of investment banking types
servi ng hig h-technology industries, he avoided talking about financials and instead played on hi s strength, product demonstrati ons. 329
The USA T oday said the audience was "wowed. " 330
J obs also could put on d isplay, as another element of the newly
remade N eXT , a chief operating officer who was someone other
than himself, a first in NeXT's seven-year history. After years of
delay in conforming to what Canon had asked J obs to do, in M arch
1992 Jobs ap pointed Peter van Cuylenburg as the new com pany
president. Van Cuylenburg had almost come to N eXT the year
before, and in the interi m he had been passed over when the chi ef
executi ve position had opened at his company, M ercury Communications. 33 1 W hen he arri ved at NeXT, he was forty-three years old
and had a reputation as someone who could stick to budgets. J obs
described van Cuylenburg as "someone who, if I was about to get
run over at a crosswalk , I would feel good about leaving in charge
of NeXT. " 332 Van Cuylenburg, for his part, showed that he believed in the b rig ht desti ny of NeXT as the Billion-Dollar-Company-in-the-Mak ing, which he pred icted would happen with in three
years. 333 This love feast brings to mind the si milar exchanges of
fea lty that had accompanied J obs's recruitment of J ohn Sculley to
Apple. J obs clearl y did not want to run any ri sk, no matter how
small , of a repeat of the personal debacle that had followed hi s
relinq uishing control to an older outsider in the earlier instance.
This time, at NeXT, J obs took organ izational precautions, placing
his new alter ego in a newly created Office of the President- shared
with Jobs.
Van Cuylenburg set to work, revising budgets, impressing upon
NeXT's staff a novel idea, that budgets should be regarded seriously. H e introd uced new "metrics, " as he liked to call them, for
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measuring how well budgets were ad hered to. At Sun Microsystems, or almost any other business one might name, the practices
that van C uylenburg were introducing were mundane and om nipresent; at NeXT, however, these limits marked a new era, at least
in the sense of a more tightly run shi p. But van Cuylenburg's new
metrics had no direct effect upon the desirability of the NeXT
computer in the competiti ve marketplace that lay beyond NeXT's
unworldly white wa lls. The New NeXT needed NeXTSTEP 486
finished, out the door, widening NeXT's appeal. It was not released
in the third quarter of 1992, as had been planned, because of delays
in the new release of the underlying NeXT operating system. M ore
delays followed, and NeXTSTEP 486 had to be put off for release
in 1993, more than a year after its vaporous announcement at
NeXTWORLD Expo. As Jong as prospective customers had no
c hoice but to buy NeXT's own hardware in order to be ab le to use
NeXT software, they would remain hesitant. NeXT still had not
released a RISC-based machine or a multiprocessor machine, which
could offer dramatic boosts in performance by harnessi ng more
than one microprocessor; Sun had long had the former, and by the
summer, with its new SPARCstation I 0 series, now offered the
latter in a smallish box suitable for the desktop, too. And w heri the
prices of Intel-based personal computers went into v irtual free fall
during the su mmer of 1992-while NeXT's own prices remai ned
unchanged- the price disparity widened. The latest generation of
IBM-compatible computers with color could be found for well
under $2,000, while the low-end NeXTstation Color machine ra n
abo ut $9,000. Ti ny NeXT could not keep up with the trends in
either the workstation or the personal-computer worlds that
sq ueezed it from above and below.
The network of independent computer dealers, which NeXT had
just established the year before, began to fal l apart as the dealers
saw that NeXT could not attract a significant number of customers
from off the street, while NeXT's own salespeople landed the few
fat accounts that came NeXT's way . By the fa ll of I 992, the dealer
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network was in such disarray that NeXT was too embarrassed to
publicly disclose a list of its dealers. NeXTWORLD magazine tried
to put the best face on the situation: "NeXT has dealers. Really, it
does. It just doesn't want us to publish a list of them for fear
that other manufactu rers will try to convert them to competitive
products. " 334 Readers who soug ht a name were referred to a telephone number. This stretched the limi ts of credulity , however: why
would a customer be able to call the number and locate one of the
mysterious NeXT dealers, while the competition could not?
With van Cuylenburg in place, the new NeXT also tried a
different tack when facing the old problem of exhausting its capital.
I n June, when once agai n NeXT had run out of money, and once
again had to go back to Canon fo r more, as well as d ipping into
J obs's own pockets, van Cuylenburg made a public announcement
that turned bad news into good. He said that NeXT had just
received a $5 5 mil lion li ne of credit from Canon and $ 10 mi llion
from J obs. This was not to be interpreted as an indication of financial
d istress. Quite the contrary, van Cuylenburg explained. NeXT did
not really need the money; it was simply nice to have access to
additional capital as NeXT "grew"; he thought that the $65 million
was roughly twice the amount that NeXT would need before going
public. In any case, whether NeXT used the full amount or not,
the financing was presented as a vote of confidence in NeXT, as
"the fina l round of private financing ." It wou ld have been more
acc urate if van Cuylenburg had said that debtor's leverage had once
again left Canon little choice but to cough up more money, yet
Canon had summoned the courage to deliver conditions and an
ultimatum to NeXT, which van Cuylenburg had not mentioned:
in order to get the fu ll amount, NeXT would have to meet certain
sales milestones, and this rescue was really, really the last money
t hat Canon would contribute. NeXT shou ld expect no mercy if it
came back to Canon begging for more. After Canon laid down the
new law, NeXT's internal battle cry do-or-die resonated among its
employees .
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The tenuousness of NeXT's financial survival did not help morale. In 1992, NeXT suffered an acceleration of resignations, leaving few employees who had been recruited in the idealistic era when
NeXT was dedicated solely to changing hig her education. At the
same time, NeXT also lost some of its key recent recruits, the most
prominent being Mike Slade, the vice-president of marketing, who
left after on ly a little more than a year at NeXT. Among the troops,
Slade had earned respect after his inauspicious beginning at the
company; he had helped NeXT develop a clearer marketing message
than it had had before, during Jobs's tenure as the titular head of
marketing. In disagreements with Jobs, Slade had proved himself
an able combatant, who could give him a good fight. But like Dan'!
Lewin, who had been his distant predecessor, Slade was eventually
exhausted by working under Jobs, a superior who regarded hi s own
prowess in marketing as surpassing that of anyone else, including
his own head of marketing.
Symbolically, the biggest defection that NeXT suffered occurred
in the summer of 1992, when Bud Tribble, the fou nder whose
judgment Jobs had relied upon most heavi ly, resigned abruptly.
T he resignation alone was not so shocking. Over a period of years,
attrition even among founders would be expected. T ribble had
married cofounder Susan Barnes during NeXT's early years, and
Barnes had resigned in 199 1. \;\/hen Tribble followed her a year
later , it was not the fact that he departed so much as it was where
he chose to go immediately after leaving NeXT that caused such
consternation: he went over to the number-one enemy, the "mother
of all competitors," Sun . That hurt. His official statement about
his decision was brief; he said that he was joining Sun for the
opportunity to wor k on innovative software environments and "get
them on an awful lot of desktops," which left one to infer that he
did not believe that NeXT's software was destined for "an awful lot
of desktops. " 335
J obs tried to blunt the negative impact of the news by reassu ring
the press that Tribble's departure d id not indicate fundamental
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problems at NeXT. H e maintained that "things are looking great
here.,, Even without Tribble, "we now have the best team on the
planet." J obs attributed Tribble's unhappiness to his failure to secure a vote of confidence from NeXT's software eng ineers as prospective general manager of a newly created software division in
the com pany. 336 To allay speculation among reporters that Tribble
left because of the company's financial difficulties, NeXT promised
that a financial report for the first two quarters of 1992 would be
issued in July. 337 Ouly came and went, then August, September ,
October.. .. the report did not appear. )
Tribble's resignation did not leave as large a hole as one might
have g uessed. J obs's contention that Tribble had been regarded as
a poor manager was no exaggeration (even if one is tempted to also
add: Steve J obs is a curious one to point an accusatory finger at
others in this regard) . Tribble's attendance had been ir regular much
of the prev ious year d ue to illness or leaves of absence, and he was
not at the apex of popularity among the members of his staff. T he
loss of his contribution to NeXT's business direction would arg uab ly
be more beneficial to NeXT, as was suggested above in the d iscussion of T ribble's initi al resistance to the idea of adapting NeXT
software for IBM-compatible computers. But nevertheless his decamping, wh ich caug ht J obs by surpri se, and his choice of Sun as
hi s new employer, raised more compli cated questions than J obs
add ressed when he briskly disposed of the news to control the
damage.
One question concerned the intang ible damage of a leak of
NeXT's future plans to its most powerful competitor. The problem
here, as in most cases, concerned information that resides within
the cran ium of an employee who jumps ship; rarely are actual
documents transferred. In the case of Tribble going from NeXT
to Sun in 1992, just as in the case of Tribble going from Apple to
NeXT seven years earlier in 1985, the most that his for mer employer could charge was that Tribble knew too much. When he had
left Apple, the result was a lawsuit, but J obs was a codefendant in
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that instance. Now, Jobs found himself in a d ifferent role, as the
aggrieved party, but given his own hi story he could hardly press a
lawsuit as a p laintiff.
T ribble's move also raised questions about authorship. By 1992,
it was abundantly clear that the NeXT computer's primary strength
was its software, and if the company was ever to become profitable
and grow, it would be due to its software advantage, not due to the
hardware world of DSPs and optical disks and "Mainframe on a
C hip" and all the rest that J obs had once touted so enthusiastically.
A nd if any sing le person deserved credit fo r bring ing NeXT software into bei ng, it was Bud Tribble. W hen Tribble left NeXT,
J obs wasted no time in revising the histori cal record, downplaying
Tribble's contributi on. 338 But a persuasive case could be made on
Tribble's behalf, not just at NeXT , but also in the Macintosh group
at Apple, where there too it was the software that ultimately had
proven to be the greatest strength and it was Tribble who was an
instrumental leader of the founding software team. It was a charmed
record that T ribble carried with him to Sun, and one can understand
why Scott McNealy was happy to add to hi s team's roster a player
who upon retirement was certain to be inducted into the H all
of Fame of software desig ners. No matter what T ribble actually
acco mplished at Sun , he at the least broug ht an inspiring record ,
and for that alone was a lucky talisman for Sun to possess. It surely
is not a coi ncidence that Bill Gates had recruited from Dig ital
Equipment another Hall of Farner, D avid Cutler , the legendary
desig ner of the system software that helped make VAX min icomputers so successful , to head up the team working on Windows NT.
Even in the abstrusely technical world of operating systems, of
massive programs that could consist of three milli on lines of code,
where development requires teams of eng ineers and extensive collaboration-even here the success of the enterprise seemed dependent upon the contributions of a stellar indi v id ual.
And so companies pursue the star in the belief that the right
person sti ll makes all the difference, even in a technocrati c age. The
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human eye has difficulty focusing on the group; it prefers the heroic
indi vidual. The beneficiary of this pred ilection has been Steve Jobs
himself. If his celebrity had not blurred his own past and present,
if others had not been di sposed to inscribe upon his persona Midaslike powers, if he had not parlayed his exalted aura to secure $250
million to keep NeXT going, while he struggled to change the
co mpany again and again, using second, third, and fourth chances
to try to find the elusive formula that would prove he did indeed
have the touch, the story of his NeXT venture after Apple would
have ended long ago.

JJJ

Mr. Darwin, Welcome
to Las Vegas

A

merican business has long been fond of English cousin
Charles D arwin , or at least of a popular approximation of
the Darwinian model of natural selection. If the brutality
of business competition is assumed to be analogous to the world of
biological competition- L ord Alfred T ennyson's famous phrase
about nature, "Red in tooth and claw, " seems no less apt in describing business-then companies that prevail appear to have the blessing of scientific ordination. The winners are natttrally selected. Sun's
Scott M cNealy boiled the Darwinian metaphor down to its most
vulgar disti Ilate w hen he addressed Stanford MBA students in 1992:
"You either eat someone for lunch, or you can be lunch." 339
When Steve Jobs was still at Apple and enjoying a feeling of
cosmic tr iumph , he also invoked D arwi nian metap hors. W hen an
interv iewer asked him in early 1985 how Jobs felt about older
companies that had to scramble to catch up with the younger ones,
J obs said that it was inevitable that the older companies would fai l
and perish. H e explained , "That's why I think death is the most
wonderful invention of life. It purges the system of these old models
that are obsolete. " 340 H e was not even thirty years old and could
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then treat death in busi ness with the sa me equanimity as death in
the world of biology; equanimity was inversely proportional to
proximity. But when he no longer fou nd himself perched on the
mountaintop, when he was forced to start over, as head of NeXT,
a small start-up struggling to climb up on to solid land, his perspective on Darwinian struggle naturally underwent a similarly dramatic
change. The prospect that hi s new company might die could not be
accepted so lightly , yet who could be blamed for premature death ?
NeXT's nearest competitors, Apple, Sun, and Microsoft, were not
old enough them selves to fit Jobs's earlier theory that the old must
certainly perish to m ake way for the new. Nor could J obs conti nue
to talk about winning in business com petition as the manifestati on
of technical superiority; to do so would be to concede too much
credit to hi s larger ri vals. J obs, like everyone else in business,
invoked the Darwinian metaphor only when it was conven ient for
his own purposes.
Darwinian theory does prov ide powerfully suggestive images.
The parallel nature of competition in biology and in business is
most striking at the annual Fall Comdex show in Las Vegas, where
virtually every company in the personal-computer industry converges for a five-day orgy of demonstrations, sales pitches, and oneupmanship. The show, which began modestly enough in 1979 with
only about 15 0 companies represented, had grown in tandem with
the industry itself so that the 1992 show presented booths representing more than 2,000 companies, from A4 Tech, Aadtech Micro
Systems, Aamazing T echnologies (the leng th that some companies
go to in order to be li sted at the head of alphabetical lists is, well,
aamazing) to ZSoft, ZyLAB, and ZyXEL.
T o speak of booths at Comdex is a misnomer; what most companies
set up are miniature worlds, each bordered by giant plexiglass
dividers and subdivided with partitions into amphitheaters for demonstration s, mov ie minitheaters, and clusters and rows of kiosks
displaying computers . The show has grown so large that it fills up
two separate convention centers, attached annexes, and exhibition
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space at fou r hotels. The decision about which company gets to
exhibit where is determined not by size or influence but by the
longevity of the company's appearances at the show. It is a system
that is commendably evenhanded - everyone pays th e organizers
the same rate per square foot, but the selection process penalizes
withdrawal so heav ily that companies must return each year or
forfeit thei r place in the queue to se lect their exhi b it space.
It is extremely costl y fo r the exhibiting company to come. The
show organizers charged $3 8 per square foot in 1992 fo r the privilege of setting up a disp lay for the five days (if the show ran yearround , that rate wo uld work out to an annual lease of $2, 77 4 per
square foot!). T he two companies that occupied the most area were
IBM and Microsoft, which leased 35 ,000 and 32 ,50 0 square feet,
respectively, which meant that they each paid more than $1.2 m illion just for the pri v ilege of setti ng up exhibits for the show. The
costs of shipping and installing the exhi bits and send ing out a
phalanx of company representatives to L as Vegas, as well as various
ancillary charges, were also burdensome. On the other side, each
attendee a lso paid dearly for the privilege of seeing the disp lays,
anything from $7 5 for access to exhibits only to $450 for special
programs in selected areas such as computer networking or cor porate computing . D espite the costs, attendance climbed over the
years, growing from 4,000 in 1979 to more than 145 ,000 in 1992.
No other event offered such a convenient vantage point to see the
enti re personal-computer industry com pressed into one place. One
irony in the phenomenal g rowth of Comdex was the old-fashioned
nature of the persistent attraction of doing comparison shopping,
even though the wares that the industry offered embodi ed the most
sophisticated technology of the moment. Even in an age of advanced
telecommunication , no substitute had been found for customers and
vendors meeting in the flesh , shaking hand s and kicking tires.
Veterans of pr evious Comdex shows invariably complained about
the inconveniences and the inhuman scale of the show, yet they came
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back, haunted by the fear of missing the opportunity to remain
current.
With twenty miles of aisles and 1.2 million square feet of exhibit
area filled with clamoring vendors, each hell-bent on making a
better impression than its competitors, the Comdex show resembled
an indoor jungle, and it was certainly no less noi sy than a real one.
Mi crophones and sound systems amplified the patter of company
representatives who perfo rmed continuous demonstrations of software; movies and videos ran continuously; music poured out of
speakers everywhere; and above all was the roar of tens of thousands
of unamplified human voices combined in one place. In one of the
IBM exhibits in the center of this cacophony, at a kiosk which
was supposed to show off IBM's new software that permitted an
inexpensive personal computer to recognize ordinary human speec h,
the IBM staff was frustrated when the software failed to perform
as it had in the laboratory . When the staff members measured the
noise level , the suspected problem was confirmed: the ambient noise
was more than 80 decibels, approaching the benchmarks of jet
takeoffs and j ackhammers.
An IBM or a Mi crosoft could rise above the noise of the Comdex
pandemonium by brute force, by commandeering a wide swath of
space within the jung le to permit its message to be heard . Smaller
companies used other techniques, such as withholding the unveiling
of anticipated new products until the show, ingeniously using advertising space throug hout Las Vegas, or aggressively pursuing the
attention of the press who covered Comdex (IBM and Microsoft
used these techniques, too) . Gimmickry was the desperate resort of
some: a mag ician here, an oversized slot-machine dispensing software there, a fashion show with professional female models and
laser lights over there. For computer companies that had not come
to Comdex before, L as Vegas was not for the fai nt of heart.
NeXT finally made its first appearance at the Fall 1992 Comdex,
and fainthearted is the most charitable way of describing its de-
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meanor upon its moment of entry. The 1992 Comdex show also
happened to be the first time that Sun Microsystems made a serious
run at garnering the attention of the personal-computer world ,
and the two companies presented an interesting pair. G iven the
competitive personality of Scott McNealy, Sun naturally was better
prepared to enter the fray than NeXT. Sun leased 4,800 square feet
of exhi b it space, in which it could show off its new low-priced
color workstation, the SPARCclassic, b roug ht out just in time for
Comdex. Based on a RISC microprocessor, the Sun machine was
priced aggressively at an unheard-of $3, 99 5. Su n flew one hundred
of its own people to Las Vegas to help get the word out, and it
rented space on the front of the L as Vegas Convention Center where
it hung a g iant banner that could not escape the attention of everyone
who attended. Even thoug h it did not make nearly the same investment at Comdex as IBM, Sun succeeded in making its arrival
known.
NeXT did not do so well. Confronted with the universal problem
shared by everyone other than IBM and Microsoft, of being swallowed up in the din , NeXT chose to remain aloof, or as a spokesperson put it, NeXT decided it would have been very hard "to ri se
above the clutter." So instead of leasing exhibit space, it rented a
small 600-square foot meeting room, which was located off the
beaten track , on the second floor of an annex to an annex. Though
NeXT was officially at Comdex, it was there just barely, manifesting
the same smug confidence t hat had plagued its entire history: it did
not have to extend itself to meet customers, customers would come
to it. Even when it came to setting its hours, NeXT felt compelled
to assert its indiv iduality: the other exhibits at the convention center
opened five days, beginning at I 0:00 each day; NeXT\, four days,
begi nning at I :00.
NeXT had no new com puter hardware to show, nor had it
lowered its prices to make its machines more competiti ve with the
falling prices of U nix workstations, Apple M ac intoshes, and IBMcompatible personal compute rs. Its pri ncipal exhi bit was a prototype
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of its NeXTSTEP 486 software that ran on IBM-compatible machines, but which NeXT had to explain would not be ready for
release for another eight months. Its pri ncipal weapon in hand-tohand combat with its foes was, as always, its resident celebrity,
Steve Jobs .
Jobs was one of five chief executive officers of computer companies who were given separate hours to address a hotel auditorium
at different times during the Comdex show. Bi ll Gates spoke the day
before J obs did, and once again spoke of the virtues of evolutionary
improvements, showing new ap plications that had been devised for
Microsoft's Windows. He seemed relaxed and was generous in
sharing the stage w ith others, such as a doctor, a banker , and a
school kid, each of whom was inv ited to show off a particular
program. Gates had a favorable comment for ever y revelation made
by his invited g uests-"neat," "wow," "that was really super ,"
"that's fantastic," and "that's swell," to note a sampling- but even
if the words came off as boyish, the overall effect of the presentati ons
was effective: with the help of imaginative custome rs, Microsoft
software was creating wholly new uses for inexpensive personal
computers, w hether assembling electronic encyclopedias that used
video clips instead of stati c illustrations, or linking personal computers to fi les scattered on a bank's larger mainframe computers. (The
proceedings were lig htened by an occasional extemporaneous touch ,
as when the banker invited his onstage host, the r ichest person in
Ameri ca, to open an account at hi s bank. )
W hen Steve J obs had hi s turn the next day, he was the sole actor
on-stage , and he kept things simple. Using his binary cosmology,
t he world according to J obs consisted of two entities only-Microsoft and N eXT, "the only serious challenge to Microsoft." Just as
he had done before he fou nded NeXT, when he had reduced the
world to an elemental pairing, Apple and IBM, representing innovation and stagnation, good and evil , once again he s implified his
business woes into a convenient bogey, Mi crosoft . When Jobs
warned the crowd that "we're in a ve ry precarious position," the
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"we" referred not to N eXT but to the entire computer indu stry;
everyo ne, J obs said , was equally in peril because "whenever monopolies come into play, innovation disappears." H e impli ed that support of N eX T and N eXT's forthcoming 4 86 software was the
worlds last hope of keeping the fire of innovation alive, befo re it
was exti ng uished by the enveloping darkness of Gates's ev il empire .
Thi s was a com forting way fo r Jobs and NeXT to look at their
bewilde ring surroundings , filled with so many competi to rs in additi on to Microsoft. Viewed from a more detached perspective , N eXT
did not occupy a role in a morality play , the Good G uy p itted aga inst
the v illainous Microsoft, or Sun Mi crosystems, o r any of the other
protagoni sts. N eX T lived in a competitive ecolog y that was as
im placably amoral as mountain wilderness; the life and death of
indiv idual organi sms made no difference to the system .
It would diminish J obs's own inflated se lf- image if he were to
acknowledge just how small a place he, o r any other single person,
occupied within the vastness of the ecological system that he had
chosen for his ambiti ons (and standing amidst Comdex , one could
not ig nore how vast indeed the jungle was) . But if J obs had only
been willing to think of the computer industry as an ecological
system whose workings resemble the operations of a D arwinian
model , he would find other compensat ions. The recent wo rk of
paleontologist Stephen J ay Gould , for example, has extended Darwin's work on evolution to show how the di versity of li fe forms
dimini shed early in natural history, leaving survivo rs who were
lucky more than they were necessarily the fittest. G ould emphasizes
the overlooked im portance of contingency: "Little quirks at the
outset, occurring for no particular reason, unleash cascades of consequences that make a particular [uture seem inevitable in retrospect."
The disappearance of fundamentally different anato mical types in
the explosion of multicellular animal types in the Cambrian period
could not have been predicted by properties of the organisms themselves, 34 1 a sophi sticated applicatio n of the old adage that timing is
everything.
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It wou ld seem to apply to the rise and fall of computer companies
no less than it does to the Cambrian fossi ls unearthed in Canada's
Burgess Shale. Just as nature locked on to a few anatom ical types
for the evoluti on of multicellular organisms, effectively forec losing
other directions, so too one can see the operation of a similar mechanism that makes survival increasingly difficult for a nonstandard
challenger in the D arwi nian world of computer-industry competi tion. And NeXT can find some solace in speculation about how
much more successful it might have been if certain events, seen as
minor at the time, such as the delay in the completion of its first
machine, or its deci sion not to come to Comdex in I 99 I , had not
set in motion adverse "cascades of consequences," to use Gould 's
expressio n. NeXT's difficulties were not overdeterm ined by some
master script in the heavens.
NeXT could also use evolutionary theory to find comfort in other
examples fo und in the history of technology, such as the contest
between steam- and gasoline-powered automobile engines in the
earl y twentieth centu ry. One cou ld argue that the contest between
the two was actually much closer than we have come to believe, and
was decided more by managerial fai lings on the part of the Stanley
brothers, the most successful of the steam car builders, than by
technical shortcomings. 3 ~ 2 Or a mo re recent examp le of tech nological competiti on wou ld be in the contest between v ideotape formats:
Sony's Beta for mat, though technically superior, was pushed out by
a coalition of compan ies backing the VHS format for a simple
negative reason-it was not Sony's. The best technology does not
always wi n .
Recent work in sociobiology tells us that nature is not a sweepstakes involving the simple survival of each ind iv id ual organism
but rather is a different kind of evolutionary game, one in which
the perpetuation of genes is primary. T he genes may be those of
one's own, or they may be those of one's kin, real or fictive (altruism,
found in many places in the animal kingdom, is otherwise inexplicable in the crude Darwinism that excludes this possibility). Sociobiol-
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ogy provides us with suggestive ways to think about business as a
system rather than as a congeries of indi vidual protozoa. In an essay
titled "Why the Reckless Survive," anthropologist Melvin Konner
suggests that groups that contain "hi gh-risk" individuals-the type
of person who in early times would not have hesitated to snatch a
child from a pack of wild dogs or attem pt to arrest an approaching
wildfire-are more likely as a g roup to possess collectively "Darwinian fitness" and survive. 343 The high- risk person suffers higher
mortali ty, but the group as a whole benefits, thus increasing the
likelihood of perpetuation of the genes.
Here is where NeXT's dolefu l record cannot be entirely exonerated by the biological metaphor, which is after all a figure of speech,
not an explanation. U nlike extinct species whose fate was determined
by exogenous shocks or seemingly serendipitous events completely
out of thei r control, the individuals at NeXT were sentient beings
equipped with five senses who deliberately made dec isions that took
them down certain paths and not down others. W hat should have
been an evolutionary blessing, the powers of historical memory,
proved especially debilitating for the members of NeXT because
they continued to act upon the lessons that they drew from personal
experiences in the computer industry in the early 1980s that were
a poor guide for navigation in the late 1980s. Everyone pays tribute
to the trite observation that we live in times of rapid change, but
NeXT's contributors failed to appreciate just how rapid the pace,
how swiftly the recipes from their past were rendered obsolete. The
only way to avoid falling behind is to pay close attention, which is
an imperative that Steve Jobs and hi s followers felt no need to
follow. The world was to pay attention to them, not the reverse.
T his was deliberate, and not an act of nature, though its effect on
NeXT was as calamitous as a new Ice Age wou ld have been.
At his talk at Fall Comdex, Jobs asked his audience to agree
with his solipsistic assumption that because NeXT had not been
successful, therefore innovation in the computer industry was seriously in peril. He was wrong, however. T he evolutionary jungle's
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most dominant organism , Microsoft, was far from inert. It could
boast in late 1992 of offering many of the things that NeXT had
un veiled in 1988 . In his Comdex talk , Gates spoke of the importance of "visua l d evelopment" and "object orientation ," the very
streng ths of N eXT's software. New revisions of Mi crosoft's Visual
Basic; th e introduction of Microsoft's new easy-to-use database prog ram Access ; and voice-annotation capabili ties and special soundboards for personal computers further dimini shed N eXT's claim of
offering unique capabilities. NeXT also lost its unique claim to an
unconventional spreadsheet prog ram unavailable elsewhere: L otus
moved its Improv to Windows, with new features that made it
easier to use than its NeXT version; it also added programming
capabilities that its N eXT predecessor lacked. JH Now it would be
Microsoft , not N eXT, which could boast of hav ing the most advanced spread sheet on the market. L otus was simply going where
the customers were. The N eXT version of Improv had sold in
numbers too embarrassing to be revealed; the Windows version ,
however, helped by a low introductor y price, sold 125 , 000 units
in its first month. 345
·v..rc have seen how computer industry ecolog y already had been
influenced by the presence of even a little creature like NeXT: The
fear of what early N eXT mig ht produce impelled Sun Mi crosystems
in 1987 to launch the new line of inexpensive workstations that
transformed Sun and then the industry. Steve J obs was fond of
invoking the sociobiological metaphor himself. When he had left
Apple in 198 5, he told a newspaper reporter that he wanted Apple
"to remain g reat" because " my genes are there" 346 (privatel y, he
was not so g racious and the favorable disposition of hi s genes was
rendered seconda ry to his desire for revenge) . A biosystem has
many elements, and N eXT, as the self-styled provocateur, has made
contributions to the local ecology, regardless of whether N eXT
itself benefited.
Still, J obs and NeX T had not succeeded in coming close to
dominating the jungle, or moving out from the shadows of their
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own hi story. When J obs was inducted in 1992 into Fortune's National Business H all of Fame, he again was the youngster in the
g roup , another instance of precocious accomplishment , but he was
sing led out fo r this Hall of Fame because of his work years earlier
at Apple, and not because of NeXT. 347 The business community
had not demanded the repetition of past success before hono ring
him; it looked to Jobs as the house philosopher fo r the personalcomputer industry, the one who made everyone fee l fortunate to be
working at a hi storically significant moment. The "petrochemical
revolution" of one hundred years ago freed mechanical energy, J obs
had said ; the information revolution, just begun, frees intellectual
energy, and will dwarf the petrochemical revolution in its impact. 348
The concern about History, about "poking the world)) in a lasting
way, fit with J obs's choice of defining his own identity as something
othe r than a busi nessperson. H e was a self-described toolmaker or
creative person, and he tried to use hi s preoccupation with History
as a marketing tool for NeXT, addressing Wall Street analysts, for
example, as if he were the Thomas J efferson of the Age of Technology, declaring "every now and then there needs to be a d iscontiguous
[sic] break, and you have to rebuild the world. " 349 This was precisely what Bill Gates argued was not necessary now, and certainly
most business customers did not leap to embrace the idea of "discontiguous breaks" and the will fu l obsolescence of past investments.
But J obs always understood that if he were to achieve his obsessive
aim of a lasti ng place in History, he could not settle for the incremental improvements of the Gateses and the rest of the pack of
"evolutionary)) improvers; he would have to differenti ate himself
with the bold gesture, as he had done with the Macintosh. He told
his NeXT customers, "If you want to jump forward , you really
can't serv ice history," referring to the olde r computers as " history."
But he was talking less about his customers' needs than about his
own. 350
Jobs needed NeXT to thrive to assuage his own historical insecu rities, a need not shared by hi s less-famous confederates. As much
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as they too wanted N eXT to succeed , they ca me to realize , o ne by
one, that J obs's psycho logical desperation was his own problem ; no
one else had reason to fuse their own personal identity so completely
with the company as had J obs. The Fall Comdex show marked t he
last event in whi ch J obs was able to present to the world a fa~ade
that all continued to be well at NeXT. Shortly before and after the
show, NeXT lost additional waves of senior people who joined Slade
and Tribble for g reener pastures elsewhere. Among the departees
we re Wi ll iam P arkhurst, one of the software gurus who was an
instrumental desig ner of NeXTSTEP, and D onna Simon ides, who
had been in charge of recruiting and keeping happy the outside
sofovare developers who wrote for the NeXT software standard .
According to J obs, NeXTSTEP 48 6 wou ld soon make NeXT a
majo r success, but two of his own senior managers who directly
oversaw NeXTSTE P 486's completion and related ma rketing
plans, Bruce Martin and Jeff Spirer, decided to leave NeXT- and
join Sun Microsystems. Added to these defections, NeXT's vicepresident of sales, Todd Rulon-Miller, who was one of the longestsurv iving and most loyal of Jobs's lieutenants at NeXT, and a
person whose position in sales presumab ly permitted him to see the
likel ihood of J obs's ambitions being realized in the marketp lace,
decided that he, too, wou Id not stay.
The hig h- level resignations continued: In J anuary 1993, Rich
Page, the last of the two remaining cofounders with J obs, tendered
hi s resig nation . Page had been the vice-president in charge of hardware, so his departure set off much speculation that NeXT was
preparing to stop prod uction of NeXT computers and retreat to
sell ing software only. J obs and NeXT president Peter van Cuylenburg were unwilling to acknowledge the defeat that such news would
reveal, and they needed to stall for time whi le NeXTSTEP 486
was read ied . If their company mishandled the transition, it faced
the likelihood that its revenue would qu ickly plunge literally to
zero. At the time of Page's resignation, NeXT was still months
away from being able to put a bug-free N eXTSTEP 4 86 on the
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market. Its release had been delayed because numerous, serious
bugs had been belatedly discovered in the most recent 3 . 0 version of
the original NeXT software upon which NeXTSTEP 486 software
would be based. If NeXT revealed at that point that it planned to
drop its own computer hardware, prospective customers would not
purchase machines that would soon be orphaned.
NeXT continued to say officially that no changes wen: l.Jeing
planned. Attempting to replace the news about Page with something
more positive, NeXT decided to relax a mid-1992 vow of not
publicly releasing any financial in formation about the company until
the time of its planned initial public offering and instead issued the
sunny press release "NeXT Profitable in 04 '92," summoni ng the
selective numbers of voodoo economics once again to project the
message that all was well. But by changing the boilerplate description of NeXT at the end, describing the company as a producer
of software and mentioning nothing about hardware, the release
fo reshadowed impending change. T he extent of change, however,
caught everyone by surprise, when the bombshell arrived on Black
Tuesday, February 9th, and more than half of Jobs's employees
learned that they had lost their jobs.
P erhaps it had been his visit to Comdex that had opened J obs's
eyes to the need to jettison hardware and try to survive as a softwareonly company . Before Comdex, at an off-site company retreat held
in September, J obs had told his employees that the company's salvation would be a new generation of computers that his company
was readying, a long-delayed RISC-based workstation . One of his
employees had asked about the importance of NeXTSTEP 486,
and Jobs had given it short shrift: it would only appeal to a small
market and be sold in limited quantities, he had explained then.
Now, in February, the almost completed NeXT RISC Workstation
had disappeared, and Jobs had a wholly different pitch . He had
seen the future, and its name was software.
In order to make a success of a reinvented company that exclusively sold and licensed high-end operating system software for
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Intel-based 4 86 personal computers made by others, J obs had to
join battle with a dismaying roster of competitors: Gates's Microsoft, which was sell ing its Windows software at the rate of about a
million copies a month, and which was readying its Unix-l ike successor , Vv'indows NT, for release; IBM, which as a cor porate entity
had experienced unprecedented losses but still had managed to ship
a respectab le two mi llion copies of its OS/2 software between March
1992 and March 1993 35 1 Q obs, when asked in January 1993 by a
reporter whether he would be interested in the position of CEO at
IBM , was undeterred by his ow n inability to turn a profit at N eXT
and brightly answered "Sure!"); 352 networ king g iant Novell , which
had recently committed $3 50 million to pu rchase Unix Systems
Laboratories from AT&T in order to prepare to meet the i mpending threat from Microsoft's Windows NT; 353 Sun Microsystems, whose Solar is operating system was soon to arri ve on Intel
computers; Santa Cruz Operation, whose version of U nix already
had a large installed base on such machines; and other competitors
were entrenc hed as well. H ow could JolJs possibly con vim:e himself
that he could do well in the face of such opposition ? Simple. By
linguistic ingenuity, he made all of these operating systems disappear instantly . NeXTSTEP fo r Intel, as he rechristened the NeXTSTEP 4 86 software, belonged to an uncrowded spec ial category,
J obs said , of object-oriented operating systems (recall his creation a
few years earlier of a new category called professional workstations
which perm itted him to paint out most of Sun's sales). J obs regarded
Windows NT and the others as not even worthy of dismissal. The
only competitors that he saw for hi s NeXTSTEP were Microsoft's
Cairo, which would be the successor to W indows NT, and the
unnamed software that would eventually be released from Tal igent,
one of IBM and Apple's j oint ventures. Because neither Cairo nor
Taligent's software was close to release, N eXT boasted in a Wall
Street Journal advertisement in February 1993 that "for at least two
years, we won't even have a competitor. " 354
By thi s and other indicati ons at the time of the t ransformation of
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NeXT into a software company, J obs had failed to learn from hi s
timid v isit to Comdex the preceding N ovember that staying a loof
is not effective; predators do not disappear simply by closing one's
eyes and indulging in vapid wishfulness. NeXT was also a bit
premature in adverti sing in February that "our NeXT STEP software is here today, already polished and perfected in its third
release." It was far from perfected ; the infestati on of bugs discovered in its third release, after all, had forced the delay in the
completion of NeXTSTEP for Intel, wh ich had not even ente red
beta testing at the time that NeXT ran advertisements announcing
that "today, we're letting out" the software that "had been locked
in a black box. " 355
It was also difficult to understand why Jobs, after throwing down
the gauntlet to Microsoft, IBM, and Apple, would choose that
moment of all times, when v irtually no experienced managers were
still left at NeXT, to oust the one person whose managerial abilities
in the eyes of worried NeXT customers still remained crediblePeter van C uylenburg , NeXT's president and chief o perati ng officer, the one whom Jobs only a year before had sa id " if I was about
to get run over at a crosswalk, I would feel good about leaving in
charge of NeXT." J obs pushed van Cuylenburg out not because
J obs had someone else he wished to appoint as president in van
Cuylenburg's place; Jobs simply wanted to become president of the
company agai n himself, in addition to retaining his title of chairman. When J obs decided to regai n complete control without sharing
power with anyone, van Cuylenburg was left without a position. 356
After serving loyally as the hatchet man w ho laid off a majority of
NeXT's employees, he discovered that he too was not exempt from
the executioner's blad e. Why would J obs isolate himself by eliminating van Cuylenburg, when NeXT had launched a noisy assault
upon Microsoft? It appeared that Jobs was preparing for eschatological drama, the resolution of his longstanding ri valry with Bill
G ates; it would be just him and Gates, mano a mano.
J obs's self-imposed isolation inspired a satirical "news report"
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posted on a nationwide electronic bulletin board by Peter Wayner
that poked fun at the resemblance between recent events at NeXT
headquarters in Redwood City, California, and the contemporaneous stand-off between police and David Koresh, the relig ious leader
in a compound in W aco, Texas. Reporting that "no progress in
negotiations with charismatic cult leader Steve J obs" had been
achieved, fictional authorities were said to be worri ed that "Jobs
will fulfill his own apocalyptic prophecies, a worry reinforced when
the loudspeakers carry Jobs's own speeches-typically beginning
with a chilling <r want to welcome you to the Next W orld.' " 357
J obs's isolation was a serious business matter , however . By March
1993, as Microsoft's Windows NT software neared release, even
mu lti-billion-dollar compan ies like Sun Microsystems, Novell,
H ewlett-Packard , and IBM felt inadequate to meet the threat independently. These four, along with the Santa Cruz Operati on, joined
together in March 1993 to announce an end to their squabbling
and a timetable for adopting a common approach in modifying their
differing Un ix rec ipes in interfaces, networking, and other areas,
so that software applications would share a sing le "dashboard" and
look and work the same on disparate brands of Unix computers.
The announcement drew considerable attention. 358 The alliance of
bitterly ri va lrous companies showed how seriously the rest of the
computer industry regarded the competitive threat of Microsoft.
And The Wall Street J ournal noted that NeXT's conspicuous absence
in the coalition dealt another "serious blow to the already reeling
NeXT. " Ed Zander, Sun's software chief, explained that NeXT's
software had been considered by the group as a possible joint standard to be adopted, but was passed over in favor of one with a much
larger installed base of customers. 359
Jobs reacted to thi s unfavorable publi city with explanations that
were an ad mixture of paranoia and sophistry that attempted to
convert an appa rent setback into a triumph. Addressing the remaining survivalists at NeXT, Jobs said that The WaLL Street J ournal
had been duped by Sun's publi c relations department, which he said
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had "worked overtime to portray the alliance having Sun at the
epicenter" and had used "slander and lies" once again to besmirch
NeXT's good name. Do not pay any attenti on to the story, he
reassu red his employees. T he day's announcements actually represented "a serious victor y for NeXT" (it was not easy to g rasp his
reason ing-why would the fact that the alliance had rejected some
software standards offered by rivals, as well as rejecting NeXT's,
rep resent "a serious v ictory" for NeXT?) . In J obs's vie>v, Sun
clearly was "growing more desperate" and was striking out at NeXT
because "we represent a real threat to their aspirations to become a
major software player. "
It was others who had been rejected. It was others who were
scared. It was others who were desperate. It was others who resorted
to slander and lies. W ith Jobs's dream of the NeXT billion-dollarcompa ny in jeopardy, with only a handful of hardy employees left
and his one remaining product still unfinished and unreleased , after
spending $250 million of capital and end uring eight long years of
red ink to reach this di spiriting point, it should not be surprising
that J obs conjured a demoni zed other world to rally hi s believers.
But this had always been Jobs's predi lection; only the namesIBM, then Apple, now Sun and M icrosoft-had changed over
time. T he same scri pt played over and over in his mind: it was
the forces of lig ht versus dark ness, br illiance versus mediocrity,
revolution versus complacency. The bad guys always ·were threatened by the good guy, always trembled at the thought of the potency
of his ideas, always were out to get him. I s such thinking best
categorized as a tenacious defensiveness , well-suited to a brutally
competitive landscaper Or rather is such thinking better v iewed as
delusional and disabling, poorly suited to a fight for survival ?
If we return to the beginning of the end game, we might say that
it was fitting that Las Vegas had served as the host for Comdex, for
what turned out to have been NeXT's debut in the wilds of personal
computer competition, fa r from the cloistered safety of its offices
or the rented symphony halls. In Las Vegas, NeXT could pretend
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just like everyone else that one can start fresh w ith each roll of the
dice, unburdened by history. To carry on the fight for survival
amidst so many larger com petitors, NeXT averted its eyes from t he
paralyzing facts of Darwinian decimation . As Gould points out, the
Latin root of decimate means " to take one in ten ," referring to
g roups of Roman soldiers guilty of mutiny or coward ice, among
whom one in ten was selected by lot and put to death. The same
element of randomness is fou nd in the selection of anatomical plans
in nature, b ut the odds are reversed: 11ine of ten d isappear , making
survival all the more dear. 360 I n Las Vegas, the dai ly dec imation
of the hopes of gamblers never appears to tarnish its allure , and in
business the same ir rational defiance of the odds enables hope to be
constantly replen ished by amb ition . If one was lucky enoug h to win
a jackpot once, one wi ll always hear a nagging wh isper , that wit h
another roll of the dice, another spin of the wheel, another pull o n
the hand le, the pri ze will come agai n.
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he story of Steve Jobs would seem to

be the stuff of business legends-how

Jobs, a college dropout, and a friend,
Steve Wozniak, began Apple Computer in
Jobs's family's garage in the late 1970s;
how by 1980, the annual sales of their
Apple II, the first popular personal computer, had reached almost $120 million; how
by 1982, the twenty-seven-year-old Jobs
had made the Forbes list of the 400
wealthiest people in America; and how in
1985, this visionary, finding himself at
odds with his Apple colleagues, resigned,
vowing to start a new company called
NeXT, devoted to the latest, most sophisticated technology, certain of winning even
greater profits.
And yet, as Randall

E. Stross makes

abundantly clear in this intriguing, entertaining, and instructive account, the truth
lies elsewhere. (For starters, Jobs and
Wozniak received considerable aid from
a third party, Armas Clifford "Mike"
Markkula, Jr.J Most tellingly, he reveals
just how, contrary to the flood of press
releases that has issued from NeXT and
Jobs's own considerable charm, Jobs and
his cutting-edge company have pursued a
course that has led "from one strategy to
another, blunder to blunder, disaster to
disaster," with over $250 million of capital and royalties spent without a single
"penny of net profit to show for the investment."

Steve Jobs and the NeXT Big Thing is
a fascinating, in-depth story that includes
(Continued on bock flap)
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In Search of a Sequel
Steve Jobs: His next hit may be on the Internet

JA~l ES

I>. ll'JLSON- 1\EWSWEEK

The Web as the ultimate distribution channel: Steve fobs in San Francisco
HEN STEVE JOBS LEFT APPLE IN 1985

W

to launch NeXT, he struggled to find
a folJow-up to his Apple II personal
computer and Macintosh-two machines
that revolutionized the PC business.
The new computer he developed, called
NeXT, was a failure. And the PC's operating-system software is still building a
following. Now Jobs may have his first
real hit since his Apple days. NeXT's
WebObjects alJows programmers to rapidly create interactive sites on the World
Wide Web- the user-friendly, pictorial
part of the global computer network calJed
the Internet. These tools will help businesses and others create Web sites that
tailor themselves to each user. It works
because of a technique called object-oriented programming, which links together
small, frequently used chunks of software - calJed objects-to form more complex programs. Jobs spoke with NE\.VSWEEt<'s Adam Rogers about NeXT and the
future of the Web.
C l)

· · --··-···-- · ·

NEWSWEEK: What's so great about objectoriented programming?
JOBS: Software has become one of the key
competitive weapons of the '90s. So it's important that we can create software much
faster Lhan we've ever been able to. There
haven't been b ig advances in the way we
create software in over 20 years. It's gotten
worse. The Mac's ease of use and now Windows made software harder to write for
developers. Objects are the first real revolution in the way we write software to come
along in the last two decades. And they let
us write software 10 tlines faster.
And how does that apply to t he Web?
People wil l eventualJy do four different
things on the the Web. The first is static
publishing, where someone creates a Web
page that doesn't change unless they themselves change it. Second, dynamic publishing, where the computer constructs the
Web page on the fly based on input from the
user and information from a database. A

I

I

-

perfect example is the Federal Express
Web site, where you type in your package
number and it tells you its delivery status
with no human intervention. Third, commerce. To do it, you have to hook the Web
up to your internal computer systems so
you can take orders from the Web. And
fourth is internal custom applications, in
which a corporation puts its own applications- like a brokerage's program to buy
and sell stock-on the Web so that any
department, whether it's running Macs or
PCs with Windows, can access it. The latter
three of those four things are all custom
software. We said, that's what we've perfected over the lasflO years-the ability to
write custom software 10 times faster.
Our new software-development tool,
WebObjects, has connections that allow the
computer to go out to a database of, for
example, all the cars a company makes,
and then sort them by make or price according to yow· specifications. And the objects
can create Web pages by themselves. The
programmer doesn't have to know about
connections to databases and networks,
doesn't have to know about connections to
the Web. And you can write these Web
applications 10 times faster.
What made ~ou decide to work with the Web?
I think the Web is the most exciting thing
happening in computers today. It is really
punctuating the movement of the computer
from a computation device to a genuine
communications device. Also, it's very exciting because Microsoft doesn't own it,
and there is more innovation happening on
the Web these days since anything I've seen
since the early days of the PC market, since
the Macintosh. On the Web, a little company can look as big as the biggest company in
the world if they just put a lot of energy into
their Web site.
What's the future of the Web?
The way to look at the Web is, it's the ultimate direct-to-customer distribution channel. I think you're going to see more and
more Web sites where you feel like you're
driving, where you're asking questions. It'll
go to a Jot of different databases, pull out
the information that you want to see and
build a dynamic Web page just for you. You
won't be looking at a Web page that 3,000
other people are looking at. You're looking
at one that's exactly what you want to see,
whether it's information on that new
Chrysler Neon that you want to buy, \vith
exactly the color you want and the dealers
that have it in your area, or whether it's
Merrill Lynch shO\ving you your portfolio
of stock, updated every time you check in.
It's really going to be customized. They're
going to be much more responsive. And I
think its going to happen pretty fast.
•

make money" with online news, which up
to now has consisted of repackaged stories
from wire services like Reuters and electronic versions of magazines (including
NEWSWEEK). Gates's and Murdoch's entries change the equation, since they both
have histories of making money at everything they do. Conspiracy theorists predict
they could run stories puffing up their companies' products, or commit the journalistic
sin of disguising adve1tising as news. You'll
be reading a story about a disaster in
Greece, suggests one critic, and a few clicks
later you'll be signed up for a week at a

nearby resort. Other observers predict
they'll just run subpar newsrooms that are
short on investigative reporting and long on
schlock.
Much of the fearmongering stems from
the fact that no one !mows Microsoft's intentions - including Microsoft. "You will
never see us hiring reporters to write stories," Gates told The Wall Street Journal
last week. Meanwhile, a company spokeswoman was telling NEWSWEEK that Microsoft would hire freelance reporters to write
about special events such as the upcoming
Women's Conference. Sources say Gates is

looking to hire a big-name editor, and all its
plans are fuzzy until then. But even inside
Microsoft, there's fear that bosses might
make journalists Loe the company line
when w1iting or editing stories. "There's
anxiety about whether the news division
wi.IJ have integrity," says a reporter who
interviewed for a job there. No ethical
lapses popped up in the outfJt's first hours
ofoperation - it served mostly regurgitated
wire-service stories. But its crisp graphics,
photos and links to discussion groups put it
on par with onJine's Big Three: Prodigy,
CompuServe and America Online.
Murdoch's foray into online journalism is drawing fewer critics- after all,
he already owns newspapers, magazines and the Fox TV network. But the
changes al Delphi show he's serious
about becoming a cybermogul. When
new editor Anthea Disney signed on
this summer, outsiders e11.'Pected h er to
resuscitate the boring Internet-access
provider by creating a Prodigy-style
ser vice that would repackage content
from Murdoch's media empire. Instead, Delphi is abandoni ng its old
mission and setting up a site on the
World Wide Web, the multimedia portion of the Internet. It's free for now,
but Delphi is pondering an ii la carte
fee arrangement, where instead of
paying $9.95 a month, users mi~1t Qay
50 cents to view each stor)'.
'My mom says': Delphi's Disney
promises to use the site to create "something that is a new kind ofjournalism."
Among her visions: interactive novels,
in which well-known writers will pen
the first page and subscribe rs will fill
in the rest. Last week's offerings were
more modest, but they're still innovative
compared \vith sliced-and-diced wire stories. For the lau nch of Windows 95, Delphi's journalists interviewed customers at
computer stores; one reporter wrote about
his mom's opinion of the new operating
system. This week the staff moves into a
new newsroom, and they will hit the streets
with digital cameras to download audio and
video stories onto the Web. Says Delphi
associate producer Jennifer Pirtle: "It's traditional journalism with all new tools."
No one can tell if these new cyberscribes
pose a real threat to the Old Media. For
now, many journalism professors- usually
the First Amendment's most idealistic defenders-will cheer for anyone who hires
graduates in an industry rife with layoffs.
For the best view of the future, look lo John
Callan, the Microsoft editor whose e-mail
began the contrnversy. He final ly got onto
that private e-mail list, though he's been
quiet so far. But that's no guarantee he-or
his employer-will be quiet for long.
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